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DEFINING YOUR 'WHO': 
OWNING YOUR STORY
Knowing who you are is a key element to your personal story. It's yours; no one can take 

it from you, change it or challenge it. They've not lived it; you have. Your experiences are 

yours. For this lesson we're going to look at elements of your story.

The elements of your story will help you:

     •    Understand yourself (what has shaped you into who you are today?)

     •    Recognize any obstacles / objections that need to be overcome (whether they're from 

            you or others)

     •    Create a strong foundation that can support your platform
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WRITE YOUR STORY
You may wonder why some of our initial inquiries are so personal; why are we asking 

such personal questions of you? First of all, know that no one beyond you has to see your 

answers! But it is empowering and freeing to identify, name and release things that you've 

maybe never said or written in a public way. This simple act can produce a lot of good fruit.

Tell me about you. Write your story. Tell me about your parents. 
Your friends. Siblings, pets, in-laws. Your significant other. Your drama-filled ex.

Tell me about your childhood. What did you like to do?                      
What were your passions? Your hobbies?
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Are you married? Kids? Tell me about your family.

Tell me about the hurts that you've experienced? The sadness 
you've been through and the things that make you sad.

What motivates and drives you? Sustains you? Recharges you?
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What drains you? Makes you angry? Stirs you with passion?

Tell me about you and [football/soccer/basketball, etc.]. What awards have you 
received? What honors have you been recognized with?

Tell me about your education.
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List out your hobbies now.

Notes

What is the most memorable thing 
someone has ever said to you? Why?
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What is the most hurtful thing someone has ever said to you? A coach, parent, friend, the 
media, or someone else. Why was this hurtful? What was it that made it so painful?
Did it spark anger or fear in you? Are you even able to identify & write down why you 
remember it to this day?

What is the most encouraging thing someone has ever said to you or shown you? 
What was it and why was it so powerful to you?
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KEY POINT 1 :  YOUR 
IDENTITY BUILDS YOUR 
PLATFORM
The above questions touch on your identity. The things that have shaped you. They

are also going to be used to tell others about you, to craft your story, which we will

use to build your website, communicate with the media, create your platform.

Your Story  >>>  Builds a Sustainable Platform  =  Scalability

What parts of your story do you think could never be used for good? *Big hint: these 
parts make you real & can become the most impactful part of your platform.

*Note: I would never advocate that you share beyond your area of comfort, but I would encourage you to know that 
everything is redeemable!
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KEY POINT 2:  BUSINESS 
IS PERSONAL
We also ask because we are personal. Business is personal. And who you are affects 
what you do. The two cannot be separated, even if you think so. Eventually, when you are 

stressed, lonely, tired, broke - whether it be in marriage problems, reputation trouble, 

financial hard times - EVEN if temporary - these things show up! So it is better that they 

are talked about and un-masked now.

KEY POINT 3:  GOOD 
FRUIT REQUIRES GOOD 
ROOTS
One of the most challenging things about building a brand is recognizing that your roots 

produce your fruits.

What this means is that no matter how many beautiful things you hang from your tree 

to make it look appealing, if the fruit is bad no one's going to want what you offer. And 
everything you offer in life and in business stems from your root system. are talked about 
and unmasked now.

What things need to be unmasked in your history? What roots
do you need to pull out so that you can plant new, good roots?
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ABOUT TREES
I once heard a story about a group of trees that were planted together. Four of the trees 

were growing just like they were supposed to but one of the trees was small and had not 

grown at all.

The lady who had the trees planted was complaining that one tree wouldn't grow. The 

Gardener began to beat the tree with a two by four. Shocked, the woman cried out, "Stop! 

What are you doing?"

The Gardener replied that the trauma makes the tree do two things:

     •    Trauma sends the tree into shock so that it will send its roots deeper, &

     •    Trauma will make the tree to begin to grow upward toward Heaven.

In order to grow straight & tall, the tree needs the support of the 

rods and strings you often see tied to a small tree. These help the 

tree withstand strong winds & keep it's direction.

THE REAL SURPRISE
The tree can either grow twisted and sideways or it can grow 
straight up.
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REDEEMING ROOTS
Have you experienced this kind of trauma? Perhaps from someone's careless words? Even 

if that was not their intent? Which way have your roots grown? And which way has your 

tree grown? Are your roots in good soil and producing good things? Or have they been 

sitting in bad soil that was fertilized with ugly words? 

Have your branches and trunk grown straight and strong? Have they had the support that 

you need to succeed in life?

Or have they grown twisted and unable to carry the burdens that you've been carrying, 

much less produce good fruit?

Which one are you?

If you don't like your tree (your family history, your past choices, life patterns), 

you can change it now!

OR

You can continue doing the same thing you've been doing & you can keep getting 

the same results.

That, my friends, is the very definition of insanity.
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GET A GOOD GARDENER
If this is you, and you just realized before you ever start this journey, there are some things 

you need to address, NEWS FLASH: EVERYONE needs pruning in some area of our lives. 

But we have good news! 

We can recommend a 'gardener' for you:

     •    Someone who will be willing to challenge you, perhaps shock you, to create growth.

     •    Someone who will support you so that you can grow the RIGHT way, in good soil & in  

            a good direction.

     •    Someone who uniquely understands the athlete life.

Click here to connect with ESBA's recommended Life Coach.

WHAT'S NEXT
CONGRATULATIONS!
Most people never get this far! Most people will never have the courage to really

address these areas until, 5 years (or 2 or 10) later, they're forced to address them.

Unfortunately, this forced need can come from:

     •    Business failure

     •    Marriage trouble

     •    Financial problems

But you're not going to be like everyone else! You're taking the time to clean out what

doesn't belong in your foundation so that it's not faulty.

www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
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BELIEFS AND VALUES
A belief is something you trust to be true.  What do you believe, or trust to be true about:

Life

Family
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Marriage

Work

Relationships
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Faith

What has helped you form these beliefs in your life? 

Values are a person’s principles or standards of behavior.  What are five values that guide 

your standards or behavior or principles?  (Ex. honesty, creativity, humility, etc)

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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For each of the five values listed, write action statements that express these values in your 

life, family, business, etc.  For example:  If Honesty is a value of yours, how do you want 

honesty to be expressed?  ie, Honesty: I will always tell the truth.

1.

2.

3.
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4.

5.

Where are they consistent?  

Do your actions, decisions, behaviors reflect what you answered in #1&2?
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Where are they inconsistent?  

How do you define strength of character?  

Take some time this week to reflect on your beliefs and values.  If this is new, take time to 

zero in on what it is you really believe, the values you hold, and how these shape the way 

you live in all areas of your life.

STRENGTH AND 
COURAGE
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How do you define courage? 

Think of people you know that exhibit strength and courage.  

What is it about them that made them come to mind? 

What does strength and courage look like in their life? 
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Is there a time in your life that required you to exhibit strength and courage…and you failed 

to step forward to meet the challenge?

Describe it.  

How did it feel afterward? 

What kept you from moving forward in strength and courage?  

How would you act next time in the same situation? 
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Is there a time in your life that required you to exhibit strength and courage…

and you successfully stepped forward to act with strength and courage?   

How did it feel afterward?  

Did you experience fear?  If so, how did you overcome it? 
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How do you answer the question, “Who am I?” 

Have you always answered this question the same way as you answered today?  

IDENTITY
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Have you ever derived your self worth or significance from what someone else thinks or 

says about you?  In other words, has someone else defined who you are or “named” you? 

If yes, give an example(s)  

Has this given you a sense of freedom or has it been burdensome?  
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It’s easy to define who we are by a role in life or circumstances we find ourselves in.  

If we define “Who am I” by a role or circumstances, what fallacies may arise?  

What happens when we change roles or our circumstances change? 

Describe a time when this has happened to you. 
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Did it make you doubt yourself? 

Was your self-worth impacted?  Negatively or positively? 

Describe a time in life when you may not have known who you are, 

when you were at a loss to even know yourself.  
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What emotions did you experience? 

What was life like for you? 

How did you get out of that place?  Or have you? 
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What did you do to determine “who you are”? 

If yes, describe how it’s being lived out in your life, i.e., your 

marriage, family, vocation, relationships, service, faith, etc.  

Today, when you answer the question “Who am I?”, does it excite you?  Does it give you life?  

Does it really describe who you are? 

If no, reach out to Philip.  He can help you on the path to knowing your true identity and 

how to live from your identity.

https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
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How would you describe someone who is authentic?  

Is authenticity an attractive quality in a relationship? Why or why not? 

Would the people that know you best describe you as authentic?  Why or why not? 

AUTHENTICITY
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What is your biggest obstacle to allowing yourself to be truly known by someone else? 

How do you recognize them as lies? 

In the video module, Philip talks about lies we believe that affect our identity.  As you 

think back on your life, are there lies that have crept in to distort your identity, or what 

you believe about yourself? 
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If you recognize lies you have believed about yourself, how will you change that belief?  

What action steps will you take? 

Identify and write down FIVE truths about you that speak to your identity:

For the next 30 days, speak these FIVE truths to yourself THREE times per day.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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MONEY FOLLOWS VALUE
During your building process, you may be tempted to jump ahead and do the building 

of your visible business - your website, your legal structure, your products and service 

offerings - but to do so is to shortcut the process of building a business that will last.

Private preparation leads to public celebration. If you want to be successful, you must be 

willing to plan and construct the framework that gives your business it’s strength. To be 

able to withstand the challenges that will come your way, you must build properly and well. 

THis begins with understanding how value is created in business.

Value comes from what you give to others. The more you give to others from a place of 

helpful intent, not intent for gain solely, the more money you’re going to make in your 

business. When you rush into building - without proper planning - you’re susceptible to 

making big mistakes in your decisions and your relationships.

BUILD PRACTICALLY 
AND SUSTAINABLY
Sustainable building materials and practices in the construction industry continue to grow 

in popularity. Sustainable materials and practices allow builders to use renewable sources 

in the most efficient way, reducing impact on the environment, the people and the building 

itself. You should build your business the same way - with sustainable, renewable energy 

sources.

When you understand your own modus operandi, why and how you do the things you do, 

you will build a better business. This understanding is based on your natural personality, 

your strengths and weaknesses. Knowing yourself first and best will allow you to renew 

yourself and keep growing - not deplete yourself. 

Strength, over-exerted, becomes a weakness. To avoid overexertion, examine what 

practical and sustainable looks like in your business. An understanding of your strengths 

and weaknesses - knowing what motivates and renews you versus what practices drain 

you - is a good start to choosing your business model.
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BUILD WITH THE END IN 
MIND
Building a sustainable and scalable business requires a good framework that can support 

the business growth. Thinking about your dream; the one that you sketched out: 

What are your goals for the business in 1 year? 5 years? 10 years? 
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How do you envision achieving your goals? 

What areas of weakness should you consider being on guard for with your growth 

in terms of personality and ability? In other words, examine your own strengths and 

weaknesses as you understand them now in terms of business growth and development. 

RECOGNIZE THE 
SEASON
Athletes vary their routines based on the season they’re in. 

•    Preseason: Preparation for the upcoming competitive season. This is when    

       strengthening and conditioning and testing occurs.

•  In-season: When performance is expected and results should be observable and    
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1 These components of business, the Who and What and How, will be explored further in upcoming homework.

       measurable. 

•    Post-season: The rest period after competition has ended.

•    Off-season: A time for rest, reflection and preparation. A time for building and planning    

        for new growth.

You are in a season of building. You will also find that your business and life go through 

seasons. If you fail to recognize your current season, you’ll fail to do the right things at the 

right time for the best results. This can cause you to miss out on the steps in your process 

and lose focus.

DON’T KILL YOUR 
DREAMS
Distraction, being ‘busy’, will keep you a technician in your business forever. A lack of focus 

will dilute your work very quickly. Consider the consequences of how distraction dilutes 

clarity for decision-making in the following areas in a business:

           Who you serve

           What you offer

           When you should hire

           Who you should hire

           How you should hire

Focus requires clarity of your who, your what and your how 1. But clarity gets interrupted 

by a lack of focus and entrepreneurs often struggle with focus. 

The fastest way to kill a dream is to get a second dream. Staying focused on your vision in 

business will keep you forward moving. Having a framework, like ESBA, to follow will help 

you achieve your goals.

http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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KNOW THYSELF
A key component of growth is strength of structure; what can be sustained by your 

personality? Taking the different personality and strength profiles is an excellent start to 

understanding how you process events in your life and why you respond to events and 

people the way you do.

Write in your answers below.

           16 Personalities: Learn about the strengths and weaknesses of your personality.   

           Expanding on the Myers-Briggs Indicator and the big 5 personality traits, this test will   

           help you better understand you interact with others in relationships, process            

           information and then make decisions. You can read about the various personality        

           types here. Take the test now for free.

           Strengthsfinders: This test helps you understand what motivates you to keep               

           going. As an entrepreneur, understanding your strengths helps you create a model             

           that is practical and sustainable for you and as a leader, helps you learn how to best   

           staff for support and function. You can take the test here (it’s $19.99).

           Kolbe: This test has nothing to do with your personality or social interaction style   

           or your intelligence; rather, it examines how you will or will not take action in a   

           decision-making situation. Build your team and profit margin on your natural instincts   

           as a leader. Get started now by taking the Kolbe A (the cost is $49.95). 

           Enneagram: Find out what cause you imbalance in your life and unhealthy tendencies    

           you may have as you focus on growing your business. Knowing these areas of 

           strength and weakness can help you avoid saying yes to good things from fear that       

           you’ve missed the great things. You can take the enneagram here for free. 

https://www.16personalities.com/
https://www.16personalities.com/personality-types
https://www.16personalities.com
https://www.gallupstrengthscenter.com/product/en-us/10108/top-5-cliftonstrengths-access
https://www.gallupstrengthscenter.com/product/en-us/10108/top-5-cliftonstrengths-access
http://www.kolbe.com/?kapcode=8A2C2651967D4730983C50239883A427" \h
http://www.kolbe.com/?kapcode=8A2C2651967D4730983C50239883A427" \h
https://www.eclecticenergies.com/enneagram/test
https://www.eclecticenergies.com/enneagram/test
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16 Personalities results: 

Your personality type is      , __ __ __ __-__ 

Strengths and weaknesses: 

Biggest takeaways and insights: 

What personalities are your opposite? 
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16 Personalities results: 

Strengthsfinders results 

What types of people would you work with best? Why? 

Strength #1 
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Strengthsfinders results 

Strength #2

Strength #3 

Strength #4 
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Strengthsfinders results 

Strength #5

What strengths complement yours?  

Which strengths frustrate your strengths?  
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Kolbe 

Results:  __ __ __ __-__ 

Top strengths: 

What drives you?  

Takeaway for relationships  

Which action modes do you need to consider working with for the future? 

Action modes:  

 (Fact finder)  

 (Follow through)     

 (Quick start)

 (Implementor)
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Enneagram

Results: 

Wings: 

Takeaway

LOOK AT YOUR 
(NATURAL) PROCESSES

Evaluating your results, what have you learned about your learning style? 
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What did you learn about your leadership style? 

What is your overall administrative style? Do you naturally think with 

processes? Are standards important to you? 
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What kind of standards and processes are important to you? 

For example, using the 16 Personalities exam, if you’re a Logistician (ISTJ-A), the largest 

group represented of test-takers (13%), principles such as justice, honesty and verifiable 

facts are important to you. Rules and standards matter to this personality type, as does or-

ganization and administration. Setting up administrative processes is a natural byproduct 

of this personality.
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How can your personal social justice issues be factored into your business?  

What kind of standards and processes should go into your business, especially around 

your strengths and weaknesses? Consider areas such as communication style, energy or 

decisiveness in decision-making.  
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Cleanliness

Organization

Communication

If the idea that how you are at home is how you’ll be in business, what is your personality 

type in household and personal life situations? How does your personal life translate into 

business?
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Personality

Parenting

Marital leadership 
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Timeliness of bill-paying 

Responsibilities management2

Other

2 For example, do you pay the bills? If not, why do you not? Is it because of personality, a lack of punctuality, forgetfulness, 
spouse personality? Who will handle bill-paying in the business?

http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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LEADERSHIP IS A 
PROCESS
As you go through the process of becoming a true entrepreneur, understanding how you 

best function is important to creating a well-rounded business model. Even if writing 

policies and procedures is a technical component you would rather avoid, communicating 

your vision through outlining your policies and procedures3  will help keep your 

organization aligned and consistent in approach as growth occurs. 

Understanding your own foundational element will help you scale the leadership process 

quickly and easily. As you perform these technician-like tasks, you’re’ learning what 

you’ll need later on to hold others accountable and you’ll be able to scale efficiently and 

sustainably as you administer these component. You’ll be a better manager of people and 

relationships because of this accountability, which will in turn make you a better leader and 

business steward. These are the elements that help build a true entrepreneur. 

3 A starter list of recommended policies, procedures and guidelines will be presented later in the course. For current 
purposes, this exercise is to help you gain an understanding of key elements you need to include in your framework so that 
you’re prepared for growth.

Personality  __ __ __ __-__ 

Make a master list of the key elements necessary to your particular brand4 : 
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4 What do you want to be known for as a brand and in your industry? Ask yourself questions such as, “How do I want others 
to describe the business? What does honesty look like to me? In my business? How will I communicate my values through 
my policies, customer service and actions to my consumers?” Consider areas of virtue, values, character, principles - your 
foundational elements. 

Make a master list of the key elements necessary to your particular brand4 : 

Top strengths: 

Kolbe __ __ __ __ 

Enneagram
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AUTHORITY AS A 
FOUNDATIONAL 
ELEMENT
Before you can pour a foundation in business, you need the authority to build where you’ve 

chosen. That is why knowing who you are, where and how you can help others and that you 

can deliver value and results is vital to your building process. Authority is your right, your 

permit, to build where you’ve chosen.

When you have a permit to build, you are able to choose where you’ll build, how you’ll 

build, your materials and your process. Components of choosing your location include soil 

composition. 

 Why is soil investigation important?

 Although many people fail to recognise the importance of soil investigation, this is  

 a vital and necessary step of the construction process. Don’t be misled into thinking  

 that if the neighbouring areas conducted a geotechnical investigation and finished  

 their buildings, you don’t have to go through the same process because of the  

 vicinity. In fact, the characteristics of soil can vary significantly depending on  

 location and can affect the stability of the foundation. Other factors, including  

 weather, soil management and climate changes, can also affect soil properties and,  

 thus, the building.

 This step of the construction process bears such a great importance because it can  

 cause foundation failures due to the insufficient bearing capacity of the soil.

  This can pose a serious threat to the safety of the nearby area. If the soil isn’t  

 appropriate for a certain construction, it may even collapse, endangering homes  

 and lives of other people.

 As already mentioned, the results of soil investigation can affect the entire   

 building project. Depending on the bearing capacity of soil, its properties, the rate  

 of soil settlement and other relevant data, engineers need to adjust the depth  
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 and type of the foundation, decide on the necessary construction elements, choose   

appropriate building techniques and predict possible problems and solutions.

 Finally, soil investigation provides you with a certain level of predictability and   

 stability when it comes to possible construction expenses. By conducting this type   

 of investigation, you’ll be able to anticipate any possible problems and plan    

 your finances accordingly. Otherwise, you might start your building project    

 and invest a lot of money only to realise that soil isn’t appropriate for it1 .

Understanding your authority and exercising it to choose what type of soil you will 

build your business on and where you’ll build will keep your foundation well-secured, 

well-watered and in place. This is an important element to scaling your business later as 

authority informs your three core elements of your business model: 

     •    Your Who - The people or problem you have a desire to work with or help.

     •    Your What - The skills you’re good at; how you create value or problem solve.

     •    Your How - The methods you use to deliver your solution.

Many business owners think they know their what and want to begin building immediately 

with the how. They start building without making sure they have the authority to build 

where they are.

¹ Excerpt from WordBuild365

http://www.worldbuild365.com/blog/soil-investigation-what-is-it-and-why-is-it-important-for-your-building-project-Bi1R4q" \h
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COMPONENTS OF 
AUTHORITY
Moral values such as truth and authenticity are how you establish and communicate au-

thority. Why do these moral values communicate authority? These components show how 

you honor, serve and value people. Only people with real authority have power. Those who 

build a platform based on a desire to get rich quick, to heal a wound / seek revenge2  or to 

flaunt success will have that platform crumble beneath them because they built on and for 

the wrong reasons.

Honesty

Most things in marketing and sales today are marked with an asterisk (*). Offers must 

always be explained or qualified and services are not straightforward. Signing up for new 

internet service? The price will be $75 / month plus a registration fee plus a service fee that 

you’re informed of after you’ve had your credit checked and you’ve agreed to the service. 

Scarcity and curiosity are two of the most powerful marketing tactics used today in sales. 

Honest marketing is to not lie, not manipulate, not pressure your customers. Some exam-

ples of this would be overhype, exaggeration, implied results or claims, disclaimers, false 

scarcity and more.

Truth is disruptive. Integrity, a byproduct of truth, gives power and boldness to your busi-

ness practices, relationships and presence. Honestly representing who you are and what 

you do to others means that you place their needs over your own3 . If you want to have 

authority, you do business honestly. Being disruptive is a key to authority.

2 For example, if someone told you repeatedly as a child that you would never amount to anything or would be worthless, 
achieving success in business is a way to say, “You were wrong!” but it’s also a way to lose what you’ve made quite quickly.
3 This is not to say you operate your business at a loss; good business principles will allow you to serve others well while 
maintaining a profit. The profit is part of how you have the resources to serve others well.
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Servant leadership

When you are willing to care about the client you will succeed. If you really care about the 

people you’re serving, if you can have empathy and compassion for them, feeling their pain 

and worries, you’ve probably identified an area in which you can  exercise your authority 

well and as a business plan4. This concept is from Robert K. Greenleaf and his landmark 

1970 essay, The Servant as Leader:

	 “The	servant-leader	is	servant	first…	It	begins	with	the	natural	feeling	that	one	wants		 	

	 to	serve,	to	serve	first.	Then	conscious	choice	brings	one	to	aspire	to	lead.	That	person

	 	is	sharply	different	from	one	who	is	leader	first,	perhaps	because		of	the	need	to	

	 assuage	an	unusual	power	drive	or	to	acquire	material	possessions…The	leader-first		 	

	 and	the	servant-first	are	two	extreme	types.	Between	them	there	are	shadings	and	

	 blends	that	are	part	of	the	infinite	variety	of	human	nature.

	 “The	difference	manifests	itself	in	the	care	taken	by	the	servant-first	to	make	sure	that		 	

	 other	people’s	highest	priority	needs	are	being	served.	The	best	test,	and	difficult		 	 	

	 to	administer,	is:	Do	those	served	grow	as	persons?	Do	they,	while	being	served,	become		 	

	 healthier,	wiser,	freer,	more	autonomous,	more	likely	themselves	to	become	servants?	

	 And,	what	is	the	effect	on	the	least	privileged	in	society?	Will	they	benefit	or	at	least	not		 	

	 be	further	deprived?“

Mindset

Are you going to value people or money? It sounds like a silly question until you examine 

how marketers and salespeople treat the buyer: you can only buy the product or service 

today for that special price. You can only get the deal today. You’re in a financial bind? Buy 

into this product or service and it will change your finances - after you go into further debt 

to ‘buy-in’. What are your motives for selling the deal? Creating the business?

Intent

Motives matter. The end never justifies the means. And intent does not negate impact.

4 This concept of creating solutions for groups that can pay you well is discussed later in the program.
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IDENTIFY YOUR 
AUTHORITY
When choosing a business, your business type comes secondary to your business purpose. 

A key to being successful in business is being authentic. Being honest. Many businesses 

have a model of teaching business principles and strategies when they have no authority 

on the subject. 

Authority in business comes from not just knowing the principles and strategies for 
execution but from experience and success. What have you overcome in your life?

NAME YOUR GIANTS
Before you can begin a business as an authority, you must know where you have authority. 

What is authority? In business, authority is any place where you can authentically speak to 

the problem and it’s solution and you can deliver real results. Authority is a big key to your 
business model because it’s a sustainable model. 

Authority comes from experience killing giants in your life. Giants can be fear, 

anxiety, depression, poverty, rejection, eating disorders, suicide or fatherlessness and 

abandonment. A child born with a disability, a child who died from cancer. Any area where 

you’ve overcome something and can help others by sharing your experiences is a clue to 

your authority in business. 

Malcolm Gladwell writes in his book David & Goliath about recognizing the giants in our 

lives for what they are. From far away the giants in our lives seem scary and powerful but 

often their greatest perceived power is also their greatest weakness. This knowledge can 

turn what was previously viewed as a disadvantage into a huge opportunity5 .

5 If you don’t want to buy the book, here is a great summary.

https://amzn.to/2NToyc6
https://amzn.to/2NToyc6
https://deanyeong.com/reading-note/david-and-goliath/
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As you complete these exercises today, ask yourself if your experience would allow you 

to deliver results in those areas? This is not the same as mastery; mastery of something is 

a lifelong process. What giants have you slayed in your life? 

Consider the following areas of growth and achievement:

Personal giants 
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Educational giants 

Professional giants 

Emotional giants 
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Spiritual giants 

Physical giants 

Psychological giants 
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PICK UP YOUR SWORD
Look at the list of ‘giants’ you’ve overcome. These are a big clue to your business authority 

and model. Your victories in your life are not just for you - they’re a clue for how you 

can best serve others because you can go help them also kill those giants. This is the 

multiplication principle in action. 

Which of your giants would you be willing to help others with6 ? List them here. 

6 If you’re not comfortable with, have not processed through, have yet to find freedom in or from your giants, your past, reach 
out and talk to a life coach.

CLAIM YOUR AUTHORITY
When you’ve killed a Goliath in your life, the sword becomes yours. That sword gives you 

authority because of what you have overcome to take it, because of how you have used it 

(David used Goliath’s own sword to kill him), and because you now use it to kill that same 

giant in other people’s lives.

For example, when a sick child is presented to an emergency room, the parents are often 

full of fear for their child. However, thanks to the advances of modern medicine, doctors 

can typically identify the problem and reassure parents of the illness and it’s treatment and 

outcome. This eliminates fear in the parents, gives them a shorter path to healing, and allows 

the child a faster recovery. 

You use the same principle in business when you operate from a place of authority.

https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
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How can you use truth to disrupt your industry7 ? What can you do differently than 

others and still serve clients better? 

What does servant leadership look like in your business? In your industry? How can 

you serve others from a place of authority in a way they’re not currently being served? 

Maybe through honest sales copy? Customer service? Follow-through?  

EVALUATE YOURSELF

7 A great example of this is Derek Halpern and his blog ‘Social Triggers.’ Derek challenges the status quo with his snarky 
commentary and controversial approach to marketing. This has made him very popular as an influencer. Followers know he’ll 
be brutally honest in his evaluation and recommendation. He disrupted the entire online marketing space and grew his blog 
to over 11,000 subscribers in less than a year.

https://socialtriggers.com/content-is-king-myth/
http://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com" \h
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What is your motivation to be in business? Are you trying to serve people or chase the 

money?  
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ESTABLISH DOMAIN 
THROUGH BOUNDARIES
A common practice for most business owners is to have an idea for their business, validate 

it with friends and family members and then start building. But you wouldn’t build a house 

that way. You would research and validate the location1, test the soil and consider what’s 

necessary for a solid foundation, including excavation. 

Exercising authority is where you survey your land, set boundaries in which to build and 

establish domain. Ownership.

 do·main

 noun

 1. an area of territory owned or controlled by a ruler or government.

  Synonyms: realm, kingdom, empire, dominion, province, territory, land

 2. a specified sphere of activity or knowledge.

  Synonyms: field, area, sphere, discipline, province, world

When you establish brand domain, you are letting others know how far you will go to serve 

and where your limits are. This is how you keep your business foundation secure; the ‘walls’ 

are clearly defined. 

BUILD ON GOOD SOIL
Good soil is not only an essential element to your foundation’s position but your growth. 

Good soil helps you hold your structure in place because you’ve established your authority 

but it also helps you grow the right things around your foundation. It holds moisture when 

it should and it drains as it should so that you don’t get dry during tough seasons and 

overloaded from burdens in heavy, wet seasons2 . 

¹ Your domain; where you have authority.
2 Dry seasons can come from areas such as relationships or finances; wet seasons can come from overload, pressure and 
growth.
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USE THE RIGHT 
MATERIALS
Many people often fail to build with the right materials. Not only do they fail to build their 

business with honesty and integrity but they fail to consider who they are and who they’re 

building to serve.

Serving two who’s

A big mistake entrepreneurs often make is trying to serve two who’s: themselves and their 

clients. As Greenleaf noted, you cannot serve others and yourself with equal attention. 

These are opposite sides of leadership, with servant-leaders desiring to lead by helping 

others whereas the leader-first is driven by power and acquiring material possessions.

To be an effective leader, you need to know your who (know yourself) and your who 

(know your client, who you’re serving). If your business is all about you, it will fail. 

That is why servant leadership is so important, especially to an entrepreneur, because 

entrepreneurship is all about others. 

A big mistake many entrepreneurs make is failing to realize that the pedestal self-reliance 

as entrepreneurs has set them up on is bad soil and false security. When you go from being 

a W-2 employee to self-employed, you move from having one boss to many bosses. The 

freedom is in the boundaries you set, the soil you plant in and the materials you use.

When you realize that you’re in business to serve others and you do not require the 

ongoing attention or affirmation of others, you’re ready to be a servant leader. No one can 

compare to you and no one can take your place. If you know yourself and your client so 

well, then no one else can fit in the space you create - your niche. That is how you take your 

own place in an army of change, growth and social justice. Business	is	not	about	you	but	when	

you	understand	who	are,	you’ll	find	your	freedom.

https://www.greenleaf.org/what-is-servant-leadership/
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Who you are

While you’ve taken the time to get an overall understanding of how you work, think and 

make decisions, there are some big clues to your who (who you’ll serve) still left to discover:

     •    What groups do you have a great passion for? 

     •    Who are those who you can most identify with in their pain and suffering?

     •    For which people can you really understand their struggles?

These answers are most likely a clue as to who you will be serving. When you have a 

natural sense of the needs of a particular group, take the time to evaluate if that is your 

business realm.

However, getting paid by this group is another important consideration for your business 

model. If you’re interested in serving a group that cannot pay, then either that’s not 

your business but rather your cause. Or you need to consider formulating a non-profit 

organization, which will change how you process finances but will not change your need for 

the knowledge in this program.

Questions to consider about you

What do you enjoy? 
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What are you good at? 

What can you sustain? 

Look at your past and your experiences. Thinking about some of 

the giants you’ve addressed in your past, what are you good at? 
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3 A simple example: If you were a linebacker in college and gained 200 pounds after school and have now lost 160 pounds and 
kept it off, that could be a business model for you. Helping former athletes who need to lose more than 100 pounds and keep 
it off. Your upsells could then be for personal coaching, membership motivation and accountability and for meal plans.

Are there any experiences you could turn into a product or service3 ? 

Who do you have a heart for?  

Who do you want to help and why?  
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What parts of your story make you uniquely qualified to 

address this subject / give you authority? 

What are the pain points they have? 

What subject do friends and family often ask you for advice regarding? 
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What victories have your achieved in your life, personally or professionally? Can you 

teach someone else about what you experienced so they can overcome faster? 

Who you serve

As you understand your own strengths in service, who can you serve with these strengths?

Questions to consider about your who

Who is your compassion for? 
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What group do you seem to have an easy relationship with? Click well with? Consider 

their age, gender, social demographics - be specific! 

What people or group can you serve through sharing your experiences? 

How can you serve others in a way that brings value to them? 
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Who can you serve with your experiences / skills / talents / stories / breakthroughs that 

can bring those same outcomes to others? 

What can you offer that would draw people to you with that exact same need or problem? 

Who can you solve the biggest problem for but that also is of great value? 
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Does this niche have people who can pay for your product or service4 ? 

4 An important consideration in determining your niche, your ‘who’, is the ability of that group to pay you. Because you are 
valuable and so is your experience, you need to be able to charge but consider as you brainstorm costs and payments that 
almost 80% of Americans live paycheck to paycheck. Evaluate and price accordingly.

Understand your mindset

Before you can begin to identify who your target audience is, you must first be sure (a) they 

can pay you, (b) you’re willing to charge them and (c) that you will charge the right amount 

because you could deliver results. There are two ways you can get paid:

           Time: You charge for your time and the quality of the product.

           Solution: You charge for the results you produce and the value those results create.

Be careful that you’re aiming to be solutions-based. Otherwise you will create and sell from 

a place of lack or need (financially or emotionally). This will harm your business and keep 

you stagnant as you’ll desire to be always perceived as the expert and want to keep people 

tied to you for answers. This created undue pressure on you and can ruin relationships. 

This is where and why being willing to be faceless really matters.

Are you your who?

Sometimes your who is not a group but it’s a carbon copy of you. Sometimes the things you 

have experienced and overcome is so personal that only you can answer the problem. In 

the hospital, many new nurses and doctors can talk a good game - they know the answers, 

the lab ranges and values - but they have no clue how to apply them. They have no idea 

what a deteriorating patient scenario really looks like - because they don’t have real 

experience. They only have technical knowledge!

https://www.cnbc.com/2017/08/24/most-americans-live-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
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The same principles are true in sports. Many people know the technical aspects of the 

game but if they’ve never been a high-level competitor, they do not understand the 

physical or mental or emotional elements of the game that influence performance on the 

field!

So how do you know if you’re your who?

Can you create for others a product or service that you wish someone would have created for you? 

Can you help them get through a particular struggle with secrets 

and shortcuts you learned by experience? 
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Are you willing to share your story and areas of overcoming? 

Do I have any examples or stories where I’ve helped someone with one of these areas? 

CHOOSE A NICHE
In business, a niche is a small and specific area or group of people that you can serve with 

your product or service. The niche is vital to growing and scaling a business. The niche tells 

you who you’re serving, what you’re serving them with and how you’re serving them. 

Riches in the niches

There are riches in the niches is a saying that means that the more you know your area of 

authority and domain and stay within those boundaries, the more successful you’ll be. This 

is because niches give you more authority through (a) not watering down your message to 
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the wrong people and (b) mobilizing raving fans who completely identify with you and your 

message. This is because, in a way, you are them and your writing and marketing makes 

them feel as though you know them fully.

Fishing in your niche

If you’ve ever gone deep sea fishing, you know that understanding what kind of fish you’re 

looking to catch is important before going out. For example, some fish can be caught closer 

to the ocean shore whereas other fish require a day-long trip out on the water before 

you’re near where those fish can be found. Consider the following:

           Fish type

           Bait type

           Boat type

           Water type

           Location of body of water

           Location of fish in water (e.g., proximity to shore)

           Rod and reel type

The type of fish you want to catch determines what you’ll bait your hook with. You cannot 

catch swordfish with catfish bait. You can’t catch swordfish in a boat, on a lake, with a 

small fishing rod. You need to have a specific size and speed of boat, a specific rod and reel, 

support, bait and location. You must know your water type.

These answers would also clue you in to what type of journey you’ll be taking to catch your 

swordfish, how long you’ll be gone, what type of preparations you’ll need to make in order 

to reel in and prep the fish for storage and traveling and more5.

Niche down further

Your niche should be so small that only you could fit the description of it. When you 

catalogue your personal story, no one else could have grown up where you did, identify 

with the people you grew up around, lived through the stories you did or create the impact 

you can. 

5 Length of time to ‘catch’ your fish, your who, matters because you may fail to plan properly with your finances or promises 
for ROI to investors, placing you in a position that may fail to sustain you. 
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 Case study: Jeremie Piette, 2008
 Jeremie had played 7+ years professional soccer by 2008 and was coaching for   

 Stanford University soccer camps during his off-season. After getting traded 10   

 days before preseason and with a new baby on the way, Jeremie realized he    

 was done with the emotional and physical wear of playing professional soccer. Here  

 is an excerpt of the initial sketch of his vision:

  •    Experience: 7+ years playing pro soccer, 17+ countries experienced, 4   

         years college soccer

  •    Background: Moved around alot, overcame many challenges as youth,   

        mom and dad separated with bad blood, lack of safety, lack of stability,   

        biracial

  •    Story: Multiple D-1 offers, 18-month old cousin died from cancer senior   

                        year, no mentor or guidance

  •    Skills: Received no private skills training personally; began training solo   

        college senior year; began training kids in private camps and clinics, like   

        to encourage, like down-time 

  •    Awards: All-American, All-Academic, Player of the Game, Scholar    

               Athlete and more

  •    Summary: Can teach kids about necessary skills, natural athleticism,   

         offer immediate improvement, influence from place of international 

         travel and experience, bring breakthrough in areas of skills and 

         immediate development and improvement

  •    Conclusion: Need to live somewhere where youth soccer is prevalent,   

                        people have the funds to pay for private training, fields are available

         for use, people understand value of training and what experience brings

A niche must have capacity to pay for your services, otherwise it’s a hobby, a ministry, or 

a not-for-profit. You must have a product or service you can charge for in and people who 

will pay for it in order to succeed. Jeremie developed youth because he saw how much 

money parents are willing to invest in their kids, knew he could produce rapid development 

and he had a desire to influence kids to make good choices throughout their life.
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Your own case study

Experience

Background

Story
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Skills

Awards

Summary
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Conclusions

           Your who 

           What your who would be interested in checking out / need 
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           How will you get to your who 

           Where does your who hang out 

           What type of locations / groups / social places does your who frequent 
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           How long will it take to reach your who 

           What do you need to bring in the who with finances? Time? Energy? 
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DISPLAYING 
CHARACTER
Many people want to build a business without checking if they have a permit to build 

where they want (i.e., have the authority), if they have the right building materials (e.g., 

strengths, truth and experience), or the right foundation (e.g., character).

Entrepreneurs must communicate their vision. They cast the vision for the company and 

those who do business with the company. This can require passion and influence and 

salesmanship. However, oftentimes people get ‘carried away’ in their excitement and trade 

the truth for ‘good salesmanship.’ Lying produces influence that is short-lived.

Set your internal script

Everyone has an internal script. A collection of statements they tell themselves that 

become one’s internal script and influences self-belief. That is why people who lie 

habitually can become a challenge to confront; they’ve repeated the lie so often it’s 

become hard-wired into their belief system as a truth.

What are some internal beliefs you have about yourself? 
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Be authentic

If you want to have a strong foundation for your business, you must build on strength of 

character and with good support. Strength of character is found in truth telling. When you 

know your internal script and have based it on the truth, you don’t have to remember if 

something you said deviated from the truth. This creates a more powerful framework for 

communication, sales and business growth.

Once you begin growing your business, this foundation of truth you’ve built on will give 

you more authority. It will give you control of your sales, business conversations, choice of 

clients and confidence. Truth in business looks like:

     •    Competency: Competency breeds authority. You are the subject matter expert on   

            your product or service. You’ve lived the experience and the product. You know every  

            component or nuance, you can anticipate and answer the questions you’ll be asked                 

            and you can make guarantees. These allow you to serve others well and will grow    

            your reputation of character much faster than any sales pitch.

     •    Trust: You do not need to inflate your own ability or the performance of your product.  

            Your confidence comes from the authority you have in delivering results and being   

            honest about your results.

     •    Empathy: You can identify with your client’s pain points and fears. You can address   

            those emotions and facts with sincerity. This empathy leads to accountability and 

            helping clients take ownership of their problems, which is the beginning of finding a   

            solution.

     •    Leadership: You don’t need to keep the clients coming back to you as a source. There                 

            are thousands of people who can fit in your niche while you release others to move on  

            as they grow. You’re confident in how you’ve served.

     •    Value: You don’t need to keep clients hanging on to keep getting money from them.                  

            You’ve made your nest and set your boundaries independent of the purchase. This   

            frees you to pursue relationship, deliver value and make an offer, not a sales pitch.
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Set your boundaries

Defining your limits ahead of time will help prevent big mistakes. Oftentimes people make 

permanent decisions in temporary situations. They don’t have the perseverance to endure 

a short tough season. They fail to understand that it’s only a season, it will pass.

Safeguards for your business1  are either relational or transactional. Relational boundary 

examples include working and non-working hours, communication, expectations, personal 

challenges and concerns. Transactional boundary examples include email responses, 

meeting availability, purchase follow-up and customer service.

Write out your boundaries

Transactional:

Ugly emails 

Bad business reviews 

1 Boundaries will be more clearly defined in later sections, including writing out your mission / vision / values and policies and 
procedures.
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Unhappy customers with a product  

Unhappy customers with a service 

Policy limits on corrections 
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2 Who will take care of the sick kids if you and your spouse both work? Where is your character first loyal to?

Personal values for making things right and going the extra mile 

Sick days in the family2

Personal relationships that need nurturing  

Relational:
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Dealing with moments of crisis  

Balancing life and family  

Boundaries, like your niche, increase your value.

Plan in advance

Plan in advance how you’ll respond, not react, to things such as ugly correspondence, bad 

decisions, financial stressors or life challenges. You can cover some of this in your business 

policies. For example, if you’re a photographer or graphic designer, you can set a limit on 

how many times you’ll submit a project and make changes. When it’s in policy form and 

easily accessed by the clients, enforcement becomes more clinical and less emotional. 
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Sample standards of response in Global Fútbol Training (GFT) include

     •    Waiting 24 business hours minimum to respond to harsh emails

     •    No going ‘live’ on social media after an ugly experience

     •    Avoiding shame or blame in any form when responding to a client

Address bad reviews

One thing healthcare and its research has taught the rest of the world is the power of 

honesty in relationships. When someone has been injured in a hospital setting, most often 

the families who brought lawsuits or lashed out simply wanted an acknowledgment of their 

experience and pain. 

In entrepreneurship, this often looks like getting a bad review on social media. The internet 

provides a false sense of security to users, contributing to attacks from anonymous 

sources. When someone is upset, a quick press of their ‘go live’ button on Facebook can 

result in a 20 year career reputation damaged in seconds. 

How do you address these situations or prevent them from happening?

 1. Control your own emotions.

 2. Communicate your policies to people at the beginning of the relationship (a   

                     boundary) that spells out what they can expect and why from you and your 

     business.

 3. Do business with integrity. Don’t cheat people.

 4. Have empathy. Remember you’re dealing with a person3 .

 5. Build and stay in touch with your relationships before there’s a problem.

 6. Acknowledge the bad review and ask to speak with the person filing the review.

3 This is one reason why having a good financial boundary in place, a wall, will help you not respond to people from a place of 
lack or need financially.
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YOUR IDENTITY BEYOND 
SUCCESS /  FAILURE
Sometimes you do everything right and you still experience a failure. This can be painful 

but when you’ve built your life and business on character, you can realize loss is not a 

personal reflection on you. You can continue to grow and create. And you can create again.

Character

Character	cannot	be	summoned	at	the	moment	of	crisis	if	it	has	been	squandered	by	years	of	

compromise	and	rationalization.	The	only	testing	ground	for	the	heroic	is	the	mundane.	The	only	

preparation	for	that	one	profound	decision	which	can	change	a	life,	or	even	a	nation,	is	those	

hundreds	of	half-conscious,	self-defining,	seemingly	insignificant	decisions	made	in	private.	Habit	

is	the	daily	battleground	of	character.	Senator	Dan	Coats
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WHAT ARE YOU GOOD AT
Learning who you can and cannot help is vital to your success. You determine your who by 

researching and establishing your own boundaries:

     •    What you’ve experienced

     •    What your natural inclinations are for decision-making

     •    How your personality influences your relationship and business choices

Your who is the people or group you want to serve. You begin to understand how your 

own story is a clue as to who you can best serve and deliver value because the value (the 

results) you deliver determines what you can charge. 

This value, the product or service you’ll be providing others, is known as your what: the 

problem you’re solving for others. What problem(s) can you solve for others, based on your 

own experiences, breakthroughs and successes? 
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What are you good at doing? Solving? Answering? 

What skills do you have that could create value for someone else? 

SKILLS TO PAY THE BILLS
A catchphrase Jeremie coined at the beginning of Global Futbol Training (GFT) was 

‘Skills to pay the bills.’ This phrase became the summary of marketing for the Elite Sports 

Business Academy (ESBA) when it was first launched. His use of his soccer skills and 

experiences to bring out development in others paid the family bills for many years. That 

translated into communicating with athletes that they could use their own ball skills and 

sports experiences to pay for their bills. 
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What skills do you have that could solve a problem for someone else? 

What are the personal struggles you’ve overcome? 

What do friends and family say is your favorite topic? 
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What topic causes you to ‘come alive’ over it in conversation? 

What do people come to you for help or advice in? 

What is easy for your to talk about? 
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If everyone did ______ the same as you, what would make the world 

a better / smarter / richer / healthier / more kind place? 

What area do you have authority in? 
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PLEASURE OR PAIN
Most consumers are motivated by their desire to gain pleasure or avoid pain1 , with the 

avoidance of pain being the stronger influence. Examples of these would be:

 Pleasure: Learn how to create your own financial freedom in business

 Pain: Stop missing out on your children’s lives because of financial demands 

Applying this principle, evaluate what you’re good at that could solve a 

problem for others. Who do you want to help? Why? 

What about them stirs you? 

1 Takahashi H, Kato M, Matsuura, et al. When your gain is my pain and your pain is my gain: neural correlates of envy and 
schadenfreude.Science.2009;323:937-939.
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What experiences or parts of your story make you uniquely qualified to help? 

What problems can you solve for others consistently? 

What pain can you aleve for others without draining yourself emotionally, physically or financially? 
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What are their pain points? 

Do they know that have this need / problem / pain point? 

What can you offer them to affect change? 
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Will they buy it? 

What do you have that could solve problems? Will it be a product or service or both? 

SOLVING PROBLEMS
If you’re not sure who you can best help or which group you’re drawn to serve, then reverse-

engineer your business. Evaluate what you’re good at and apply your skills and experiences to a 

particular group who would want or need your services or product. 
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How will it solve problems? 

What problems will it solve? 

Who will it solve problems for? 
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How long will it take to solve the problem? 

What will it cost to solve the problem? 

Does your target audience have the money to pay for your solving their problem
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WHERE AND WHY ARE 
YOU BUILDING

In order to create influence, first define influence for yourself. Consider what influence is 

to you. Is influence financial? Emotional? Social? 

Think about who you are creating influence for and why you desire influence. Is the 

influence from you on another area or is it influence on you? For example, if you desire to 

have financial influence, why do you crave that particular type of influence? Is it because 

you want financial freedom in your own life? Is it for the power often associated with 

money? Why?  
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If the influence is emotional, who is that for and why? Is it for your spouse to feel cared 

for or you to feel like a good provider perhaps?  

These questions are really heart questions and are at the heart of your company’s success 

or failure. As much as you understand yourself clinically (from an analytic perspective), you 

may still not understand yourself emotionally. And it’s the emotions that flow out of the 

heart and influence everything else.

Have you ever read about ‘rock-solid’ businessmen who suddenly commit suicide or have 

an affair or kill their wife or are murdered by a business deal gone bad or by an angry 

spouse? They had problems that started out as tiny nagging seeds and grew unchecked 

and unattended to become huge root issues that split the foundation in one single instant. 

And so often, the businessman was mostly unaware of how deep-rooted the sadness / 

anger / fear was and what it’s influence would be on them or their relationships or on their 

business.
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WHO ARE YOU 
BUILDING FOR
Similar to your business-building inquiries of the who and the what, before you can find out 

what you’re building towards, you must first understand who you’re building for. 

Developing an understanding of the emotional roots that influence your life is crucial 

to understanding what motivates you and why you determine what’s important or has 

influence in your own life. If you are building out of spite or anger or revenge, your success 

will only magnify the anger in your heart. You’ll fail faster than you built; you’ll become one 

of the failures instead of one of the successes.

Why are you building a business? 

Why is this important to you1? 

1 An example of this would be the man who builds to show his father he was smart and capable, only to have his father’s denial 
of his success cause the man to trash his creation. This story is often played out in literature and cinema.

https://amzn.to/2LC5ZuF
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Who are you building your business for? Why? 

Take 5 minutes. Turn off your phone and your computer. Sit still. Even for the most self-

aware individual, there often comes a moment in the excavation process where there are 

roots that have not been addressed and therefore not removed from your life either. This 

exercise should not frighten you. It should excite you.

Common negative areas of influence in entrepreneurship include issues with:

 Mom

 Dad

 Love

 Abandonment

 Abuse 

 Avoidance 

 Neglect

 Selfishness

 Rejection 

 Divorce

 Worry 

 Rivalry 

 Humiliation

 Injustice

 Betrayal

 Blame

 Shame

 Fear

 Guilt 

 Lack

 Poverty

 Pain 

 Anxiety 

 Family

Writing out words, even abbreviations of thoughts, in the box below will be freeing.

Writing out thoughts removes a lot of the emotions often attached to negative memories.
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Do not be surprised by what comes out of your quiet reflection. 

A flash of a memory or thought is worth writing down. 

This is the beginning of the freedom process2 . This is the why of your journey and it’s the 

final step of the excavation process.

2 If you’re not sure that emotional freedom is possible for you, it is! Reach out for support if you’re stuck! But also please 
remember that this is a PROCESS. Give yourself some grace if this is not a place where you’re at right now. In the famous 
words of Sir Winston Churchill, “If you're going through hell, keep going.” and “Never, never, never give up.”

https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
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WHAT ARE YOU 
BUILDING FOR
Everyone defines richness differently. Some people would say that a rich life is defined 

by lifestyle freedom, others say it’s defined by the numbers in your bank account. Areas 

others have defined as a rich life have included being a stay-at-home parent, traveling 

around the world, funding non-profits, retiring early and providing a certain lifestyle for 

kids / parents / friends. 

Richness doesn’t always mean money in the bank! A great deal of defining a rich life begins 

with understanding finance and defining riches. Defining what success looks like and 

means to you.

Define your rich life. Describe it

What symbolizes or defines ‘rich’ for you? 
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How do you know if you’ve achieved success or richness?  

What are you building towards personally, financially and in business? 

Consider areas such as relationships, reputation and rewards. 

What are your ultimate goals for building?  
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How will you know when you’ve achieved your goals? 

Will it be defined by a number, a feeling, a freedom? 

Many of these are rooted in certain emotional feelings, such as not feeling obligated to 

someone else or not having to make a mortgage payment or be locked into a cubicle.  But 

these are what a rich life look like and feel like. These do not define how you achieve a rich 

life.

HOW ARE YOU 
BUILDING
The bottom line is that a rich life is determined by three things: knowing where you’re 

going with your drive and ambition and for whom it’s for, why you’re going there, and how 

you’re going to get there. And a great deal of how you’re going to achieve your rich life 

involves finances.

Abundant finances create influence, yes. But	finances	influence you before you influence 

with finance. Consider the ways finances might influence a parent: 

Abundance
A stable home

Consistent meals

Freedom (to travel, experience, achieve)

Decreased stress

Increased control

Poverty
Worry

Lack of food, clothing, self-care

Lack of resources

Diminished power of choice (home, travel)

Loss of control 
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These are not just actual dollars in the bank but are mindsets as well. Now apply those 

mindsets to you, your relationships and your business:

Are you a saver or a spender?         Spender      Saver

Is your spouse a saver or a spender?         Spender           Saver

Are you creating multiple battles in your life by preferring yourself or your business 

goals or a business partner over your spouse’s feelings, household needs or personal 

financial obligations? 

Are you preferring your vision over your peace? Why 

or why not?  
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3 If the concept of emotional and relational boundaries is a new concept to you, check out this book.

THE COST OF BEING 
INFLUENCED
Not everyone can carry the same level of financial stress. Stress can look like risk, bank 

account balance or debt. For example, the husband may have no peace and high stress if 

the bank account balance runs below $2500. The wife may get completely stressed out by 

owing someone a debt. Debt that creates stress in your relationship is not a rich life.

Pressure of any kind - emotional, physical, psychological or financial - can leave you 
vulnerable to exploitation in finances, relationships and business. When you have 

pressure in your relationships, you may respond or make decisions out of frustration or 

anger. When you feel financial pressure, you may make foolish decisions to take on more 

debt, assume a higher interest rate or misread the market when investing or borrowing. 

Each of these affect your business and your freedom, therefore affecting your rich life.

BECOME AN 
INFLUENCER
As your business grows, you’ll earn more money but at what cost? Be sure to take the time 

to define what success looks like for you independent of your past. Don’t let others define 

your goals, your boundaries or your patterns. 

•    Set the boundaries3  in your relationships and determine what is your rich life as an   

       individual, in your marriage, in your business.

•    Earn your money but understand where your money is going and how to make it work   

       for you, including how much is ‘enough’ and what you’ll do with the excess. 

Creating influence comes from knowing what you value. Define how you will create 

influence:

https://amzn.to/2mJMYbF
http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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Personal influence 

Relational influence (marriage, business, community) 

Financial influence  
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EXAMINE YOUR ROOT 
SYSTEM
Good financial management is part of the foundation of a successful business. As your 

Brand grows, your business will grow as well, increasing income but also increasing 

opportunity. The more financial resources you have, the faster you can scale.

For some, there is no need to wait for financial resources. But while the resources exist, 

there's a lack of vision for where to build, grow or invest or how to do these things. And 

both groups (the haves and the have nots) can share a big problem: bad financial roots.

Strong roots can do two things: they can be invasive and uproot / destroy what’s around 

them or they can support not only what’s above them but bring life to what’s around them. 

Think about it: trees can provide shade which cools, branches that house or bear fruit, 

leaves that collect water and they can drop seed as well, fertilizing new ground and new 

growth. When your financial mindset is rooted in good soil, growth not only happens for 

you but for others as well but in bad soil (family history, lack, loss, bad influences or poor 

management), the roots are unhealthy due to their environment.

FINANCES THAT 
REQUIRE EXCAVATION
Most of the financial problems that kill a business are rooted in bad personal financial 

decisions or management. However, they’re also rooted in historical influences as well, 

including familial, societal, cultural and emotional. The most common categories of bad 

personal financial roots include

           Poverty: A constant lack of resources and opportunities so profound that it dictates    

           every single decision and limits the possibility of change.
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           Stewardship: Bad or mismanagement of what is had. A failure to use what is currently 

           available and the small, leftover pieces as well1 .

           Susceptibility	to	wrong	influence: If the saying is true that you become like the 5 people 

           you spend the most time with, then your finances become like theirs as well. This can 

          be the influence of those who would demand purchases as proof of affection2 to those 

          who would not support your goals because there’s always tomorrow, for example.

           Soul	wounds: The influence of those who’ve declared your lack of value to the extent 

           that you either agree with their assessment or it fuels your work. Either one sets you  

           up for failure.

In other words, your financial decision-making may be rooted in growing up in poverty 

so deep that you now make sure you always have plenty, which can lead to hoarding. Or 

you may have a relationship where love is measured by the amount of money you spend, 

instead of mutually-set goals, leading to resentment. Or financial decision-making may 

come from a desire to be viewed as more wealthy than you are, leading to overspending.

DEBT KILLS EVERYTHING
Have you ever owed someone money? Not like a mortgage or car payment but money to a 

friend or family member or for a large, extravagant purchase on a credit card? Every single 

time you saw the friend, did you think of what you owed? Or every time you looked at your 

big shiny purchase did you think about the credit card bill you hadn’t paid?

Debt is a thief. It steals your peace, money, relationships and future. Debt demands that 

every single hour of work you do for the next 3, 5 or 15 years is already spent toward 

something else. So it also steals your freedom of choice.

If you have debt that keeps you tied to something or someone, keeps you anxious or 

stressed and is stealing your life from you, it’s time to get rid of it. Debt often falls into one 

of two categories:

1 The influence of poverty on a ‘live for today only’ mentality is well-documented, especially in the poorest regions of the 
world. This escalates the ‘get mine’ mentality that lends itself to greed, violence, fear and diminishes hope for trade based on 
lack of safety in any realm (e.g., psychologically, emotionally, physically).
2 This is different that being in a relationship with someone who’s love language is that of gifts. The difference is the influence 
of love expressed versus proof demanded.
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           Bad debt: Debt that costs you considerable in finance charges or emotional stress,   

           such as high-interest credit cards.

           Good debt: Debt that carries a low risk and / or increased your portfolio, such as low-  

           interest house payments.

Your use of either debt is typically influenced by the level of risk that you’re willing to 

assume. Risk tolerance is the willingness to carry debt for a certain period of time to 

achieve a particular goal. An example of this would be the willingness to charge a $2500 

computer on your credit card because you need the computer to generate income as a 

graphic designer. 

Risk aversion is the desire to avoid debt at all costs, even costing you high potential 

return on investment (ROI) on a certain type of bet. For example, you may hear about the 

opportunity to invest in a new type of currency and the buy-in is $5000 but there’s no real 

guarantee. You’ll avoid the opportunity because it wasn’t worth the risk.

Debt kills relationships

There is a third category that should be mentioned: spousal risk tolerance or aversion. 

Oftentimes, spouses tend to have an opposite personality around debt or risk. 

Entrepreneurs tend to be more willing to carry risk and debt but should such work be a 

stressor to your spouse, ignoring their worries or adding to them by refusal to ditch the 

debt will only multiply your problems in finances and relationship.

If you can simply write a check and make the debt disappear, then some might not consider 

that money owed as debt. But if it harms your relationship, ditch it. Consider your spouse’s 

personality and the temperature of your home

Debt preys on your mind and emotions

The American Psychological Association says that 72% of people report being stressed 

from finances. If 75% of Americans are in debt, then 3 out of 4 people suffer from stress 

and may experience lack of energy, headaches, stomach problems, chest pains, fear, illness 

and more! 

http://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2015/02/money-stress.aspx
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Debt is most often sourced in lack, shame, fear or desire. Think about your own reasons for 

having debt3. Why did you end up in debt to start with? Common reasons include

           Pride: The desire to look successful or have people admire you.

           Insecurity (a lack of security): The failure to secure your domain, to put the necessary 

           processes and procedures in place, which leads to a lack of transparency.

           Failure to plan: The pursuit of good or trendy things instead of steadfast investment in 

           great, high ROI business ideas.

           Greed : The presence of debt is merely a symptom of the problem; it’s presence 

           indicates there is a root issue underneath, such as a

            Lack of knowledge

            Lack of planning

            Lack of understanding

Debt kills dreams

If you see a great deal on a new refrigerator that is normally $2400 but is on clearance for 

$1800, which scenario is true?

           You saved $600

           You spent $1800

When you own money for something to someone else, your time and lifestyle and finances 

are not your own. It means you must place everything you dream of doing or would like to 

provide on hold until the debt is paid off. 

3 There are some very legitimate reasons for debt, even if they came from bad choices or lack of financial planning or 
education. Healthcare debt, school debt and inherited debt are just a few of these reasons.
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PULL OUT THE ROOTS
You cannot change your past or past influences but you can change your present 

and future and how you’re influenced by the past. If you’re not sure how to balance a 

checkbook or live on a budget, a great resource is this book. The principles highlighted in 

that book will teach you about thriving on a budget. 

No shame in having debt

Consider the statistics: the average American with credit card debt has an average of 10 

credit cards. This person, on average, pays $7000-$10,000 / year in credit card interest. 

If you have debt, then you should realize that (a) you’re definitely not alone but rather the 

majority (remember the 75%?)  and (b) debt is a tangible thing that can be addressed and 

removed. Debt doesn’t have feelings and you should not let it affect yours either. It’s time 

to get rid of it.

Know your balance

Before you can begin growing a large business, you must understand the numbers. If you 

cannot run a simple household budget with a guaranteed paycheck, you will not be able to 

run a business that comes without any guarantees4 . Even if you plan to hire another person 

to do your accounting, you will always need to know your business balance.

The core component of business finance is understanding basic profit and loss. This is 

why finances, although a core part of your foundation, are part of the excavation process. 

Before you can build a financial empire, you should have good understanding of basic 

accounting:

           What comes in / deposits

           What goes out / withdrawals or expenditures

           What assets are to your benefit

           What assets are to your detriment 

4 You can see why addressing your emotional responses to the symptoms of your roots is essential to growth. 
Entrepreneurship is emotional; don’t let the wrong things influence you.

https://amzn.to/2v7If8o
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Understanding the difference between cash flow and profit is very important to the success 

of your business. 

Know your taxes

A more comprehensive breakdown of tax rates (State and Federal) as well as scheduled 

payment requirements and dates is explored under the “Taxes” download later in the 

course. But you should still know the basic tax rates for business so that can make proper 

calculations:

           Social security 12.4%

           Medicare 2.9%

           Federal income taxes 15%

           State income taxes 

           Sales tax rate (if applicable) 

Know your accounting

Accounting software is covered in the ‘Taxes’ download. Setting up a bank account should 

not be done until you’ve established your legal entity. Those steps, including the banking 

component, are covered in the ‘Securing structure, name and domain’ download. However,

when you do set up your account, you’ll want to have the following accounts, at a minimum5 :

           Business checking account (income)

           Business savings account (future expenses)

           Business tax account (self-employment and IRS, sales tax, income tax)

           Business operating expenses account

5 The single most influential book on entrepreneurial finances for GFT and ESBA: Profit First.

https://amzn.to/2OyylF3
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FINANCES THAT CREATE 
A SOLID FOUNDATION 
When entrepreneurs create their financial forecast and begin working toward their 

financial goals, they’re putting the necessary protections in place to grow the business. 

Those necessary financial protections include (a) avoiding debt and (b) avoiding 50/50 

partnerships. This is because each makes you dependent on someone or something else 

and they remove the freedom of decision-making from you. Statistically, partnerships are 

significantly less likely to even make it to 10 years in business.

Put protection in place

Before you start laying a solid foundation, you’ll want to reinforce your foundation with 6 

layers of protection. These six areas are as follows: 

 1. Vision: Your mission and vision and values are one component of this. However,   

                      another component is that of the faith, drive and perseverance it requires to 

      achieve the vision.

 2. Health: Without health (physical, mental, emotional, spiritual) you are building   

      an unsustainable business. When you’re out of balance, as David references   

      in the training video, you begin making a series of poor decisions whereas   

      when you choose to implement the keystone habit6 of exercise, you create a   

     network of good decisions.

 3. Relationships: Success begins at home. The most obvious relationships you   

      should protect are your marriage and children. However, other relationships   

      are vital, including friendships,  physical / mental / spiritual accountability   

      and business mentorships or groups.

 4. Finances:  
  a. Keep an emergency savings fund of at least 6-12 months of expenses for   

      your personal life and business. This should be liquid savings, meaning   

      you can access the money quickly and easily.

6 The power of habit: Why we do what we do in life and business by Charles Duhigg and Influencer: The power to change 
anything by McGraw-Hill

https://amzn.to/2MbH4Lz
https://amzn.to/2MbH4Lz
https://amzn.to/2O2HjsY
https://amzn.to/2O2HjsY
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  b. Know where you stand financially (either through software or    

       bookkeeping). Have statements and cancelled checks come to your   

       personal home for your personal review each month before they go   

       to the office. This helps prevent things like embezzlement. 

 5. Insurance: Insurance7 is an often-overlooked component of protection is one   

      of the most inexpensive but last lines of defense in certain scenarios. Insurance   

      can help protect you from lawsuits, disability, financial crashes, and more. Types   

      of insurance include:

  a. Umbrella insurance

  b. Term life insurance

  c. Disability insurance

  d. General liability insurance

  e. Home and auto insurance

  f. Professional liability insurance

  g. Health insurance

 6. Team: Have you ever heard the saying, there is strength in numbers? This is   

      especially true in your business.  Your team should include

  a. Certified professional accountant (CPA) 

  b. A certified financial planner

  c. Legal counsel

  d. Insurance agent who understands entrepreneurship

These layers bring accountability and help hold our foundation to exactly where it’s being 

laid while supporting the growth that will come as you construct your business and scale it.

7 Most of these policies will cost you less than $20 / month.

http://www.fortressfg.com/esba
https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
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REINFORCE THE 
FOUNDATION
You’ve probably often heard comparison	is	the	thief	of	joy.	This theme is very true in the area 

of finances. And the antidote to comparison is contentment. Learn to be content with what 

you already have. Those root desires, if not corrected, only grow and are never satisfied. 

The greed, pride and insecurity will only get larger as your income and influence grow.  If 

you cannot be content now, you’ll continue to have a growing problem beneath the surface 

that could cost you everything later.

Roots that lead to fruits

Business growth from healthy soil and deep root systems can produce a change that lasts 

for generations to come:

‘The Man Who Planted Trees’ by French author Jean Giono8 (1953)

 It is 1913 when a young man is undertaking a lone hiking trip through Provence,   

 France, and into the Alps, enjoying the relatively unspoiled wilderness.

 The narrator runs out of water in a treeless, desolate valley where only wild   

 lavender grows and there is no trace of civilization except old, empty crumbling   

 buildings. The narrator finds only a dried-up well, but is saved by a middle-   

 aged shepherd who takes him to a spring he knows of.

 Curious about this man and why he has chosen such a lonely life, the narrator stays   

 with him for a time. The shepherd, after being widowed, has decided to restore   

 the ruined landscape of the isolated and largely abandoned valley by single-   

 handedly cultivating a forest, tree by tree. The shepherd, Elzéard Bouffier,    

 makes holes in the ground with his curling pole and drops into the holes acorns that  

 he has collected from many miles away.

 The narrator leaves the shepherd and returns home, and later fights in the First   

 World War. In 1920, shell-shocked and depressed after the war, the man returns.   

8 An overview.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Man_Who_Planted_Trees
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 He is surprised to see young saplings of all forms taking root in the valley, and new   

 streams running through it where the shepherd has made dams higher up in   

 the mountain. The narrator makes a full recovery in the peace and beauty of the  

 regrowing valley, and continues to visit Bouffier every year. 

 Over four decades, Bouffier continues to plant trees, and the valley is turned   

 into a kind of Garden of Eden. By the end of the story, the valley is vibrant    

 with life and is peacefully settled [and] more than 10,000 people move there, all of   

 them unknowingly owing their happiness to Bouffier. 

When you serve others with your skills, talents and business, you’ll grow and attract more 

growth. Like the tree planter, Bouffier, you can create influence well beyond your own 

business, family or generation.

SET YOUR FOUNDATION
Building freedom in your business9  requires you to stay cash-flow positive, including 

understanding finances and budgeting as well as building an emergency fund and support 

team. When you understand your own personal finances, you’ll be able to understand 

business finances, including the cost to obtain customers versus the lifetime value of 

what they’ll spend with you. You’ll need this information in later work as you learn about 

Facebook ads and value ladders in your business.

Determine your goals
Vision

9 Additional finance tracking downloads are included later in the course as your business scales.
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Health

Relationships 

Finances
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Set your team 

Note: the following recommendations are recommended from trust, experience and 

relationship.

Legal:  

Financial: 

Insurance: 

CPA: 

Personal / mentor / spouse:

Know your debt

Personal debt (e.g., child support payments) 

Credit card debt 

https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
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Mortgage

Car payments 

Medical
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Student loans 

Business debt 
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CALCULATE A BREAK-
EVEN ANALYSIS
Taking what you owe in total, calculate a break-even analysis for home and business. This 

is especially important if your business will be the sole income for the home. A break-even 

analysis tells you at what point / income you will ‘break even’ for what you’ve invested or 

owe. This is all an educated guess at best (based on the market research you’ve done or are 

doing).

Fixed costs: Also called overhead, these expenses are always present in business: rent10, 

insurance, utilities, supplies.

 A. Sales revenue: The gross (total, before taxes or expenses) income from sales you   

      expect to make. You can break this down monthly or annually.

 B. Average gross profit per sale: The money left after expenses. 

 C. Sale price     - wholesale / direct cost  =             profit

 D. Average gross profit percentage: The percentage of each incoming dollar that is   

      gross profit. Gross profit    ÷ average sale price    =             %

Break-even analysis: 

Est. fixed costs (A)          ÷ by Gross profit % (D)           =               Break-even

The point of breaking even will pay for the fixed costs (A) and the gross profit (C); does not 

include salary or profit. 

10 Working from a home office is one way to deduct a portion of your expenses for taxes and to save money on expenses. 
However, there are some drawbacks to this. Talk to your CPA.
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PACKAGING YOUR 
VOICE FOR INFLUENCE
You know who you are, who you’re marketing to and what you’re offering. Before you can 

build, you must lay the foundation, including legal and financial groundwork, protections 

and projections. But first, you must know what you’re protecting.

When you begin to identify your strengths, experiences and places of authority, the next 

step in the process is packaging your voice for influence in a way that adds value to others 

while remaining authentic and honest. 

The product, service or combination of the two will determine what kind of legal and 

financial decisions and structures should be set in your foundation.

CREATING A PRODUCT 
OR SERVICE
A rich life comes from many areas, including setting boundaries for yourself in a way that is 

authentic to your areas of natural authority and influence. To influence others, you should 

understand how to: 

 1. Capture your voice: Build with honesty to what you’ve experienced in life, where  

      you’ve had breakthrough and where you can deviever value and results for others.

 2. Package your voice: Being authentic and honest with transparent integrity in  

      yourself, your process and your product / service.

 3. Build a model based on your own strengths and personality: Creating an offer that  

      is replicable, practical, sustainable and scalable. 

 4. Put your authority into products and services: Actual product or service creation. 

Once these four components are clearly defined, refined and tested, the foundation is 

complete and actual construction can begin.
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PROOF OF CONCEPT VS 
PRODUCT VALIDATION
Many entrepreneurs fail to realize there are two components of product or service 

development: proof of concept (POC) and product validation, also known as the minimum 

viable product (MVP). Before construction can begin, validation of the concept and idea 

must occur, followed by the construction of an MVP and testing. Each component has 

many steps.

Proof of concept (POC) confirms that a market exists for a product. 

A minimum viable product (MVP) validates that a product with likely succeed in the 

marketplace.

Questions to ask about a product or service you’re developing:

Can I align myself with this product in a way that is 

honest? Does my story support this product / service? 
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Does my voice and authority support this product? 

Why would people buy this product? 

How would people who know me best view my

endorsement of this product or service? 
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WE’RE ALL SERVANTS 
HERE
You need to remember, whether you’re offering a physical or digital product or a service-

based product, you’re in the service industry. However, when choosing between a physical, 

digital or service-based product, keep in mind the following chart:

Selling a service  
  

Increase demand  

Decrease startup  

No invest   

Auto biz   

Customer interaction 

require 

More time consuming  

Not passive  

 

Selling a product 
 

Must have seo & tech 

Simple biz model

Investor may be required

Market hard to sell to 

No interaction necessary

Less time consuming

Higher price point

Can be passive

Selling a digital product

No to low start-up costs

No investor

Easy to market

Easy to discount

Create once, repeat sales

Pricing dependent on third-

party suppliers / shipping 

Passive 

IDENTIFYING YOUR 
PRODUCT
Regardless of whether you are going to work with a physical (and digital1 ) or digital 

product only, you should consider creating a product based on what you know, either 

from experience or use.  You should like the industry, product line and purpose or have 

a passion for this product’s purpose. If you do not, you should be looking for investment 

opportunities only.

While you may already have the product line you’re going to be working with, if you have 

not yet done sales or market research, now is the time!  Consider the following in your 

product research.

1 If you have a physical product, you should have digital products as supplemental income. More on that in the physical 
product download.
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PRODUCT RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT

What’s your why? Why this product? What need does it answer? 

Would I create the product differently? Why? 

What gaps can I fill? This step should be done last so that you don’t dampen your own 

creativity surrounding a need you’ve identified and so that you don’t accidentally or 

unintentionally plagiarize someone else’s work. If you have an idea for a product, but see 

it’s already on the market, then that is a good sign! It means someone has found some level 

of success doing what you want to do! But - they’re not you. Ask yourself:
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What need does this fill or flaw does this correct compared to existing products? 

Is the audience I am serving underserved? Hyper-niched? 

Would I design the product differently? 
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Does my style of teaching / relating attract a certain following, specifically an underserved population? 

Does my product or service serve a niche that has been lacking? For example, when 

you become niche-specific (e.g.,lawyers serving small business owners or healthcare 

providers serving parents with special-needs children), you can serve a specific 

population based on their specific needs with a product that was marketed only 

generally before
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Does my product fill a gap for a certain income level? Budget-friendly options versus 

premium product lines - both ends of the spectrum have a specific audience. 

Market research

Good market research includes knowing your competition. To ignore your competition 

would be foolish and waste the work of those who’ve gone before you. If the work is there, 

find out if it’s great news because there is market demand or if it’s bad news because the 

market is oversaturated. If the work is not there, is it because you’re the first2  with the idea 

or because the idea has been tried and failed?

What is the design? 

Find out what is selling in your market:

2 When you’re first to market, you bear the burden of educating the public - which can cost much time and money. Digital 
marketing has changed this in most industries. Targeted ads across the many social media platforms and ranking for 
keywords are just two of the ways that market awareness can be attained, often for minimal financial investment (the 
exception: healthcare).
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Is it a premium quality product? An entry level product? Can it be scaled? 

What are the characteristics? Size, performance, horsepower, dimensions?

What need / gap are they filling? 
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How do they communicate with their customers? 

Who are their customers? Are they your customers? 

Personality of the seller? 

What is not selling in your market and why:
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Sales and marketing? (e.g., bad copy, product quality, product pricing) 

Bad website? (e.g., confusing site, overwhelming site, poor imagery or graphics, bad SEO) 

How to price your product

Charge the right amount for your product. Many companies charge too little for their 

product. There are always people who will try to negotiate with you over your set price. Do 

not get offended by this practice; sometimes it’s cultural but most of the time it’s cunning. 

There are people, both upline and downline, who will constantly try to get you to cut your 

price. They will want you to do the work for less money than you should or you’ve quoted 

them. It’s important that you (a) understand how profit works, (b) know what kind of clients 

you’re willing to work with. 
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 If you’ve read the book, Profit First, you will understand this analogy by Steve   

 Dulin perfectly. Steve gives the example of having a job that costs $3000 with a   

 projected overhead profit of 20% (or $600). If someone can convince you to   

 meet their previously set budget of $2700, you did not cut your price by 10%. You   
 cut your profit by 50%. However, the opposite can be true as well. You can    

 raise your price by 10% because of your skill set and increase your profit by 50%.

Some upline businesses intentionally go after those companies they can put out of 

business. It decreases their competition. Knowing who you want to work with is important. 

It’s got to be a good fit for you so that you’re not drained. Learn to identify the warning 

signs of these types of relationships:

     •    They’ll attempt to negotiate your work for less.

     •    They’ll state that they cannot exceed a previously set budget limit.

     •     They’ll claim a lack of knowledge about your policies for payment

     •    They ask for a favor or give you a sob story.

     •    They’ll straight-up lie with a “I forgot my checkbook” or “The check is in the mail!”

Maintain the process - including in your pricing structure, saying no to negotiators and 

enforcing your own policies.

Setting your price

Determining a price that is fair market value can be difficult - especially if you’re first to 

market. Here are a few factors you should consider when setting a price for a physical or 

digital product:

Time:

           How much time did it take you to create?

           Is your product a custom product?

           Are there customizations that a client could order that would take up more of your   

           time?

https://amzn.to/2zeXGQw
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Pain point:

           What pain point of the client are you solving? (e.g., time management, organization,   

            pain relief, improved results, business efficiency)

           How valuable is your solution to their time / money / relief?

Value:

           How does your expertise (training / education / experience) add value to this product   

           or service?

           Are you improving something for them better or faster or with more ease?

Market:

           Does the market have similar products? If so, how are they priced?

           Is the competition serving a different level of product quality than you are?
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Market testing

One great way to gauge interest in your product is by tracking responses and engagement 

around the product idea / concept. The purpose is twofold: first, you can determine if 

your target audience is interested in the product or concept and second, you may find a 

secondary or alternative audience that is more closely aligned to your avatar3 . You can 

measure interest in the following ways:

 Website ‘hot spots’: Using tools like Sumo’s heat map, you can see exactly where   

 people are clicking, reading and interacting.

 Social media traffic and private forums: When you post about your product, do   

 your followers engage (like, comment or share) with your post? What feedback   

 are they providing you with their interaction? You can already be tracking    

 comments and following up with those who express interest for further product   

 research. You can also post polls around your topic.

 Follower interaction: What topics do your followers ask your advice or opinion on?   

 Can you create a solution around those questions? What types of emails do 

 you receive the most? For example, while Jeremie is a trainer and many    

 questions are focused on the individual player as the subject, there are a few  

 themes that began to emerge early on. Athletes wanted to know how to improve   

 their skills on their own, how to improve their first touch, how to improve    

 their nutrition, and how to prepare for college. These themes helped form   

 the basis for the Complete Ball Control Method e-courses and the College Prep   

 program.

 Blog posts: Which posts do you have around the product? Do their social media   

 posts bring in more traffic than other posts? Note: this is also a great way to    

 identify which  products your readers are interested in.

 Polls / quizzes: One of the most underused components of research is to simply ask  

 questions. Ask your audience what their biggest struggle or pain point is? What do   

 they consider you their go-to resource for?

 Landing page: create a landing page for providing more info about the product and   

 for capturing email addresses for those who’re interested in learning more.

3 This is particularly helpful if you’re still developing your who.

https://go.sumo.com/8883-14.html
https://www.gftskills.com/complete-ball-control-method/
http://courses.gftskills.com/courses/college-prep-course-full-instant-access
http://courses.gftskills.com/courses/college-prep-course-full-instant-access
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Beta testing

Compile the email addresses collected or the Facebook messenger contacts you’ve 

accumulated. These will later be repurposed for targeted Facebook ads. Ask your contacts 

if they’d like to be a beta tester or part of a beta group. Include the following considerations 

in your email:

     •    If the beta group will be free or paid

     •    The etiquette of the group

     •    Communication expectations and standards, frequency of communication from you

     •    Any discounts or rewards for beta testing

     •    Early adopter deals

     •    Lifetime access

Once the beta testing is complete, you have more information to fully form an avatar.
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TRANSITIONING FROM 
THE GENERAL TO THE 
SPECIFIC
Understanding who you want to serve and what problem you can solve for them is only the 

beginning of the process to discovering your who. Most business owners get wrapped up in 

their how, that is - how they’ll help people - but fail to understand that how is the last step 

and is subject to the latest changes in marketplace delivery systems. 

Now that you know who you are helping, you want to niche down even further so that they 

become a real person to you. This helps you avoid generalizations and false assumptions 

and can therefore save you thousands of dollars in marketing and copywriting.

MEET YOUR AVATAR
In marketing, an ideal consumer type is often called an avatar. Large companies spend 

thousands of dollars identifying this person for their sales, marketing and online targeting. 

The avatar is an essential component of your who because they’re the narrowing down of 

your general who to a very specific individual with specific characteristics.

Your avatar should represent an individual person. This may be someone you don’t 

know but typically they’re modeled on someone you know - that person might be you! 

Identifying the avatar and making them a real individual to you helps your marketing. One 

avatar for ESBA was an old college teammate of Jeremie’s who had played semi-pro and 

tried to make a similar business model work. Knowing this individual so well and for so long 

made writing emails to ‘Jeff’ easy and seamless. 
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 Male

 Female 

 Rich

 Poor

 Broke

 Depressed

 Happy

 Social class

 Political beliefs

 Family beliefs

 Musical interests

 Race

 Religion

 Nationality

 Geography

 Income level 

 Health status

 Personal history

 Family history

 Family roles / influences

 Trauma / drama

 Past hurts 

NARROW DOWN 
YOUR WHO
If you’ll recall the previous analogy of identifying the proper bait for your fish, here is the 

time to narrow down your ‘fish’ choices. Fish is too broad a topic. The same is true for a 

generalize who population. Narrow your who down further. What are the characteristics 

of your avatar? 
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CREATE YOUR AVATAR
When you walk in relationship with someone over a period of time, you don’t keep 

repeating yourself to them and you remember what happened the last time you hung out. 

You share crazy stories, good memories and great conversations. You genuinely care about 

that person. You’re not always trying to sell to them or dominate the conversation. 

Your avatar as an individual

Name1  

Age

Height and weight  

Education level 

Lifestyle (e.g., status and schedule) 

Extracurricular interests (e.g., outdoors vs indoors, hiking vs reading)  

1 Naming your avatar may take a while. Come back to this if you don’t have a name or a persona to assign them yet.
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Vehicle

Zip code

House style 

Personal appearance2 

Fitness level 

Personal interests 

Religious interests / level of involvement  

Political interests 

Social interests 

Social justice interests 

Personality3 

Predominate emotional state4

Your avatar as a family member

Family members 

Marital status

          Marital state

          Spouse’s job

          Spouse’s income level

Kids 

2 Consider the amount of money spent as well if your avatar is female and big spending on personal self-care such as 
massages, nail salons and hair appointments vs a male who spends money on golf twice a week and an HOA that includes 
golf-course access. Or the opposite, which would be an avatar with no money.
3 Consider your own personality.
4 The emotional state of your avatar: depressed, happy, content, discontent, anxious, driven, etc.

https://www.16personalities.com/personality-types
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          Kids activities

          Parenting style

Pets 

Family relationships5 

          Parents 

          Siblings6   

Avatar assets

Employment or entrepreneur / self-employed7 

Income level

Mortgage

Debt status

Cash  

Stocks and bonds

Land

Loans

Credit score

5 Document any cultural considerations here as well.
6 An often-overlooked component of an avatar is sibling order. The birth order is well-documented as having influence on 
personality, consideration of familial obligations and decision-making.
7 Don’t forget to separate these out as the needs and concerns of the W2 vs the Schedule C are very different (more on this in 
the Tax download later).
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Avatar habits

Spending habits

Hobbies

Family commitments (e.g., sports, academics) 

Vacations
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Religious practices

Health practices  

Food habits (e.g, fast food vs organic) 

Travel requirements 
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Avatar hang outs

Offline

           Neighborhood 

           Stores 

           Restaurants  

           Social gatherings 

Online 

           Websites and blogs 

           Online stores 

           Social media 

Entertainment

           TV shows

           Movies

           Magazines

           Books

8 The most important question as money is made in business by either helping your avatar avoid pain or gain pleasure. 

Greatest pain8 

Avatar pressure points
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Greatest desire / want / need

Financial

Emotional

Relational
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Spiritual

Physical

Familial

Self-belief
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Psychology

If your avatar could pay any amount of money, what would they want 

you to fix for them? And could they pay you to fix it for them? 
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START TALKING TO 
YOUR AVATAR

How will you help your avatar with your unique skills and experiences? 

What can your avatar achieve with your help? 
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What will you tell them about you and how you can help them to begin 

the relationship9 ? 

Do they believe they can achieve this goal? 

Once you have their attention, how will begin establishing relationship? 

9 Define yourself and what you do in one phrase if possible and tell them how you’ll help them. For examples of this in action, 
check out this guy and this guy.

https://www.goodfinancialcents.com
https://okdork.com
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VALIDATING YOUR 
PRODUCT
Creating and selling a minimum viable product (MVP) validates that a product will likely 

succeed in the marketplace. Development and testing of your product or service allows 

you to apply your concepts in reality and to examine the process for any weaknesses in 

design, construction, delivery, consumption and customer service. First we’ll examine the 

process for the development of a physical product, followed by a digital one. 

If you’re working with another person or group (e.g., you’re developing a concept for 

someone else or as a solution to someone else’s problem), your legal and relational 

considerations start before creation of the MVP1 . For example, in an employer-employee 

arrangement, the law if very clear that work created for an employer belongs to the 

employer, not the employee-as-creator. Sample considerations should include:

          Non-disclosure agreement

          Non-compete agreement

          Proprietorship rights and agreements (e.g., clear definition of who is owner)

          Profit-sharing model

          Payment arrangements (e.g., terms and conditions, including interest rates and    

          collection guidelines for failure to pay, including legal fees)

          Who will have final say

          Marketing responsibilities

1 More on the legal considerations in following downloads. You should involve the lawyer before the MVP is made.

https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
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WHAT IS THE MVP
The MVP is the minimal version (style, effort, cost) of the actual product. A fully-

functioning prototype of the product is developed and then tested for performance, 

function and marketability. Basic considerations for a MVP include:

          Building with the minimal quality of materials

          Construction of the most basic framework of the design that achieves functionality

          No upgrades

          No extra features or functions

Once the product is developed and has gone through preliminary testing, the product is 

prepared for market testing. The pre-market process2 should consider

          Legal: patent-pending status

          Business: name of product

          Branding: (temporary) product name and logo

TAKING TO MARKET
Once your prototype is ready for market, it’s time to determine how you’ll present it to the 

market. What channels will you use for marketing? Should you market online or in person? 

If you choose to market online, you’ll need the following:

          Quality single-page website with on-page SEO

          High-resolution product photos

          Patent-pending mark

          Watermark for images 

          Email capture software 

2 A demonstration of this how-to process is covered later in the course. For purposes of developing a product or service, the 
focus of this download is on the MVP process.
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3 The actual demonstration of setting up a single-page landing / sales site for the e-light product can be found in the tutorials 
section.
 4 You CAN show photos of alternative uses of the product but this may water down your message to your primary audience. 
For example, the e-light was made for athletic trainers. Showing it’s use to fishermen, emergency responders, oceanside and 
at backyard cookouts would have diluted the original message.
5 A Facebook name is not necessary at this point, unless it matches the description below of an overarching prototype-testing 
site name. Using a personal Facebook page (either your actual profile or a faux-personal profile) is fine. Naming your business 
will come later.

          Follow-up surveys or quizzes

          Optional: video

If you choose to market offline, you’ll need: 

          Watermarked, high-resolution product photos

          Single-page cards / brochure

          Demonstrations (by use or booth)

          Attendance of target-rich events

          Collection of business cards and contact info of interested parties

HOW TO MARKET
Once the product is ready for market, create a framework that you can scale with the data 

and feedback you obtain. 

          Single page website3 

          Use quality photos4 

          Product name, tagline

          Email capture form and associated software (e.g., gmail or Drip)

          Applications for use

          Video

          On-page SEO 

          Facebook ads

          Facebook lives5  
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Bonus idea: Establish an exit survey to gather consumer feedback about the product. This 

can be done online or offline. Questions to consider asking:

          Do you like the product concept?

          Is this product something you would use?

          Does this product fix a problem for you?

          Are there other ways you might use this product?

          How would you describe the characteristics, function and use of the product?

          Would you recommend this product to someone? If yes, why? What problem would   

          this product fix for them?

          Looking at the [comparison] data, do you think this product is well-priced?

          If you could take away anything from this product, what would it be and why?

          If you could add any part or function to this product, what would it be and why?

Try to use a mix of yes / no questions and open-ended questions. Keep the survey short so 

that people are more inclined to share product feedback with you. You may find out that 

you created an light to cover 100 yards but people only needed it to cover 50 yards, for 

example.

This is also a great place to ask if people are interested in being beta testers. If you do 

not already have an affiliate network of potential testers who are also influencers in 

their niche, work with those who like your product. You can also bring beta-users to your 

location.

TESTING AND 
VALIDATION AT MARKET
Although you’ve tested your product pre-market, nothing	tests	a	product	like	the	market. So 

much bias exists in the development process. Often there is a base assumption of end-

user knowledge and application. Often there is developer-assumption of the end-user’s 

competency that is not matched in reality. Therefore, you need to test and validate the 

product on a larger scale.  Considerations for market testing should include:
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          Seek input from other industry experts on design and function.

          Test that the product will sell.

          Verify who the product will sell to.

          What price will it sell for?

          Ask for feedback  and seek clarification on any feedback you’re given (for which you   

          need to ask6 ).

Answers you should get from this process include:

          Is my avatar right?

          Is my price right?

          Is there a gap in knowledge for the marketplace?

          How much explanation was required to make a sale?

          Are there design or function flaws?

          Does this fit a need for a different audience than my current one?

As you gather feedback and compile data, you’ll find out if you have the right features, 

what new features are requested and if those features would be feasible7  for future 

‘generations’ of models.

MVP AS A SERVICE
Instead of a physical product, you may offer a service, such as carpet-cleaning. The type 

of service referred to here is that of a digital one, such as an ecourse or coaching. The 

processes are similar but have some distinct differences as well. Here are some additional 
considerations to make for service-based, digital products.

Legal considerations
         

           Disclaimers

          Service agreements

          Consider additional costs by using third-party processor and delivery systems

6 This process can be automated as a quiz or a funnel.
7 Feasible as in recouping a high ROI for the addition.
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Design considerations

          Format for white space, clean font

          Delivery mode is important

          No designer

          Clarity of message

Pre-market process

          

          Legal: Copyright

How to market

          Third-party seller and payment processor that integrates with Facebook for ease of   

          purchasing (third-party processors listed in Digital Products download)

PROBLEMS WITH MVP 
DEVELOPMENT
Perfectionism: Some product gurus recommend just throwing up the MVP and then 

building later. This is reasonable advice for people who are such perfectionists that they'll 

never accomplish for concern over perfection. However, it’s important to produce an 

excellent product too.

Legalities: Other product developers will recommend validating the MVP before creating 

the legal structure to go with it. Consider waiting to choose a business name and formation 

type if you’re product-based. You’ll learn from legal counsel in the upcoming videos and 

see in later product work downloads that you’ll eventually want an individual LLC for each 

product or product line. 

Marketing: If you already have a legal entity, you can use it but talk to legal counsel first, 

You can also simply have a domain name that is not-specific to your site. If you plan on 
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developing multiple products, a single-site ‘launching’ domain, such as www.[your_last_
name]industries.com could serve your purpose as well.

ONCE YOU’VE 
LAUNCHED
Follow the steps of filing for an entity name, legal structure, setting up accounting 

books, securing domain name and corresponding social media URLs and establishing a 

streamlined process for assembly and dissemination on a larger scale as outlined in the 

upcoming sections.

CASE STUDY: PHYSICAL 
PRODUCT
A great example of developing a physical product concept would be the design of the 

original Sports Field Light. Light is necessary for training; it extends the workable hours, 

especially in the winter. An important concept in the soccer training ideology at Global 

Fútbol Training (GFT) is Train Like You PlayTM.  The players are encouraged to learn to train 

in the elements they’ll compete in and to avoid temperature extremes in training that could 

make them sick.

As Jeremie trains outdoors and does not use a facility, finding good lighting near a field is 

important. But most fields charge for the use of their lights and the lights do not offer great 

safety or visibility. Jeremie spent over 6 years searching for lights that he could use in his 

training. There were a few lights for purchase in England but not available in the U.S. 

The U.S. solutions were heavy, impractical and costly. They included using a generator, 

having a truck to haul the lights and great financial investment. The cost to lease space 

each year in the winter months alone (in Texas, this is only 3 months) cost approximately 

$1k per individual trainer, excluding camps or clinics. This was at a highly-discounted rate 

of $10/hour; the average rate currently is $40-$60/hour in Texas (higher across the U.S.).
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Eventually, one of the England lights was manufactured for the U.S. The light was 

lightweight and portable, cost was minimal (approximately $450 per light) but required a 

cumbersome battery that required a minimum charging time of 12 hours and occasional 

replacement. Because the base was inflatable, the light was not usable for mildly windy 

days and could easily bend beyond repair. Soccer coaches quickly found the light but would 

purchase a couple at a time, remove the lighting and pin to the corner of the goals. This 

would allow for minimal visibility of the 12-yard box directly in front of the goal and the 

risk of breaking the light with a kick into the upper 90 of the goal on either corner.

Enter Brent, Jeremie’s father-in-law, original equipment manufacturer (OEM), engineering 

designer and patent-holder. Brent had observed the ongoing search and endless (failed) 

solutions. Brent designed a light for Jeremie that would address each problem area:

PROBLEM

Poor lighting

Limited visibility (20 x 10 yards; about 4 

kids could train)

Lack of power

Cumbersome transport

High cost for effective solution ($2250 = 

$450 x 5)

Poor construction and frame stability

SOLUTION

Bright, LED lights

Directable lights (range from 30x50 yards 

to 80x100 yards, depending on how 

pointed)

Powered by trailer hitch plugin

Collapsible, easy carry, fit in car trunk

One-time cost of $2200

Strong steel frame with wide base to avoid 

tipping in wind 

The light not only saved GFT a minimum of $3000 profit each winter but created such a 

stir from other sports trainers and athletes that this became known as the first-generation 

of the light. Currently the light is being sourced for mass production through Brent’s 

company, Graham Equipment & Manufacturing LTD, and additional components have 

been added, including outlets on the light. The light is also being repackaged to market to 

fishmen, beach goers, emergency responders and more.

Considerations for the light included:

     •    A name that people would google in searching for a solution

     •    Feedback on the lighting, influence on battery life and a custom carrying case
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Competitor #1: Stadium lights

Competitor #2: Would not work for soccer goals due to weight, 
balance and mobility
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Competitor #3: Required custom quotes and permanent placement

Competitor #4: Individual lights without poles and required shipping 
from China
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Competitor #5: Permanent placement required with significant 
investment costs
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Competitor #6: Lighting is made for fields, no multi-use options
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Competitor #7: Spotlight lighting versus field lighting at $1350 price 
point on sale

Competitor #8: The light from England. Notice the reviews: the best 
review states the volume required to light an area and the negative 
review emphasizes the poor construction.
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CASE STUDY: ECOURSE 
DEVELOPMENT
So many people needed help with Excel’s spreadsheets that one man began teaching 

people how to use Excel. This increased company proficiency and increased demand 

for the man’s time. Tired of the repetition, he made a very rough recording of his live 

instruction and began sharing it with more people. Eventually, he made it into a course and 

in 2014, he made a MILLION dollars...teaching Excel.

Now he’s developed an entire system and company to teach Excel.

When ESBA first launched, it wasn’t with a website or course fully developed. It was 

helping Jeremie’s friends learn to do what he did. A few hours teaching, followed by 

months of Q&A and support. His friends were completely lost with what they should do or 

how to do it and had little to no money to start a new business.

They wanted Jeremie’s confidence and lifestyle. His income was significantly better than 

most graduate degree earners and coaches and his lifestyle was much better as well. 

ESBA became a system that was taught online over a weekend. Now it’s an entire process 

that takes athletes from having no business knowledge or experience into full-fledged 

entrepreneurship.

SAMPLE PRODUCT PAGE 
TEMPLATES
Sample 1: http://www.fitbit.com/charge 

Sample 2: https://wpopaldemo.com/strollik/home_strollik/ 

Sample 3: https://wpopaldemo.com/strollik/home_watch/ 

Sample 4: http://venusdemo.com/wordpress/strollik/home_dronik/ 

Sample 5: https://squareup.com/reader 

https://mixergy.com/interviews/purna-duggirala-chandoo/
https://mixergy.com/interviews/purna-duggirala-chandoo/
https://chandoo.org/wp/about
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_income_in_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_income_in_the_United_States
https://issuu.com/unitedsoccercoaches1941/docs/compensation_sj_pages
http://www.fitbit.com/charge
https://wpopaldemo.com/strollik/home_strollik/
https://wpopaldemo.com/strollik/home_watch/
http://venusdemo.com/wordpress/strollik/home_dronik/
https://squareup.com/reader
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MVP SALES PAGE 
COMPONENTS

Menu

YOUR BOLD STATEMENT

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

IMAGE

legal information & links

testimonials

products options

social media

purchase buttons

image gallery

product

image

background

awards or overview

features or specs

CTA

contact purchase

>
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MAP OUT YOUR 
PROCESS
As you begin understanding exactly who you’re serving and what problem you’re solving 

for them or opportunity you’re providing them, you also begin determining how you’ll 

provide the solution. Identifying your product or service is only the first step to the how 

component of your business model. The next step is how you’ll deliver the solution1 .

Steps for delivery and scalability:

 1. Packaging the product or service in a way that others understand it and can  

      consume it

 2. Processes for delivery, customer service and follow-through

 3. Safeguards for your energy and creativity2

 4. Structures that can scale with you and bear the workload

PUT THE PROCESS IN 
PLACE
It’s easy to start thinking, as a motivational coach for example, that simply showing up 

prepared to speak is enough of a process. The same thoughts may be applied for those who 

would offer physical coaching of some sort, such as a trainer. However, this plan is doomed 

to fail. It might succeed for the short-term, but eventually it’s unsustainable. 

1 PLEASE NOTE: This is super comprehensive. Consider the amount of time you will need to take to create your blueprint. 
Break it down into chunks of time so you stay focused and intentional.
2 Building with your strengths and personality in mind.
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          Digital

Repetition is wearing

Professional youth swim coaches recommend that young swimmers avoid heavy 

competition before the age of 12. Their reason is for the wear that is placed on shoulder 

joints. The psychology element is another motivating factor. There are coaches who will 

take the money and train the kids but those who’ve been training for many years and 

operate at a higher level of professionalism and authority will encourage parents to avoid 

this repetitive sport.

The same is true in business. It’s easy to lose passion for coaching in either scenario when 

the speech or the moves are the same. New audience, same speech / same drills. Creating 

a foundation that is well-watered includes making the product or service and offer very 

simple in delivery and use. For each individual product or service, consider the following:

Is your delivery process:

          Physical
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What additional time should you factor in for:

          Set-up time and process  

          Personal

Break-down time and process 

What components are necessary for you to deliver the product or service? For example, if 

you’re a speaker, your voice needs rest and you may need time to prepare someplace quiet. 

If it involves travel, how much time do you need before speaking to prepare, rest, connect 

with your hosts? If you’re a carpet cleaner, how much time do you need to set up and speak 

with your customer? How much time do customers want to spend speaking with you?
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This is why knowing your who is very important. The elderly customer may be lonely and 

want to follow you around whereas the young executive may have a housekeeper let you 

in. These are all factors to setting your schedule, playing to your personality and strengths, 

and having relationship in business.

Considering yourself as who, what considerations should you put in place to help you 

deliver the best product or service?          

          Time requirements, time of day 

Routine

Schedule
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Travel to and from the job site 

People interactions 

Thinking about your avatar’s age and personality, what ways might your avatar affect 

your plans and work schedule? Think about time, relationship, routine and the processes 

you need for the business. 
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How will you package your product or service? Not physical packaging but how will you 

‘pitch’ it, combine it with something else, present it for purchase? 

How will people purchase it3?

          Online payment processors (such as Stripe)

          Third-party delivery software (such as SendOwl)

          In-person credit processors (such as Square)

          Cash or check

How will people use it? 

3 Keep in mind that all processor charge a fee. With mobile deposit and transfer, checks are great if you can take payments in 
person or via mail but many clients may prefer to pay with a credit card.
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How can your clients ask you questions about it? 

Will you offer refunds? If so, how long will they take and will you 

charge a fee for the refund (hint: we do not)?  

How will you gauge satisfaction?

          Google review

          Facebook review

          Survey monkey results

          I wasn’t planning on getting testimonials or feedback4 

4 Testimonials and feedback requests can be automated but are essential to the growth of your company as they provide 
social proof of you, your product or service, and identify areas of weakness or for growth.
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Specific processes for each package type (i.e., product or service) are further explored in 

individual downloads later in the course:

Understanding your physical product
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Understanding your digital product 
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ORGANIZE YOUR 
PRODUCT DELIVERY
Consider the following templates to get you started on your own delivery map. You can 

see how what you thought was a simple process requires planning to capture all the 

components you’ll need to grow your business. 

Physical service product: Carpet cleaning
Phone call comes in >>>

          Take client information, including their email address5 , asking them how they heard of you

          Ask why they needed carpet cleaning today6  

          Communicate services, confirm choices, explain cancellation policy 

          Gather necessary product and paperwork, prep cleaning truck7  

          Arrive on site with careful driving

          Establish in-person relationship, confirm work order, take notes of special precautions   

          or concerns, communicate your process8 

          Prepare the area, taking before pictures9 

          Ask if they wanted to add any additional services and write down the additional costs   

          and ask them to initial 

          Set up and begin working 

          Complete the work, taking after pictures; break down your equipment and load it in   

          truck

          Receive and process your payment, provide the receipt

5 The email address is gold. When you receive permission to email, you’ve been offered a special opportunity to address your 
client directly.
6 This small step communicates your care for them as an individual, your interest in solving their problem, provides you 
marketing information re: pain points and communicates any special needs or concerns pre-visit such as a sick child, elderly 
in-home care, pets in the house that need to be put away, etc. Answers such as these can determine the chemicals you can or 
cannot use in your work or how you should adapt your process if necessary.
7 Preparation is not just for additional services (yes, come prepared to also clean the rug, the furniture, etc. as the easiest 
upsells are when you’re already on location with great customer service and work ethic) but appearance. You and your 
vehicle / equipment represent your brand.
8Also communicate why you’ll be working without a break as to minimize interruptions during your work.
9 This should be a part of your onboarding process and a legal consent, even when taking precautions to avoid identifying 
components. Talk to a lawyer about this consent. This can also be obtained on your tablet or smartphone with the client at 
their location.

https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
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          Ask for a social media review or if you can capture a quick video of their testimonial10 ,   

          thank them and leave them a coupon for next services or referrals, alert them to   

          upcoming sales advertised via your email list and capture their email 

          Drive away slowly, be friendly to neighbors

          Complete write-up about what was done, comments from the client, areas of concern   

          or that needed extra work, statements / guarantees / recommendations you made

          Clean up equipment and truck, return supplies

Personal service product: Consulting
Email or phone call comes in >>>

          Take information, including email and phone number

          Ask11  how you can help them

          Ask what they’re hoping to get from their time with you

          Ask what would be a ‘successful’ outcome for them

          Ask how they think you can provide their solution

          Ask how they heard of you

          Ask if they’ve ever worked with a consultant before, what was done, what was    

         achieved, what they did or did not like about previous relationship and why they made 

         a switch

          Communicate your story, what problems you can solve for them and how you can best   

          help them achieve their goals12 

          Take the payment, send them a thank you card or gift and communicate your    

          excitement about the project. This sets expectations of organization and relationship.

          Deliver results

          Ask for a testimonial 

          Follow up in 2 weeks or 1 month with their progress post-work

10 This can later be used on your website or transcribed for marketing purposes.
11 Notice that the first several questions are ‘ask’ - let the potential client do the talking. These questions can also be put into 
a survey form online, saving you time while getting the answers you need. You can see a great example of this here, using this 
software.
12 Evaluate if the client is a good fit for you too.

http://share.greetabl.com/x0jITzVE?u=1527606791863
https://hello.dubsado.com/public/form/view/5a662f35ef4fc76a4b6100bf
http://www.dubsado.com
http://www.dubsado.com
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          Consider sending them another thank you card and something catchy such as a   

         Starbucks gift card and a note that says, “The	next	time	you	have	a	question	or		 	 	

          need, let’s chat! Coffee’s on me!”

Physical product: Homemade poured candles
Offline >>>

          Print your story of why you’re a candle maker and how you got started

          Take high-quality and high-resolution pictures of the candle-making process

          Print them for display

          Explain in your displays how materials and scents are chose and why you make them   

         the way you do13 

          Greet customers who come to visit with a smile and engage them with conversation    

          briefly

           Ask if you can help them

           Ask what they’re looking for

           Point them to displays of your candle-making process

           Be prepared to answer their questions

          Answer questions in your displays about your product and the materials that are used   

         to make the candles

          Walk people through liking and sharing your facebook page and giving you an email   

          address for a chance to win a candle of their choice

          Point out upsell products (more on this in the physical product download) 

          Process any sale

          Smile and thank them

13 For example, you may use all natural, organic materials that are safe for cancer patients because your small cousin had 
cancer and could not be near certain materials or scents. That’s part of your story and marketing.

https://www.starbucks.com/card
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Online >>>

          Shoot a video of your candle-making process

          Capture customer testimonials on video of their experience of you, your shop and   

          your candles14

          Explain in your video how materials and scents are chose and why you make them the   

          way you do

          Answer questions in your video about your product and the materials that are used to   

          make the candles

          Include characteristics such as color, dimensions, materials and FAQs

          Describe your product with adjectives for scent, texture; tell the story behind each   

          scent and why you chose it

          Clearly display your price

          Offer incentives to be used immediately in the online shop by signing up for your email  

          list. Do no offer a coupon without asking for the email address in exchange.

          At checkout, offer an upsell as they’re checking out

          Offer a free gift in the thank you email in exchange for a testimonial or social share

          Email occasional coupons

          If a portion of your profits go to support a specific charity or organization,    

          communicate that and your why as well.

14 Key words that your customers would use to describe their experience, reactions and emotions will sell well for you 
without you using words.
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Digital product: How-to downloads
Create the product15 >>>

          Host on your own website

          Choose your delivery method

 Email

 SendOwl

 Shopify

          Explain your product

 Why you created it

 What problems it can solve

 How it can aid with clarity and focus

          Connect recommendations for complementary or similar products16 

          Establish an offer to get them off the third-party site to your own, delivered with the   

          purchased product

          Write a follow-up email thanking them for their purchase. In the email

          Ask for feedback17  and what they purchased for (person, organization, event, etc.)

          Offer an incentive for signing up for your email list on your site

          Begin nurturing them via newsletters and updates

          Run seasonal specials

          Run giveaways and campaigns in exchange for email addresses (e.g., KingSumo)

15 The process of creating a digital product download is in the resource tutorial section.
16 For example, you may see that many people are creating organizer checklists for busy moms of toddlers but do not 
see those same checklists for busy sports moms. Niche down further to soccer or baseball or football, etc. moms. Make 
preseason, postseason, offseason checklists to get them going. One lady makes 5-figures a month from her $6-$20 
checklists!
17 This is a great way to get a testimonial without asking for one or asking them to do one more log in for you, a total stranger. 
However, Etsy users are typically accustomed to providing feedback and do so willingly.

https://www.sendowl.com?r=73e13
https://www.shopify.com/?ref=gft-texas-llc
https://www.etsy.com/listing/490291008/multifunctional-checklist-digital-file
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Map out your process
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COMPONENTS OF A 
BUSINESS
Once you’ve developed who you’re serving, what you’re offering as a solution and how 

to deliver results, you’ll also need to secure the legal components of entrepreneurship, 

including:

     •    Legal structure

     •    Financial analysis

     •    Name of entity

COMPONENTS OF A 
LEGAL STRUCTURE
     •    Number of owners (e.g., partnership structure)

     •    Personal liability and business risk 

     •    Tax rates1  

     •    Incorporation options

     •    Ownership structure (e.g., sole proprietorship, LLC, C Corporation, S Corporation)

WHY FORM A LEGAL 
ENTITY2 
If you're in business that generates income for you and your family, you need to have a 

legal entity around you. A legal entity will be a corporation or an LLC. Having a legal entity 

gives you what Scott calls “Inside-Out” asset protection.

1 Tax record and bookkeeping options are in the Tax download.
2 NOTE: You will NOT form your legal structure yet. Actual legal formation will come under the download ‘Securing 
structure, name and domain’ and after seeking legal counsel.

https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
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What is inside-out asset protection

If anything bad happens inside your entity it stays in your entity. A Corporation has been 

called an ingenious device for obtaining individual profit without individual responsibility.

What does this mean for you

The owners of Corporations and LLCs are not personally liable for the debts or liabilities of 

the Company.  In other words, if you make a profit in your business and purchase a vacation 

home, a boat, and jewelry these items are not at risk due to activity in your business.

Why is inside-out protection important?

A lawsuit could have been avoided by using the property legal entity.

Most common excuse for not forming a legal entity

An accountant said that it was not yet necessary. 

DIFFERENT FORMS 
OF BUSINESS
There a many different types of legal structures, including:

           Sole Proprietorship

           General Partnership

           Corporation (S-Corp or C-Corp)

           Limited Liability Company (LLC)

           Asset Protection Trust
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Sole Proprietorship

The simplest form of business entity is a sole proprietorship. There are no formalities with 

this structure. No filings are required with the state and no fee must be paid. The trade-

off for this lack of formality is that the sole proprietorship has few other advantages. Any 

income is reported on your regular tax return (creating a 7-9 times greater risk of audit) 

and the organizational form provides no protection from individual liability. This means if 

you are sued and they win, you pay out of your personal assets.

General Partnership

The most traditional type of partnership is called a general partnership. This type 

of business entity is also very informal. As with sole proprietorships, no filings are 

required and no fees must be paid. In fact, a partnership may be found to exist even 

without a formal or informal agreement between the parties. The essence of a general 

partnership is that the partners share management and control of the business, as well as 

expenditures, income, and property. As with sole proprietorships, the partners are taxed 

on their personal income tax returns, in proportion to their share of the income. General 

partnerships provide no personal protection from liability.

Corporations

A corporation (sometimes referred to as a C corporation) is a separate and independent 

legal entity owned by shareholders.  Corporations are legal entities and only exist subject 

to a sponsoring or charter state. The corporation is liable for the actions and debts it incurs, 

not the shareholders. Corporations are very useful form of business for an entrepreneur.

Corporations consist of the following:

     •    Shareholders (who may be individuals or other entities) 

     •    Board of Directors (who meet at least annually and elect officers to run the day to day  

            business of the corporation) 
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Corporation taxes 

Corporations are taxed as separate business entities and file their own tax returns unless 

they have opted to be taxed as Sub-Chapter S Corporations.

Forming a Corporation

Forming a corporation requires filing specific paperwork in the state of incorporation, 

as well as subsequent legal filings, such as an annual report. Most states also requires 

corporations to hold annual shareholder meetings. Corporations are taxed, and 

shareholders are taxed on dividends they earn, as well as earnings received when and if 

they sell their stock.

Disadvantages to Corporations

           Only one class of stock is permitted.

           S corps are limited to a maximum of 100 shareholders.

           Stockholders types are limited. Stockholders can only include individuals, estates and   

           trusts. Other corporations, partnerships and nonresident aliens cannot own shares   

           of an S corporation.

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

A limited liability company is a hybrid between a corporation and partnership.  It provides 

the limited liability of the corporation and the tax efficiencies or benefits and the operation 

flexibility of a partnership.  

Who owns an LLC
LLCs are owned by "members" instead of "shareholders"   

LLC taxes

LLCs are not taxed as a separate business entity. Instead, the profits or losses are "passed 

through" the company to the members of the LLC. The members then report profits and 

losses on their personal federal tax returns, just like the owners of a partnership.
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Members and company relationship

As with a partnership, the relationship between the members and the company is 

determined by contract. That contract is called a "company agreement" or "operating 

agreement."

LLC formation requirements

Forming an LLCs requires filing specific paperwork in the state of organization as well as 

subsequent legal filings, such as an annual reports.  

LLCs and asset protection 

A domestic asset protection trust (DAPT) is an irrevocable trust established under the 

special laws of one of the limited number of jurisdictions that allow the settlor of the trust 

to be a discretionary beneficiary and yet still protect the trust assets from the settlor’s 

creditors. If such a trust were set up under the laws of a non-DAPT jurisdiction, the general 

rule is that the settlor’s creditors can access as much of the trust as can be distributed to 

the trust settlor.

Why LLCs are most commonly recommended to entrepreneurs

Business owners create businesses to achieve a life goal or dream.  Most of those dreams 

require that you take money home in the form of profit. Forming an LLC helps you do 

this by having personal asset protection. This is done by a Separate Legal Entity. Like the 

Corporation, LLCs are separate legal entities. So, LLCs shield the personal assets of their 

owners.

How does personal asset protection work

If your company has bad debts, banks and other lenders cannot seize your personal 

property. The only exception is if you signed a personal guarantee to finance your business.
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Responsibilities for debt

The owners (members) of LLCs are not personally liable for the debts or liabilities of the 

Company.  In other words, if you make a profit in your business and purchase a vacation 

home, a boat, and jewelry these items are not a risk due to activity in your business.

Creditor expectations

The best that a creditor can expect is a charging order. A charging order is a court order 

authorizing a creditor to capture any distributions, payments, or proceeds from an LLC.  

In other words the creditor can only get what you distribute out as profit.  This is very 

different from the out-and-out attachment or seizure of a judgment debtor’s ownership 

interest like with a Corporation. Corporate stock may be seized and sold at public auction.

Member payment (i.e., distribution or salary) 

LLCs that have made a Sub-S election are required to pay the members a reasonable salary 

for services rendered to the Company.

Seizure of corporate stock 

Unlike an LLC membership interest or partnership interest, which is subject to a charging 

order in many states, corporate stock may be seized and sold at public auction. Stock in a 

corporation is non-exempt personal property.

Fiduciary Duties

           Good faith and candor

           Refrain from self-dealing

           Care and Loyalty

           Full disclosure

           Act with the strictest integrity

           Fair, honest dealing
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Consequences of breaching Fiduciary Duties

Actual Damages

     •    Lost profits

     •    Mental anguish

     •    Exemplary damages

Statutory Fiduciary Duty 

The Texas LLC statutes do not specify duties of managers and members, but imply the 

existence of duties, and managers in a manager-managed LLC and members in a member-

managed LLC could expect to be held to fiduciary duties similar to the duties of corporate 

directors or general partners. Check the rules in your state or ask Scott.

Restrictions on an LLC ownership

There are very few restrictions on LLC ownership.  Individuals, trusts, corporations, other 

LLCs or a combination can own them. 

Limitations on an LLC 

In a few instances there can be limitations on ownership.  One such situation would be a 

service that requires a specialized license such as doctor or a lawyer.  These professionals 

have to form Professional Limited Liability Companies (PLLCs) and the members must hold 

that particular license.  The operating agreement of an LLC can also limit ownership to a 

certain family or other specific criteria.

Managing an LLC

An LLC can be run in several different ways:

https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
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Member -Managed

A member-managed LLC is most typical. This is appropriate if all the members will 

certainly actively participate in the actual management and operations of the business. 

If you are starting a business with one partner, and both of you want to be involved in 

the management as well as the smaller decisions that affect the LLC every day, then you 

will probably need to be member-managed. Almost all single-member LLCs is going to be 

member-managed, at least in the beginning.

Manager-managed

A Manager-managed LLC is most appropriate in situations where one or more of the 

members are merely investors providing financial help, and are not going to be active in the 

day-to-day operations. 

Or, sometimes one or more members don’t have this business acumen to be active in the 

management, or simply do not strive to be. In any of these situations, a manager-managed 

LLC enables the members to select managers.

How the selection works

The members can elect one or a number of the members to be professionals, while the 

remaining members arrive at avoid those management duties. The members can also elect 

a non-member to be the manager.  

Board of Directors managed

While just about all state laws require a corporation to have a board of directors that is 

elected by the shareholders. This is a way of centralized management. Although an LLC, 

or perhaps limited liability company, shares some characteristics of a corporation, the 

requirement for a aboard of directors is not one. However, most state laws regarding an 

LLCs management structure are flexible enough an LLC could have a aboard of directors if 

LLC members choose.
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Flexibility in taxation

One of the biggest advantages to running a business as an LLC is the tax flexibility. The tax 

implications of LLC differ from those of corporation. LLCs use "pass-through taxation, " 

meaning the LLC will not pay taxes. Income from your business is instead handed down to 

the company's owners. They claim the earnings or losses on their personal tax returns.

An LLC can be taxed as a Sole proprietorship, partnership or Corporation. 

LLC Benefits

     •    They generally have the benefits of a corporation in terms of limiting the business   

            owners’ liability. 

     •    The advantage of an LLC would be the management flexibility it allows, as well as the   

            potential tax benefits. 

     •    LLCs allow a business to achieve the limited personal liability of a corporation as   

            supplied by state law, while being treated being a partnership for purposes    

            of Federal tax laws.

     •    Operating as a Limited Liability Company also provides owners greater flexibility in   

            determining who manages the organization and what each owner's particular      

            duties are usually in that regard.

     •    Determining whether any particular business would gain from being structured as a   

            Corporation or possibly a Limited Liability Company is a complex decision. A lawyer   

            who practices business law will help you determine what the      

            possible consequences of each structure would be for your particular business.

Asset protection of the LLC

Business owners concerned about protecting their personal assets from business 

liabilities often choose to operate their companies as a Limited Liability Company (LLC) or 

Corporation (usually as an S-Corporation), since these business structures provide what is 

known as a “liability shield”. However, a court can dissolve this liability shield if the proper 

steps are not taken by the business owner to protect it
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Forming an LLC

If you operate an LLC or S-Corporation, be sure you have taken these four important steps 

to preserve your liability protection:

 1. Go	All	The	Way	When	You	Create	Your	LLC. Many entrepreneurs today are going   

      online or to a well meaning CPA and filing a one page form with the Secretary of   

                      State to create their LLC and then leaning on it for what Scott calls asset protection:

  a. File a Custom Certificate of Formation

  b. Create a Written Operating Agreement

  c. Sign Organizational Minutes

 2. Do	The	Right	Thing. Needless to say, as a business owner, integrity is a big thing.    

      Meaning that if you use your business entity to commit serious misconduct   

      or fraud, a court could likely “pierce the veil” and hold you personally    

      liable for business claims. So make sure that when it comes to actions    

      taken on behalf of your business, you’re “doing the right thing”, and are not   

      engaging in any fraudulent or unscrupulous behavior.

 3. Don't	Forget	Your	LLC. Many entrepreneurs go to all the trouble of setting up an   

      LLC and then leave in the dust as they make their business deals in their personal   

      name. Only enter into agreements in your LLC Name.

 4. Keep	"Corporate	Records". While the rules for an LLC are less stringent than   

       those for a corporation, you still need an operating agreement, as well as a process   

      for tracking and documenting your business decisions.  For those who are   

      considering a Corporate entity, keep in mind that those require you to write   

      company bylaws, hold annual meetings (along with documenting the minutes of   

      those meetings), and write up corporate resolutions.

https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
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SUCCESS DOESN’T 
DEFINE YOU
By now you should be very clear on who you are. If not, talk with someone to get clarity 

on this issue because who you are needs to be settled before you can write out your 

mission and vision statements. Before you can tell others your values. Before challenges 

ever come. If you don’t know who you are, you’ll fold like a deck of cards with the slightest 

breeze. That’s not what you’re here for. You’re stronger than that as an individual and a 

leader of your organization! One way you communicate that strength of leadership and 

character is through your mission, vision and values statements. Think about it:

           How can you know where you’re going without true North?

           How can you know what standards to hold others to without defining and sharing        

           them?

           How will you define accountability for yourself or others without first being         

           accountable?

Success doesn’t define you; you define success.

MISSION PROVIDES 
DIRECTION
A study by Bain and Company found that companies who have clearly defined Mission 

and Vision statements outperform those who do not. Included in this success was a 

clear road map of how these goals would be achieved. Unfortunately, many groups try 

to overcomplicate the statements and their purpose, leaving supporters and employees 

without a clear direction. 
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Components of a Mission statement

Writing your mission statement is simply sharing your why with others. 

           Why you do what you do / for what purpose (e.g., to provide / grow / sell / create)

           Who you do your work for

           How your organization culture supports this

When you know your who, what and how, in addition to your why, writing a mission 

statement is simple and quick. Be sure to keep it short and to the point.

Sample Mission statements

           Livestrong: To inspire and empower people affected by cancer.

           Kiva: To connect people through lending to alleviate poverty. 

           Invisible Children: To bring a permanent end to LRA atrocities. 

           Public Broadcasting System (PBS): To create content that educates, informs and   

           inspires.

           Oxfam: To create lasting solutions to poverty, hunger, and social injustice. 

           charity: water: Bringing clean, safe drinking water to people in developing countries.

           American Heart Association: To build healthier lives, free of cardiovascular diseases   

           and stroke. 

ESBA Mission Statement

Revision 1: To lead elite-performance athletes to their true identity off the field as 

facilitators of breakthrough for others.

Revision 2: Equipping athletes for success off the field for themselves and those they 

influence.

Revision 3 (current version): To equip athletes for influence through discovery of Identity.
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Write your own Mission statement: 

VISION SAVES 
ORGANIZATIONS
Without vision, organizations die. There can be no consensus for direction. The Vision 

statement is the future goals or dreams of the organization. The Mission statement is 

based on where you are but the Vision is where you are going. The Mission and Vision are 

often combined to give a full picture of the organization’s goals, value and purpose. 

Components of a Vision statement

The Vision statement is a description of what the best version of the world is because of 

the work you do. Why do you do what you do?
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Sample Vision statements

           Goodwill: Every person has the opportunity to achieve his/her fullest potential and   

           participate in and contribute to all aspects of life. 

           Special Olympics: To transform communities by inspiring people throughout the              

           world to open their minds, accept and include people with intellectual disabilities   

           and thereby anyone who is perceived as different.

           Creative Commons: Nothing less than realizing the full potential of the Internet —            

           universal access to research and education, full participation in culture — to drive 

           a new era of development, growth, and productivity.

           VFW: Ensure that veterans are respected for their service, always receive their   

           earned entitlements, and are recognized for the sacrifices they and their loved

           ones have made on behalf of this great country. 

ESBA Vision Statement

Revision 1: We envision generations of athletes becoming fathers* to the next - in every 

sport and nation - to bring the influence of mentorship, hope and purpose to others in 

families, on the sports field and in the work fields as well. (*Fathers as a demonstration of 

parent-like influence; women can be ‘fathers’ too).

Revision 2: We envision generations of athletes impacting the next - in every sport and 

nation - to bring the influence of mentorship, hope and purpose to others in families and 

communities, on the sports field and in the work fields as well.

Revision 3 (current version): We envision generations of athletes influencing the next - in 
every sport and nation - through mentorship, provision of hope and purpose to others in 
family and community, on the sports field and in the work fields as well

Write your own Mission statement: 
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VALUES BRING LIFE
Values statements, or a listing of core values, is a summary of the core principles and ideas 

that create the foundation of the organization. These values influence best when shared by 

all members, serving as a ‘moral compass’.

Sample Values lists

           Adidas

 Performance: Sport is the foundation for all we do and executional     

 excellence is a core value of our Group.

 Passion: Passion is at the heart of our company. We are continuously    

 moving forward, innovating, and improving.

 Integrity: We are honest, open, ethical, and fair. People trust us to adhere to   

 our word.

 Diversity: We know it takes people with different ideas, strengths,     

 interests, and cultural backgrounds to make our company succeed.     

 We encourage healthy debate and differences of opinion.

           Coca-Cola

 Leadership: The courage to shape a better future

 Collaboration: Leverage collective genius

 Integrity: Be real

 Accountability: If it is to be, it’s up to me

 Passion: Committed in heart and mind

 Diversity: As inclusive as our brands

 Quality: What we do, we do well
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           Nike

 It is our nature to innovate.

 Nike is a company.

 Nike is a brand.

 Simplify and go.

 The consumer decides.

 Be a sponge.

 Evolve immediately.

 Do the right thing.

 Master the fundamentals.

 We are on the offense – always.

 Remember the man. (The late Bill Bowerman, Nike co-founder)

         Procter & Gamble

 Integrity

 Leadership

 Ownership

 Passion for Winning

 Trust

ESBA Values

Grow: Always improving, never content.

Lead: Leadership begins at home; extends to your competition; never stops.

Inspire: Others to believe.

Encourage: Excavation comes before construction.

Build: Strengthen the team and support the individual.

Trust: Brings authority.
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Truth: Is disruptive; brings power and boldness.

Love: Always leaves you better.

Grit: Sets you apart; it’s those who never quit. Water your bamboo (Les Brown).

Accountability: Starts within; never hides.

Authority: When true, brings breakthrough.

Freedom: Financial, Emotional, Spiritual, Relational and Lifestyle.

Health: In every realm. Is priceless.

Make your own Values list: 

BONUS STATEMENT
How will you give back in your organization? Community? Or other passion projects1 ? 

1 Be sure to include this on your website as well.

These statements will influence how people interact with you and evaluate your 

organization.
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EVALUATE
Do your statements support your goals? How so?  

Read your statements out loud to friends. Can tell you what you do by what they hear in 

your mission statement? Write out their feedback or questions here: 
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How do these support your policies? 

How do these support your procedures? 

How do these support your guidelines? 
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MAKE IT PERSONAL
Write a personal Mission and Vision statement. Consider the following:

 Your goals

 Passions

 Giving back

 Family

 Lifestyle

 Health
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Write a mission & vision statement with your family. Get the input of everyone. Ask one another: 

 What are our goals as a family?

 How do we recognize those goals?

 How do we measure those goals?

 How do we interact with one another? With our community? 

 What are our passions as a family?

 How do we give back as a family?

 How do we define our ideal lifestyle as a family?

 What are our shared goals?

 What is our shared purpose?
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STRUCTURE IS THE KEY 
TO PROTECTION
Business policies and procedures are your secret weapon in business for legal protection, 

scaling, customer service and more. In business, it’s important to document everything. In 

many industries, the saying is ‘if it’s not documented, it didn’t happen.’ The documentation, 

or lack thereof, has influenced the outcome of many legal cases. 

The documentation of business policies (the way you conduct business), procedures (how 

you conduct business) and guidelines (why you conduct business) is essential to long-term 

business success. These components, if put in place and followed, can protect you as you 

scale, help communicate your mission / vision / values and be the means by which you hold 

yourself and others accountable.

PROTECTION THROUGH 
GUIDELINES
Business documentation generally falls into 5 main categories1 :

 1. Corporate formalities 

 2. Human resources

 3. Correspondence

 4. Proposals

 5. Contracts and agreements

1 These 5 categories are part of Attorney Scott Reib’s Shatterproof process.

https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
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Corporate entities

You need to create documentation that ratifies all of the acts that your entity has done to 

date. Once everything is brought up to date, your business needs to 

          Hold an annual meeting

          Prepare and execute a Waiver of Notice

          Prepare Meeting Minutes or Unanimous Written Consent for owners and/or directors  

          to sign, (depending upon your form of business)

          Place these documents into your companies records (usually a binder)

Human resources

If your company has employees, it is important to define your expectations for your 

employees and what they can expect from you in return. A good place to begin is by 

creating a Policies and Procedures Manual. This manual can cover everything from phone 

etiquette to file maintenance to customer service issues. This manual can also be a useful 

tool should an employee commit a tort on the job, because this manual can serve as a 

means to prove that the employee was or was not in the scope of his employment at the 

time of the tort. 

Correspondence

Correspondence covers all written messages (emails, faxes and letters) sent or received 

by your company. This category includes internal as well as external correspondence. 

Generally, external correspondence is with clients and vendors. It is a good idea to save 

all correspondence with these individuals in their corresponding files so that if there is a 

question later as to what was requested, you can refer back to that message. Saving these 

messages will help keep your employees accountable for the tasks they are assigned and 

the agreements they make with clients and vendors.
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Proposals

This category refers to documentation or presentations you make to prospective clients 

and/or vendors. Not only is it important to keep records of who you make proposals to, it 

is also important to keep a record of these documents so that you know exactly what was 

offered to the clients and vendors. Should there be a turnover in support staff, another 

employee can look at the documents and know exactly what has been offered.

Contracts and Agreements

This is, by far, the most important category. Contracts and Agreements are the lifeblood 

of any business; they include the following: 

          Rental agreement for the business office

          Employee contracts

          Non-compete agreements

          Licensing agreements

          Vendor contracts

          Purchase orders 

          Terms and Conditions associated with the sale of goods 

Contracts can be simple or complicated, short or perpetual. Without keeping good records 

of all agreements your company has made, it is impossible to fulfill the terms your company 

is obligated to fulfill under the contracts. 
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PROTECTION THROUGH 
AGREEMENTS
Agreements don't have to be complicated or intimidating. According to Scott Reib, a client 

that won't sign a simple, fair agreement isn't a client you want. If you use written contracts

     •    You’re less likely to end up in court

     •    Clients will be much more inclined to work with you to find a solution and work things  

            out 

     •    You’ll be more likely to keep relationships

     •    You will be more profitable

Avoid signer’s remorse 

Before you sign a contract or agreement, you need to ask yourself 

Why am I entering into this deal? 

What will I gain by signing this contract? 

Does this contract take me closer to achieving my goals or farther?

Write out the answers. 
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Questions to ask before signing a contract or agreement 

          1. Does the contract identify important dates, including

 

 Deadlines

 Mileposts

 Reports due

 Payment dates

Maybe your performance is date specific. If you perform a day late, you breach the 

contract. Maybe the date in that contract is going to make it impossible for you to perform 

because of preexisting obligations. These could potentially create a huge problem for you 

and put you in breach of contract. 

To avoid this problem, check all the dates BEFORE you sign a contract. Without a system 
for doing that, you will blow through those things. 

          2. Who are the necessary parties to this contract? 

At the top of almost every contract, you will find a section that says this contract is 

between parties A and B. You glance at it, and make sure you name is on there. Maybe you 

check to see if you recognize the other party's name. 

          3. Is the other party’s name correct?

This really matters; if your contract does not contain the correct parties it could create 

liability for a person or entity unintentionally. For example, if you run your business as a 

corporation and the contract has your personal name, you just created personal liability 
and lost all the benefits of having the corporation in the first place.

          4. Does the contract clearly describe money amounts or other considerations for   

               contracts? 

Every contract should clearly set out and describe the amounts of money or other 

considerations, such as dates, that are being transferred between the parties, but that 
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is not always the case. Ambiguity in this part of a large contract can be fatal to a small 
business. 

Also go through the contract looking for money. Highlight each and every place where 

money is referenced, often referenced around the dates mentioned. If you are paying 

money in this contract, you don't want to pay a penny more than you're supposed to. If 

you're receiving it, you want to make sure you get the right amount. We focus on the 

money. 

          5. What are the remedies the contract contains for any breaches that occur? 

The next thing you want to look at are the remedies of default. If you are going to go 

through the trouble of having a written agreement, then you need to know what happens if 

someone defaults. 

          6. Are the rights, obligations and duties of every party clearly listed?

Go through and highlight all the things you have to do that may not be money related. 

Is it clear and understandable to where someone with a seventh grade education can 

understand what you have to do? If it's hard to understand, then it needs to be rewritten. It 

must be VERY understandable. There should be no doubt of what you were supposed to do 

and what you weren't supposed to do. 

          7. Will your state's laws apply to this contract? 

This is an often-overlooked part of most contracts. Did you know that you can choose 

which State's laws apply to your agreement? You can even choose where litigation, if 

necessary, will occur. Generally speaking, you want the contract to be governed by your 

state's laws and any litigation to occur in your backyard, not theirs. 

          8. How will disputes related to this contract be resolved? 

In litigation, every case has an opportunity to be resolved. In the contract, clearly establish

 How are you going to do that?

 Are you going to use mediation? 
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 Are you going to do arbitration? 

There are pros and cons to these options. The contract should be worded so that court is 

avoided if you so choose.

PROTECT THROUGH 
LEGAL FRAMEWORKS
Taking the proper steps to protect your product, intellectual property, services and 

systems through legal frameworks such as copyright and trademarks is important to your 

business now and in the future.

Copyrights

Some businesses rely on their ability to create and sell or otherwise leverage their original 

works. Obtaining a copyright for those works is not just important; it can actually make or 

break the business by allowing the owner to pursue copyright violations aggressively. 

Without a copyright, you lose some protections for exclusive rights of copyright owners. 

You will also have a harder time in court if you have to bring a lawsuit to enforce your 

copyright.

By law, a copyright can protect many different types of creative expression, even if they 

are not published. Here are some examples of things that should be copyrighted:

           Computer software and programs

           Poetry, novels, and books

           Movies and plays

           Artistic displays, such as pictures and sculptures

           Songs, including both the melody and the lyrics

           Architectural design and maps

           Ecourses, including video content and downloads
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           Systematic processes

           Intellectual property

           Blog content

Ways to obtain copyright

Common Law: Getting a copyright is not difficult. It just takes a little time and money. 

Many people believe no copyright exists unless a creative work is registered with the 

U.S. Copyright Office. This is not true. Any work created since 1978 is protected for the 

owner’s lifetime, plus another 70 years.

Registration: Once you’ve decided to register your copyright to fortify the protection of 

your creative work, the process is straightforward. 

 1. Complete an application, either online or in writing. For many works, the    

            copyright office prefers to receive online applications. However, a few types 

 of applications may only be submitted on paper. If allowed, it is advisable to file   

 online, as the filing fee is reduced. Also, online applications are processed    

 more quickly, so you’ll receive your certificate in relatively short order.

 2. Attach a copy of your work. Your application is not complete without a copy of   

 your work. When you file your application, you’ll need to “deposit” a copy of    

 the work you wish to register. 

 3. Submit the filing fee, which is $35 for most basic registrations. 

 4. Once your application is complete, the U.S. Copyright Office will issue a    

 registration certificate.
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Trademarks

The purpose of a trademark is to differentiate a company's goods or services in the 

marketplace. A trademark also represents an intangible asset in the form of consumer 

goodwill that has been assigned to the company through its history. In the legal realm, the 
words or symbols chosen to represent products (trademark) or services (service mark) 
must be distinctive enough to serve both these functions.

Besides fitting into one of the stronger protection categories below, your trademark must 

be available for use. If you choose a trademark that has already been registered for use, or 
that has been used previously in a similar fashion, you could be held liable for trademark 
infringement. It is HIGHLY important to work with a legal counsel before choosing 

trademarks to ensure that is can be registered. 

Different types of trademarks

Coined 

These are typically words that are fabricated solely for the purpose of identifying a 

particular service or product. Some examples are Exxon, Verizon and Kodak. When it 

comes to legal protection, fanciful trademarks are the strongest and easiest to protect. 

Just be sure that the word you come up with doesn't mean something different in another 

language.

Arbitrary 

These are typically words that are fabricated solely for the purpose of identifying a 

particular service or product. Some examples are Exxon, Verizon and Kodak. When it 

comes to legal protection, fanciful trademarks are the strongest and easiest to protect. 

Just be sure that the word you come up with doesn't mean something different in another 

language.

Suggestive

A suggestive word mark is a word or words that suggest a feature or benefit of the product 

or service - for example, Snuggle fabric softener. These are generally considered to be 

weaker than coined or arbitrary marks.

https://reiblaw.lpages.co/shatterproofsession/
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Descriptive

A descriptive mark identifies a major feature or characteristic of a product or service. 

However, until a descriptive mark acquires secondary meaning or recognition through 

usage, it is usually considered by the courts to lack distinction (and, therefore, legal 

protection). Surname marks like McDonald's are usually treated as descriptive marks and, 

once they obtain significant secondary meaning in the marketplace, are afforded broad 

legal protection.

Generic

Generic terms like "boat" for boats or "onion" for onions can NOT be trademarked. Some 

brands have evolved into generic brands - Kleenex, Xerox, Google - and must take extra 

care in using their trademarks properly to help protect against losing legal protections due 

to becoming generic.
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WRITE YOUR OWN 
POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES
Recording your policies and procedures is simple and inexpensive. Tools and resources 

exist that make writing tedious policies very simple:

           Use Process Street

https://processstreet.grsm.io/JeremiePiette
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           Use Google voice typing for simple transcription as you talk-to-text

           Purchase a small, hand-held recorder, record, upload to a site like this, then edit your   

           transcript for clarity and download or email to your designer. 

https://amzn.to/2v0w2Cq
https://www.temi.com
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What to include

While suggestions are made specific to a product or service-based business in the 
corresponding downloads later in the course, consider inclusion of the following2 :

           Privacy policy

           Disclosure policy

           Terms of use policy

           Email policy

           Customer service policy

           Refund policy

           Late payment policy

           Payment processing policy

           Employee conduct policy

           Time off policy

           Workplace safety policy

           Disciplinary procedures policy

           Device use policy

           Project turnaround policy

Policy template

This is a suggested guideline for writing your own policies. There are many policy and 

procedure templates available on the internet. You can always have them written by your 

legal counsel or checked by counsel. 

           Name of your company

           Date 

           Last revision date (if applicable)

           Title of the policy

           Purpose

2 The law changes often regarding notification requirements. It is strongly recommended you speak with a lawyer about the 
needs of your business policies.
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           Definitions of roles or specific language of policy

           Scope

           Expectations

           Responsibilities (itemize each component)

           Assign accountability in the document by job title

           Procedures associated with carrying out the policy

           Expectations for completion, payments rendered

           Remediation 

           Limitations

           Exclusions (if any)

           Filings (if necessary)
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Policy sample from ESBA website

PRIVACY POLICY

SCOPE OF THIS POLICY

This Privacy Policy applies to all users of this Site. For website users or visitors from the 

European Union, as a data subject, the EU provides rights and privileges to you. As the data 

controller, we honor those protections, and in line with law, require that your consent to 

the use of your data or information is freely given. We only process data as necessary to 

provide services to you or according to the terms of this Privacy Policy. YOU MAY OPT-

OUT OR WITHDRAW CONSENT AT ANY TIME by letting the data protection officer 

know. Additionally, we do not process any sensitive or special categories of personal data.

By using this Site, you are agreeing to comply with and be bound by this Privacy Policy with 

ESBA: Elite Sports Business Academy, LLC (“ESBA,” “we,” or “us”). If you do not agree to this 

Privacy Policy, you may not access or use this Site. If you do not agree to this Privacy Policy, 

you may not access or use this Site.

This Privacy Policy (this “Policy”) applies only to information collected through this website 

on which it is posted. It does not apply to information collected through other channels, 

such as over the phone or in person. EU users may request the data protection officer for a 

statement of other data and information policies.

Some of the information we collect through this Site may be “personal information”—

information that identifies you personally, alone or in combination with other information 

available to us. Other information may be nonpersonally identifiable, such as information 

collected by cookies.

YOUR CONSENT

By using this Site, you are consenting to the collection, use, disclosure, and transfer of 

your information as described in this Policy (and any Privacy Notices that apply to you). If 

you do not consent to the collection, use, disclosure and transfer of your information as 

described in this Policy (and any Privacy Notices that apply to you), you may not use this 

Site. If you have questions about this Policy, or any Privacy Notice, please contact us using 

the information provided below.

OUR TERMS OF USE

This Policy is part of the Terms of Use that govern your use of this Site. A link to our Terms 

of Use is provided at the bottom of each page of this Site.

YOUR CHOICES

We respect your right to make choices about the ways we collect, use, and disclose your 
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information. This Policy describes some of your choices, such as your choice to opt out of 

receiving “cookies.” We may ask you to indicate your choices at the time and on the page 

where you provide your information.

You may change previously expressed preferences regarding how we use your information. 

If at any time you wish to be taken off our mailing lists, please contact us using the 

information provided below.

Opting Out of Communications

If you do not wish to receive marketing communications from us, you can unsubscribe via 

the link in an email you have received.

Children’s Privacy

The Website does not knowingly collect any personally identifiable information from 

children under the age of 16. If a parent or guardian believes that the Website has 

personally identifiable information of a child under the age of 16 in its database, please 

contact us immediately and we will use our best efforts to promptly remove such 

information from our records. Except where provided by law, only parents or legal 

guardians of children under the age of 16 may provide information on children under the 

age of 16.

Security

We make every attempt to keep your Personal Information secure, but we realize that no 

transmission over the internet is 100% secure. We strive to use commercially acceptable 

means to protect your Personal Information, but we cannot guarantee absolute security. 

By using this Website, you acknowledge that you understand and agree to assume these 

risks.

Comments

When visitors leave comments on the site we collect the data shown in the comments 

form, and also the visitor’s IP address and browser user agent string to help spam 

detection.

An anonymized string created from your email address (also called a hash) may be 

provided to the Gravatar service to see if you are using it. The Gravatar service privacy 

policy is available here: https://automattic.com/privacy/. After approval of your comment, 

your profile picture is visible to the public in the context of your comment.

Media

If you upload images to the website, you should avoid uploading images with embedded 

location data (EXIF GPS) included. Visitors to the website can download and extract any 

location data from images on the website.

Contact Forms
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Your personal data is captured when you submits a contact form. This submission is used 

for customer service purposes, including newsletter subscription, but the information 

submitted through the form is not used for marketing purposes.

Testimonials

The Site may display personal testimonials of yours from time to time received via email 

or as otherwise received from you by the Site. If you would like the Site to remove your 

testimonial or customer review at any time, please simply contact us at the information 

included within this Policy, and we will promptly do so.

Surveys & Contests

From time-to-time our site requests information via surveys or contests. Participation in 

these surveys or contests is completely voluntary and you may choose whether or not to 

participate and therefore whether or not to disclose information sought by such surveys 

or contests. Information requested may include contact information (such as name and 

shipping address), and demographic information (such as zip code, age level). Contact 

information will be used to notify the winners and award prizes. Survey information will be 

used for purposes of monitoring or improving the use and satisfaction of this site.

Updates and Changes to Privacy Policy

We reserve the right, at any time and without notice, to add to, change, update or modify 

this Privacy Policy, by posting such change, update or modification on the Site. Any such 

change, update or modification will be effective immediately upon posting.

Governing Law

This Policy shall be governed under the laws of the Texas, United States of America without 

regard to its conflicts of law provisions.

Data Protection Inquiries

If you have any questions or concerns regarding our notice or if you believe our notice 

or applicable laws relating to the protection of your personal information have not been 

respected, you can file a complaint with our Data Protection Officer listed below and we 

will respond to let you know who will be handling your matter and when you can expect a 

further response. We may request additional details from you regarding your concerns and 

may need to engage or consult with other parties in order to investigate and address your 

issue(s). Records will be kept of any requests.

Please contact our Privacy Department with any questions or concerns regarding this 

Privacy Notice. Please mark your questions or concerns; ATTN Data Protection Officer.

Jeremie Piette

PO Box 270206 Flower Mound, TX 75027

jeremie[at]elitesportsbusinessacademy [dot]com
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WHAT’S IN A NAME
Did you know that your name has meaning? It has a literal meaning and a symbolic 

meaning. For some, the meaning is very significant in a positive way whereas other it’s 

attached to negative thoughts or perspectives. For many, you’ve never thought about your 

name or the purpose behind it. Names are often chosen symbolically

           For tradition

           For family joy

           So a family name would be passed down

           For meaning

           As a reminder of a beloved pet

           Because it sounded cool

In ancient cultures, name were often chosen because of their literal meaning

           As a reminder of good times

           As a reminder of bad times

           As a monument to important life experiences

           As a hope or wish for the child’s future

HIS NAME IS MUD
If you’ve ever heard the expression, ‘His name is Mud,’ then you know it’s associated with 

the idea of a person's "good name" being ruined; it means your reputation is damaged. 

These ancient literary references are the first documented examples of the influence of 

name as representing someone’s Brand1. When someone said your name in those ancient 

times, it was thought that they were repeating history or declaring blessing or prosperity 

over you. It was their reputation.

1 If you’re curious as to the documented history and meaning of your name, check out this book.

http://thewatchdogonline.com/idioms-my-name-is-mud-282
https://amzn.to/2AlqkQM
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Have you ever met someone named ‘Joy’ who wasn’t joyful? How odd would it be to meet 

a sour-attitude person named Joy? The same is true of a business or public persona. This 

is also known as your reputation or your credibility. When you give your word, do people 

think you’ll do what you said or is your name mud?

THREE FACETS OF 
NAMING
Names in business and life do and mean so much. There are three components of naming 

then to consider as you develop your business, brand and offer:

 1. Your personal name meaning

 2. Your name as in your reputation or your Brand

 3. You name as in your business name or product name

Each of them influence the other. Your character (i.e., your personal name) influences your 

personal reputation. Your personal reputation influences your business reputation. Your 

business reputation influences public / consumer perception of you and your business. And 

for those who do not know you personally, this all works the same, only in reverse.

Additionally, there is the marketing element of a business name. For the business name, it’s 

important to choose a name that is 

           Easy to remember

           Easy to spell

           Easy to trademark

           Good for SEO

           Communicates what you do

           Is descriptive
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WHEN YOU’RE THE 
BRAND
Until you build a business brand, your own personal name will be what communicates trust, 

authority and sincerity. This is one reason why choosing to use your own name, if you’re 

already a recognizable name or if you want your business service (typically not products2) 

to be built around your face and name, is a possibility. Use your name if you have trust / 

authority but that can limit you. 

Pros

           Instant sales because of notoriety

           Instant validation of product function (if based on your industry)

Cons

           Can be difficult to scale

           May not be descriptive

           May limit you to one type of business model or line of services

           Can prevent others from seeing any offers beyond the original one

Some services that individual ‘brands’ often sell around themselves and their faces include

     •    Product expertise

     •    Subject matter expertise

     •    Specific experience expertise

Famous examples of these include Tony Robbins, Gary Vaynerchuk and Oprah. But other 

well-known names built their reputations with a product or service before becoming 

a recognizable name. Examples of this would be Ryan Deiss, Rachel Miller and Ryan 

Levesque.

2 Products combined with a notable name is usually reserved for endorsement of products, not for naming products.
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ORDER OF NAME 
ORGANIZATION
When you choose a business name, if you’re name isn’t going to be the rock on which the 

business is built, choose a business name answering the following questions. Note that not 

all of these will be a yes but the majority should be answered affirmatively.

Write your business name idea here: 

           Will it scale?

           Is it descriptive? 

 Does it tell people what it’s about? (Note: if you’re already a household name, you c  

 an use your own name)

 Does it communicate what you’re providing?

 Does it explain your services?

 Is it Google or SEO friendly3 ?

           Is it short or long?

           Is it available4 ? 

 Check Google, search for a domain, LLC

 Search on your state website

 Talk to your lawyer

 Write out your potential domain name here: 

           Can the name (or a reasonable abbreviation) be used as a social media handle?

3 While search engine optimization (SEO) is taught in more detail later, think of choosing a name people would search for 
when looking for your product or service. Remember the example of the Sports Field Light? This was name people were 
prone to look for as they searched for lighting solutions for a sports field. Therefore the name also contained keywords that 
searchers might use.
4 You can look for free for available domains here. Do not secure the name yet. Wait for the ‘Securing structure, name and 
domain’ download, which is the lesson after next.

https://www.squarespace.com/domain-name-search
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5 If you’re a video person, consider adding Snapchat to that list.

 Write out potential social media handles here:

 

           Is the social media handle available on most platforms5 ? 

 Facebook

 Twitter

 YouTube

 Instagram

 Pinterest

CASE STUDY
Global Fútbol Training LLC original url was http://www.globalfutboltraining.org. Most 

people misspelled the name, typed the word football instead of futbol, and would use a 

.com address instead of .org. Social media handles weren’t secured until several years of 

business. By that time, people had begun abbreviating Global Fútbol Training to GFT. The 

reputation of GFT had grown to include being known for skills development. So people 

would say, “Hey, can I get some GFT skills?” The domain https://www.gftskills.com was 

purchased and corresponding social media handles were too, making it easy to tell people 

to find the company anywhere on the web or social media with @gftskills.

http://www.globalfutboltraining.org
https://www.gftskills.com
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WEB PLATFORMS 
DETERMINE SCALE
Notice that the title does not say ‘determine scalability.’  Instead, they determine how 

you can scale. The business can scale with either platform being recommended but if you 

already know your dreams include multiple outlets or facets, or if you prefer a certain type 

of tech usage, it’s important to know from the beginning how each platform works and 

what their capabilities are.

Many platforms exist for hosting and selling your products or services. They can formatted 

to look as custom as you want. But each platform you use brings an additional cost with 

it, including hosting, payment processing and a minimal transaction fee. Some of these 

platforms include:

           Shopify

           Wix

           Thinkific

           Teachable

           SendOwl

           GumRoad

That’s not to say you cannot incorporate their usage later or use them as add-on services.  

Depending on what you want to create and sell influences your platform choice. You can 

also combine a webpage, a blog and a store on most of these platforms as well. 

The downside is that you pay for these platforms and services in bigger ways than with 

Wordpress.org or SquareSpace, whether you make a sale or not. You either pay for their 

service and not their branding or you allow them to brand your work with their logo. It’s a 

tough trade-off.

https://www.shopify.com/?ref=gft-texas-llc
https://www.wix.com
https://get.thinkific.com/give-a-month-program/?gam=884ab08a27
https://teachable.com
https://www.sendowl.com?r=73e13
https://gumroad.com
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CHOOSE A DOMAIN 
HOST
You’ve already been researching and choosing a domain name and associated social media 

URLs. In this training you’ll choose where to host them1 . Write out your domain name and 

social media handle choices here:

           Domain name

           Social media handles:

 Facebook   

 Twitter  

 YouTube 

 Instagram 

 Pinterest  

THE TWO 
WORDPRESSES
The most important distinction to make is that your platform choice is about Wordpress.

ORG, not Wordpress.COM. Many people make the mistake of securing their URL with the 

wrong Wordpress and then have many struggles thereafter. The .COM is a free platform 

that provides a wordpress.com URL; you cannot really alter it or monetize it. So if you 

choose to use a Wordpress site, remember to choose .ORG.

1 Once you found the name you wanted, you should also have let your lawyer know to check for availability for that legal 
structure (e.g., LLC name availability). True story: Elite Sports Business Academy was too similar to another business and the 
name had to be changed to ESBA: Elite Sports Business Academy. 
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WORDPRESS VS 
SQUARESPACE
When you are trying to choose a platform for your business, remember that this is for your 

business. Many debates exist on the internet about best sites for blogging; even if blogging 

is one of your goals for business, the statistics for success in blogging are minimal and take 

a great deal of time. They do add credibility for your business but many considerations 

should be make when adding a blog2 . The point of the platform choice is that the blog is a 

feature of the business, not the business.

Determine what your goals are for the website and the business. The main purposes of a 

website generally fall under the following categories:

           To promote a single product or multiple products

           To tell your story

 Your views

 Establish your authority

           To establish authority

           To promote a vision

           To inform and educate

           To help others find you

 Brings validation

 Informs about you, company, vision

           Learn more about you and your company

           Take payments

           Get new customers

2 Blogging is addressed in later teaching.
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Similarities between the platforms

           They’re both used by big-name brands and high-profile celebrities.

           They both have blogging capabilities.

           They can each power beautiful storefronts, process payments and take orders.

           They can each handle membership sites, although Wordpress has more robust   

           options.

           You can make money from them.

           The cost to run each is very similar.

Differences between the platforms

           Plugins: These additional features allow users to customize a Wordpress site to   

           perform almost any function or need. 

           Maintenance: SquareSpace handles the maintenance of the website whereas you are   

           responsible for a large portion of the maintenance of a Wordpress site, leaving   

           many non-tech users to find a good security company to outsource the maintenance   

           to.

           Learning curve: SquareSpace is very much plug-and-play. The simplicity of design   

           choices makes getting a website up and running very quick and easy. Wordpress   

           has a steeper learning curve but where most people struggle is in the long-term   

           care of their Wordpress site3 .

           Flexibility of design: The possibilities of design, function and capability are endless   

           with Wordpress but those benefits require a strong knowledge of coding.    

           SquareSpace is more limited to design but keeps it’s designs and function    

           clean, modern and up-to-date and they’re always adding new features as they grow.

3 A walk-through of each platform being constructed for an actual website can be found in the tutorials section and later in 
the course.
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Wordpress.ORG

Wordpress is the most popular content management platform on the web. The capabilities 

of Wordpress are limitless. But it’s an open sourced platform, meaning that not every 

plugin or capability is fully functioning or compatible with your website or that it plays 

well with other customizations you’ve made. However, you can purchase templates from 

credible sources whose creators will guarantee that your basic theme will work.

Wordpress costs

           External domain host: .ORG does not host your domain; this is done externally. $5-15/year

           Hosting: approximately $125 / year

           Security: DIY $50/year; third-party $49/mo

           Theme: You can use free themes but purchased ones are typically $99-125 each with   

           self-installation

           SEO: DIY is free but is also an entire career on it’s own; paid services typically range at  

           a minimum of $500 / month and results will take at least 6 months

With Wordpress, you’ll need to learn about the terminology used for the platform, such as 

theme, plugin, tags and categories and how they all work together. Here is the backend of a 

Wordpress site:
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SquareSpace

SquareSpace is the new(ish) kid on the block. However, they made a huge splash when they 

arrived and they’ve been creating waves ever since. SquareSpace makes everything easy. 

The items most business need and should focus on are front and center with SquareSpace, 

making sure that you don’t miss these key components. Also, their staff handles the 

optimization of your site and the security, giving you a few less things to worry about. 

SquareSpace costs

Hosting + Domain: $12-18 / mo, billed annually 

Security: Included

Theme: Included

SEO: Included but you provide the keywords, tags and phrases

Here is the backend of a SquareSpace site:
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Both platforms are used for various interests in the ESBA brand alone. From product 

promotions and sales to blogging, each platform has its purpose. Most often, new 

business owners opt for the simplicity of learning and clean appearance of SquareSpace. 

Unless you’re very technology-savvy or plan to hire a developer4 , this would be our 

recommendation for you.

4 One purpose of teaching students about creating a website is so that you can create for yourself, saving a great deal of 
money and increasing your knowledge. These skills will later help you hold any developers you would hire accountable and 
understand what they’re doing for you and subsequently the level of complexity, the amount of time required and the end-
result for performance and design.
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SECURING YOUR 
BOUNDARIES
These elements are done simultaneously as a part of swiftly securing what is yours. 

Once these components are secured, you will begin establishing your authority to others 

through your website, web copy, email communications and more. This will come in 

following sections. Secure the following:

Legal

           LLC (approval usually arrives within 3 hours via email)1 

           FEIN (usually takes 15 minutes after LLC approval comes)

           Operating Agreement2 (you’ll determine how much money you’re initially funding      

           into the company in the agreement; you'll need this for opening your business bank 

           account)

           DBA 

 if necessary, strongly recommended

 County Clerk’s Office ($253)

Social

           Domain URL (your www.) 

 Bluehost (recommended for custom domain name for a Wordpress.org)

 Squarespace 

           Set up your professional email address4 (your.name@yourbizname.com); 

 All communication re: your new business, purchases, inquiries, linked accounts  

 should come through this address

1 Make sure each component you’re securing legally is for Federal and not State.
2 Filing an LLC is simple but there are many new rules around how an FEIN is filed. Ideally this should be done by lawyer, 
although a CPA can do this as well. Typically, in Texas, you’ll pay a rate of $1200-$2500 by either a lawyer or a CPA.This fee 
will include your FEIN and your Operating Agreement. DIY in Texas (not recommended): $350, does not include your FEIN or 
your Operating Agreement.
3 All rates quoted in Texas; subject to change by State, County and Year.
4  This is demonstrated in the resource and tutorial section

https://www.bluehost.com/track/jpiette/
https://www.squarespace.com
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           Social media handles (your matching @xyz urls)

 Identify your platforms

 Secure handles, using business email, username & password

  

  Facebook

  Twitter

  YouTube

  Instagram

  Pinterest

Financial 

           Set up bank account 

 EIN / FEIN required

 DL or other photo ID required

 DBA may be required

           Checking & savings account 

 An initial deposit as agreed upon in your Operating Agreement is required at time  

 of set-up

 Once you’re making money, you’ll need to set up an automatic tax money   

 movement from checking to savings weekly

           Verify accounts for business are free

 No fees

 No minimum transaction requirements if possible

 Mobile & direct deposit (should be free)

           Will need new account & routing info for online payment processors (e.g. Stripe) that          

           are set up in next upcoming lessons with your website
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WHERE ITS AT
People value their inbox space and their privacy. But they’re tired of being marketed to. 

As much as the internet and social media can connect, it can also isolate. This has created 

a hunger among individual consumers for relationship: to know and be known as an 

individual. This is why knowing your who and your what are so important!

Email lists are often called the golden ticket of marketing. This is because email lists are 

considered 63 times more valuable than a social media following. A great deal of marketing 

money and effort is spent trying to gain and grow an email list, gain permission to market 

to that list and scale the list through tools like a value ladder1 . Once gained, marketers 

begin to try to nurture the new connection they’ve made through various email sequences, 

called campaigns.  

 

           Purpose: The purpose of the email sequence is to be able to write to many people while  

           talking to one: your avatar.

           Reason: When you know who you’re writing to, each person who self-identifies as  your      

           target audience by responding to your advertisements will respond to the emails   

           you send. While this may start out as an occasional experience, the more your Brand  

           grows, the more your volume of emails will grow. This will make responding to 

           your general audience more challenging. The standardized emails help ensure a   

           similar experience and relationship progression for your clients.

           Application: These emails will be placed in a software system that you’ll program to 

           send your responses on autopilot, saving you time and money and weeding out the 

           most unlikely client candidates.2

Remember the what

Many digital marketers make the fatal assumption that subscribers know their message or 

platform or are ready to purchase. The nurture component is completely skipped. Before 

you can write a welcome and nurture sequence, you need to remember who you’re writing 

to (your Avatar), what you’re going to offer them through this relationship and how you’ll 

make that offer.

1 Value ladders are broken down in more detail later in the course.
2 Unlikely means not your people. Some of your people may sit on your email list for 3 years and then one day purchase your 
biggest offer. Be patient but prune your list when necessary.
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Write out the order of how you would invite a new client to get to know you in person: 

What makes an offer irresistible

What is your goal of the relationship? To help them or to make money? The best 

relationships / partnerships / agreements are when both parties win. The win-win situation 

comes from your helping them solve a problem / fix a pain point and your making money 

for your time and products / services. 

This is called the irresistible offer. You must know 

           who you’re leading

           what you’re leading toward

           how you’ll get there and know you’ve arrived and 

           why you’re making the offer 

Once you map these out, you can easily write the welcome and nurture email sequences 

because you’re not desperate to make a sale. You’re eager to build a relationship.

Keeping the win-win principle in mind, write out your product or service:

How will you offer this product / service? 
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How can you demonstrate that you or your experience or your 

solution is the best possible fit to solve their need? 

Making an offer

 Offer

 verb

 1. present or proffer (something) for (someone) to accept or reject as so desired.

 noun

 2. an expression of readiness to do or give something if desired.

An offer is not a sale. It’s not selling. It’s an invitation. Because you’re handling your 

finances and putting boundaries in place, you’re not desperate to make the money. An offer 
is a gift. It’s something so enticing and so generous that your email subscribers think the 

offer is almost too good to be true. It involves nurturing, giving and generosity. You’ve been 

preparing to sell but selling is only good for high-pressure or discount scenarios. Your goal 

is to make an offer (a) for relationship through the welcome sequence and (b) for leading 

and aiding through the nurture sequence.

An offer has more than one component. If you want to sell an item, offer a single item. If 

you want to net a higher return, make an offer - a layered opportunity for success due to 

the high value of what’s included.

Selling: Buy my training video $499

Offer: Learn the skills you need to get the coach’s attention in less than 30 days (a $499 

value)

 +  Send my your initial video within 72 hours
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 +  Get my personal feedback (a $250 value)

 +  Complete the training modules and show me your improved skills after 30 days   

      and I’ll send you a prize + a badge (a $40 value)

 +  PLUS get free 30 days access to my Mental Mastery private Facebook group (a   

      $250 value)

 +  Get all this, a $1,039 value, for only $499 $299

This process is called stacking3 ; the creation of an offer heavily stacked in value in the 

favor of the avatar, so much so they may think they’re crazy to not take the offer.

Making a valuable offer

Valuable offers deliver massive value. But there are certain guidelines to creating offers 

and determining their value.

           Confidence: When you’ve done your research and know the market value of what you   

           offer, then you’re more confident in making an offer of your own. 

           Stability: Confidence comes from a place of stability emotionally and financially.   

           Desperation kills deals. Confidence invites responses.

           Value: Stability comes from being a value provider. When the goal is not to sell but to 

           offer and invite relationship, the pressure and expectation is off. You’ve made the   

           offer; whether someone takes the offer or not should not change who you are,   
         how you act or what comes next.

This is an area where most digital marketers make a mistake; they shame people or 

pressure them into a purchase. This is unethical and will only bring trouble.

Map out your offer

Think of your offer as a staircase. Your top point is the sale but you’ve got to bring a client 

from the corner up to the pinnacle in a progressive manner. Do that by answering the 

following:

           What is your product / service?

3 Actual offer creation is taught in a later download. For purposes of writing your email sequences, it’s important to 
understand the end goal and how to direct your readers.
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           How will you direct your reader there?

           How can you deliver value while nurturing your reader toward the goal?

           Education

           Addressing fears / concerns

           Establish authority

           Build relationship and trust

WRITING A WELCOME 
SEQUENCE
The welcome sequence is exactly that - your welcoming them into your community. This 

email or series of emails is used to thank people for subscribing and to get a better idea of 

           Who you are

           What you can do for them

           What to expect from you and your email communications

           Who your community is

           Why you appreciate them

These emails set the standard for how you communicate in style and tone.  

Outline your welcome series

The welcome series is more generalized. It’s typically when you know nothing about your 

new subscriber or why they subscribed. This is different from a nurture sequence, which is 

usually started by their subscribing through an ‘opt-in’ (a special offer).

           Email 1: Thank you and welcome 

 Thank you for subscribing

 Welcome

 About me
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 My why

 About you

 What you’re here for (here is where you highlight the primary pain point that   

 brought them to you; their primary need and your primary what)

 Deliver opt-in incentive

 Bonus: gift and teaser for email #2

           Email 2: About the business and it’s why

 Start answering their question but tell your story and how you got started in this   

 business (e.g., I got released without notice and never signed again and needed   

 money fast so I started figuring out what I could do to feed my family)

  Made it work

  It was stressful

  Learned new skills

 Also answers why they’re there (Now I’m teaching you what I learned to help you   

 fix your pain point)

 Clearly identifies what they’re trying to solve or learn (aka pain or pleasure points)

 Can be positioned as ‘What I know’ and ‘what you want to know’

  How question around pain point #1

  How question around pain point #2

  How question around pain point #3

 Bonus: gift and teaser for email #3

           Email 3: Address the fear and make an offer

 Itemize the fears they’re having

  Missing out

  Not capable

  No money

 Offer free resources to help

 Offer a special training or teaching or offer as a thank you or link to your product   

                 that answers the problem / fears.

           Email 4: Check back in with them
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Global Fútbol Training (GFT) example

Subject line: Here is your download | How do you stack up?

Hi there,

Welcome to Global Fútbol Training (aka GFT)! Thanks for taking the time to learn a little more about 

us. But first, tell me a little more about you. 

Hit reply and let me know:

           Where you’re playing

           Years of experience

           Current and long-term goals

           How you heard about GFT or me?

I’m Jeremie, former pro soccer player, now pro trainer. My passion is helping players improve 

quickly.  My talent is knowing, from experience, what players need at every age & skill level.  That is 

why I now give away the actual checklist I use to evaluate every player that comes to me for private 

training. You'll find your download below. :)

In case you missed it - these are the most foundational components necessary for any soccer player 

to have. A player must know these elements before anything else.

BUT WHAT MOST COACHES & TRAINERS DON'T KNOW is HOW to do these skills properly. 

But, before you download your checklist, I wanted to tell you HOW I know these things.

If you're new to the site, you may not know me or my story. You can watch it below.

 

Be the Best You,

Jeremie

PS: You can DOWNLOAD YOUR CHECKLIST HERE
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Map out your welcome series

Write out your ideas for your own welcome series. Communicate what you’re about and 

what your subscribers can expect from you. Be sure to let them know how you identify 

with their felt need and how you’ll help them as a leader. Be sure to invite them to respond 

and engage and to connect with you on social media as well. There is no rule for how many 

emails make up the welcome sequence. In ESBA, there is only one. In GFT, there are two 

and then subscribers are put into nurture sequences.

Email 1 

Email 2 
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Email 3 

Email 4 
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WRITING A NURTURE 
SEQUENCE
Nurturing your readers is simply recognizing that you have a voice that your audience 

wants. You can just write one email for your welcome and then begin the nurture right 

away through using the templates for emails 2-4 as shown above. 

Nurturing allows your readers to experience your experiences. Readers want to get you, 

know you and like you. What kind of voice does your audience need in writing? What is 

your personality and tone in writing? That is your voice. Consider how your write:

           Authoritative

           Confident

           Reassuring

           Knowledgeable 

           Experienced

           Humorous

           Sarcastic 

Sample nurture series subject lines and marketing tricks

           How can I make ____ even more valuable? Here are 3 things I’ve done…

           129%...BOOM! This is how you get traffic and convert it

           Want to know how to get started with…

           Get back at least 3 hours each week by trying this… (motivation = time acquisition)

           Are you losing 3 hours / week with ________? Switch today! (motivation = loss aversion)

           Use color / pattern / texture in your word choices

           Try longer or shorter sentences

           Use alliterations (e.g., save a little green = save money)

           Punctuation changes, capitalization change-up, rhymes
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Humor, questions and statistics in your subject lines dramatically increase capture of 

attention. Other offers that work to increase your email open rate include:

           Services and prices

           About

 Still here…

 What I’ve learned after ___ years

 The price vs. the cost

 Being there after the sale

 Endorsements

 Latest innovations

 How to keep up with latest changes…

 What’s your biggest problem? Let’s talk!

           Case studies

           Links to curated articles

           Free resources

           Online courses or products

           Refer-a-friend bonuses or discounts
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Map out your nurture sequence

Using the example of a staircase, map out your steps of building a relationship with your 

audience while moving them toward a purchase.

1. Welcome & Hello

2. Tell a personal story that touches on a pain point / pleasure need. Answer why they’re       

      there (Now I’m teaching you what I learned to help you fix your pain point)

3. Clearly identify what they’re trying to solve or learn. Can be positioned as ‘What I know’ 

     and ‘what you want to know’

4. Address the fear and make an offer. Itemize the fears they’re having and how your 

     product is the solution.

5. Offer free resources to help. Offer a special training / teaching or link to your product 

     that answers the problem / fears.

1

2

3

4

5
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Welcome Emails

1. The Welcome Email

 Make a good first impression

 Thank visitors for joining your newsletter

 Pace expectations 

  What’s coming

  How frequent

 Insert your personality

 Aim for originality

 Design for simplicity 

2. The Curation Email

 Allows your subscribers to choose what they want to learn about

 Products, articles, tools, etc.

 Allows you to segment based on interest (use tagging in your email marketing  

 service)

3. The Engagement Email

 You need to get your subscribers to engage with your email if you want to gain  

 visibility in their inboxes

 Give your readers a reason to engage w/ your campaigns and make it memorable

4. The Referral Email

 Make it easy and clear

11  MUST-HAVE 
EMAIL SEQUENCES
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 Add some humor/personality

 Bombas example

  

Trigger Emails

5. The Discount Email

 Effective, but strike a healthy balance

  Do often and your profits will suffer

  Do infrequently; your competitors can snatch them

 Offer to visitors/customers who are already engaging with your campaigns

6. The Cart Abandonment Email

 69% of people abandon their cart

 Address the customers objection

  Extra costs (shipping, taxes, fees)

  Site wanted account to be created

  Too long / complicated checkout process

  Total order cost not shown up-front

  Lack of trust with site to enter CC info

  Delivery too slow

  Returns policy not satisfactory

  Not enough payment methods
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  CC declined

 Ask for feedback

 Can always convert, but you should make the effort to reach out and learn why

7. The Order Confirmation Email

 Conversio claims every order confirmation email earns eComm stores $0.25 of   

 extra revenue

 Outline the delivery process

 Remind shoppers that by purchasing from you was the right decision

8. The Upsell-Cross-Sell Email

 Upsell -> get a customer to purchase a more expensive item to make a more   

 profitable sale

 Cross-sell -> when you recommend a related or complementary product

Retention

9. The Re-Engagement/Win-Back Email

 It costs 5 - 25x more to acquire a new customer than it does to retain an existing one.

 Remind your audience they’re still important to you

 Your list will naturally degrade by about 22.5% every year

 Give them an enticing over to get them to re engage with you (include scarcity)

10. The Survey/Review Email

 If you don’t ask, you don’t get

 Survey to get insight into their goals, desires, and pain points

 No one size fits approach

 Offer an incentive (possibly, but be careful)

 Get more reviews on your products for more social proof
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11. The Customer Appreciation/Thank You Email

 We typically don’t thank our customers enough, not just for subscribing or    

 purchasing but letting them know they are the reason you are in business.
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HAVE A CONVERSATION
When you make a new connection with someone in person or business, the relationship 

comes first. But when writing, so many people get stuck on how to create relationship 

through writing when they must stand out in the inbox and may have only a brief moment 

to capture attention. That is why a conversational framework is important to each	email.	

Not just to the series as a whole.

Ask great questions

Socrates perfected this approach with a simple question, “Why?” 

 A man of great influence was seeing a counselor and life coach. After the morning  

 session, the man and his wife took the counselor out for lunch. The man began  

 telling the counselor about a habit his wife had that drove him crazy and asked if  

 the counselor could analyze why she did this to drive him crazy and to change it.  

 Instead, the counselor turned to the man and asked, “Why does that bother you?”

The questions you ask reveal several things about you to your readers.

           Your interest is not in yourself alone.

           How well you understand their current place in life (e.g., emotionally, psychologically,     

           spiritually)

           How much knowledge you have about their problem

           Your authority in helping solve their problem1 

           Your legitimacy of having walked where they are now

These questions give your readers confidence in you as an authority. A great example of 

this happens in hospitals every day. A new hire walks into a critical care unit and a patient 

needs emergency intervention. During their interview, the new hire could answer every 

question about lab values and emergency protocols but in that moment of crisis, the team 

quickly finds out if the new hire has real, lived experience with crisis. If the answer is yes, 

1 You may sell a product that will help fix the root issue of their pain but there are many additional areas that were affected 
by that pain and the carrying of it for so long AND others need the commitment of someone to walk out the implementation 
with them.
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then bonds are quickly formed. If the answer is no, then often the new hire is relegated 

to a lifetime (that is, the length of time they stay in that particular unit or hospital) of 

diminished status or respect, lower acuity patients and, sometimes, social ostracization. 

Know your who and why you’re uniquely qualified to help them! End your emails with 

another question: Do	you	have	any	questions?	Was	this	clear?	Hit	reply	and	ask	me	your	

questions.

Locate them

Another great type of email is the locator email. Start this series by asking the question: 

where have you been (in your life and journey). You do this by asking your readers to share 

their story in your private Facebook group or in another private forum. Then send out an 

email follow-up series. Cover the following with them: 

           Where are you right	now?	Help them locate themselves in the current moment. This   

            is where their pain point is if they can own it with honesty. Ask them questions   

            about the following:

  What do they want right now?

  What are the facts about why they are where they are right now?

This is called a baseline assessment. It requires honesty about what got them to 

where they are at that moment. Each of these answers will fuel your future emails and 

relationships, programs and products but will also bring clarity to your readers for 

themselves. Communicate with them the importance of being honest with themselves and 

power of that honesty to create change. This is how you nurture them, give them value 

even when they’re not paying you. This demonstrates your value.

Lead them

Oftentimes, people are desperate for help but have no clue where to go or how to get 

there. Providing them a map or a system that is not overwhelming but broken down into 

small tasks makes the process easier.

           Do they know where they’re going or should go?

           Do they understand the process or know the next step to take?
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           Can they write out their goals for the process?

Demonstrate your authority and leadership by sharing the road map. The how-to is often 

put first, followed by relationship. You’re starting by focusing on your who and speaking 

directly to them from your place of authority. 

Only someone who has really walked where they are can say, “this is the way; walk in it.”  

Only someone who has   can know exactly what questions to ask, emotions to 

address, patterns to stop, steps to implement to get their readers to a solution faster and 

easier.

Only someone who has…

           Played pro sports… 

           Improved their speed… 

           Beat the neighborhood statistics… 

           Lost a parent… 

           Buried a child… 

           Beat cancer… 

           Had a broken marriage… 

Ask them why

People often know something very clearly in their head but once they’re asked to speak it 

out loud, they struggle. For those who can articulate their thoughts / feelings / emotions, 

what often happens is they find their real struggles aren’t what they thought; like debt, 

what they’re saying is a symptom. So the real question is like that of the psychologist and 

the man in the story above: why?

           Why do you want this?

           Why does this matter?
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These questions usually bring out other questions for your nurture series. For example, 

asking someone why they want to lose weight may reveal that weight loss is a symptom. 

It may actually be rooted in fear of an early death due to bad health, rejection by a former 

love interest, or shame from a parent. Although you know this as you’ve experienced it, 

help them to identify and understand these things.

Identify and eliminate their obstacles

As a leader, you’re out front slashing down the obstacles in the way of your reader’s 

success. You know the path to take and the pitfalls to look out for. Identify for them what 

potential problems will be in their way. What problems you encountered trying to get free. 

List them out here. Consider areas such as education, family, emotions and relationships. 

What did you do to get free in those areas? You can list out what you did without giving 

away how you did this if you’re selling a product or service on the how. 
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Identify their problem

This is the email where you can begin identifying their true problem, pain point or need. 

This is the first email where you may not offer a clear solution but instead, tell them your 

story and how you identified that you had that exact same problem.

Identify the cost of pain

This email is not about presenting an offer or a solution. It’s completely about their pain. 

How will you help them own their pain? You must do more than name the pain and present 

the solution. Problems are never isolated. They affect many areas of our lives. Ask them 

the following questions:

What is it costing you to live with this problem?

           Financially? 

           Emotionally?

           Spiritually?

           Physically?

           In your marriage? 

           With your health?

Ask them for their timeline

In this email, you’ll ask them to identify how badly they want to fix their problem. Walk 

them through the lies they may tell themselves and use positive psychology to help them 

own their problem. Remind them of the journey they’ve been on with you in the past 

emails: where they’ve come from, where they are and where they’re going. Ask them how 

soon do they want to fix their problem?

Itemize the excuses and emotions you had to overcome in your own decision-making 

process and then remind them that you’re there to help them. That you’re going to walk 

them through the breakthrough.
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Give them the solution

This is the email where you present your solution to their pain and make the offer. The 

real work begins after the sale. For those who made a purchase, you’ll begin walking them 

through the breakthrough process. For those who did not purchase, continue to nurture 

them through emails and newsletters, also gathering data as to why they might not have 

purchased.

ABOUT THE OFFER
Making an offer to your audience is just that: an offer. There are plenty of people to serve; 

communicate to people that you are willing to help them but that it’s their decision as to 

when that process starts. Offers come from your confidence in the following areas:

           Knowing your who

           Knowing your what

           A lack of desperation 

           Having self-confidence from knowing you deliver value and results

Create a stacked offer

The components to stack in your offer should touch on the emotions associated with the 

pain:

           Fears: I am afraid of rejection >>> What is it costing you to live your life based on   

           someone else’s opinion of you?

           Objections: I can’t afford this >>> What is this costing you to address the symptoms   

           instead of the root issue?

           Pain points: I am tired of being broke >>> What is it costing you to pay interest on all   

           your credit cards?

Address these pain point and present your solution.
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Make the offer unique

The standards of sales pages vary but if you address each component that you identified in 

your nurture sequence, you’ll be making an offer, not a sales pitch, to your avatar. Most of 

the time, you’ll find that when you’ve done a good job knowing your who, your avatar won’t 

even watch your sales video but rather go straight to the offer.  However, there are some 

basics to consider when making an offer.

           How	you	package	the	offer: Review what they’ve learned from you and the    

           breakthrough that new knowledge has already brought them.

           Guarantees you make: Eliminate the risk they perceive they’d be taking.

           The perks you can provide: Provide lifetime access to your content or 30 day access               

            to a private Facebook group where ideas are exchanged with those ahead of them in   

            the program.

           The resources you can supply as bonuses: This can include swipe copy (e.g., exact scripts               

           you’ve used to generate traffic successfully), templates, tools and access to you or   

           your own resources.

Deliver high value

Determine ahead of time to serve well. To give value whether they purchase or not. 

Much of that will happen in your nurture series but it can be applied to other formats 

as well, including Facebook lives and webinars2 . Invite them to take the journey toward 

breakthrough with you. You can be confident in then asking for their purchase because

           You have peace about your integrity and effort

           You have knowledge about market and industry and price

           You know the value of what you’re offering

           You can deliver results if they do the work being asked of them

2 These formats are covered later in the program.
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Eliminate the risk

When you are making offers, consider what would bring you confidence in making a 

purchase. One of the most common and popular is that of the risk-reversal. Risk reversal 

puts the assumption of risk on the seller. An offer that takes away the risk of the avatar 

might read like one of the following:

           If you’re not 100% satisfied, ask for a refund within 30 days.

           No questions asked refunds

           Money-back guarantee

           Keep everything, even if you’re not happy.

           Use phrases such as 180 days versus 6 months

Know the stats

When you make an offer, 50-90% of your market will not buy.

Of the sales you do make, 40-50% of sales made will be within the last 24-36 hours.

These statistics are current industry standards. Knowing them is important for your own 

psychology as an entrepreneur. Remember, you’re not worried about the money because 

your financial foundation is secure. Focus on serving those who did sign up and it gives you 

more time for market research into why they did or did not make a purchase this time.

UNDERSTAND BUYER 
PSYCHOLOGY
Although you know your who very well, buyer psychology still affects the decision to 

purchase. Buyers tend to fall into one of four categories:

           Assertive

           Amiable

           Expressive
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           Analytic

These buyer types have different interests when making a purchasing decision so it’s 

important to either know what type of buyer best fits your who / avatar but understand 

that individual personalities still vary and address each type in your sales copy or sales 

funnel.

The assertive

This buyer is opinionated. Short and non-emotional copy with bonuses is the best way to 

appeal to this group. The loss of control in the process is a challenge and these are often 

the last-minute buyers.

           Send reminders of the deadline but keep it very professional and brief

           Avoid emotional appeal

           Give the facts

           Highlight the bonuses

The amiable

This group is made up of relators. They care about the relationship you’ve established. 

Every word you right mattes to them. Sales come through their feeling like they know, like 

and trust you. 

           This buyer needs personal responses and quality time provided through webinars or   

            live Q&A in Facebook.

           Make an emotional connection

           Share your vision

           Tell your story
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The expressive

This buyer is creative and thrives on relationship. With relationship, they’re more likely to 

make a quick decision on buying. Facts and figures are important but their emotions drive 

their decision-making.

           This buyer needs less information before making a purchase

           May purchase just because

           Like the fast-action bonuses

           Need to see transformation through stories of previous clients

The analyst

This group of buyers look at the facts and figures of the sale. What are your success rates? 

What previous wins can you point them to? How often will you help them? Will weekly 

sessions be on the same day each week?

           This buyer runs on knowledge, quality and efficiency (the most direct route to    

           success).

           Emotional appeal is lost to this group

           Details matter; the more you share, the more you overcome their objections

           FAQ’s are very important to this group
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1.  What is your starter offer?

2.  What is your free or trial offer?

3.  What is your core offer?

4.  What is your members-only offer?

5.  What are your add-ons to increase value?

6.  What is your “make it easy to switch” offer?

7.  What are your strategic partner pairings?

8.  Assess the effectiveness of your content

 a.  Is it shareworthy?

 b.  Is it quality?

 c.  Is it targeted?

 d.  Is it geared to get them closer to a result or solution?

9.  Impact paid and earned media by increasing brand reach

 a.  Who are your brand ambassadors?

  i.  Do your customers talk about you? If so, why? If not, how can you get  

       them to?

 b.  Who is your target?

  i.  Is your message going in front of the right would-be customer?

 c.  Are you encouraging engagement?

10.  Start SIMPLE

10 TIPS TO 
BUILDING YOUR 
FUNNEL
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1.  Being complicated out of the gate

2.  Not having a view of the entire system/macro view

3.  Not having a clearly defined funnel blueprint

4.  Making it too hard/complicated to buy

5.  Focusing too much on acquiring new customers

6.  Not maximizing revenue during the buying process

7.  Fail to uncover your hyper responsive buyers

8.  Using online marketing only

9.  Lack of segmentation

10.  Failing to introduce continuity offers

11.  Failing to have Thank You Pages work for you

11  THINGS TO 
AVOID WHEN 
BUILDING YOUR 
FUNNEL
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EVERYTHING SPEAKS 
LOUDER THAN WORDS
You’ve heard the saying actions	speak	louder	than	words. That’s never been more true than 

today. There is an overwhelm of words and because of this, many words have become 

meaningless. To get people to hear your message of help and transformation, you’ll need to 

first get their attention.

COMMUNICATING CARE
Care can speak volumes about your Brand. The way you care for yourself, your business 

and others will do more for your business than anything else.

           Self-care: How you care for your own health tells others how you’ll care for them.

           Business care: How well you know your business and product / service and how you       

           care about the details of presentation tells others you’ll care about their details.

           Care for others: Giving and serving, without desperation for a sale - the preference of           

            relationship, tells others you see them as a person first versus a sales figure. This        

            alone will cause people to listen to you beyond whatever initially attracted them to    

            you in the first place.                 
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COMMUNICATING YOUR 
BRAND THROUGH 
VISUALS
You will create your own visual Brand style in a later download; this lesson is about 

research. Evaluate 10 websites and answer the following questions. Look at some of your 

favorite instagram pages. Take screenshots and place them in a file folder. Go to magazine 

rack and look at colors and fonts.

What does the overall site say to you? 

           Site 1:

 This site is marketing to (target audience): 

 This site is selling (core product): 

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.):

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 
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           Site 2:

 This site is marketing to (target audience):

 This site is selling (core product): 

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.): 

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 

           Site 3:

 This site is marketing to (target audience): 

 This site is selling (core product):

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.):

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 
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           Site 4:

 This site is marketing to (target audience): 

 

 This site is selling (core product): 

 

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.): 

 

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 

           

           Site 5:

 This site is marketing to (target audience): 

 

 This site is selling (core product): 

 

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.): 

 

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 
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           Site 6:

 This site is marketing to (target audience): 

 

 This site is selling (core product): 

 

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.): 

 

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 

           

           Site 7:

 This site is marketing to (target audience): 

 

 This site is selling (core product): 

 

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.): 

 

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 
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           Site 8:

 This site is marketing to (target audience): 

 

 This site is selling (core product): 

 

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.): 

 

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 

           

           Site 9:

 This site is marketing to (target audience): 

 

 This site is selling (core product): 

 

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.): 

 

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 
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           Site 10:

 This site is marketing to (target audience): 

 

 This site is selling (core product): 

 

 This site is mainly about (core message): 

 

 The font choices say (bold, intense, crisp, young, etc.): 

 

 The layout says (clean, modern, minimal, busy, etc.): 

           

My personal brand style

Appearance

           Clothing preference

           Personal style

           Jewelry preference

           Color preferences

           How do these tell the story of who you are to others? They may say, “I don’t care what                

           others think of me.” While self-confidence is good, self-awareness and awareness of   

           how you influence others is equally important.

Personality

           I like when people notice me in public. If so, you can serve your brand by being    

           involved in a noticeable way in community leadership, such as the Chamber of    

           Commerce.

           I do not like to be noticed in public; I prefer privacy. If so, you can serve your brand by   

           quiet volunteer work, such as a school drive.
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My digital brand style

Imagery

What imagery would you like in your design? What imagery style best conveys your 

style or purpose to others? A great example of this is Philip Gough’s Ascent Leader 

Development. The purpose of his business is to coach up others; to help them climb their 

mountains of influence with the right tools and training. Some of his training involves 

outdoor trips. So the imagery of mountains and climbers was retreats of solitude tell 

that story, including his logo. And, even the addition of Mt. Rainier tells about Philip as a 

resident of the Seattle area for many years, where Mt. Rainier was his view and inspiration. 

Find 10 images that represent your vision. Bonus points if they match your color or design 

preferences. Place the URLs here:

           Image 1: 

           Image 2: 

           Image 3: 

           Image 4:  

           Image 5:

           Image 6: 

           Image 7:

           Image 8:  

What imagery would you like to use in your design? Explain. 

https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
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           Image 9: 

           Image 10: 

Icons

Icons are helpful visuals for storytelling and logo design. Thanks to the rise of emoji pop-

ularity, those simple visuals have translated into many versions of icons for professional 

marketing. The icon choice for both GFT and ESBA belong to the Font Awesome family. 

What icons catch your attention? 

Out to eat: 

Logos

What logo designs or styles do you like or notice when you’re

https://fontawesome.com/icons?d=gallery
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Visiting a shop: 

Browsing online: 

If you are not sure, pay attention as you’re out this week in the public or online.

What does the logo say to you? 
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Is it easy to understand? 

Can you clearly identify what it represents? 
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Fonts

Look at Google fonts. Look at the font styles and suggested combinations.

Select up to three fonts that you would like to use for your branding.

           Font 1:  

           Font 2:  

           Font 3:  

Does the fonts you chose fit your target audience? For example, if your target audience is 

women, ages 45-65, can they read your font? If your audience is men, ages 25-45, will they 

read the font or strictly look at images? Choose a font that would capture their attention. 

Colors

Select 3-5 complementary colors that you would like to use for your branding. Include the 

hex color codes if possible (e.g., #00000). Then narrow to your top 3.

           Color 1: 

           Color 2: 

           Color 3: 

           Color 4: 

           Color 5: 

https://fonts.google.com
http://www.color-hex.com
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Design 

What type of websites do you prefer to visit? A busy one with many choices? A 

more streamlined one with fewer choices? How do you feel when you visit these 

two types of sites? What styles do you prefer with colors, clean lines, etc? 
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Avoid paralysis by analysis

Don’t get overwhelmed by analysis paralysis. The more you look at sites, the more difficult 

it may become to choose what you prefer. This is just a research exercise. No choices have 

to be made today. As you go through the coming days, you’ll start to notice your design 

style. And it’s not a permanent decision. You can change this at any time and probably will 

with a design refresh every few years to keep up with current trends.
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A STORY THAT SELLS
Telling your story in a way that converts visitors into buyers needs to be impactful and 

succinct. Communicate your story in a way that reflects your authority on the subject and 

sells the transformation for the client. This process involves knowing:

 1. Who you are

 2. Who you’re supposed to help (i.e., your client avatar)

 3. Your avatar can pay

 4. You can deliver the transformation

 5. What you’re offering

 6. What your core message is and how to share it effectively

 7. How to create an irresistible offer

 8. How to over-deliver value for what the client paid

These steps are the secret formula to business success. Each step should carry its own 

integrity and value and should be completed before you can move on to the next step.

Who you are

Much groundwork has been done on this in small increments throughout the course and 

in the other two downloads in this section of the course. Write out who you are in a social 

media format (e.g., 5 key words or less):
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Who can you serve? What breakthroughs and experiences and successes have you had 

that you can deliver for them as well? 

Know your who (who you’re serving with your business)

Avatar

Avatar problem / pain point 
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Your solution(s)

Your price(s)
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Sell the transformation

How will you create the transformation for your clients? This may be through one-on-

one sessions, over a 6-week period. Jeremie guarantees clients will be improved in only 1 

hour - and they do improve that fast! 

Your ‘what’, what you’re offering (i.e., your product or service), must be something your 

client’s want and are willing to pay for.  What service(s) do you plan to offer? Are you 

going to offer products as well? 

Set your services
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Share your core message

Are you such a person of value that people are getting knowledge, help, motivation even 

when they’re not a paying client? How does that translate across social media platforms? 

Social media platforms are 80% sharing other people’s content and 20% of your own; do 

you own posts tell your story, vision, purpose, transformation? Write out variations of your 

core message for Facebook, Twitter and Instagram below.

Facebook (body text 14 words or less; headline: 5 words):

           Post 1: 

           Post 2:

           Post 3: 

Twitter (100 characters or less)

           Tweet 1:

           Tweet 2:

           Tweet 3: 

Instagram captions (138-150 characters):

           Caption 1:

           Caption 2: 

           Caption 3: 

Make an irresistible offer

Services can be presented as a simple exchange of time for dollars. However, your 

business will make more sales without your direct involvement with a combination of good 

storytelling and an irresistible offer. Components of an irresistible offer include:

 1. Ask the client why they are looking for help.

  a. Are you tired of having no energy?

  b. Are you tired of sitting the bench?
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  c. Do you wish you had the money to take that vacation?

 2. Ask them where they want to go.

  a. Are you ready to have more energy?

  b. Are you trying to make that club tryout?

  c. Do you want to play collegiate sports?

 3. Ask why their goal matters.

  a. What will you do with more energy?

  b. Who will you be seen by in the showcase?

  c. How will a college scholarship change your life?

 4. Ask what’s stopping them from achieving their goals.

  a. Do you lack the money?

  b. Do you lack the knowledge?

  c. Do you need a clear, step-by-step path?

 5. Ask them what is it costing them to have this problem.

  a. Opportunity

  b. Money

  c. Relationships 

 6. Ask them how soon they want to fix the problem.

  a. Later

  b. Soon

  c. Now

 7. Present your solution and let them purchase or not. The pressure to purchase   

 should not come from you. You’re going to be ready to work with them    

 when they’re ready to own and fix the problem.
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Exceed expectations

When a client purchases a training session, for example, don’t wait until you see them. Set 

a trigger or create a tag in your ESP for a post-purchase email series for first-time buyers. 

Include the following in your series plus add your own questions or procedures:

           Welcome and thank you for your purchase

           What to expect and what to bring

           How to communicate their goals

Then, make the session what they expected and more. Be professional with proper tools, 

dress, hydration, and more (covered later in the course).

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
Craft your story in a way that helps sell the transformation and can be used on your 

website in the About or Why [business name] sections.

           Try to tell your story in only 4 paragraphs. Be sure to include:

           Who you are

           What you know about them (i.e., your avatar)

           How you’ll help them (through your irresistible offer)

           What transformation they’ll achieve
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These will lead to the section where your services are offered.
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GATHER YOUR PIECES
All the pieces from the various worksheets you’ve completed so far are now combined 

here:

Aesthetics 

Logo URL:                    ,

Color palate:

Hex code: 

Hex code: 

Hex code: 

Hex code: 

Hex code: 

Hex code: 

Hex code: 

Hex code: 

Hex code: 

Images:

 URL: 

 URL:  

 URL:
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 URL: 

 URL:  

 URL:

 URL: 

 URL:  

 URL:  

 URL:

Fonts:

 Font:  

 Font: 

 Font:  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
SETTING UP ONLINE 
PAYMENT
In order to set up your online payment processor, you’ll need the following information:

           A Stripe account, for which you’ll need your new business 

 Tax ID, or EIN, number

 Bank account number

 Routing number.

           Log in to Squarespace.

 Look in Home Menu

 Click Settings

 Click Payments
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           Choose ‘Connect Stripe’

 A pop-up window will open

 Log into your Stripe account

           Connect your Stripe account

 Click sign in at the top of the pop-up window

 Log in
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Once you’ve connected your Stripe account, you’ll receive a confirmation email from 

Squarespace. Test your account and then you’re done!

To run a test order without charging a real credit card:

           Switch the ‘Enable test orders’ toggle to on

           Click Save

Once testing is complete, turn off the ‘enable test orders’ button.

Congratulations. You’re now ready to accept online payments.
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CREATING SOCIAL 
MEDIA INFLUENCE

MODULE 1 : 
MARKETING PLAN
Choosing the Best Platforms

Let’s start by deciding which platforms you’ll focus on first. In the space below, take notes 

about how best to utilize the platform, and ideas you have for how your personal brand can 

utilize it. Afterwards, use the checkmarks next to each platform to choose the one or two 

you’ll focus on first.
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       Coloring/Activity Book

       Stock photo gallery

       Resource Library

       Quizzes

       Contests

       Challenges

       Virtual Events/Webinars

       Event Replays

       Free Consults/Services/Product

Ideas for Opt-Ins

When you’re coming up with opt-in ideas, it’s important that you create something that’s 

extremely valuable - something that someone might actually pay for. The more valuable 

the opt-in, the more successful the conversion rate. Here are a few ideas to get started 

with:

           E-Book

           Checklist

           Toolkit

           Free Course

           White Page/Research

           Worksheets/Workbook

           Guides

           Templates

           Coupons

           Desktop Background

Business Pillars / Values (3-5)

Before creating your content, it’s important to have a clear understanding of what your 

core business pillars and values are. This will help you create content that positions you as 

an authority, clearly articulates your point of view and value, and differentiates you in the 

marketplace. 

Start	with	these	questions	to	brainstorm…
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What opinions are common in your field that you completely disagree with?

What are your core beliefs beliefs that you’re bringing into your brand?

What are your 4 Core Values / Business Pillars
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Grow your Community

Position as an Expert

Build Your Business

Content Ideas Bonus

Use this worksheet to start brainstorming ideas for each of the content categories.
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Turn Your Business Pillars into Content

Put each of your pillars/values at the top of each column, then quickly think of 10 questions 

or tips that belong in that category that you can create content from. (There are two copies 

of this worksheet so you can keep playing around with them!)

Value/Pillar
10 Content Ideas

Value/Pillar
10 Content Ideas

Value/Pillar
10 Content Ideas
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Value/Pillar
10 Content Ideas

Value/Pillar
10 Content Ideas

Value/Pillar
10 Content Ideas
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MODULE 2: 
DESIGNING A BRAND
Choosing Your Brand Words

Start by answering the questions below to help you brainstorm. Then take a look at the 

word bank. Finally, choose 3-5 words that appear in the word bank and/or your written 

answers that best articulate what your brand is all about.

Part 1 - Answer the questions below to brainstorm.

What words would you use to describe you?

What words would OTHERS use to describe you?
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How do you want someone to feel when they find or interact with your brand?

If your brand was a person, how would you describe their personality?
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Part 2 - Highlight the words in the word bank that most clearly 
describe what you want to create. 

Adorable

Adventurous

Affordable

Alluring

Ambitious

Appealing

Artistic

Athletic

Attractive

Bold

Brave

Busy

Calm

Capable

Caring

Casual

Charming

Cheerful

Chic

Classic

Clever

Collaborative

Colorful

Comfortable

Confident

Conservative

Contemporary

Convenient

Cool

Cooperative

Courteous

Courageous

Creative

Credible

Custom

Cutting Edge

Daring

Dazzling

Delicate

Detailed

Dramatic

Dry

Dynamic

Earthy

Easy-Going

Eccentric

Efficient

Elegant

Elevated

Enchanting

Encouraging

Endearing

Energetic

Entertaining

Enthusiastic

Exciting

Exuberant

Fabulous

Familiar

Fancy

Fantastic

Fashionable

Festive

Fierce

Formal

Frank

Fresh

Friendly

Fun

Functional

Futuristic

Generous

Glamorous

Graceful

Happy

Harmonious

Hip

Historic

Honest

Honorable

Humorous

Impressive

Industrial

Informal

Innovative

Inspiring

Intense

Inviting

Kind-Hearted

Low Maintenance

Logical

Loving

Lively

Lush

Luxurious

Majestic

Mysterious

Modern

Modest

Natural

Nifty

No-nonsense

Nostalgic

Novel

Old-School

One-of-a-kind

Organic

Playful

Pleasant

Powerful

Predictable

Professional

Proud

Quaint

Quirky

Radiant

Rebellious

Receptive

Relaxing

Reliable

Retro

Revolutionary

Ritzy

Romantic

Royal

Rustic

Scholarly

Secure

Serious

Silly

Sleek

Smart

Soothing

Sophisticated

Stable

Stimulating

Striking

Strong

Stunning

Stylish

Swanky

Tasteful

Tranquil

Trustworthy

Unconventional

Unique

Upbeat

Urban

Versatile

Vintage

Whimsical

Wild

Witty

Wistful

Youthful 
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Part 3 - Choose your 3 words

Start by putting all your favorite words on this page, then slowly crossing some off until 
you have 3-5 words left. Write your chosen words at the bottom of this page.

The Chosen Words (3-5 max!)

Choosing your Colors and Fonts

Directions: Follow the directions in the video and then fill this page out. I’ve given you 

three different places to put your brand options since it may take you more than one try 

before you find THE brand. :) No worries. This is a fun and playful process.
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Resources You’ll Need:

Choosing colors: https://coolors.co/

Finding fonts that work together: www.googlefonts.com 

Free Font Resource: http://www.1001freefonts.com/

Free Font Resource: http://www.dafont.com/ 

Option 1

COLORS

Primary Brand Colors

Hex # 

Hex # 

Hex #

Secondary Brand Colors

Hex #

Hex #

FONTS

Primary Font

Secondary Font

Plain Font

Option 2

COLORS

Primary Brand Colors

Hex # 

Hex # 

Hex #

Secondary Brand Colors

Hex #

Hex #

FONTS

Primary Font

Secondary Font

Plain Font

Option 3

COLORS

Primary Brand Colors

Hex # 

Hex # 

Hex #

Secondary Brand Colors

Hex #

Hex #

FONTS

Primary Font

Secondary Font

Plain Font

https://coolors.co/
http://www.googlefonts.com
http://www.1001freefonts.com/
http://www.dafont.com/
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Templates to Make

Consistency starts with the templates that you use. Here’s a list of potential templates that 

you might find useful for your brand. This is just a guide to help, no pressure to make them all!

           Quotes

           Tips

           Questions

           Promotions

Social Media Dimensions

When it comes to social media graphics, here are the dimensions we suggest you start by 

trying. (All of them are pixel dimensions)

FACEBOOK

Page Profile: 180 x 190

Page Cover: 830 x 312

Posts: 940 x 788

INSTAGRAM

Posts: 1080 x 1080

       “I’m going live” announcement

       Blog Titles

       Pinterest Blogs

TWITTER

Profile 400 x 400

Cover: 1500 x 500

Posts: 1024 x 512

PINTEREST

Posts: 600 x 1560
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FEW PEOPLE MAKE
IT HERE
To scale your business, you should first understand what scalability means in terms of 

your business: Scalability is the expansion of the capacity of your business performance 

resulting from increased demand on production and performance (i.e., production 

efficiency) by way of systems and processes.

Scalability varies by industry and application. Some businesses, or parts of businesses, are 

easier to scale than others. Particularly business dealing with physical products and people 

can present a challenge. Physical labor is not an easy scale. 

Breaking away from being a technician and becoming an entrepreneur with a sustainable, 

scalable business model is not easy. Three major components of this transition include 

systems and processes for:

 1.   People: Talent acquisition and retention

 2.   Product: A quality product

 3.   Processes: Systems and processes, including financial management and   

        evaluation

In this download, you’ll learn how to scale your business with people.

PEOPLE MAKE A 
BUSINESS
People are the most significant component of the three parts. A well-executed business 

has systems and processes, at a minimum, for people: 

           Leadership. The leader casts the vision. This requires execution, delivery, strategy,    

           tactical planning, goal setting and implementation.
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           Leadership. The leader casts the vision. This requires execution, delivery, strategy,    

           tactical planning, goal setting and implementation.

           Management. Different from leadership.

           Team building.

           Production. Requires a good team that can compete in the marketplace.

           Human resources.

           Risk management. 

If you’ll remember the CBInsights analysis of why businesses fail, a whopping 56% had to 

do with people-related issues. And this is solely on the business side. This does not include 

the customer service side of business.

DEALING WITH PEOPLE 
STARTS WITH YOU
No matter the business model you’ve chosen, all businesses deal with people. This is 

because you’re a part of your own business, at the minimum. And to deal with people is to 

first deal with yourself. 

You’ve done a lot of self-examination work up to this point in the earlier modules. But even 

that work had to do with self work only. Now you’ll be dealing with how you lead others, 

both as a leader (self-management) and as an influencer (people-management).

Get (wise) counsel

The purpose of having a mentor or a path to follow is to minimize your mistakes. 

Remember the principle of multiplication? You can accomplish your goals faster and with 

less challenges along the way and multiply your results and time by learning from people 

who’ve been there. 

http://fortune.com/2014/09/25/why-startups-fail-according-to-their-founders/
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Steward the entire business well

According to the Bureau of Labor and Statistics, the failure rate of small businesses in the 

US by year 10 is 90-96%.

That means that an average of less than 10% of small businesses will survive to 10 years. 

Those numbers are significantly lower for partnerships. 

Surviving. Not thriving.

How do you thrive? 

       1.   Planning

       2.   Vision

       3.   Execution

Execute well in all areas of your business, not just the part(s) you’re good at. If you’re 

not executing well in all areas, you won’t last the 10 years. All parts of your company are 

important and need good leadership, planning and vision. The good news is that if there are 

areas you’re not strong in, you can staff those areas for execution. 

Wisdom is applied knowledge. Wisdom allows you to avoid reinventing the wheel of what’s 

been done. How do you get wisdom? Listen to your spouse. Get a consultant. A business 

coach, a strategy coach. A life coach. Good coaching is not just about what you should 

do next but for encouragement around the things you’re doing well right now. No one 
can take your place or run your race. But you still need coaching to bring out your best, 

whether it’s performance-related or for accountability purposes. Good counsel can come 

from people, books, videos and more.

LEARN TO LEAD
Leadership is not a natural inclination in most people. Many people have no trouble being 

the boss. Being the boss is much easier than leading. Why? 

www.bls.gov/bdm/entrepreneurship/entrepreneurship.htm
https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
https://amzn.to/2KOS6Wv
www.inc.com/larry-kim/9-places-to-learn-leadership-skills-for-free.html
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/Lb8QEd0Rn8o?start=42&end=114

Leadership is a combination of responsibility for guiding or influencing and taking action. 

To guide or influence requires relationship¹ with another person; to understand their 

motivations²  and their why. Taking action requires you to have the organizational and 

relational authority to do so. 

A boss simply needs the organizational authority to issue orders. But without the 

relationship, the business will experience higher turnover rates, staff discontentment and 

ultimately lower customer satisfaction. There is no area where the relationship component 

does not touch and affect the business performance.

However, research has shown, repeatedly, that leaders are made, not born. This means that 

leadership can be learned. But first, you must understand yourself.

Understand your own roots (and the roots of others)

Author and speaker Danny Silk tells the story about a red truck and a yellow truck. The red 

truck constantly runs over the yellow truck - with words and actions. 

Silk was specifically referring to parents as leaders when he gave this analogy, but the same 

principle applies to leadership in business. Watch this clip:

¹ In 2018, LinkedIn CEO Jeff Weiner made big headlines with the company’s analysis of the number one most-lacked job 
skill in the U.S. Weiner stated, "[I]interpersonal skills is where we're seeing the biggest imbalance. Communications is the 
[number one] skill gap."
² Professional relationships should not require a personal investment that would cross the boundaries of professionalism.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Lb8QEd0Rn8o?start=42&end=114
https://amzn.to/2Nl4Upf
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According to Mr. Silk, one day the lesser powerful will become more powerful and will 

either (a) become the more dominant force, only with more anger and aggression or (b) will 

simply replace the current yellow truck with another yellow truck.

Every person is worthy of respect, is capable of decision-making and dealing with the 

consequences. Good relationships have mutual respect, not power struggles. With the red 

truck / yellow truck analogy, there is no power struggle; only the powerful crushing the 

lesser-powerful. 

Is that the influence you want to have, that of a yellow truck - in your business, community, 

relationships or home? The undisputed boss? Perhaps you grew up in household much like 

what Mr. Silk described, where you were going to do whatever someone told you...or else.

Have you ever been the red truck? 

Have you ever been the yellow truck? 
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Leadership styles

Some people think good leadership is being able to manage others well. That	is	good	

management.	

Others believe that good leadership is the person who leads from the front of the 

organization.

While relationships influence every component of the business, this is not the same 

as a relational leadership style, such as a persuasive or popular leader. According to 

developmental psychologists, good leadership has less to do with your leadership 
style, your management style or your personality and more to do with your personal 

psychological / intellectual, emotional, spiritual, social and physical maturity.

People operate out of an ‘internal “action logic” that determines how they view and 

respond to challenges to their power or safety. That means that you, as a leader, have a 

dominant way of thinking and leading an organization. This is not your leadership style but 

rather the root motivator of why you lead and make decisions the way you do. 

In other words, how you process things emotionally, based on your experiences, 
influences how you lead (i.e., your leadership style). The benefit of knowing the primary 

motivating action logic, the emotional influence on how and why you make decisions, 

is that your own personal growth and development can lead to personal and company 

transformations. 

Leadership has very little to do with a role 

It’s important that you grasp this concept because as the leader of your business, you can 

learn how to cultivate your own leadership style and to hire for and draw out of others the 

leadership skills they possess. This will strengthen your relationships in the organization, 

the organization itself and the performance of each contributing staff member.

Are you the person willing to lead others in this way? Take this free quiz and find out! No 

matter your primary leadership style, you can start being a better leader today. Recognize 

your strengths and weaknesses - and those of others - and strategically staff your 

organization to meet the needs of all personality types

https://hbr.org/2005/04/seven-transformations-of-leadership
https://hbr.org/2015/06/assessment-whats-your-leadership-style
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DRAW ON YOUR 
STRENGTHS AND STAFF 
YOUR WEAKNESSES
The more you grow, the better you lead. Your personal growth not only applies to your 

personal leadership style but to the organization (of people and product) that you lead.

Understanding your business well means that you understand the personality of your 

brand and you hire people to further expand on that brand in their interactions. Can 

you imagine a grumpy Disney© employee yelling at small kids on one of their rides? The 

imagery doesn’t fit with the cheerful, family-friendly persona of the Disney© brand.

Who you hire

Solopreneurship is very respected - but eventually you’ll probably want to hire others in 

order grow your business; there is strength in numbers. Knowing when to hire, who to hire 

and how to hire is an important part of this. When hiring, consider these three aspects³  of 

the person you’re hiring: their character, their competency and their chemistry with you 

and your current team.

 Character: Character is the most important aspect of a potential hire. However,   

 this can also be the most difficult to determine initially. What traits do they exhibit?   

 What do others say about them? A simple reference check, asking previous    

 employers and co-workers to identify particular traits, can help you     

 gather an idea of their character. Your page can include two components, a positive   

 and a negative, and ask for the corresponding traits to be circled.

³ From Steve Dulin, of MasterPlan Business Ministries.

https://masterplanministries.org/featured-products/
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Positive Negative

generous dishonest

honest unkind

devoted

negativeintegrity petty

sincere abrasive

persistent

holds grudgesfaithful poor 
interpersonal 

skillstolerant

caustic

optimistic

disloyal

patient

impatient

content

disrespectfulhard-working selfish

self-controlled

abrupt

loyal

mean

kind

argumentative

gentle greedy

good rude

cooperative

secretive

Competency: Skills and strengths tests (like this one) can help you determine 

someone’s fit for your organization. Creating profiles around your current top 

performers will also give you a baseline for comparison of personalities and traits.

Chemistry4: You know your own strength profile; do you know your employees 

strengths? Do you have a basic understanding of how their personality works 

or makes decisions? What kind of mentality they have? Do they understand 

themselves? This component of hiring is so important that since the early 2000s 

hospitals have ceased hiring solely based on skill set but instead on team skills 

needs. Studies5  found, for example, that the most successful surgeons had better 

outcomes not based on skill set but on the team that they worked with.

4 Suggested resources: the StrengthsFinders test, the 16 Personalities test, and the KOLBE exam.
5 Here is one such sample study.

http://www.kolbe.com/?kapcode=8A2C2651967D4730983C50239883A427
http://www.personalityperfect.com/16-personality-types/
https://www.16personalities.com/free-personality-test
http://www.kolbe.com/?kapcode=8A2C2651967D4730983C50239883A427
https://www.rcseng.ac.uk/-/media/files/rcs/standards-and-research/gsp/the-high-performing-surgical-team-2013-a-guide-to-best-practice.pdf
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When hiring for competency, first hire someone good at interviewing or good at building 

a team if these are not your strength. Third-party agencies exist to bridge this gap for you 

until you have your own team in place. Most importantly, when hiring, know the role you’re 

hiring for, the goals of the role and the performance standards of that role.

When you fire

As a business owner and leader, everything is your responsibility, including the 

responsibility to remove wrong employees, wrong clients and wrong structures from the 

business. 

 Wrong employees. You have only two choices with a bad employee or contractor:   

 train them better6 or let them go. Training is fertilizer to the roots of the    

 staff member. Are their roots producing? If no, then try providing them additional   

 training. If they still do not produce the work, let them go.

 Wrong clients. Having a good process in place to properly vet who you work with is   

 crucial to working with those who want to work with you. Oftentimes, dealing with

  a bad client is rooted in improper structures in your business that fail to set proper   

 boundaries, outline the necessary policies and procedures and failure to implement  

 those policies and procedures.

 Wrong systems and processes. Part of the reality of business ownership is    

 recognizing when a failure to perform may be tied to a failure to train on your part   

 as the employer.

Good training

Training is not restricted to employees. You can provide training by the standards you set in 

everything you do, including how you onboard new affiliates and contractors. The way you 

conduct business communicates how you expect others to conduct your business as well.

When you’ve hired the right people, you can also deepen the skills and talents of the 

organization by allowing others to teach based on their skill set. Maximize the training by 

6 The rules for training in your business are strictly governed by the IRS when determining the difference between your 
having W-2 employees vs 1099 contractors. Speak to your lawyer and your CPA about these distinctions. 

https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/understanding-employee-vs-contractor-designation
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capturing audio and / or visual training for future use, including webinar replays or for an 

in-house podcast.

Staff members should improve their performance efficiency each year as a result of 

good training. A lack of training will only cost you money. Good training also helps with 

staff retention, as each member becomes more valuable with training and subsequently 

receives pay increases and bonuses based on their improved competency and value to the 

company.

TRANSLATING 
LEADERSHIP TO 
CUSTOMER SERVICE
In his book, the E-Myth Revisited, Gerber tells the story getting his hair cut at a new 

barbershop. The first time he went, the experience was magical. The customer service, hot 

towels and cold drinks, along with the excellent cut, made him a raving fan.

The second visit was very different. The amenities had changed. The cut was as good but 

the experience was so dramatically different he left feeling as though he’d been robbed of 

the repeat experience. 

The experience is as important as the product to your customer - and people are a big 
part of the experience. This is why having the right framework in place to support your 

customers is so important; this framework allows them to establish rapport with you and 

to know what to expect. 

The standard of experience your company provides is essential to the perception and 

reception of your product!

https://amzn.to/2Kr2VOd
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SCALING WITH
PRODUCTS
Breaking away from being a technician and becoming an entrepreneur with a sustainable, 

scalable business model is not easy. Three major components of this transition include 

systems and processes for:

 1.   People: Talent acquisition and retention

 2.   Product: A quality product

 3.   Processes: Systems and processes, including financial management and   

        evaluation

In this download, you’ll learn how to scale your business with products.

THE SCIENTIFIC 
METHOD
By junior high school, you probably learned about the scientific method, which is the 

process scientists use to determine the validity of something. This process says that 

something must be repeatable and produce the same outcome in order to be valid.

The same is true for your business. One component of success is your ability to reproduce 

the same product and the same experience while using the same process as you scale and 

grow your business. Otherwise setting standards is difficult and can set you up for failure 

instead of success. 

One way you map out the process for your business is through a value ladder. 
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FOLLOW THE VALUE 
LADDER
The value ladder is the process you use to move the customer from up the ladder from first 

introduction (also called a ‘cold market’ or top-of-the-funnel) to raving loyal fan (also called 

a ‘hot lead’ or bottom-of-the-funnel). This is done while simultaneously moving them from 

lower-priced products that have less value toward higher-priced, higher-valued pay-to-

play opportunities. A well-planned value ladder¹  (with solid sales funnels) will give you 

direction for ‘what’s next’ and where you’re driving relationship and traffic to with your 

sales. Simply stated: it’s a visual map for bringing people who are new to you to being in 

business relationship with you.

¹ A concept made popular in this book.

THE VALUE LADDER

VALUE

PRICE

https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n
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CANDLE SHOP SAMPLE VALUE LADDER

$0

$7-$97

$197-$497

$1k-$2.5k

$5k-$10k

The purpose of the value ladder is to help you visualize what you do or can offer clients 

that demands the least to the greatest of your time. This allows you to increase your time 

value in dollars. 

You can see how creating a one-time product in an hour’s time, that can be offered 

repeatedly for free, moves a client up the ladder, eventually allowing your time value to 

increase from time-in-hours to $10k / day. 

•    Supply lists

•    Checklists

•    E-books

•    Supplies

•    Public classes

•    E-courses

•    Private courses

•    Private groups

•    Custom program

•    Training

•    Private
       coaching

•    Implementation
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The free products allow potential customers to evaluate the quality of product you 

produce, your ‘teaching style’ (i.e., how you communicate ideas) and their commitment to 

the process. After all, a non-engaged consumer is earning you negative equity as housing 

their information as a subscriber costs you money.

Stop trading your time for dollars

There are many versions ² of this story about the value of expertise. The story exemplifies 

perfectly the purpose of the value ladder:

	 The	Graybeard	engineer	retired	and	a	few	weeks	later	the	Big	Machine	broke	down,		 	

	 which	was	essential	to	the	company’s	revenue.		The	Manager	couldn’t	get	the	machine	to			

	 work	again	so	the	company	called	in	Graybeard	as	an	independent	consultant.

	 Graybeard	agrees.	He	walks	into	the	factory,	takes	a	look	at	the	Big	Machine,	grabs	a		 	

	 sledge	hammer,	and	whacks	the	machine	once	whereupon	the	machine	starts	right	up.		 	

	 Graybeard	leaves	and	the	company	is	making	money	again.

	 The	next	day	Manager	receives	a	bill	from	Graybeard	for	$5,000.	Manager	is	furious	at		 	

	 the	price	and	refuses	to	pay.	Graybeard	assures	him	that	it’s	a	fair	price.	Manager	retorts		 	

	 that	if	it’s	a	fair	price	Graybeard	won’t	mind	itemizing	the	bill.	Graybeard	agrees	that	this			

	 is	a	fair	request	and	complies.

	 The	new,	itemized	bill	reads….

	 Hammer:		$5

	 Knowing	where	to	hit	the	machine	with	hammer:	$4995

The moral of the story: When you can move away from the trade of time-for-dollars in 

exchange for getting paid for the results you produce, you’ve mastered the value ladder.

In your own business, a value ladder can also help you decide what policies, procedures and 

guidelines you should have in your business and specifically serving your products.

² This particular one was retrieved from here.

https://www.buzzmaven.com/old-engineer-hammer-2/
http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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Now, fill in your own value ladder here for you product:

THE VALUE LADDER

VALUE

PRICE
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           Product purpose (e.g., is it for single use, multi-use, unlimited, income-producing,        

           redistribution) 

           Product use license (e.g., business or personal, redistribution) 

PRODUCT 
CHARACTERISTICS 
AND DELIVERABLES
Each product is as unique as the creator and the consumer. Here are some standard 

considerations you should explore around each product developed before you go to 

market: 
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Product delivery (e.g., timeline, shipping, or download) 

Product appearance (e.g., may be different than on website or in catalog) 

Product function / use / wear (e.g., specific parameters for use to return or negate warranty) 
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Product return and refunds (Warrantied? Refundable³ ?) 

3 Digital products are typically non-refundable as they’re available for immediate download.

SERVICE 
CHARACTERISTICS 
AND DELIVERABLES

Contract for deliverables

Disclaimers (e.g., results not guaranteed, program adherence)

Releases (e.g., photo or training)

Stipends for travel (if necessary)

Liability insurance

SCALING YOUR PRODUCT
Before you begin mass-marketing your product, do your legal homework. Take notes and 

create a workflow or process between you, your lawyer and your CPA, at the minimum, for 

product development. You will use this process checklist each time you create, validate and 

test a new product, both digital or physical. 

http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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3 Digital products are typically non-refundable as they’re available for immediate download.

File any necessary patents or trademarks.

File necessary copyright or Intellectual Property agreements.

Form any new sub-LLCs

Set up new accounting ‘books’ as necessary (see download 61, “Taxes during the lean 

season”)

Create a new single-page website around the product.

Build and nurture your email list to prepare for the new product.

Take pre-orders

Follow-up on all customer interactions

Gather client data, feedback and testimonials

Put the processes in place around:

The product (the reason 59% of small businesses fail)

Sales and marketing (the reason 33% fail)

Financial and accounting. Finances are the biggest area of weakness for most 

businesses (44% failure rate).

Insurance  

Risk management

http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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SCALING WITH 
PROCESSES
Breaking away from being a technician and becoming an entrepreneur with a sustainable, 

scalable business model is not easy. Three major components of this transition include 

systems and processes for:

 1.   People: Talent acquisition and retention

 2.   Product: A quality product

 3.   Processes: Systems and processes, including financial management and   

        evaluation

In this download, you’ll learn how to scale your business with systems and processes.

PUT THE PROCESSES 
IN PLACE
When you sell a physical or digital product, solid market research and audience demand 

can keep you from spending thousands of dollars and hours creating the wrong product.  

Most business owners create a business product and either a) sell only the product or 

b) immediately begin to create a new product without fully maximizing the sales of the 

first. This is crazy as most 7-figure earners make most of their money from a single 
product’s sales¹ . Once you have the right product, it is not the time to create a follow-up or 

secondary product. 

These 7-figure earners know the secret to monetizing their product in multiple ways, 

including:

¹ Sara Blakely, of the SPANX© empire and the world’s youngest self-made woman billionaire, says, “I'd get kicked out of 
buildings all day long, people would rip up my business card in my face. It's a humbling business to be in. But I knew I could sell 
and I knew I wanted to sell something I had created...My revenue was $4 million my first year in business, [all] off of one $20 
item.”

Multi-dimensional sales funnels

http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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2 From Steve Dulin.

Upsells

Downsells 

Value ladders

Affiliate sales

Relationships 

Teaching and speaking on their product

And more.

The $100k / year business

Think of your systems and processes like this: if you make $100k / year, that means you 

have $100k employees, $100k clients, and $100k systems and processes. If you make 

$700k / year, you have $700k employees, clients and systems / processes. You cannot have 

$100k systems and processes and earn $700k² .

WHY does it matter that these earnings come from a single product? Because the lack 
of focus and failure to follow-through on a single product keeps most business people at 

good instead of great. 

CREATE A POLICY 
‘BANK’
Before you ever begin working, as you map out your business and where you want it to 

go, begin creating a policy bank, or at least making a list of policies you think you will 

need for the business you’re building. Create in advance your policy needs  based on your 

value ladder. As your business grows, you can specifically review the lists and policies as 

necessary to tweak and fit your specific niche or product and business model.

http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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3 Here are 19 free policy and procedure templates to get you started.
4 Be sure to have your lawyer review each policy as it pertains to your business.

Customer credit policy: This policy explains credit and payment terms, how to open 

new accounts, and what the criteria is for collections. This is especially important 

when dealing with physical products, manufacturing or third-party vendors / 

suppliers.

Employment policy: This document should communicate to your employees or 

contractors your standards for job performance, hours of operation, termination rules 

and more.

Code of conduct: What is proper conduct, misconduct, the disciplinary / warning 

process, performance evaluation, appeal and reinstatement or rehire process? How 

will you deal with personal issues that affect job performance, such as substance 

abuse?

Ethics policy: Explains how you deal with things from an ethical perspective (which 

creates trust in and outside of your organization), handle client and employee privacy, 

and deal with customer information security. It also communicates what would 

constitute a conflict of interest.

Internet and email policy: This policy should cover acceptable internet use, social 

media policy, use of third-party software, computer and software updates, technical 

support and more.

Purchasing policy: Protect your company by designating who has what purchasing 

authority as an employee in your company.

Policies³  you should consider creating in advance:

PROCEDURES AND 
SYSTEMS
Here are some systems and processes you need in place to effectively lead people in your 

organization.

https://www.bizmanualz.com/sample-policies-procedures
http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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Hiring procedures

Who and how you hire someone to work in your business is one of the most strategic 

processes you should map out and carefully consider. Ask yourself the following questions:

     

•    Why am I looking to hire someone? 

    •    What actions and responsibilities do I want them to complete? 
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     •    Would their hiring replace anything I am currently doing? Would it ease my workload   

            and free me up to do other work? 

     •    Who will they work with for supervision (consider both their upper level supervisor     

            and lower-level interactions, such as clients)? 
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•    What skill sets do they need to work with each group (i.e. of upstream providers and   

      downstream users)? 

     •    What is the marketplace salary for this role and what will I be paying them? Does my   

           CPA verify I can afford this expense? 
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     •    What is the expected growth and maturity of this role with proper training and      

            experience?  

     •    What are the performance indicators of the role? 
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Next you need to map out the role description:

Role

Description

Responsibilities
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Competencies

Skill requirements

The letter of the role (what is technically required)
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The spirit of the role (what you’d like to see offered in a spirit of excellence)

Expected outcomes

Performance timeline (e.g., 1, 3 and 6 months, 1 year, etc.) 
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Global Fútbol Training (GFT), LLC example

When someone wants to work for GFT, they’re never hired without a trial period first. 

All training staff and support staff go through a 3, 6 or 12 month probationary period. 

Depending on their role for hire, they may receive no financial compensation from GFT. On 

occasion, high school and collegiate athletes may work a camp for GFT to gain experience 

as a trainer. For those occasions, they often receive a de minimus benefit, such as a gift card 

to a restaurant or movie theatre. 

GFT trainers

For those who will train for GFT, they receive compensation from day 1 on a trial rate and 

as a 1099 contractor. GFT has had both employee trainers and contract trainers. Speak 

with your CPA and lawyer to determine which type of employer you are.

GFT trainer applicant process:

Initial phone interview

Playing and work resume

Background check (including a National Sex Offender Registry Search as GFT trainers 

work with minor children)

In-person interview with Jeremie

Skill set evaluation / ball control ability

Performance evaluation by Jeremie (where temperament is evaluated)

Non-compete agreement

Banking information

After the probationary period:

Trainers are eligible for affiliate income sales on any products their athletes purchase. 

They’re also eligible for compensation increase.

https://www.irs.gov/government-entities/federal-state-local-governments/de-minimis-fringe-benefits
http://www.hirerightexpress.com/express/pricing
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The GFT marketing team hiring process

To work on the digital side of GFT, the process is longer.

 1. The role description and competencies are written and posted (typically the best   

      candidates come through referral, LinkedIn, or third-party services)

 2. Application: Open-ended and scenario-based questions are both used. Taking   

                      the time to complete an application is often where people give up. It’s a simple   

                      assignment that they often abandon.

 3. Reference checks: If the references do not check out, the application process   

                      is over. Many business owners fail to do this most simple of tasks that would save  

                      them thousands of dollars in onboarding costs.

 4. Personality and profile testing: If the applicant seems to be a good fit and their   

      references check out, exams such as the StrengthsFinders, 16personalities and   

      the KOLBE test are all administered at GFT’s cost.

 5. First personnel interview: The individual responsible for supervising or working   

                      closely with the applicant, if hired, conducts a brief interview and provides the   

      outline for the test project.

 6. Test project: Each applicant is required to complete a test project for their   

              role. The applicant can ask any questions but is not provided resources. This   

           allows demonstration of their go-to resources, mastery of software or programs,   

                      time management, role hunger and financial responsibility, among other things.

 7. Work day: The applicant is invited to spend a day working with staff in person.   

         A morning group interview with administration (i.e., the COO and CMO)    

             is typically followed by collaboration or brainstorming on a group project      

      with a team. The applicant is evaluated based on time management, interactions 

      and interpersonal skills. Pre-lunch and on is spent with the owners (Jeremie and   

      Abbie) in both an informal and formal interview setting. The structure is as such 

      for several reasons:

  a. Character shows over time, not over lunch. 

  b. Saving an interview with the owners for last is not only time-efficient but   

       it vets many applicants before this stage.

  c. This allows the owner’s strengths to also be at work by saving    

       introduction to this stage.

http://www.kolbe.com/?kapcode=8A2C2651967D4730983C50239883A427
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When you hire

The IRS requires you to file a 1099 for any person who earned more than $600 from you 

per calendar year. So a best practice is to go ahead and collect any new hire’s full legal 

name, social security or EIN number and physical location mailing address. Your CPA can 

help you prepare this paperwork but many of the recommended software services in the 

tax download will help you with this as well.

GFT trainer payments

Payments are made at a lower hourly rate initially and then scaled up based on 

performance. As the trainer demonstrates the ability to handle their schedule well (e.g., no 

client complaints for late or no-shows, mis-scheduling, etc.) for individual or small-group 

training, they’re eligible for a sliding scale compensation based on the group size they’re 

handling. Here is the average salary of a GFT contract trainer:

 Private individual lesson $30 / hour

 Private group training $35 / hour

 Open group training $30 / hour

 Team training $50 / hour

 Camps $20 / hour

The sliding scale was implemented because products that cost more require more work 

from the trainer. You want to eliminate any lines or standing around and to keep the level 

of training quality high. This requires higher compensation.

Most trainers must work their way up in terms of ability to produce results in a training 

session with individual sessions and elite players, in spite of having their own area of 

specialization or skill set
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Map out your hiring process below, using an email sequence for onboarding. You can 

include webinars and in-person meetups as well as online performance tests. 
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Training

You can train your staff to be more efficient in their work. To avoid doing so is to choose 

to increase your risk of loss of work, time and staff. Training should be done to increase 

competency, which, in turn, produces job satisfaction. To not train is to refuse to sharpen 

your company’s axe.

 

	 A	woodcutter,	Tom,	worked	for	a	timber	company	for	five	years	but	was	never	given	a		 	

	 raise.	The	timber	company	then	hired	another	man,	Jack,	and	within	a	year	Jack		 	 	

	 was	given	a	raise.	Tom	resented	Jack	for	being	given	a	raise	after	only	a	year	and		 	 	

	 went	to	his	boss	to	complain	about	it.	

	 The	boss	said,	“You	are	still	cutting	the	same	number	of	trees	you	were	cutting	five		 	

				 	years	ago.	We	are	a	results-oriented	company	and	would	be	happy	to	give	you	a	raise	

	 if	your	productivity	goes	up.”	The	woodcutter	worked	harder	and	put	in	longer	hours	but	

	 was	still	not	able	to	cut	more	trees.	He	went	back	to	his	boss	and	told	him	of	his	difficulty.			

	 The	boss	said,	“Maybe	there	is	something	Jack	knows	that	you	and	I	don’t.”

	 Tom	went	to	Jack	and	asked	how	he	managed	to	cut	so	many	trees.	Jack	answered,	“After			

	 every	tree	I	cut,	I	take	a	break	for	two	minutes	and	sharpen	my	axe.”

Moral of the story: Take time to evaluate and make sure that the tools you are using are 

sharp!

Training does not have to come solely from you but you can highlight and encourage the 

strengths of your staff by their conducting the teaching. This can be done through in-house 

podcasts, ecourses, webinars or in-person meetups.

Outsourcing

In the beginning, most of the digital work for GFT was done by third-party contractors who 

were great at tasks but did not need to buy-in to the GFT brand vision. Some of the best 

resources came from people , not agencies. 
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As GFT grew, the service providers needed to do more technical work. The resource list 

expanded to include:

 Resource Agency: Belay is an all-in-one support company that uses their own   

 standardized processes for matchmaking clients with the proper support staff.   

 Belay sets high standards for their resource pool. Their services include    

 virtual assistants, social media management, tech support and more.

 Design: DesignPickle is the in-house design agency you’ve always wanted. You’re   

 assigned a designer who becomes like your staff - only you don’t have to pay for   

 their benefits! Once you’re at 300+ image or document requirements per    

 month, these are your people. Plus, their flat rate fee makes budgeting a breeze.

 Blogging and SEO: Posts by Ghost owner Niki Robinson and her staff know how to   

 turn your thoughts into a money-making machine. Their industry-specific,    

 well-researched and SEO-friendly copy, written in your voice, makes growing a blog  

 into a legitimate asset easy and stress-free.

5 Examples of the work outsourced for GFT: 
Custom, high-end design work: Enid Flores. If you want to see a sample of Enid’s work, look no further than your current 
page. 
Brand marketing: Ashley, the founder of Lula Marketing, was a huge resource for GFT. As her own business and reputation 
has grown, so has her waitlist but she continues to work with the Jeremie Piette brands.
Research: Shannon Geddes is well-known to the rodeo world. She’s a regular writer for Rodeo Fame Magazine. Shannon is 
great at copywriting and article research.

Working with affiliates and brands 

When working with any third party, it’s best to have a standardized funnel for establishing 

context and expectations around any agreements. This includes provision of resources 

(e.g., graphics or swipe copy for affiliates) or how-to sections. Write out your standards of 

communication and expectations around the following: 

Rules of relationship

Deliverables and timelines

Payment agreements

Legal contracts 

Cross-promotion expectations

https://belaysolutions.com
http://share.designpickle.com/mS2T3
https://www.coroflot.com/enidmariher
http://www.coroflot.com/enidmariher
https://lula-marketing.com/esba
https://www.mmvaservice.com
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Now, order these sequentially in an email funnel, paying attention to flow and tone: 

Graphics standards and responsibility

Branding for co-promotions

Email communications and sequences, content expectations

Data and sales tracking

Policies and procedures
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Customer service

Customer service, responding to and taking care of customer needs, is so important that 

groups such as Facebook and Google score your business based on response time and 

customer reviews / feedback. You cannot assume that customer service is easy or simple. 

When things are going great and customers are buying your product, it’s easy to be nice to 

the customer. But what about when things are tough? Not going great? 

Historically, if someone had a problem with a product or business person, they would go 

to that person and ask for the situation to be corrected. Today’s technology and lowered 

emotional thresholds have made for a tough customer service landscape. If someone 

even thinks you’re going to give them a response they don’t like, they whip out their cell 

phones to record the interaction (in hospitals, at police stops or in the grocery store), they 

screenshot your response to their texts or they blast you on social media.

Intent does not negate impact

Choose carefully and in advance how you’ll deal with angry or irate customers. Don’t fall 

for any bias traps they might introduce in their frustration. When emotional, other issues 

someone is experiencing may surface. It’s important that you are prepared for and can 

distinguish your response to the issues relevant to you and your situation.

Use this checklist as a guideline for creating your own policies and trainings:

Issue: What is the issue the customer is upset about as it specifically	relates	to	your	

product	or	service?	

Tone: Smile before you respond. Keep a neutral and calm tone, both in person or via 

email.

Time: Consider your response time. A 24 hour response time by email is reasonable 

(unless it’s a weekend inquiry). 

Language (written, verbal and body): Use proper language and have someone read a 

written response before you send it. Take a few hours if necessary. Use professional 

and non-incendiary language. Use neutral body language.

Refunds and cancellations6 : Process refunds quickly. If you must deal with the return 

of a physical product, include in your policies and procedures what turnaround and
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You can see how taking the time to think through and document these scenarios gives you 

a standard to adhere to, to use in decision-making, and to help hold others accountable.

How to win friends and influence people

The number one statement people say will appease their negative emotional response 

to a situation or experience? Acknowledgment that they’ve been heard. Not listened to 

but heard. Thoughtfully consider their perspective as a business owner. Then, show them 

you’ve heard them.

     •    Send a personal email

     •    Write a personal, hand-written note

     •    Send a thank-you gift (not a coupon for their next purchase)

     •    Give them access to the upgraded version of their purchase

     •    Mail them a physical or virtual gift-card for coffee or the movies8 

processing time will be once the product is received back in-house and what will be 

deducted from the return, if any, for processing, shipping or handling.

Difficult clients: How many times will you work to resolve an issue? What steps will 

you take to make the experience right7 ? Keep in mind that sometimes a client may 

be difficult in the moment but can turn into one of your highest referrers and loudest 

fans.

Dealing with bad reviews: Just one bad Google review can diminish 500 5-star 

reviews. Keep in mind that you can respond to negative reviews with clients publicly 

but evaluate if it’s best for you to do so. If you feel you must represent your ‘side’ of 

events in response to a bad review, do so with class. Getting Google or other third-

parties to remove a negative review is time-consuming and rarely do you accomplish 

your goal of removal.

Handling negative feedback: You have two options with negative feedback or 

negative reviews - you can dismiss them as grumpy clients or you can evaluate them 

for any truth and apply it to your process to make it better. 

6 For digital products, refunds typically still allow access to the digital product whereas cancellations remove all access to the 
product or service.
7 This is a great conversation to have with your CPA regarding taxes on products or services that you had to ‘eat the cost’ on in 
order to make it right with the customer.
8 The gift doesn’t have to be expensive to make people feel appreciated and valued.

https://www.thepennyhoarder.com/deals/discounted-gift-cards/
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Potential issue

My personal, company and employee tone

My response time9

Write out your responses and policy and training plans for each scenario:

9 You can place a simple disclosure at the bottom of each email that reminds people of your standard email response times.
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What kind of language is standard to me, the company and the staff

My policies around refunds and cancellations

When dealing with difficult clients, we will / strive to
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When someone leaves a bad review

Handling negative feedback

LEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY
Document your processes. This will help you create a policy & procedure guide for each 

area necessary. This is done with an Operations Manual. The Operations Manual allows 

you to have consistency in performance. It allows you to scale while keeping your mission 

and vision in front of those who can’t meet you in person. This is where technology can 
really be a benefit.

https://processstreet.grsm.io/JeremiePiette
https://processstreet.grsm.io/JeremiePiette
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Case study

Consider that your GM hired a new employee. You’ve never met the employee as they’re 

in another state. Most companies would bring employees in for a several-day, long 

orientation of sleep-inducing policy review. Or they would hand over a 14-page policy, ask 

you to sign that you’ve read / understood / agreed to the contents. 

Would you read an employee manual or handbook? Last Christmas, when someone gave 

you the gadget you’d been waiting for, did you open the box carefully and read the manual 

first? No - you ripped open the gift and started using it / messing with it, referring only to 

the manual when you needed it, if ever.

Create a process for your new employees

Your process should build on the KLT10  factor, creating buy-in from your new employees - 

after all, they’re selling the vision to customers for you. So how do you do this?

10 KLT: Know, Like & Trust. You should always strive to help others know you and your vision, like you and your vision & trust 
you and your vision. 
11  You can withhold the option to move forward, skip or just signing during a video presentation with software such as 
PlusThis. This software can be used for employees, webinars, sales pages & more! Click here for 15% off your purchase.
12 Verify with your legal provider if an electronic signature will suffice for your particular industry or if you also need a 
physical signature. Rare but necessary in certain industries, such as patient consent forms in healthcare.

 1. Create a video once, with your passion, enthusiasm and personal style.

 2. Communicate your mission, vision and values.

 3. Capture the data of how long your client watched the video11  and capture an   

       electronic signature12 .

Do you see how you just took one of the most tedious components of business and used it 

as an opportunity to create relationship, all while educating the individual, streamlining the 

process and the content and protecting yourself legally?

employee KLT=+

http://www.plusthis.com/?ac=gcd72h
https://admin.plusthis.com/register/trial?ac=gcd72h&cpn=pt-drip-standard-aff
https://app.hellosign.com
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Special policy clauses and considerations

You may have the occasion where a purchaser doesn’t pay their bill. You have a few options 

before turning them over to collections. 

 1. Do not deliver the product until payment has been received.

 2. Place a special clause regarding custom work that says payments not made or   

      resulting in collections or legal work will incur the accumulated additional   

      debt from said services (speak with your lawyer about this).

 3. Do not let accounts fall behind on payment. Understand your industry’s standard  

      for payment days. For example, some industries typically work with 30 day   

      invoices, others work with same-day-payments.

Another special policy to consider is when you sell a product with someone else, much like 

an affiliate relationship. Specifications should be made about who handles the processing, 

how transparency in the process is facilitated and how and when payments are issued.

Lawsuits

May there never be a day where you must deal with a lawsuit being brought against 

you! But what if you must take a client to court? Each industry has specific requirements 

regarding standard, reasonable practice as well as rights to receive monies owed. Speak to 

your lawyer about what components should be documented in your own policies should 

you ever have to take a client to court for non-payment and then automate that process.
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REVIEW THE WHO, 
WHAT AND HOW
When you have a physical product, the sales process often trips ups many entrepreneurs. 

Many manufacturers lose their focus on the who and what as they focus on the how. You 

should never lose sight of the first two components! For both digital and physical products, 

a common entrepreneurial mistake (due to lack of focus), is focusing on the how. 

The how is merely how you deliver the product or service (i.e., the what) to your who. Just 

in case you’re really confused, here is a quick refresher:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZksQd2fC6Y

The point of this humorous skit is that it’s easy to fail to communicate your what (how 

your product and it’s value) to your who (your end consumer) when you get to part of the 

process where you focus on the how (your method of delivery). No matter your process, 

your how, you must remember that you’re always serving others through it and with it. 

Never focus solely on the product!
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People: 

Product support:

Processes and systems:

Excellent customer service² (i.e., a sales process) and people skills (or the ability 

to hire people with people skills)

Supplier(s) / Vendor(s)

Employees or contractors (if necessary) and a streamlined process for hiring / 

onboarding and firing 

The facility (if necessary) and facility insurance, complete inspection and 

appropriate regulation agencies’ (city, state or government) approval

Proper accounting software (see the ‘Dealing with Taxes’ download). Failure 

to account for inventory properly in your software can take down an entire 

operation. There is no such thing as negative inventory. If your software allows 

this, you must correct this before you process more inventory.

A process for order processing and packaging³ 

A process for quality assurance and control

Shipping logistics 

COMPONENTS OF A 
SUCCESSFUL PRODUCT
Having a proven product is only the beginning of having a successful product¹ sales. You 

will also need the following:

¹ The assumption here is that you will personally manufacture the product. If not, you need to find the best manufacturer for 
your product; look at quality, pricing, shipping and additional costs the manufacturer may pass on to you. Ask for samples of 
their work. If you need an NDA signed first, talk to your lawyer. This is, after all, your BRAND that is being represented on this 
product.
² You can no longer assume that employees are able to treat others with respect, handle customer-service issues or
 follow-through on an issue. This is why who you hire and your hiring process matters.
³ Google Sheets is a great way to organize your processes among multiple parties (if you’re not yet ready to invest in a CRM 
such as Infusionsoft or Drip) as it allows multiple people to work on a product simultaneously (see tutorial in resource 
section).

http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
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4 Consider the length of agreement, lease rates, rental rate raises, subletting, etc. Learn more here.
5 All states vary on sales tax rates and filing requirements. Should you have to speak to your state representative, be sure to 
ask them to send you the answer in writing with their signature (or by email) as a verbal answer will not hold up in court with 
the state

If you think you need a facility, ask yourself the following questions:

These are just a few of the concerns that product makers need to consider 

regarding in-house processes. There are also post-house processes to be put in 

place, including:

Home office or commercial lease? Can you work out of a space in your home 

with the space, layout and legal / zone requirements? Or does your model 

require commercial space?

Will you do your own packaging or should you use a third-party fulfillment 

center?

Production needs (e.g., spacing, layout, and workflow)

Location (neighborhood, zoning and average rates for rental or lease agreement)

Lease agreement4 or purchase - Which is more cost-effective and which can you 

afford?

Cost (rent, licenses, registrations). Run a break-even analysis (in resource 
section), factoring in facility costs to your fixed costs.

Insurance (separate from product or asset insurance)

Zoning - What restrictions, if any, apply to your business location? 

License and permits

Delivery guarantee, condition and timeliness

Product and experience feedback

Supply replenishing

Guarantee or warranty

Paperwork compliance submission

Sales tax5  and more

Facilities

Support processes

https://amzn.to/2z32Grh
http://"https://amzn.to/2tyTW7n" \h
https://services.amazon.com/fulfillment-by-amazon/how-it-works.htm
https://services.amazon.com/fulfillment-by-amazon/how-it-works.htm
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Each industry varies in its regulations. For example, if you’re working with food, will you 

use a shared facility? Does the facility maintain their own quality assurance program and 

process? Is your business covered under that policy? When you are able to manufacture 

your product and your processes are tested, you begin marketing it through sales, word-of-

mouth referrals and marketing. 

If you work with third-party suppliers / vendors, a response system that provides follow-

up to communication with these third-parties is essential when selling a physical product. 

This is because many larger suppliers already run on automated systems that may indicate 

your order has been processed and shipped but in reality has never been entered. You	

are responsible to the customer and it’s your face, your business, that is judged based on 

deliverability. In a ‘microwave society’ - where most things can be produced in an instant - 

many people will judge your lack of supply as a failure.

The most important process you’ll need
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SEPARATING THE 
ENTREPRENEUR
Now that you’re getting your initial processes and procedures in place, you can begin 

marketing and selling your product. This allows for you to gather data, work out problems 

any problems or rough areas that may exist in the processes and gather feedback on your 

product, it’s performance, market demand and new product ideas. However, that is not 

the end of your sales funnel. Consider how you can implement processes and functions 

for increasing customer retention and satisfaction, referrals, quality process and order 

volume.

 1.  Sales: Implement a solid marketing funnel around the products. Map out your   

       funnel here:

Set a process for feedback and data

email 1 email 2
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email 3

email 5

email 4
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Upsell

Opt-in 

Downsell

+
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 2.   Social Proof:  Ask for social media reviews on Yelp or Google6 . Send sample   

              wording they can copy and paste along with a specific link they can click on   

         to take them straight to the review. Eliminate as many barriers as possible.

 3.  Data: Gather client data and feedback through an electronic funnel or digital   

       survey. Even a pre-worded Facebook ManyChat or text-message service    

       can assist with this. What are your clients’ demographics7 ? What words do   

                       your clients use to describe your product?

Now that you know the product sells, clients love it and you are collecting data, evaluate 

how you can repurpose this product. These two processes is where you begin to truly 

unlock wealth and start to move away from trading time for dollars.

The difference between repurposing and diversification is in repurposing, you don’t add 

anything to the process beyond what you’re already doing. Diversification is to add to what 

you’re already creating through additional, supplemental product offers.

Consider the process of the candle-making business from the video:

Create the candle sell the candle

ship the candle done

Repurpose the product

Making candles

6 Yelp and Google currently have the strongest search engines to help your new business. Reviews on sites such as these will 
help strengthen your search engine results quickly and lend validation to your product. Do not assume that your name alone 
will sell the product. Often the opposite effect can result as most often the public reads of athlete business failures. The 
successes don’t often make the headlines.
7 Age, gender, interests - these are just a few examples of demographics you may be looking for. Keep in mind your inquiries, if 
serving an audience outside the US, must be GDPR compliant.
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Repurposing your process would look like this: 

Option 1: Create the candle8  > > > record your process > > > upload to a course-host site9 

> > > sell on your website, through referrals, in your email funnels. 

Option 2: Create the candle > > > host a live workshop to engage visitors > > > give away 

samples of the candle you just created

Option 3: Sell the process11  > > > sell the ecourse > > > extract your audio from the video 

and get it transcribed > > > create downloads, checklists, graphics and opt-ins

Continue to nurture all contacts who visit, purchase or inquire by nurturing them through 

your funnels. Run special offers during holiday seasons. Stay in touch!

Cost: Candle materials ($10) + equipment ($25) + phone + editing (your time) + 

course host (free) = $25 + time

Upsell: In-person group class for family / holiday events10

Downsell: Discount on the course for those who’ve always wanted to learn but 

didn’t think they had the time or money (overcome their objections)

Cost: Candle materials ($10) + time

Upsell: Actual candle purchases, group workshops in person, e-course

Downsell: Group discounts, instant-booking (the day of the showcase) discounts

Cost: Transcription is 10¢ / minute and paper for printables sold in-person vs. 

online

Upsell: Teach the process, coach on the start-up of an own-business

Downsell: Supply kits on auto-ship

8 How do you create the candle? What does the process look like? What steps go into the creation and would others like to 
that process? Could you teach that process to others as an online or live workshop?
9 Check out Thinkific, our host site for ESBA & get a month for free!
10 If you don’t have the space to host, offer in-home workshops as one alternative option.
11 In case you’re into chicken farming or raising beef for butcher, do not underestimate the desire for how-to knowledge in 
these ‘traditional’ markets by millennials.

https://amzn.to/2MrJaqe
https://get.thinkific.com/give-a-month-program/?gam=884ab08a27
https://www.temi.com
https://get.thinkific.com/give-a-month-program/?gam=884ab08a27
http://www.espn.com/nfl/story/_/id/17078455/denver-bronco-von-miller-life-chicken-farmer
https://beginblacksmithing.com
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12  For your own packaging of any product, we recommend using ULINE.
13 However, this may change as the online marketplace continues to change; even as companies like Amazon and Walmart 
enter into testing changes to the healthcare system and leaders from around the world vote for changes on what is 
considered taxable by government or state and what is regulated by these different groups (e.g., GDPR). It's important to 
keep up with recent legislation for these purposes.

Diversification	of your income streams is more simple than you may realize. Create ‘one-

offs’ of your original product and make additional income. Why does this work work so 

well? Because you’ve already identified an audience passionate about your product, you 

can easily sell the items that go with your product.

Diversify income streams

•    Amazon links: Using affiliate programs, such as that offered by Amazon,    

       you can easily sign up for the program yourself. Once approved, making      

       affiliate income is simple. See tutorial and how it works in the resource          
      section. How	it	works: When someone clicks on your link to purchase a product,           

       receive monetary credit and the money is deposited into your account after 30  

       days. Using our candle-making example, affiliate products could include candle- 

       making supplies (e.g., wax, scent, wicks), glass jars, labels and packaging12 . The 

       advantage to using a vendor online such as Amazon is that you don’t have to 

       deal with many tax headaches and filings13 .

•   Supplies: If you get bulk or market pricing on your products, upsells on your          

       in-stock products can net a nice income for you. Again, using the candle business  

       example, if you teach classes, DIY candle-making kits can be an upsell; special oil 

       scents, skin-care or bug repellant candle ingredients can be sold as additions to 

       the kit. Be sure to charge sales tax if necessary. 

•   Custom work: Product-specific requests can be offered at a premium. Be sure 

       to itemize why you’re charging more so that you can explain your value increase 

       should a customer ask.

•   Affiliate marketing: Sell products that others make to your audience if it’s 

       a good fit in exchange for getting to promote your products to their audiences 

       and gathering their audience’s email addresses through an opt-in. An example 

       of a great affiliate option for a candle-making company might be a soap-making 

       class or a branding company that will help your clients brand their new candle-

       making venture after they’ve taken the class! This, in turn, can allow you to sell 

       the materials necessary for branding, such as labels, boxes and more! See video 

       tutorial section on how to do this.

https://www.uline.com
https://www.eugdpr.org
https://affiliate-program.amazon.com
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Build relationships

The entire goal of all you do through your efforts is to build the relationship. If your 

product performs well, there is a market demand for it, it is priced well and you take care of 

your customers, you’ll build loyal, raving fans that will grow with you and your product line. 

You can nurture these relationships through excellent customer service, availability, and 

through extra items such as Q&A’s and how-tos. 

Just don’t forget that relationships go bi-directional - downstream (to your customers) and 

upstream as well (to your supplier / vendors). Build personal relationships with your own 

upline for better response time in your moments of need.

•   One-offs: Other homemade candle products, niche or genre-specific items 

       (for example, if you sell candles using essential oils in them, you can also sell 

       the essential oils) make for theme-specific articles that your target audience 

       would like but are slightly different from the original product.

•   Coaching: As a business expert, never discount the knowledge you now   

       have to offer others around business. This can be general business or 

       business-specific, in an individual capacity or a group setting.

You can see how quickly you can scale a very nice-size business from a single product.
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TAKING STOCK OF 
YOUR PRODUCT
Product name 

Product description 

Product purpose 

Product price 
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Alternate uses 

Product test results | Performance | Reviews 

Where did the idea for the product originate? Is there a 

demand for this product from your own audience? 

Audience (your who) 
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yes         no 

yes         no 

Process and company policies documented? 

Repurposing ideas: How do you create the product? 

Policies14 written around product? 

Staff required around product? 

14 Policies around a physical products should include: response time, order turnaround, refunds and cancellations, how many 
times you’ll “make it right” (customer service policy), how you’ll handle third-party suppliers’ errors / policies, warranties / 
guarantees, when you will pay your third-party vendors / suppliers and when you expect payment in your own business.

Repurposing ideas:

Can your process be recorded? 

Would others want to know about the process and would you be willing to teach it? 
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Diversification ideas:

Can the product be sold to someone else’s audience? Who can you cross-promote with?  

Would others like to know about that process? Could you teach that process to others as 

an online or live workshop? 

What steps go into the creation of the product? 
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15 Please note that as of 2018, Amazon does not allow affiliate links inside pay-for-access programs.

Case Studies

Paleo Folks & United Colloid are in two very different industries. But they both have a 

common denominator. Each has a patented, exclusive formula that is created in one, third-

party location and delivered to another third-party warehouse and shipped by bulk order 

on demand. Paleo Folks is the paleo brand sold nationwide through WholeFoods. United 

Colloid is the developer of a lightweight, roof-leveling compound that is saving the roofing 

industry millions in applications and long-term care.

Both companies found that the use of third-party, regulated facilities was the most cost-

effective route and allowed the income stream to be fairly passive, once the initial work 

was done. However, each required much research and testing for facilities, warehouses, 

shipping and customer service. 

Each company handles all the customer service but this is done from a small operation in a 

central location. This saves each business owner rent or mortgage, insurance and upkeep 
on a facility. It still allows them to help employ many people as well. 

Multi-million dollar sales, easy-to-pay expenses (to the third-parties) and a single-digit 

operating budget for the office and marketing make each business a huge success. And 

your business will be successful too!

Can others buy the products you use? Can you sell those products inside your course15 ? 

Can you sell your supplies at a markup? 

Can your knowledge be packaged into a business-coaching relationship? Is this 

something you’d be interested in? Is it practical and sustainable for you? 

https://www.paleofolks.com
https://www.unitedcolloid.com
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PHYSICAL PRODUCT 
CREATION MAP

The product has good interest, has been tested and 

evaluated, is unique, fits a unique gap / need in the 

marketplace 

Value ladder is mapped out 

Business and customer-service policies and procedures 

have been written around the product 

Suppliers can guarantee cost, availability, delivery 

Facility16 is secured and accompanying policies and 

insurance are in place 

16 A physical facility should only be secured if necessary. Many businesses today use third-party warehouses for storage and 
shipping. 
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State and federal guidelines verified as being met 

by third-party or own facility 

Staff hired with appropriate training 

and policies / procedures in place 

Quality assurance / quality control in place with 

documented standards 

Packing and shipping arrangements made 

Physical process tested 

Website for product is in place17

17 Speak with your lawyer as you may need sub-LLCs for your product, your facility, your digital product sales, your blog, etc. 
as each of these are considered an asset to your business. Also speak with your CPA about best-practices. Also, a single-
product website is often best for increased product conversions.
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18 The same processes and principles can be applied from a digital product launch to a physical product launch.

Opt-ins, email capture forms ready 

Digital ad copy split-tested and ready 

Digital process tested and is launch-ready18

Sales funnels written 

Incentives - both physical and digital - ready 
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MONETIZE YOUR 
INCOME WITH
DIGITAL PRODUCTS
You already have a service-based business, regardless of whether you sell physical or 

digital products. Your service may be a physical one, such as carpet cleaning, or it may be a 

digital one, like personal coaching. Your work may be done remotely or in-person. 

Regardless of your service offer, you limit your income to a simple trade of dollars for time 

when you fail to convert your knowledge into a different format of consumable content.  

It’s not difficult to add additional income streams when you have a guide and technology.

ABOUT DIGITAL 
PRODUCTS 
Thanks to the many resources available to help you create professional downloads, videos 

and podcasts, you can easily create all types of digital content:

Videos

Webinars

Coaching

Podcasts 

Membership model

Checklists

Worksheets

Planners

Guides and binders

Services

E-books (including books for Kindle)
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Digital products have different considerations for creation and delivery

Legal disclosures and disclaimers

Low-tech digital download delivery options:

Font choice (such as using a global font that is available no matter the format)

Colors

Printability

Readability

Size

Dimensions

Simplicity

White space

Program requirements (e.g., is a special program necessary to open the material)

Fillable or editable pdfs

Enforceability: Copyright claims alone are not always enough to enforce an order 

of ‘do not copy’ or ‘do not share’. Consider a restricted access with a trackable log in 

(much like you use for this program) or a signed, enforced legal document (like what 

you signed for access to this program)

Copyright filed

Signature signifying informed consent 

Instructions for use

•   Gumroad

•   SendOwl

•   Etsy

•   Shopify

https://gumroad.com
https://www.sendowl.com?r=73e13
https://www.shopify.com/?ref=gft-texas-llc
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Each of these providers eliminate the technical knowledge you need to deliver digital 

products. SendOwl can blend seamlessly into your site design, using a simple pop-up for 

your product purchase and delivery. Simply upload your document to the program and 

they handle payment processing and delivery! See the demo in the tutorial section.

Ecourse delivery programs:

You’re currently using Thinkific. While there are many great programs out there for 

ecourse and product delivery, Thinkific is the most user friendly. Integration and 

customization are simple and the drag-and-drop builder makes uploading your content a 

breeze. See the demo in the tutorial section.

Move beyond the Etsy-shop plan

If you’ve ever purchased something from the online multi-vendor shop Etsy, you might 

recognize how they’ve capitalized on this idea of selling your physical product to a larger 

audience. However, there are flaws with not having a process just for yourself.

•   You don’t own the audience - Etsy does. You’re essentially playing in some else’s  

       sandbox and by their rules.

•   You pay a huge fee for that audience. You not only pay for payment processing but you 

      also pay for their pay-to-play fees.

•   You lose out on truly passive income; you must recreate the product over and over 

       yourself unless you learn how to streamline, automate, connect.

Third-party providers such as Etsy or Amazon or Facebook are great for getting your 

product in front of the masses quickly but your end goal should always be to get the 
customers off those third-party owned sites and onto your own site as quickly as possible. 

Offering incentives or special deals for their subscription to your own site allows you to 

create a win-win situation. 

1 You can withhold the option to move forward, skip or just signing during a video presentation with software such as 
PlusThis. This software can be used for employees, webinars, sales pages & more! Click here for 15% off your purchase. 
This software feature can be used to support a claim that the consumer claimed to view, understand and consent to the 
agreement presented.

https://www.sendowl.com?r=73e13
https://get.thinkific.com/give-a-month-program/?gam=884ab08a27
https://www.pymnts.com/news/retail/2018/etsy-marketplace-stock-seller-fees
http://www.plusthis.com/?ac=gcd72h
https://admin.plusthis.com/register/trial?ac=gcd72h&cpn=pt-drip-standard-aff
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Add to your own service line

If you have a business coaching model, for example, you can easily expand your service 

to include checklists and downloads and audio trainings that can be placed in different 

areas of a sales funnel based on where you need to engage and direct traffic. Simply audio 

recording your sessions2 will allow you to have the recordings transcribed and converted 

into pdf’s or checklists. You can also use the recordings for data analysis, additional 

product offerings and more.

Coaching model expansion breakdown:

Convert your main points into checklists and pdf’s for sale or as opt-ins

Coach in a private Facebook group as an upsell3 

Start a VIP group

Create a membership program

2 Be sure to notify your client of your recording, your intent and use of the recorded material. You’ll need to de-identify your 
client’s personal, identifying information before redistribution. This may require a consent form. Speak with your lawyer first.
3 Keep your private coaching in groups. 1. This allows for the group to grow faster and learn more from one another as well as 
you. 2. It raises your price per hour. Your group coaching should be priced high enough that it reflects the value you provide 
but your private coaching should be priced so high that either no one can afford it or they really	want	and	are	willing	to	pay	for	
your sole attention.

CONVERT A SERVICE 
INTO PRODUCTS 

In Global Futbol Training, LLC (GFT), the initial core offer was for in-person soccer training. 

However, as the results and reputation of the training grew, so did the demand for trading 

the trainers’ time for dollars, particularly Jeremie. Using the value ladder, you can see 

how simple economics (increased demand for limited supply) allowed the price per hour 

to increase for training. But, at the end of the day, the GFT model was still trading time for 

dollars.
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Expanding the business needed to come from trading less time for more dollars. Analysis of 

the business identified the following areas of growth:

A website and online payments created 

and accepted; the addition of more 

training staff

The addition of checklists that were 

printed and passed out

The addition of a newsletter and the 

loss of training staff

The addition of digital marketing 

through emails and opt-ins on blog

The introduction of online digital 

training and education programs

The increase in demand for more 

information regarding the soccer ‘path’ 

which led to the addition of a blog to 

answer the questions

The addition of digital checklists and 

pdf’s that were emailed to clients

The addition of an email capture form 

and a listing of digital products in 

exchange for email

The addition of social media as a 

marketing platform

The transformation of online products 

into full-fledged systems and programs.

YEAR 1

YEAR 3

YEAR 5

YEAR 7

YEAR 9

YEAR 2

YEAR 4

YEAR 6

YEAR 8

YEAR 10
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The GFT map

The GFT product line

The GFT product line expanded to include the following products and services:

Online courses and programs

Online training

College prep

Pro prep

Ball control training x 5 levels

Headers and concussions training
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Nutrition guide

Injury recovery guide 

A training membership

Player psychology and mentorship / training around mental toughness and sports 

maturity

A VIP group

Players flying from out of state to train

Jeremie flying out of state to run camps and clinics - for higher rates per hour

Each of these led to additional affiliate income opportunities as coaches and trainers 

became educated on the opportunity to promote products to gain additional income.
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CREATE YOUR OWN 
DIGITAL PRODUCT 

Product creation

What is your core product around which the digital products will be offered4 ? Take a 

moment to sketch out your own map of what your product lines could be. 

4 Create digital products that lend themselves to further establishing your authority and that will increase the demand for 
your service product. This will increase your economic demand and drivin your price per hour up significantly.
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Next, map out how you could present each product as a compliment to your core offer. 
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What is your product purpose? 

What is your product design?  

What is your product function? 

For each product, answer the following questions
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Does your product have a license? 

Have you marked your work as copyrighted? Have you 

filed for copyright? 

What is the method of product delivery you will use? What are any terms and conditions 

your users will need to know with purchase or download (e.g., single-use, multi-

download, unlimited license)? 
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What are your colors and fonts for this product? 

Do they align with your brand? Do they need to? 

Do you have good use of whitespace in your product?  

Product mockup
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Have you added your watermark5 , logo and website to the product or any public displays?  

What is your product title? Is it clear what you are offering? For example, “Winning” is not 

descriptive without a subtitle and not recommended unless for a Kindle book title. 

Marketing your product

5 A watermark is great to keep people from taking screenshots of your product and using them as their own. Your actual 
downloads can have the watermark removed; you need to tell your clients that the watermark is removed with their 
purchase and download.
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Write your product description. Use keywords and phrases your avatar would use in searching 

for a solution to their pain point that you are fixing with your solution. 

What is the purpose of your product? 

What are the benefits of your product? 
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Have you made a thumbnail image with your logo on it? 

Have you taken high-quality, high resolution photos of your product?  

Have you added your watermark / logo / website to the photos? 
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Write about you, the product and why you designed it. Tell the story behind the product - but 

keep it brief. 

How can your product be used?  

What is the product price? 
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Is there a special software programming needed to open your download? 

What type of file is the download (e.g., png, jpeg, pdf, etc.)? 
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Use tags and keywords and phrases6 your avatar is likely to search for when looking for a 

solution to their pain point. This is great data to get from beta testing (see 12).

Actual product type (e.g., use binder, planner, checklist vs. download or file) 

Product characteristics (e.g., color, purpose, user-type such as parent or busy business 

owners or brides) 

6 Just like with your website, phrases and long-tail keywords are stronger than words alone. The phrases and words should 
appear in titles, tags and descriptions as matching or similar for stronger search engine results. Same when writing your 
pinterest alt-image. Remember to place keywords at beginning of sentence or list and to use synonyms your avatar might 
search for in place of your chosen words.
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Product style (e.g., vintage, military, athletic)  

Do you have your necessary legal components in place (e.g., copyright notice, disclaimers, etc.)?  
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Maximize the sale

Bundle products: Everyone likes a good deal. By bundling products together, you can 
increase the price per each sale and let your customers get a good deal as well. It’s a win-
win.

Mini vs full-size downloads: Offer a smaller, scaled-back version of your product. You can 
niche a large product into several smaller ones easily and hyper-target a new audience 
based on their area of interest. Later, you can upsell them to the full product once they’ve 
seen the massive value you brought with the smaller one.

Offer complimentary or similar products: Some software and plugins (for WordPress 
specifically) allow you to automatically offer complimentary products based on how 
they’re set up in the app or program. However, the same can be done with tripwire 
sequences, checkout and landing pages and inside follow-up email funnels.

Coupons: Nothing says ‘thank you’ as easily as a coupon toward your next purchase. 
Exclusive first-time buyer coupons are great but one of the better tools is to use 
software, such as GoViral, that unlocks greater deals in exchange for social proof.

Seasonal sales: Run your own sales to your audience when you know it’s shopping season 
(e.g., Black Friday, Christmas, birthday). 

Bonus tips

Pinterest for the win: When you make your social media marketing posts and pins, 

consider who all the content could be for. For example, a single GFT post could address 

content that a trainer, a player and a parent all need to know. By creating three separate 

images that target each of these avatars, and writing descriptions specific to that avatar 

as well as titles and keywords they would each search for, you’ve expanded the reach of 

a single post x 3! This boosts your rank and triples your audience for the digital product 

you’re promoting in the post.

Proofread to succeed: There is no excuse for your online product to have not received 

a grammar and spell-check. You cannot underestimate how people may judge your 

typographical error as a sign of your work quality. Proofread!

https://www.shopify.com/?ref=gft-texas-llc
https://woocommerce.com/
https://www.smartbribe.com
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CUSTOMER SERVICE 
FOR A DIGITAL 
PRODUCT
Which delivery service provider is best for your product? Can the provider accommodate all of 

your product types7 ? 

What does your delivery process look like? This will vary based on which delivery provider and 

product type you use. 

7 Be careful when using multiple delivery providers for your products. This can not only create additional work for your 
clients with multiple logins and url changes but it can add up to cost you quite a bit of fees.
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What is your follow-up process for feedback?  Upsells? Downsells? Freebie thank-you 

*surprise* gifts? 

How will you gather feedback or data on your product? 
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NOW THAT YOU’RE AN 
EXPERT
You are probably thinking, “Wait! I’m not an expert yet - I’m just getting started.” But an 
expert is merely someone with more knowledge than the learner. Different than subject 

mastery, teaching what you know to someone else puts you in the position of being the 

authority.

Understanding the position your knowledge puts you in is important for three reasons:

 1. You expand your income stream potential when you expand who you’re able to  

      help. 

 2. You give back to others by sharing what you know. This simultaneously adds  

      to your competency. And your market value is automatically increased due to  

      your experience. 

 3. You’re not limited by changes to the economy, your life season, burnout, physical  

      changes. Even if your lifestyle limits your current plan, you can move into another  

      area with the knowledge you have.

YOU’RE ONE IN A 
MILLION, NOT ONE-
DIMENSIONAL
When you describe yourself as a business owner, you limit your impact. Why? Because 

you’re describing one area of your life or a season of your life. You are not limited to one 

gift, one talent, one ability or one group. A key to unlocking more wealth and influence in 

your life and the life of others is to apply strategies and principles to another industry or 

group of people.
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You are an influencer! List the areas in which you have influence. Areas to consider: 

parent, volunteer, caregiver, son / daughter, spouse, man / woman, person of faith, little 

league coordinator, organizer, chairman, board member, etc

Which of those areas of relationship could you teach what you know / have learned in order 

to create opportunity or hope for someone else? Where could you offer a free workshop1?

Skill set Audience What I could teach

1 Doing work for free makes you better at owning your own style of presentation and content mastery, helps define your 
target avatar learning style and brings blessings in creativity and goodwill, to name a few benefits.
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STEWARDSHIP
One of the most overlooked areas of business growth is the area of stewardship. Moving 

beyond the financial realm, what other areas can you be a good steward in? What other 

principles or things beyond finances can be stewarded? 

As an entrepreneur, your entire movement to scale has been about being a better 
steward of time, people, processes and products. Can you apply those areas to other 

businesses? Uber helped people be better stewards of their time and money and 

completely changed an entire system of operation. 

List out some areas where you can grow your influence and authority through better 

stewardship:

           Time
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Money

Resources

Marriage
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Children

Gifts (remember the ‘gifts’ questionnaire2  you took? Apply it here.) 

2 No surveys have yet been identified that test for and name natural giftings in people outside of a faith-based culture. Gifts 
are different from strengths and personality. You may have the gift of encouragement, leadership or teaching. Find out for 
free if you have not already done so!

https://gifts.churchgrowth.org/spiritual-gifts-survey/
https://gifts.churchgrowth.org/spiritual-gifts-survey/
https://gifts.churchgrowth.org/spiritual-gifts-survey/
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THE MULTIPLICATION 
PRINCIPLE
Consider how just one component of what you’ve learned could change an entire	group’s	

lives?

Consider these 
examples:

Financial freedom

Small business accounting

Creating digital designs

Starting a business

Make it specific! What group     
do you have a passion for? 

Financial freedom... for	pregnant	teenage				

moms	working	minimum	wage	jobs.	

Small business accounting...for housekeepers, 

taught	in	Spanish.	

How to create digital designs...for	single	

moms who’ve left an abusive relationship and 

live	on	a	single	income.

Starting a small business...for parents who’ve 

lost	a	child	to	drowning.	

>  >  >  >  >  >  >  >

>  >  >  >  >  >  >  >

         >  >  >  >  >  >

      >  >  >  >  >

Do not limit your passion or your knowledge to yourself or think you have nothing to offer! 

Remember, your victories are not just for yourself - they’re so that you can help others 

overcome the very things you’ve overcome or learned.
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FINDING A NEW 
AUDIENCE FOR YOUR 
OLD PRODUCT
How can your current product be repackaged and repurposed in a different way to a new 

audience?  Write out what you could offer in the following areas:

Business coaching 

Public speaking 
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Becoming a mentor 

Industry-specific consulting 

What other consumer-types might be interested in your product? Remember the example 

of teaching soccer ball control to players (the original audience)? That product was 

repackaged to the following groups:

           Player subsets3 :

 Ages 7 & under

 Ages 8-9

 Ages 10-11

 Ages 12-14

 Ages 15+

3 Each subset required a different sales page to be established to prevent product confusion; this can be done through 3 
differently-branded landing pages or with services such as Leadpages or Clickfunnels until you determine if you need to 
create additional businesses. Also, each group requires a different emphasis as to pain points and benefits of the program. 
For example, girl soccer players are more prone to knee injuries and concussions. Those factors, along with gender and girl-
specific leagues, went into copy and sales pages.
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4 For those unfamiliar with soccer, there is a level of Academy for boys that is superior to the best clubs in the US. These 
players are	not	even	allowed	to	compete	with	high	school	or	club	players because of their skill and ability.

           Experience subset:

 Less than 2 years

 2-5 years

 5-7 years

 8+ years

           Level of play:

 Recreational

 Select

 Club

 Boys Academy4

           Gender subsets:

 Male

 Female

           Soccer position

 Forward

 Defender

 Midfielder

           Goal subsets:

 Want to be ready for rec soccer?

 Are you ready for academy soccer?

 Do you have what it takes to play club soccer?

 Can you make the college soccer team?

 Do you dream of playing soccer for a living?
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           Avatar subsets:

 Coach

  Pain points

  Years of experience

  Lifestyle 

 Trainer

  Pain point

  Pleasure point

  Schedule 

 Parent

  Income level

  Education level

  Lifestyle re: time and money

 Older player

  Goals re: college, pro, training

The list grew, with targeting again for each subset for parents, trainers, coaches and 

players. This led to affiliate sales opportunities for coaches and trainers and then large 

clubs.
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How can your product be positioned to a new subset of consumers? Make your own 

subset lists here. Consider breaking your list down by characteristics such as age, gender, 

interests, skill sets, personality, income bracket, social class, life experience, etc. Be	specific!
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SET UP AN AFFILIATE 
PROGRAM
Understand that affiliate programs can be a full-time job (and full-time income) on their own.

When you’re the affiliate

If you already have an audience, you can just file the legal paperwork, learn how to do 

affiliate marketing, and then start promoting! Some of the top income producers for 

affiliate marketing earn 7-figures a year passively with affiliate marketing5. 

When you’re the affiliate provider

You can see a tutorial in the resource section on how affiliates work and how to set up 

affiliates inside a program but here are some basic requirements you’ll need before you 

establish an affiliate program:

           Your preferred affiliate program6 provider

 Thinkific

 iDevAffiliate

 Refersion7 

           Application process and requirements

 List size requirements

 Payout fees, schedules and percentage of sales

 Co-promotions 

5 Understanding affiliate marketing is an entire course on its own and one of the best you can learn from is Tasha Agruso. 
Tasha is a former litigation healthcare attorney-turned-highly successful blogger, writer and affiliate subject matter expert. 
6 Affiliates get paid like 1099s unless they have an an LLC or other type of entity. And, as a reminder, you must remember to 
account for any affiliate income earned by you in your own estimated tax payments.
7 There are hundreds of affiliate program providers but most affiliate options are already a part of your program provider.

https://get.thinkific.com/give-a-month-program/?gam=6478dea535
https://www.idevdirect.com/
http://affiliate-marketing-for-bloggers.teachable.com/?affcode=108300_hnxumf1p"
http://affiliate-marketing-for-bloggers.teachable.com/?affcode=108300_hnxumf1p"
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           Onboarding process

 Taxpayer information

 PayPal email (most common)

 Communication preferences

 Support groups on social media

           Rules and legal requirements

 Required disclosures

 Stipulations for program participation

 Rules for membership 

           Renewal rights 

 Automatic

 Performance-based

 Annual

           Support

 Graphics

 Swipe copy

 Sample social media marketing ads

 Timeline and expectations for launch

           Bonuses

 Free upgrades 

 Giveaways with purchase by deadline

 Discounts or deals
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DON’T FORGET 
YOUR INTENT1 
Oftentimes sales people and pages sell based on a sense of urgency - which, if there is a 

true urgency, can be a great sales tactic. However, if you’re selling a digital product, there’s 

no real urgency. You don’t really have 5 products remaining. The truth is that you have an 

unlimited supply remaining - because it’s digital!

When you know your target audience (which you do), you don’t have to pitch them on 

your product. You can speak from your heart to theirs. They will identify themselves 

when they read your copy. Once they click-over from your ad, there is no reason to pitch 

the product again. A simple explanation will do that further explains what they’re getting 

and overcomes an (common) objection (such as trust, money back guarantees, proof of 

concept, social proof, and establishing relationship).

When you promote your product or service, try to demonstrate your commitment to 

helping solve your client’s problems - their pain, struggles and needs. Learn how to be 

a gracious host to them while interacting with them either in person or on your sales 

page. Your sales page should reflect the real conversation you would have in person: 

welcome them, help them (through empathy and education), show them how hope and 

transformation are possible and provide the opportunity for you to continue helping them.  

Remember that you’re not selling	something, you’re helping someone!

1 And do not forget that intent does not negate impact.
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SOLVE THE PROBLEM 

Many novice marketers focus on selling the product. Experienced marketers sell the 

transformation that product brings. The product is secondary to the avatar’s felt need, 

their pain point or their urgent problem. Selling the product will not net you sales. 

     •    What problem is your product solving? 

     •    Why did you create this product? 
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TELL YOUR STORY
When you quote a statistic or a resource, inevitably someone will argue with you. Everyone 

has that one friend or family member that always has to argue. However, when you share 

your experience, the aruger is left with nothing to contest.

For example, assume that your favorite baseball player just hit their 3000th homerun. 

In the first scenario, you cite the statistic at a backyard cookout and your argumentative 

acquaintance says, “I don’t think that’s right. That’s not the [right number, right date, right 

count].”  In the second scenario, you’re at the same backyard cookout and you say, “I’ll 

never forget the night that he hit that 3000th hit! The crowd went nuts - even the [other 

team’s] fans! The atmosphere was electric!”

What can someone say to your personal experience? Nothing. Because it’s now a part of 

your story - they have never lived or experienced your story and therefore cannot easily 

contest your experience!

     •    How does your story support the product? 

These are the elements of selling that you need to address in your copy. The selling 

becomes relating and the results come naturally.
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TRUTH IS DISRUPTIVE
If you want to stand out in today’s marketplace, tell the truth in your marketing. It’s a 

simple concept that will be very powerful for you because in most marketers today operate 

with tactics of emotional manipulation:

•   Fear: The fear of missing out on a sale or knowledge or style 

•   Manipulation: Pressure, shame, half-truths and generalizations

•   Greed: Use of large numbers from sales or affiliates, displaying a lavish lifestyle      

       seemingly without daily responsibilities 

•   Curiosity: Learn how someone else’s methods are netting better results financially for     

       them2

•   Comparison: Make someone feel as though they’ll never be where you are, have what    

        you have or achieve the success you have achieved; can also trigger hopelessness

•   Jealousy: To cause someone to want what you have and purchase your product as a 

       means to attain it 

•   Deception: The intentional omission of facts, truths or data for the gain of the sale

Learn the warning signs (typically the emotions listed above) and their associated triggers 

- for you and your clients. When you know where your areas of weakness or vulnerability 

are, you can be more on guard for what would cause you to impulse buy! And then be 

careful to not use those same, devastating tactics on your own people. Keep these helpful 

marketing ideals in mind when brainstorming your sales copy:

       1.  Be honest 

       2. Be authentic - in your voice, your actions, your follow-up, your integrity 

       3. Be compassionate

       4. Have empathy 

       5. Avoid theory: Don’t sell what you haven’t done or can’t do

       6. People first, product is secondary

2 This popular tactic does not promote your success but rather a copy of their success - in their voice, style and around their 
product.
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UNDERSTAND BUYER 
PSYCHOLOGY
Sales are typically promoted one of two ways: scarcity or evergreen.

Scarcity sales

The scarcity mindset can be a highly effective tactic if used correctly. Scarcity is conveyed 

with tactics such as limited time offers, countdown timers, must-buy-now-before-price-

raises and other high-pressure sales tactics. Where you may have seen or experienced this 

type of sales and marketing:

 •   Door-to-door sales

 •   Timeshare offers

 •   TV offers

 •   Countdown timers:

Be honest in your sales copy. For example, when marketing for ESBA’s Brand course, the 

copy says that there are only a limited number of slots and they’re available for only a limit-

ed amount of time. Both are true - the course is digital but the coaching that goes with the 

course is live and personalized, so space is limited to number and time frames so that each 

cohort can begin and walk through the journey together. The price will probably rise as the 

program grows to cover administrative and coaching costs or the additions to the program 

may be sold separately.
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Evergreen sales

When a product is available year-round, it is considered an evergreen product. You can 

purchase it at any time on the website. Much like ESBA’s ‘Build’ program, people can come 

to the site, see the sales page and make a purchase at any time of day or night. The price for 

an evergreen product is no likely to increase because the scale of demand doesn’t change 

the program’s availability or administration.

Physical products can fall under the scarce or evergreen categories. Scarce physical prod-

ucts are those that are one-of-a-kind, like a piece of artwork, or those that are very cus-

tomized or labor intensive. Evergreen physical products are those that you can buy on-de-

mand, as needed, which is how most physical products are sold (e.g., Target or Amazon).

Sales versus launch

Regardless of the type of sale you will run (scarcity versus evergreen), how you handle 

introducing the product to any individual the same. The key word is individual. Every single 

person you ‘meet’ in business, in-person or online, is a stranger to you and you to them. So 

every single time you make a connection, offer them the courtesy of nurturing the relation-

ship. This is done by service, not sales. 

Plan each initial-contact email sequence like you would a launch - you’re launching the 

relationship, not the product. This means that every single email sequence you write, when 

you plan on promoting a product or service, should follow a similar sequence to a launch 

sequence, only without the heavy, special offer promotion.
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PAGE HOST AND 
PAYMENT GATEWAY
So many companies have made great money and businesses off of creating and testing 

sales pages for you. Leadpages, Clickfunnels, Instapage, Thrive Leads or Samcart - just to 

name a few. The primary reason you should avoid them is because their use adds another 

monthly subscription to your costs and takes away your max profit. 

Once you know your own site style, creating a landing page or sales page is easy (see the 
Resource section for a video tutorial in both Wordpress and Squarespace). You can also 

build a sales page in Canva (see tutorial) - simply save as an image (e.g., png), not a pdf. You 

may need to break the ‘page’ into several sections if you plan to hyperlink in multiple place 

or need to insert a video. 

Avoiding a third-party add-on saves you time in creation, set up, learning curve and associ-

ated tasks. No separate connection or fee is necessary for email funnels or delivery sys-

tems or payment gateways. Skip the extra tech and trying to match branding, among other 

things.
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Anatomy of a 
sales page 
A simple Google search for ‘sales pages’ or ‘landing pages’ will net you thousands of ex-

amples of what are (the current year’s trends for) best, worst, highest converting, most 

split-tested pages. STOP!

Here is a sample sales page formula: 

Headline

What they'll learn  I  gain  I  how they're transformed

email opt-in or CTA button 

pictures as social proof or testimonials

FAQ'S

includes guarantees  I  warranties

your image  +  your story

+ LEGAL info

features & benefits product
photo

CTA

CTA

CTA
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The best kind of sales page is one that speaks to your avatar like you would speak to them in 

person. There is no ‘rushing’ the avatar, pressuring them or scaring them. Think of your page as 

communicating with someone the way you would in person:

 •   Headline: This is what I can and will do for you

 •   Video: Learn more about how I can help you3 ; get to know me and my heart   

        behind this product

 •   Opt-in or CTA4 button: If you already know this product or service is what you   

        need, then sign up and let’s get started

 •   Help: let me overcome any potential objections or concerns you might have and   

                       show how I’ve helped others just like you, what kind of results they’ve achieved    

                       and what they say about me

 •   Features and benefits: This is how the product works and will be applied (e.g., 

                        show them the back of your course, images of you teaching or training or 

                        working)

 •   Trust me: Here are my credentials, experiences and more of my heart and story; 

                        my why

 •   FAQs: Let me answer other questions about the product or service, how refunds   

                        work, how this relationship will work, etc.

 •   Ask: Are you interested? If not, continue the dialogue or provide a link to click 

                       away from the page.

If your sales page doesn’t flow like a conversation might, then you probably need to rework it.

Purpose of a sales page

Less distraction equals higher conversions. This is the same reasons houses without clutter 

sell faster and for higher prices. Hosts like Squarespace make creating a sales pages easy.  

Sales pages are for one purpose -to sell a product or service. Sales pages typically have 

no other links on them until the very bottom5  of the page, unlike other pages of your site, 

which means no distractions from your content. 

3 They’ve already raised their ‘digital’ hand as your target client by clicking over to your sales page.
 4 CTA: Call to Action
5 At the bottom of the sales page, you need a copyright notice, legal links (such as Terms and Conditions, Disclaimers and 
Privacy Policy) and a link where they can decline the offer by clicking away from the page.
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Elements of 
sales page
The order presented here is a more standard sales page organization, but there is no 

correct or one-size approach. You can view examples of other sales page styles here - just 

don’t purchase them!

 •   Video.

 •   Headline that tells the benefit or transformation

 •   Offer or email opt-in

 •   Purpose

 •   Pictures and social proof

 •   What they’ll learn / gain / how they’ll be transformed

 •   Your story

 •   Guarantees and legal fine print

 •   CTA

 •   Features and benefits

 •   FAQs

Each of these elements can be arranged in multiple ways and places on your sales page.

Bonus tips for conversion optimization 

 •   Bullet your main points 

 •   Use eye-catching graphics

 •   Provide visual cues 

 •   Use a Countdown timer

 •   Make good use of white space

 •   Try a shorter length sales page

 •   Implement video testimonials

https://www.leadpages.net/templates/sales
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Long-form

Short-form

No-scroll (video with button)

Sales page example (click here)

When you know your people and your product and yourself, not a lot of additional words 

are needed. People are so overwhelmed with content and being talked at in today’s age; if 

you’ve listened to them, you’ll make the sale (assuming you also listened on pricing, timing, 

etc.). 

Remember, you have already experienced breakthrough in the area you’re helping solve 

their problem / ease their pain / meet their need. That is why you’re the perfect expert for 

them and you know who it is you’re supposed to help and what offers you need to make.

Types of sales pages

GFT sample sales pages

https://www.gftskills.com/start-here/
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Long sales page example (click here):

Course landing page sales example: 

https://www.gftskills.com/complete-ball-control-method/
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Preparation 
checklist
If you do not yet have an audience, you can build your email list while you run ads, serve 

your audience and create value. Put a nurture plan for your relationships in place. Gather 

data (think screenshots of comments and testimonials in the beginning) and feedback as 

you grow. You’ll need your client’s words to grow, improve and scale your business. 

Map out your sales path (backing in to the opt-in from the end-goal). 

GFT example: 

HIGHLIGHT VIDEO 
COACHING

APPLICATION 
CONSULTING

COLLEGE
COURSE PURCHASE

FREE BONUS
DOWNLOAD X2

TRIPWIRE $19
WEBINAR

QUIZ & CHECKLIST
DOWNLOAD

LEAD MAGNET /
FB AD

MONTHLY PAYMENT /
DRIPPED ACCESS

DOWNSELL

START HERE

UPSELLS

GFT SALES FUNNEL
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Map your own: 
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Compose your email campaigns for each section of the path 
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Take product photos (see launch plan)

Compile testimonials, data and feedback

Gather graphics for sales pages (e.g., money back guarantee or product symbols):

Gather logos for affiliated programs (e.g., Stripe or PayPal)

Watermark, logo stamp and place url on photos

Use quality headshots for you and your testimonial providers (Facebook screenshots 

work great as well if high resolution)

Quality photos of the process (e.g., inside the ecourse, the training, on-site work, etc.)

Graphics & photos

Lead magnet: Promote an offer your avatar needs to address their pain / problem / 

need

Course landing page (if your course host is external, like Thinkific or Teachable)

Webinar page (if you intend to host a webinar)

Product page on your site

Tripwire page

Thank you page - with social proof upsell

Landing pages you’ll need

48 VIDEOS 10 TEXTS 1 PDF 5.0

WHAT'S INCLUDED?
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Facebook

Instagram

YouTube

Tripwires

Affiliates

Webinar 

Copyright

Trademark

Intellectual property 

Designed Ads

Lead generation (and sales) 

Legal protection

Necessary taxes6

Test, test, retest

Host

Opt-in

Pre-recorded, evergreen or live

6 If necessary; speak with your CPA and state agency; get answers in writing or email from state. Taxes can be levied against 
digital products based on design and by individual states.

Purchase made? Yes or no, why or why not? 

Continue to serve the customer, be available

Continue nurturing through continued relationship. Don’t drop the buyers who did 

not buy while you tend to the ones that did.

Follow-up plan and ongoing customer service

Yes: what do they like? Think? Value? Is it helping? 

No: LISTEN to their feedback. Get on the phone. 
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Ideas

 PDF Blog Post

 Cheat Sheet

 Checklist

 List of Resources

 Video / Audio Recording

 Transcripts

 Quick Start Guide

 Full Guide

 Report

 Printable

 Challenge

 Assignments / Worksheets

 Exclusive Interviews

 Case Study

 Bonus Content

 Mini eBook

 Templates

 Scripts

 Formulas

 Free Trial

 A Teaser of Your Product

CONTENT UPGRADE 
IDEAS, TOOLS, & TIPS
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 Free Course

 Email Series

 Free Stock Images

 Infographic

 SlideShare

 Swipe File

 Spreadsheets

 Podcast Show Notes

 Tool Kit

Tools

     •      Canva

     •      Visage

     •      PiktoChart

     •      ShutterStock

     •      Fiverr

     •      Jing / CloudApp

     •      Keynote / Powerpoint

     •      Google Fonts

     •      Beacon.by

Tips

 Write good headlines

 Eye-catching button

 Quality over length/size/duration

 Give multiple opportunities to opt-in

 Capitalize on every blog post

 Get your content upgrade shared

 Make it evergreen
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 Use a bright color box to grab attention

 Get new people to see your bonuses
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GAUGING YOUR 
LAUNCH RUNWAY
When you’re trying to launch a product, you get really, really excited about an idea. 

And (usually) you make the assumption that your followers are excited too. 

FAILURE TO PLAN
All too often people launch to crickets because they weren’t prepared and had not created 

a runway that was effective, engaging, and attractive to their avatar. 
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Before you launch a product and wonder what on earth went wrong, let’s figure out if you’re 

ready.

Facebook Group Size:

Facebook Page Fans: 

Personal Page Friends: 

Instagram Followers:

LinkedIn Connections: 

Email List Size: 

Email Open Rate: 

Email Click Through Rate: 

Now that you have those numbers, let’s do a little math. 

Take your Email List Size and MULTIPLY it by your OPEN RATE. 

Then, take that number, and multiply it by .10 (10%). ¹

LAUNCH NUMBER MATH

Your answer is the number of people you can (on average) expect to purchase your 

product. 

Email list size (         )  x open rate (         ) =                                                                                                                       

Above answer (         )  x 0.10 =                            purchasers

¹ If you’ve launched before and you know what your close rate is, you can use that number, but for the sake of averages, we’ll 
go with a nice round 10 percent. 
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If you’re a little bummed, that’s okay. You just need to increase your base. It’s like filling a 

stadium with fans, and it takes time.  

Does this mean that you need to put your launch off completed? No. 

It means you need to do one of the following: 

     •    adjust your expectations 

     •    increase your traffic and conversions or 

     •    work on your opt in funnel

Poll your audience and ask them why the follow you.

 Write their answers here
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Once you’ve adapted things, start talking about your product. When people ask, and when 

you post, link to that waitlist page. Get them on a separate list so that you can launch to 

them sooner. 

It’s always best to “give them what they want.” Once you start speaking your language your 

opt in rates should improve and you may find that you have an explosion of new fans. 

     •    Use their language to tweak your messaging and further connect to your audience   

            (and attract newbies). 

     •    Use those same pain points to leverage all of your social channels and your     

            newsletter. 

     •    Create a waitlist and waitlist page for your product (even though not available yet). 

List their pain points, from most frequently cited to least
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HOW TO LAUNCH
A typical launch takes anywhere from 8-12 weeks. For more complex launches, getting 

things running can take 6-12 months. It all depends on your business model. 

There are some basic things you need to pull off a successful launch,  however. 

You need to know where important things are:

YO U  N E E D  TO  K N O W  S O M E  P R E T T Y  B A S I C  I N F O R M AT I O N

LENGTH OF 
CART: 

           3 days

           4 days

           5 days

LAUNCH
 DATE:

PLC START 
DATE: 

CART OPEN 
DATE: 

time

CART CLOSED 
DATE: 

time

RUN ADS: 

yes   

no

TYPE OF 
ADS:  

                Retargeting

                Lookalike 
                Audience

FB AD
 BUDGET: 

$

Opt in 1: 

Waitlist: 

PLC series: 
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Facebook group: 

Sales page: 

Cart: 

Thank you page: 

Student log in: 

AND THEN, YOU 
NEED A PLAN:

WEEK 1
       Install your FB Pixel on all landing pages and your website    

       Decide on a refund policy/update or create terms & conditions

       Choose a platform for your course:

       Thinkific

       Teachable

        Kajabi

        Self-hosted

       Set up course platform

       Ask previous students for testimonials OR review past testimonials to use for sales   

       page and email copy

       Decide on your PLC (pre launch content) plan. Options: 

 √   Live videos

 √   Pre-Recorded content
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       Decide if you are going to offer an upsell to another product

       Build your email list

       Promote a relevant opt in on your FB page and in your group. 

       Include the (new) group link in the delivery email for your opt in.

       Decide on bonuses - leverage your relationships and ask other experts who compliment      

       your course to contribute (does not have to be exclusive)

       Decide if you are using affiliates - I suggest limiting affiliates to 10-15 heavy hitters with 

       big lists.

                       Reach out to each potential affiliates

                       Ask potential affiliates if they’d like to contribute a bonus

WEEK 2
       Create a waitlist page for your product that includes an email opt in for them to be     

       notified when it goes on sale

       Begin to map out PLC if it’s pre recorded. Schedule time to record videos if needed

       Draft welcome email for purchasers

       Outline your launch email copy (see email outlines for inspiration)

       Leverage the transformation that they want (based on their pain points): “One of the

       big problems people are having is to X.  Now, I want you think about how YOU would X.  

       What I’m going to do is show you the way you’ve never done it before - and it will only 

       take you Y time.”
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WEEK 3

WEEK 4

       Outline your sales page

       Include pain points and resolutions. Focus on transformation. Use pictures. 

       Draft your sales emails

       Finalize PLC scripts. Film pre recorded videos if needed.

       Build necessary framework for upsell (if using)

       Additional sales page/checkout process

       Delivery of bonus

       Outline your sales page

       Leverage paint points, then solve them. Remember to focus on the 

       transformation that your students will have when they take your course

       Poll Your Audience: “What is your #1 challenge right now?” Give relevant options for   

       your course as potential answers 

       Share the link to your poll with your affiliates

       Build your sales page on your chosen platform.

       Create launch sequence/automation skeleton in CRM

       Create/apply tag for launch 

       Create purchase tag

       Add placeholder for launch emails (if applicable) 

       DO NOT turn on your sequence yet!

       Start running ads (if you chose to run them)
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WEEK 5
        Set up OR prep your current Facebook Group for launch 

       Description

       Header (ie: 3 weeks to go!!)

       (pinned) Welcome post

        Announce your (new) group on your Facebook PAGE. 

       *OPTIONAL* Begin running retargeting ads

       Email your existing list

       Monitor your ads (if running)

       *OPTIONAL* Use your poll as a conversation starter in groups: mention poll “no idea  

        this was a challenge for people” and link to join group.

       Adjust sales page copy & launch emails based upon poll responses

        Test the checkout process

       Fix any bugs and test again

        Tech integrations (or hire out)

       Sales page & cart

       Purchase & platform 

       Double check with affiliates, remind them of their links and that they should be adding      

       people to the list NOW 

       Send them links to their opt ins so that they can access them easily

       Monitor your ads (if running)

       Test launch emails 

       Fix any bugs you find and retest
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WEEK 6

WEEK 7

       Load launch emails into CRM

       Include links to the group for lives if you are doing them 

       Include link to the sales page when applicable

       Remember to double-triple check that you are leveraging their pain points

       Test deliverability of all emails

       Connect with your team and set expectations for email response times and any other 

       manual processes

       Create canned email responses for questions

       Update group cover photo to reflect your PLC &/or “It’s Coming”

       Begin PLC 

       PLC #1

       PLC #2 

       During each live, mention “I’m going teach you XYZ tomorrow, so stay tuned.”

       Include a link to your group and a time zone converter. Push people to join your      

                       group

       Leverage their transformation

       Update the pinned post in your group to reflect the PLC is live

       Run another test on the purchase process and the onboard email
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        Monitor FB ads 

       turn them off at the end of launch!!

       Update the banners on your page and in your group to indicate what’s happening with     

        the launch: 

       FREE Training 1 is here!  “Learn how to …”

       Does this ever happen to you? Learn how to XYZ!  

       Join [name of product]!  

       1 day left!  

       Last Chance!

       Use canned responses to make email more efficient

       Continue lives through launch to maintain interest and energy level

LAUNCH WEEK
#herewego
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AFTER THE LAUNCH
Many people assume that once they launch they’ll be all done and the money will roll in. 

Which is true…but there are some important things that you need to take into account: 

     •   Remember that MANY buyers will not purchase the first time around.  Keep nurturing 

           them since they may purchase next time.

     •   Return your Facebook banner to your normal group banner

     •   Reduce the amount of lives while you focus on your buyers

     •   Keep promoting your opt ins to grow your list

In addition to these items, you need to continue to nurture your clients and customers. 

Be present to answer questions, address concerns, and build the relationship. 

Make a note of anything that you perhaps forgot to include in your product or would like to 

add for next time:

And start planning your next launch. 
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You did everything by the book. You waited until those numbers were where you wanted 

them…and then you launched…to crickets. 

That’s okay!! Every single launch should be viewed as a list building opportunity. 

Let’s dive deeper: 

How many people did you add to your list?

How many people are now on your product waitlist? 

Take those lists and offer free 15 minute consultations to the first 5 people who respond. 

Use those moments to listen. Ask some simple questions when you get your potential  

customers on the phone: 

TURNING FAILURE 
INTO SUCCESS

    

Why do you follow me? 

Interviewee 1

Interviewee 2

Interviewee 3

Interviewee 4

Interviewee 5
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What do you hope to accomplish? 

Interviewee 1

Interviewee 2

Interviewee 3

Interviewee 4

Interviewee 5

    

What are your dreams? 

Interviewee 1

Interviewee 2

Interviewee 3

Interviewee 4

Interviewee 5
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Yes, market research is basic. But it’s necessary when you don’t understand your market. 

Listen to their language. Take notes. Lots of them. Strive to only talk for 3 of the 15 

minutes. 

Additional notes / takeaways

Suggestions made

Offer a few suggestions that would help them get closer to their goal. And thank them. 

And thank them. 
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ONE FINAL PIECE 
OF ADVICE

REVISITING 
YOUR AVATAR

Don’t launch again right away. This is not a bike. You may need to change your messaging, 

your product name, or repackage it completely. 

Wait another 8-12 weeks to launch again, and then do it with style.² 

Another option is to go back to your customer avatar…do a full on review of who you are 

talking to, and then tweak your messaging. 

And above all, do not give up! You just grew your list, your group, and your audience. Now 

you need to listen so that you can speak to them and capture them as customers when you 

launch again. 

² Still feeling stuck? Wondering if you’re ready or trying to figure out what went wrong? You can reach our launch coach 
Breanna @ http://www.breannagunn.com/esba
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NOTES

     •    This would be a great opportunity to send people to ManyChat if you use it in your 

            business or want to test it out

     •    Ad spend is not necessary, but can help to build out a list that is not engaged or has    

            not been contacted in awhile

     •    Emails sent to your existing list are IN ADDITION TO your weekly email series

     •    Launch emails will direct people to the sales page AND your group where you’ll be    

            going live to talk about your expertise and pitch your product 

     •    PLC (pre launch content) starts 3 days before you launch 

 √  W / Th / F for a Monday launch OR 

	 √  Th / F / M for a Tuesday launch 

     •    Constantly driving traffic to the group and PLCs should create a LOT of momentum - 

            fast.
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LAUNCH DETAILS & 
IMPORTANT DATES

LENGTH OF 
CART: 

           3 days

           4 days

           5 days

LAUNCH
 DATE:

PLC START 
DATE: 

CART OPEN 
DATE: 

time

CART CLOSED 
DATE: 

time

RUN ADS: 

yes   

no

TYPE OF 
ADS:  

                Retargeting

                Lookalike 
                Audience

FB AD
 BUDGET: 

$

Opt in 1: 

Waitlist: 

PLC series: 

Facebook group:

Sales page:

IMPORTANT URLS
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Cart: 

Thank you page:

Student log in: 

       Install your FB Pixel on all landing pages and your website    

       Ask previous students for testimonials OR review past testimonials to use for sales  

       page and email copy

       Decide on your PLC plan. Options: 

                 √   Live videos

 √   Pre-Recorded content

       Decide if you are going to offer an upsell to another product

       Build your email list

                       Promote a relevant opt in on your FB page and in your group. 

                       Include the (new) group link in the delivery email for your opt in.

       Decide on bonuses - leverage your relationships and ask other experts who compliment    

       your course to contribute (does not have to be exclusive)

       Decide if you are using affiliates - I suggest limiting affiliates to 10-15 heavy hitters with 
       big lists.

       Reach out to each potential affiliates

       Ask potential affiliates if they’d like to contribute a bonus

TIMELINE:

WEEK 1
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WEEK 2

WEEK 3

       Decide on a refund policy/update or create terms & conditions

       Choose a platform for your course:

                       Thinkific

       Teachable

       Kajabi

       Self-hosted

       Set up course platform

       Create a waitlist page for your product that includes an email                                                        

       opt in for them to be notified when it goes on sale

       Create a waitlist page for your product that includes an 

       email opt in for them to be notified when it goes on sale

       Outline your sales page

                       Include pain points and resolutions. 

                       Focus on transformation. 

                       Use pictures. 

                       Use testimonials.

       Draft your sales emails

       Finalize PLC scripts. 

       Film pre recorded videos if needed.
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WEEK 4

WEEK 5

WEEK 6

       Start running ads (if you chose to run them)

       Monitor your ads (if running)

       Test launch emails 

                       Fix any bugs you find and retest

       Begin to map out PLC if it’s pre recorded. Schedule time to record videos if needed

       Draft welcome email for purchasers

       Outline your launch email copy (see email outlines for inspiration)

                       Leverage the transformation that they want (based on their pain points): “One of  

                       the big problems people are having is to X.  Now, I want you think about how 

                       YOU would X.  What I’m going to do is show you the way you’ve never done it  

                       before - and it will only take you Y time.” 

       Build necessary framework for upsell (if using)

                      Additional sales page/checkout process

                      Delivery of bonus

       Outline your sales page

                      Leverage paint points, then solve them. Remember to focus on the transforma

                      tion that your students will have when they take your course
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WEEK 7

WEEK 8

       Build your sales page on your chosen platform.

        Create launch sequence/automation skeleton in CRM

                      Create/apply tag for launch 

                      Create purchase tag

                      Add placeholder for launch emails (if applicable) 

                      DO NOT turn on your sequence yet!

        Set up OR prep your current Facebook Group for launch 

                      Description

                      Header (ie: 3 weeks to go!!)

                      (pinned) Welcome post

        Announce your (new) group on your Facebook PAGE. 

                      *OPTIONAL* Begin running retargeting ads

                      Email your existing list

        Monitor your ads (if running)

       Poll Your Audience: “What is your #1 challenge right now?” Give relevant options for    

       your course as potential answers 

                      Share the link to your poll with your affiliates
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WEEK 9

WEEK 10

       Load launch emails into CRM

                       Include links to the group for lives if you are doing them 

                       Include link to the sales page when applicable

                       Remember to double-triple check that you are leveraging their pain points

                       Test deliverability of all emails

       Connect with your team and set expectations for email response times and any other     
       manual processes

       Create canned email responses for questions

       *OPTIONAL* Use your poll as a conversation starter in groups: mention poll “no idea  

       this was a challenge for people” and link to join group.

                       Adjust sales page copy & launch emails based upon poll responses

        Test the checkout process

                       Fix any bugs and test again

        Tech integrations (or hire out)

                       Sales page & cart

                       Purchase & platform 

       Double check with affiliates, remind them of their links and that they should be adding 

       people to the list NOW 

                       Send them links to their opt ins so that they can access them easily
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WEEK 11
       Update group cover photo to reflect your PLC & / or “It’s Coming”

        Begin PLC 

                      PLC #1

                      PLC #2 

                      During each live, mention “I’m going teach you XYZ tomorrow, so stay tuned.”

                      Include a link to your group and a time zone converter. Push people to join your  

                      group

                      Leverage their transformation

        Update the pinned post in your group to reflect the PLC is live

        Run another test on the purchase process and the onboard email

        Monitor FB ads 

       turn them off at the end of launch!!

       Update the banners on your page and in your group to indicate what’s happening with     

        the launch: 

       FREE Training 1 is here!  “Learn how to …”

       Does this ever happen to you? Learn how to XYZ!  

       Join [name of product]!  

       1 day left!  

       Last Chance!

       Use canned responses to make email more efficient

       Continue lives through launch to maintain interest and energy level

LAUNCH WEEK
#herewego
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POST LAUNCH
            Remember that MANY buyers will not purchase the first time around.  Keep nurturing  

            them since they may purchase next time.

            Return the Facebook banner to the normal group banner

            Reduce the amount of lives while you focus on your buyers

            Keep promoting your opt ins to grow your list

            Turn off Facebook ads
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FACEBOOK IS KING
Facebook has definitely been the gold standard of the marketing industry for many years. 

This may continue for your lifetime or their season of reign may be coming to end soon. But 

while they continue to lead, it’s important to understand their rules for their platform so 

that you can have the best experience possible as a business owner.

WHY FACEBOOK
Facebook is great for new businesses in particular! Where else (okay - besides YouTube or 

Instagram) can you reach so many people for so few dollars with your precise messaging?

KNOW YOUR PURPOSE 
FOR FACEBOOK
While you want to have higher sales numbers as a result of your marketing, evaluate why 

you’re using Facebook:

           Marketing platform: Selling your product or service to the general population

           Social interaction: Engaging with your audience in a casual way

          Service platform: Seeking opportunity to serve your audience’s felt need

           Messaging platform: Keeping your message clear and direct to your followers

           Brand awareness: Promoting your brand products, purposes and passions
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YOU GET OUT WHAT 
YOU PUT IN
If you want to build and create community, that’s what you have to put into Facebook. 

Because you know your avatar so well, writing ads that convert will come more naturally 

to you than a marketing firm. You can build the page around your desired purpose, creating 

community for example, and then use ads for converting traffic into subscribers and 

buyers.

GENERAL RULES
Facebook has some general rules for its use. Keep these rules in mind as you begin to grow 

your platform. Abiding by these rules will help Facebook know about you, your purpose 

and your intent. 

Once you really know your target audience is on Facebook, then you can hire others to 

carry on the work you’ve started because you can speak clearly to your target audience. If 

you think Facebook is the platform for your business, then invest in more training. So many 

people and agencies make a full-time income from running Facebook ads because it can 

require so much of your time. 

But first, did you know1  that less than 5% of your audience on Facebook actually sees your 

posts? An engaged follower, who likes and follows your posts and interacts with them is 

95% unlikely to see your posts without going to your page each day? Say that you have 

great content, an engaged audience and you launch an important post, with money behind 

it...to crickets. No engagement. 

How do you combat that?

The answer: Know what Facebook looks for. Learn the small changes in format you need 

to make in order to gain traction with Facebook. THe secret not many business owners 

1 As of this writing. With the algorithm changes, that number is subject to change.
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understand this that Facebook is your first customer. Your readers are secondary. Without 

pleasing both, you cannot grow your online presence. You can spend a great deal of money 

with Facebook, pleasing Facebook, but you’ll fail to gain the traction and engagement you 

want.

The result: Facebook will reward you as you make them and their platform reach its goals 

in serving you and your customers. When you follow their rules for engagement and gain 

your own organic traffic, you can achieve conversions and page growth quickly!

IMPORTANT RULES FOR 
FACEBOOK MARKETING
There are literally hundreds of courses, programs and agencies that specialize in 

maximizing your ROI in Facebook ads. After years of investment, training, learning and 

experience, here are some of the biggest lessons and takeaways:

Personal pages must go

Keep your personal life personal and your business life as business. It’s less messy and 

Facebook won’t let you run ads or do cool things from a personal page.

Algorithms trump messaging 

If you have a great story but no one hears it b/c you didn’t know rules, can't help anyone. 

Have to understand Facebook's rules and algorithms. The algorithm changes typically 

aren’t noticed or felt by individuals but are by businesses. 

Understanding their rules as the host company and honoring those rules allows you to gain 

more traction for less investment of time and money. An industry standard for Facebook 

marketers is conversion rates by dollars, typically a ‘good’ conversion rate is seens as $3-5 

per conversion. But when you understand the algorithm, you can get conversions for as 

low as $0.01 per conversion - or even for free! That’s excellent financial stewardship!
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There are words you cannot use

It’s true. Words associated with giveaways, contest, asking for likes or shares, requesting 

tags, promoting special coupon discounts, failure to specify ads and affiliate posts and 

disclosures are frowned upon at Facebook.

Certain industries pay more to play

Healthcare and religion-based groups are highly regulated on Facebook. Some of that 

regulation comes out of government restrictions. Some comes out of Facebook's desire to 

not intrude on your personal health information by allowing ads to be shown to you that 

would harm you emotionally or psychologically. For those reasons, Facebook also is careful 

to review topics dealing with any type of bias.

Know what your readers want

Remember when you were asked for permission to be coached? Your readers need you to 

ask the same. What does that mean for you? When you’re building a building a brand, keep 

in mind that a large part of a successful platform is respect for the client. Calling out your 

physical, mental, emotional wounds in a room full of people would not make for a good 

therapy program. 

Your readers need to be honored. Your page should reflect the personality of your brand in 

a way that makes your readers look and feel good about themselves. This helps them share 

your content as it reflects positively on them.

Text on images is a no-no

Facebook will not typically approve an image that has more than 20% text overlay. They 

know that images convert best and they want you to succeed. However, they may still 

approve a text-heavy ad but your cost performance will suffer.

Play like a brand, don’t pay like a brand

Signaling Facebook that you are a brand means you’ll pay more to reach your audience. 

Keep your costs low by avoiding brand-like activities, including things like using hashtags.
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Always bring customers back to Facebook

Just like you don’t bring a boyfriend to dinner with a fiance, the same goes for business. 

You can call it business etiquette or ethics - but treat others, including Facebook, how you 

want to be treated. Don’t promote their competition on the site. Don’t bring guests to their 

party and then leave to go to someone else’s house party, meaning don’t bring readers to 

Facebook and then send them off to YouTube.

Bonus tip

If you’ve ever wondered how Facebook knows so much about you…You will find out when 

you start using the Facebook pixel just how much data you can collect on your visitors - 

including who visits, for how long, what actions they took and more. For now, it’s enough 

that you simply install the pixel on your site and begin collecting data for you to process 

once you’re ready to start running ads2 . 

FACEBOOK AD 
COMPONENTS
Audience

Three types of audiences exist in Facebook. Custom audiences, lookalike audiences and 

new or unaware audiences.

 1. Custom audiences are the most important. They may also be your smallest   

      audience but these are your hottest leads - people ho are most likely to    

      convert into byers of your idea, concept or product. Custom audiences are   

      based on your actual audience - your landing page and website visitors as    

      well as email subscribers. These are tracked via the Facebook pixel and the email   

      addresses uploaded directly to Facebook. These typically will convert right away 

      for any offer you have. These are bottom-of-the-funnel consumers.

 2. Lookalike audiences are those that are a copy of your current custom audience   

                      that Facebook helps you make based on your custom audience. 

2 You can run ads now but you’re cost per conversion may be significantly higher than it has to be, which is why it’s strongly 
recommended that you take the Facebook Page Strategies course first. Don’t forget to add the use of the Facebook pixel to 
your disclaimers page on your site.
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                      This audience mirrors your current buyers and subscribers and is more likely 

      to convert to the same. They’re new to you so they will probably need a middle-

      of-the-funnel offer, such as a lead magnet offering - that ‘free gift’ - as their first 

      step of interaction with you.

 3. New or unaware / unengaged audiences are cold to you on Facebook. They’ve   

                      never heard of you, your brand or your offer. These audiences are least likely to  

                      convert. A smaller ask of them is necessary, such as watching your promo video.   

                      The more this audience engages on your page - without ever giving you an email   

                      address or indicating to you that they’re there, the more Facebook will show   

      them your page posts. These are top-of-the-funnel consumers.

COLD 
(awareness)

WARM 
(engagement)

HOT 
(conversation)

Installing the Facebook pixel

Here is how you install pixel on your site. The screenshots are universal for both 

Wordpress and Squarespace until the last step for installation. If you’re on Wordpress, see 

the full tutorial below. If you’re on SquareSpace, read the exact steps here.

https://support.squarespace.com/hc/en-us/articles/115015760107-Using-Facebook-Pixel-with-Squarespace
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Step 1

Go to the help, or question mark, tab in the upper right-hand corner of your Facebook page 

and click on it.
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Step 2

Click on the ‘Manage Ads’ tab.
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Step 3

You will see a page with either your account listed. Click on the name of the campaign or 

page (the blacked-out marks to the left). If you’ve never set a page ad account up, you’ll 

have nothing on this page. 

Step 4

Go to the upper left-hand corner of the page and click ‘Ads Manager’

Step 5

Look for Assets in the 5th column from the left, second column from the right
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Step 6

Click on the ‘Pixels’ tab under ‘Assets’

Step 7

Click on the ‘Set up’ button on the upper right-hand corner of the page
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Step 8

You’ll have a pop-up with three options. The first option is for SquareSpace users. You 

can click on those instructions if you’re a Squarespace user or go directly to the page of 

instruction on the SquareSpace site. You can now skip to Step 12. If you’re a WordPress 

user, see Steps 9-11 below. 

Step 9

If you’re a WordPress user, you’ll click on the second option to manually install the code 

yourself. Be sure to have your WordPress site open to your Dashboard.

https://support.squarespace.com/hc/en-us/articles/115015760107-Using-Facebook-Pixel-with-Squarespace
https://support.squarespace.com/hc/en-us/articles/115015760107-Using-Facebook-Pixel-with-Squarespace
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Step 10

Scroll to the number 2 and copy the code there.
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Step 11

In your WordPress Dashboard, click on your theme settings. Scroll down to the box labeled 

‘Headers Scripts’. Paste your copied code there.

Step 12

Return to Facebook. You can see below that your pixel installation is complete, although 

you may need to refresh your screen. Your own data will now begin appearing on the 

screen (although this may take a few hours to populate the data for you).
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Facebook ad creation

Key components you need for a highly successful ad:

           Know your audience. Remember your who, what and how exercise from the                

           beginning? Apply it here. Daniel Wallock does a great job of this. He says, “Most  

           people create a ton of content around their What, which the product or service they   

           offer, but not a lot of content around their WHy or How. Using this method, you can 

           make sure your potential customers are demonstrating interest while also teaching 

           them Why you do What you did and How you do it. This method works because it allows 

											you	to	truly	build	a	relationship	before	selling.” [emphasis added]

           Optimize your headline for conversions: Your offer needs to be clear and in alignment 

           with your visual branding, imagery and relevant to your audience.

           Use stand-alone imagery: A picture is worth a thousand words - ever heard that? It’s 

           true. Since Facebook limits the amount of copywriting you can place on an ad, 

           choosing an image that shares your message clearly is an important component  of 

           your ad.

Setting up your Facebook ad

Facebook ads have three components: the ad campaign, the ad set and the ad itself. 

http://danielwallock.com
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Think of them in the order they’re listed:

The ad campaign is your overarching goal of the ad. This is where you set your goal in 

Facebook and tell Facebook what you want to happen next. 

           What do you want the readers to do? 

           What action do you want them to take?

           Who do you want to reach?

           Campaign types: customer acquisition, brand awareness, follower increase 

The ad set is where you find and target readers. These readers are typically grouped into 3 

categories: hot, warm and cold. Money, who sees it, what and when

 1. Hot audience: A direct solution to the demographic of your target audience is   

      key. Do not assume a general offer will fit a niche audience. Run multiple versions  

      of the same ad with tweaked copy to be demographic-specific.

 2. Warm audience: An offer that provides value for free or in the exchange for an   

                      email address is useful for this audience. Establish and deepen trust with     

                      your brand by demonstrating the quality and value your provide to your    

      relationships.

 3. Cold audience: A testimonial campaign about your brand, you, your service or   

      product is a great way to introduce yourself to a cold audience. You’re    

      showing them what they want (based on a pain point or pleasure want) and   

      using someone else’s words to recommend you to that person.

The ad is the actual imagery and text, the ad itself. This is what the Facebook audience will 

see and make a decision based on their interest in what you’ve shared. What does it look 

like? Where does it go? What text?

Types of ads campaigns

Awareness: creates the most awareness around your brand

Considerations: what type of action you want audience to take, such as clicking on an ad, 

watching videos, downloading an app, lead generation (e.g., gathering email addresses), etc.

Conversion: creates click-throughs for purchase
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There are many components of Facebook ads, including how to structure like campaigns, 

what types of ads to use, what types of CTAs to use. Ads can jumpstart your page when 

you have no audience if targeted correctly. The most important thing to remember when 

running Facebook ads is that engagement trumps conversions. Long-term relationships 

should be the goal of any business over conversions because relationships bring more 

followers and purchases over a lifetime.

Running your Facebook ad

One of the best explanations on targeting is by AdEspresso. You can read it here. Read it 

before you run your first ad! Then, go to the resource section for a step-by-step tutorial on 

how to set up your first Facebook ad!

https://adespresso.com/blog/guide-facebook-ads-interest-targeting-research-easy-advanced-methods-exposed/
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FOUNDATIONS OF 
CUSTOMER JOURNEY
People rarely buy on their own - they need your help. Things you need to have in place to 

build a solid business and growth machine:

           Hub and spoke

           Conversion rate optimization

           Marketing funnel

           The 5 ‘commandments’

Hub and spoke

           The hub is your website

           The spokes are everything you do online
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Marketing funnel

awareness

engagement

conversion

retention

promotion

Conversion rate optimization

The process of increasing the percent of visitors to do your desired behavior.
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5 entrepreneur commandments

Customer journey
           

           What’s the purpose

           Offer value

           The journey

Your sole purpose is to move them from current state to future state

Answer the following questions:

What will they get?

How will they be feeling?

Does their day-to-day change?

What about their status?
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Then:

           Offer value

           Get results

Value is all that matters.

Customer journey

Top-middle-bottom-Oz

1

2

3

4

5

Awareness: How do they know about you.

Engage: How do you get from a glance to a stare.

Subscriber: How do we get permission to follow up.

Convert: How do we get them to take some level of commitment.

Excite / Advocate / Promote: Repeat Buyers, Online Defenders, and Your 

Sales Force.
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TOP OF FUNNEL (TOFU)
The activities to get people to find out about your business, product, or service.

Goals of TOFU

           Build awareness

           Get more quality website traffic

How they’re measured

           Clicks / engagement

           Page visits

           Bounce rate

           Time on site

           Pages / session

           User growth

20 ways to grow traffic to TOFU

 1. Affiliate Marketing / Program

 2. Business Development

 3. Community Building

 4. Content Marketing

 5. Email Marketing 

 6. Engineering as Marketing

 7. Existing Platforms

 8. Offline Ads

 9. Offline Events 

 10. Partnerships / Influencers
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 11. PR

 12.Sales

 13. SEM

 14. SEO

 15. Social & Display Ads

 16. Social Media

 17. Speaking Engagements

 18. Targeting Blogs

 19. Trade Shows

 20. Viral Marketing

Digital marketing is always changing1

1 Source: As Is Media
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Content marketing

Create and promote relevant, valuable content to attract, acquire, and engage your target 

audience.

Types of content

           Quizzes / Polls

           Infographics

             GIFs

           Videos

           Long Form Content

           Short Form Content

           Thought Leader

           eBooks

           Podcasts

Sources for content marketing
           

           BuzzSumo

           Quora

           Amazon Reviews
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Headline tips and tools

Tips

           Spend 1/2 your time on it

           Use specific numbers

           Utilize a unique rationale

           Call for attention

           Headline Formula (PSB)

           Test, test, test

Tools

           Hemmingway

           Google Docs & sheets

           Cloud App

SEO

The process for getting your site to show up in a search result; the higher the better.

Google wants to give the searcher the most valuable content that they are searching for…

remember that!

Beginner best practices
 

           Site Map

           Google Webmaster Tools

           Keywords / Adwords

           Build Your Backlinks

           On-Page Focus

           Keywords
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           Facebook

           Your articles

           Others articles

           Updates

           Sales / promotions

           Engage / interact

           Instagram

           Behind the scenes

           Takeovers

           Q&As

           Offer tips / tricks

           Limited sales

           Events

           YouTube

           How-tos

           Customer support

           Behind she scenes

           Events

           Tips / tricks / knowledge

           Twitter

           Thoughts / opinions

           Your content

           Others’ content

           Live updates

           Engage / interact

           LinkedIn

           Knowledge / expertise

           Connections

           URL

           Meta Description

           Headlines

           Copy

           Links In Copy

           Images (Links, File Name, Alt)

           Videos (Links, File Name, Alt)

           Strong Word Content

           Optimized for Mobile

Social Media

The Big 5: Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter, LinkedIn

What to post
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How frequently you should post

Facebook

           5 - 10 times/week

           > 1, diminishing return

Instagram

           1 - 2x/day

           Moves relatively slower

Twitter

           More you post, more you get

           At least 5x/day, get up to 20x

LinkedIn

           Once per day

           No more than 20x/month

YouTube

           Consistency is the key

           Start once a month/week, shoot for 2x - 3x/week

Paid social ads: Facebook and Instagram

Plan First, Save Money Later

           Who is my audience?
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           How am I marketing to them?

           How do I measure success?

Ads / Content / Success
           

           Facebook / Instagram Ads

           Ad Content

           Measure Success

Ad content

           How am I targeting my audience?

           What is my hook?

           Why should they act now?

           Free Download

           Discount

           Free Product

           eBook

           Create an emotion

           Hit a pain point

Measure success

Frequency

           No more than 3 - 5x in 30 days

Relevance Score

           Ranges 0 - 10

           Shoot for 7
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Click Through Rate (CTC) and Cost Per Click (CPC)

           CTR >>> 1%, ideally 2%

           CPC >>> less than $1, industry specific

           Desired result

Email marketing

The lifeline to your business.

Partnerships & influencers - Put your business on fast path to success

MIDDLE OF THE FUNNEL 
(MOFU)
Answering what’s the next thing you want someone to do once they get to your site.

Goals of MOFU

           Create an account

           Watch a video

           Subscribe to your email list

           Purchase Tripwire

           Sign up for demo / free trial

How they’re measured

           Account Growth

           Video Views

           Email List Size Growth

           Email Opt-in rate
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           7% great, 2 - 3 % average

           Tripwire Conversion Rate

           Lead Growth Rate

Content for MOFU

           Webinars

           Content upgrades

           Mini courses

           Demos

           Free trials

           Private communities

Delivery

           Landing Pages

           Email Forms

           Email Nurturing

           Re-Marketing

Webinars

An educational, informative, or instructional presentation that is made available online, 

usually as either video or audio with slides.

Best practices

           Host Tuesday - Thursday

           Monday - too busy

           Friday - TGIF

           Promotion
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           Landing page

           Run ads

           PR 

           Email list

           Provide time for Q&A

           Invite guest speaker

           Conduct polls / quizzes 

           Create 30 sec - 1 min video

           Write a blog post

           Guest blog post

Content upgrades

A piece of content that adds additional value that you offer in exchange for user 

information like an email, phone, or other data.

Best practices

           Gate with email / FB lead forms

           Simple, relevant, easy to consume

Ask the following questions

           What do my customers need before me?

           What do they need after me?

           How can I help them take the first step?

           What’s their biggest challenge?

           How can I make the content easier to digest?

           What are important details or steps?

           What are others doing?
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Examples

           Cheat Sheet

           Checklist 

           List of resources

           Transcript from video or podcast

           Video or Audio Recording

           Quick start guide

           Full guide

           Report / whitepaper

           Printable handout / assignments / worksheets

           Exclusive interviews

           Case studies

           Create a bigger list

           Mini e-book

           Challenge

           Templates

           Formulas / scripts

           Free trial / teaser

           Free course

           Swipe file

One simple framework

 1. Find most visited page on your site

 2. Identify types of resources that would make this content better

 3. Create the resource

 4. Make it available on your site

 5. Get more email subscribers
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Mini course

A short course geared to educate your audience on a specific area of a topic, that is related

to your product or service.

Demos

Where you demonstrate your product to potential customers, with the goal to get them to

purchase. 

Best practices

           Landing page with opt-in

           Confirm demo 

           Plan demo ahead & ask pre-call questions

           Client and benefit-focused

           Set an agenda

           Summarize past conversations

           Give the personalized tour

           Address all questions ASAP

           You set expectations for next step

Free Trial / Risk-Free Offer
Landing Page >>> Educate your visitor on the value they get without the risk.

Private community

Designed to bring people together around specific topics, issues, and shared values

Custom community

           Membership area

           Forum
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Leveraged platform

           Facebook Group

           LinkedIn Group

           Slack

MOFU tips

           Landing pages

           Email forms

           Email nurturing

           Remarketing 

Landing pages

A web page that only has one call-to-action and no distractions.

Best practices

           Use software (ClickFunnels)

           Remove all friction points and distractions

Design and content should

           Solve a problem 

           Answer their questions 

           Teach them how to use your product

Landing page checklist

           State the main benefit for the user, use “You”

           Hero image/video to show off your product or service

           Social proof
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           List secondary benefits and top features

           Clear Call-to-Action (CTA)

Email opt-in forms

Forms used by your visitors to unlock content upgrades or sign up for your list/event.

Forms

           Offer is key

           Timed based (5 - 45 seconds)

           Global exit intent

           Abandonment 

           Cart

           Registration

           Pre-sale / out-of-stock

           Popular pages (top, middle, bottom)

What

           Early Access

           Giveaway

           VIP Perks

           Discount

           Content Upgrade

           Inside Information
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MOFU email nurturing

           Keep it personable

           Welcome Email

            Indoctrination

            Each email should push toward your next goal

            Stepping stone across the lake

           Transactional Email

            Something personal happens that would bring them back to your site.

            Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.

Remarketing

Allows you to show targeted ads in front of a defined audience that had previously visited 

your website as they browse other sites.

Where

Facebook >>> Facebook

Google Adwords >>> Google Ad Network

Types

           Abandoned Cart

           Watched Video

           Viewed Product

           Past Purchase
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BOTTOM OF THE 
FUNNEL (BOFU)
Get conversions / Obtain your intended desired result 

Goals

           Get more conversions

           Repeat buyers

           Increased lifetime value

           Lower cart abandonment rates

How they’re measured

           Average order value

           Revenue / visit

           SKUs sold

           Abandoned cart %

           Overall conversion rate %

BOFU levers

           Limited Time Offers

           Bundles

           Up-Sells 

           Down-Sells

           Pre-Sales

           Product Launches

           Referral Marketing
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           Affiliate Marketing

           Abandoned Cart Emails

Limited time offers (LTO)

Special available for a clearly defined short period of time, leveraging scarcity and urgency. 

Bundles

Package or set of goods/services (yours and partners) for a lower price than they would be 

if bought separately. 

Upsells

Offering another product/service to someone already purchasing. 

Downsells

Offering another one-time offer (cheaper, less commitment) to someone who turned down 

an up-sell offer.

Pre-sales

Selling a product / service (usually at a discount) before it’s available to deliver. 

Product launch

Strategy consisting of a carefully planned and scheduled sequence of events with a goal to 

make a big happening out of the release and of course make as many sales as possible in a 

short time span

Referral marketing

Turn customers into your marketers -> word of mouth (WoM) -> viral marketing
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Affiliate marketing

Partner with someone with a similar audience to promote your product/service for a 

commission. 

Abandoned cart emails

Emails sent to a visitor who started the checkout process but didn’t finish. 

Best practices

           3 Emails

           1 - 6 hours

           24 hours

           3 - 5 days

           Offer Something

           Display product image & price

           Personalize 

           Use scarcity and urgency
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MARRIED.. .
WITH 
BUSINESS 
Counselors say that most marriages dissolve for 

3 reasons: finances, communication and unmet 

expectations - not unlike the dissolution of a business.

This is a section of the program was almost excluded. 

But when you are married, whether you’re partners in 

business or not, marriage has everything to do with your 

business and business has	everything to do with your 

marriage. Most challenges and wins come simultaneously 

between the two.

There is something about entrepreneurship that brings 

things in marriage to the surface more quickly - if you’re 

willing to let it1 .

This world, full of comparisons, will tell you constantly 

that you should be happy. You should be made happy. 

That how your spouse looks or caters to you helps define 

that happiness.

Happiness is a choice - including in your marriage. And - 

your vision becomes filled with whatever it is you focus 

on.

That’s not to say that you shouldn’t take care of yourself 

and your health and your appearance, but these are 

secondary to how you nurture the marriage. By now you 

should know that relationships and servanthood will do 

more for your success than anything else. 

1 The principle of multiplication: when you learn from my life mistakes and wins 
and apply them to your own to shortcut the learning time.

https://www.inspiremore.com/husband-wanted-a-divorce-but-he-didnt-realize-his-wife-had-an-even-more-important-request/
https://www.inspiremore.com/husband-wanted-a-divorce-but-he-didnt-realize-his-wife-had-an-even-more-important-request/
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THE M WORD
When you begin a life together there are so many areas you should discuss and many you 

don’t even know are a thing to discuss - like how toilet paper should be rolled or toothpaste 

should be squeezed.

But finances are something you should always discuss. 

Sadly most divorces occur over Money.

But before money is the lack of communication about money.

That’s right. 

Poor	communication	is	the	number	one	source	of	divorce	according	to	relationship	experts.

Consider these top 10 reasons people get divorced2  - the same principles apply to your 

business.

If you’re married, divorced or remarried, consider your current stress factors. Do any 

of them involve finances? What someone is spending or unwilling to spend money on? If 

you’re divorced, what were some of the factors were in your decision to get divorced? 

DON’T GAMBLE
Remember the story of the couple who lost everything, including the husband’s life, over a 

hidden gambling habit in hers? This type of money-related tragedy happens all too often, 

only the outcomes aren’t always as violent or obvious. But the effects are the same - and 

you should want better than that! 

Most fear surrounding the topics that affect marriages, such as money, is based on a lie. 

Common lies surrounding fear:

2 This is a further analysis of the top 2 reasons cited by clinical counselors and licensed therapists, well-documented in 
literature.

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/yourtango/10-most-common-reasons-people-divorce_b_8086312.html
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3 Read the words as you listen.

•   They’ll never forgive you.

•   You’ll never be free (of debt, family patterns, bad decisions).

•   You don’t have what it takes.

•   You can’t recover from this.

•   You’re not worthy / beautiful / enough.

•   If they only knew...

Fear is a liar3 !

Even if you’re like the woman who gambled everything away, communication can fix a lot of 

issues. And if you’re the one who’s been cheated, communication can help you too.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
REQUIRES A DIFFERENT 
CONVERSATION
Regardless if you’re partners in life or business or both, entrepreneurship generates a 

different conversation around income. 

Consider this scenario:

 You’re a saver. You’re spouse is a spender. Your spouse can see the tens of thousands of  
 dollars sitting in your business account. Their perspective is that you have thousands of  
 dollars at your disposal while they live on a budget of several thousand a month. 

If you do not address how you both view money and its purposes, you can end up with 

resentment between the two of you because you think your spouse just likes to spend 

money and doesn't understand business and they may think you’re just cheap and selfish.

It may sound funny - but it’s quite the opposite.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1srs1YoTVzs
https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
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IT ’S NOT WHAT YOU 
MAKE
If it’s not what you make, is it what you spend or what you save?

How you deal with finances in your personal life affects how you deal with them in your 

professional life; dealing with finances in your marriage is no different. Sometimes it's 

just the time of the day, emotions tied to finances from your childhood or the way you say 

something that varies and can cause confusion in the communication.

It takes both of you to address finances. Use these questions, with a copy for each of you, 

to begin talking about financial stewardship in your marriage:

How did you grow up? How were finances discussed in your home?  
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Was money plenty or little?  

Was money a topic of fighting? 

How did money shape your perspective of love? 
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Does money shape your perspective of value? Is it one of your love languages?  

Do you believe in a budget? Do you stick to the budget?  

Who sets the budget? 

https://amzn.to/2L0Ekzy
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How will you determine the money you ‘pay’ yourself and your 

spouse each month or week or biweekly? 

What are your spending habits? 

Do you check in with one another on what you’re buying? 
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Do you know your long-term financial goals for the business? 

As a couple? For your family? For your rich lifestyle? For your retirement? 

How does money work with your business, family, holiday times? 

Who makes decisions on what to spend on the kids for gifts / sports / holidays / birthday parties, 

etc.? What do you think is okay for spending on your kid’s birthday? On their friend’s birthday?  
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Is this sustainable? Why or why not? 

Will your spouse have access to business account? 

Have you read ProfitFirst?  

Don’t let small things affect your marriage. Set goals together and communicate about them 

frequently, regularly and with one of you naked in the bathtub (don’t ask - it just helps).

https://amzn.to/2JgSQGq
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DEALING WITH 
THE BIG STUFF 
(ESPECIALLY WHEN 
IT’S ALL BIG STUFF)
How you deal with finances is just one area where marriage and business intersect.

Hurt feelings, betrayals, abuse or infidelity - these areas cannot simply be ‘talked away’ 

but require safety and counseling, at a minimum. If you’ve experienced these in the past or 

now, everything you’ve worked toward is meaningless if it means you’re hurting someone 

or you’ve been hurt. 

This is more than a foundational issue - it’s a core component of everything you do and are.

•   If you need someone to talk to about these things, do it now. Don’t wait. 

•   If you’re not safe, you need to get help immediately.

•   If you need professional counseling, get started right away.

Betrayal of trust can happen when we’re small, through let-downs and hurts or through 

physical or sexual or emotional abuse. You may not have dealt with these things in a 

majorly impactful way - but has your spouse? Take the time right now to ask them.

https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
http://www.thehotline.org
http://bcppc.net
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DEALING WITH THE 
SMALL STUFF 
Someone once said, “it’s all small stuff.” The sentiment was that nothing is a big deal in the 

grand scheme of things and to take life and it’s frustrations with more ease. But it’s the 

small things (again, like the toilet tissue - no issues here, I’m just sayin’) that can spoil the 

marriage more quickly than really big life events.

Hopefully you’ll never have a child in the ICU or a parent with cancer, but what about the 

spouse who never reaches for you or never encourages you?

Take the time to define together what staying connected looks like for each of you & then 

work to create a plan that addresses both of your needs.

Define the following in descriptive words and specific examples along with time frames:

What defines quality time for me?   
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What does quality time look like for my spouse?  

What are we committed to in our marriage?   

What are we working toward together?   
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What is my ideal schedule4 ? How does my spouse define our ideal schedule?  

What does intimacy look like for me? For my spouse? Date nights5 ? Romance?  

4 Think: coffee together in the morning, not vacations to the Canary Islands.
5 Chip & Joanna Gaines, of the HGTV Fixer Upper series, state they’ve never missed a date night once a week in marriage. It’s 
their sacred time. Ours is either when kids are at school or around a firepit once they’re in bed.
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PERKS OF 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Stop doing it the wrong way!

Marriage in entrepreneurship has many perks. This includes when you’re physically inti-

mate, when you have date ‘nights’ and when you have quality family time.

Areas to consider rearranging as an entrepreneur for maximum benefit:

•   Time for sex (assuming you’re mature enough for this conversation, sex does not have   

       to happen in the dark or on the weekends; when kids are at school is also a great time). 

•   Time for dates (lunch dates taste as good as dinner dates and may be tax deductible)

•   Work space (separate spaces)

•   Agenda meetings (over coffee in the morning)

•   Flexible work hours (think: around ballet recitals and soccer games)

Don’t forget while you’re busy running your new empire who it is that supports you the 

most. Don’t schedule life around your business but business around your life. Place these 

‘appointments’ on your calendar - and DO NOT take phone calls during them!
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DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF DRAMA
If you’ve ever seen a family business portrayed on screen (such as My Big Fat Greek 

Wedding) or any episode of ‘The Profit’ with Marcus Lemonis, then you know how much of 

business is influenced by family relationships or friendships gone bad - 100% of them.

Family drama doesn’t have to come from working with another family member. Other 

common areas of drama can include:

 Manipulation - helping others who can’t (or won’t) help themselves. For example,   

 as your business skill sets grow, friends and family may ask you to make them a   

 website or coach them - for FREE. Only you can evaluate what you’ll do to    

 support a family member - but remember that if you do it for one cousin, you’ll 

 probably be expected to do it for all of them. And the work goes beyond making   

 their website - now you’ve got to teach them to maintain it. And if they don’t 

 maintain it, either you’ve got to do so or you could get blamed for it not working.

 Finances - providing for those who can’t (or won’t) provide for themselves. NOT   

 that it would ever be so simple or straightforward. There’s usually a legitimate   
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 reason to start the asking: the car broke down, they were fired, your niece    

 or nephew is sick, etc.

 Family dynamics - peacemaker or scapegoat, rescuer or troublemaker. If any of   

 these have ever been applied to you, then you know how it is to be classified   

 and labeled by your family. These often carry over into expectations for business. 

         Rescuer - the achiever who makes everyone happy, always has a solution, a   

  good job, is successful in their endeavors. >>> Your business should help 

  everyone in the family.

         Peacemaker - the one who soothes and calms and often provides the   

  solution for an everyone wins situation. >>> Your business should provide   

  for anyone in the family who needs a job - even if they’re not qualified or   

  doing the work for which they’re ‘hired.’

         Scapegoat - the one who gets blamed for everything. >>> Your business is   

  the reason why your cousin’s been out of job for 3 years.

         Troublemaker - the one who brings the drama. >>> Your business is too   

  much work, never makes enough, doesn’t help your family out.

Authority. Knowing your authority (who you answer to) & Knowing your authority. It’s 

important to remember who you owe an answer to and who you do not owe an answer to 

- this includes your family members who would try to force you into making decisions for 

your own business.

FAMILY DRAMA
The risks of working with family or friends is the same as working with any other business - 

except you run the risk of losing relationship as well.

One of the better summaries on family working for family is this article from Entrepreneur 

magazine. The list of the challenges to be navigated in family relationships is excellent. 

However, the chance is much higher of losing friendships over business because family is 

family; most families usually find a way to work through troubles.

Hiring and working with friends can cause a sour relationship that can prove hard to recov-

er from as well. Consider the following danger zones:

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/296592
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/296592
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/296592
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 •   Work ethic - A lack of shared work ethic, investment of time or resources or   

        value clients the same.

 •   Client loss - The view of the client as customer and not a long-term relationship   

        to be nurtured, leading to financial loss.

 •   Lack of investment / care - Lack of buy-in to the process or the outcomes.

 •   Client theft - Competition and breaking of relationship due to perception that   

             more money should remain in their own pocket, they could do the job you’re     

       doing or that it’s not the exact same because they’re just doing the work on the 

       side with clients they already had.

Strong policies and contracts regarding non-compete, non-circumvent and non-disclosure 

that are enforced will prohibit much of these ‘danger-zone’ activities.

All these lower your business brand. Add the intangible and quantifiable damage to your 

bottom line plus a loss in relationship and you’ve got a recipe for hard feelings.

Hard feelings = stuck in business and relationships >>> hindering unforgiveness.

The do’s of hiring family and friends

Below are some guidelines for decision-making regarding family hires and partnerships:

How will conflicts be handled? 
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Who will facilitate handling the conflict? 

Will a third party be a necessary precaution to conflict resolution? 

Can family be involved in the conflict? How will their involvement be regulated?  
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What can and cannot be discussed with family outside of work? 

Is anything protected as a trade secret? 

Does family relationship trump business policy? 

Will certain interventions be mandated (such as working with a counselor)? 
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What have you two (or three, etc.) had conflict regarding the past? 

Will finances be disclosed?  

Are you to be equally partnered? If so, what will be your roles? Make a list of all the 

responsibilities that need to be handled and then write out distinct parts for each role so that no 

two areas overlap
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Suggested policy additions when working with family

Protect the relationship first. By setting policies / procedures & guidelines, reviewing them 

together and signing them will provide direction and a process for evaluation should con-

flict arise.

Define terms1 

Terms should be clearly defined as to not cause misinterpretation of the scope of policy. 

Terms can include words like:

     •  Relative. Is relative defined by blood relationship? Marriage? 

     •  Relationship. Does this include domestic partnership? If married, can they work

            together? Must they be transferred? 

Sample policies2 

“The employment of relatives in the same area of an organization may cause serious con-

flicts and problems with favoritism and employee morale. In addition to claims of partiality 

in treatment at work, personal conflicts from outside the work environment can be carried 

into day-to-day working relationships.”

1 A great example of terms and their implications in a working business can be found here.
2 The following sample policies were excerpted from The Book of Company Policies, published by HR Specialist, © 2007.

https://case.edu/finadmin/humres/policies/standards/relationships.html
https://www.thehrspecialist.com/3845/sample-policy-employment-of-relatives
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“For the purposes of this policy, a relative is any person who is related by blood or mar-

riage, or whose relationship with the employee is similar to that of persons who are related 

by blood or marriage.”

“Relatives of persons currently employed by XYZ may be hired only if they will not be 

working directly for or supervising a relative. XYZ employees cannot be transferred into 

such a reporting relationship.”

“If the relative relationship is established after employment, the individuals concerned 

will decide who is to be transferred. If that decision is not made within 30 calendar days, 

management will decide.”

“In other cases where a conflict or the potential for conflict arises, even if there is no super-

visory relationship involved, the parties may be separated by reassignment or terminated 

from employment.”
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SKILLS CAN BE 
TAUGHT
Cheaters and copycats not only cause financial loss but 

can damage your relationships, your brand and your 

reputation. 

How do you avoid getting cheated? There is no magic 

solution to avoid getting cheated but evaluating new 

hires for character first is a good start. Skills can be 

taught, character cannot.

Solid hiring practices, enforceable legal agreements 

and standardized onboarding processes can help stop 

theft in your business. When people know they’ll be held 

accountable, the increased imbalance in the risk-to-

reward ratio creates a pause before action. This pause 

helps protect the business.

DEALING WITH 
COPYCATS
While imitation may be the sincerest form of flattery, 

it’s also stealing. The question should not be the intent 

of the copycat because (a) intent is hard to prove and 

(b) intent does not negate impact. Instead imitation of 

your work should be evaluated in quantifiable terms, 

including changes in sales numbers, traffic counts and 

collaborations.
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Karma is real

The following is an excerpt of dialogue in a private forum between thought leaders in the 

SEO1  industry regarding a copycat. A newcomer to the space was doing very well, had 

quickly risen to a very high position in the industry, due in large part to these thought lead-

ers teaching and mentorship and the newcomer’s own brilliance. 

However, what soon became clear was that the newcomer had no regard for ethics, a very 

liberal interpretation of copying and a poor response to accountability. 

TL: Thought Leader

 TL1: I have a “fan” who suddenly ‘teaches’ about my exact program title. Every time   

 I turn around, this person is popping up on threads where people ask me questions   

 about SEO...This person has ripped off some of my colleagues before. If they enroll,   

 is it unethical for me to immediately refund their money and kick them out?  

 TL2: I don't think you need to worry about ethics - they certainly aren't. They   

 operate under the "don't ask for permission, ask for forgiveness" philosophy & the   

 whole clueless act is up.

 TL3: Yep - we just booted them from our affiliate programs after they created pin   

 templates (that are VERY similar to ours in product design/delivery), which    

 they gave to their list for free and plan on selling soon.

 TL2: This is the [same] one who ripped off [NAME WITHHELD] and [NAME WITH  

 HELD] too!

 TL4: I know; it makes no sense what they’re doing. Their lack of authenticity is mind  

 boggling. I figure it comes down to this - they don't care how they make money as   

 long as they do. And we all know that way is the quickest way to eventually failing.

 TL5: Your direct talk with no BS is part of your appeal with your brand. I think   

 you're doing them a huge favor if you just lay it out there. Plus, they legitimately  

1 Search Engine Optimization
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 may not realize that simply taking your style & changing out words & colors is still   

 plagiarism. However, I understand that we see so much out there that things can   

 start to run together & people may not realize what they think is original    

 was informed by someone else in a strong way....BUT STILL...BE ORIGINAL!

  Response of ‘FAN’:
  We can't OWN anything on the internet.

  I'm not talking about copies of books or courses or even printables. 

  I'm talking about general ideas. Colors, fonts, pins, words, etc. 

  If I got mad at everyone who mixed cursive fonts and block fonts [because   

  I do it], I'd be reporting [people] all day instead of growing my [business]!   

   What about the first person who started using marble and gold colors 

  together? They can't own that combination and then be mad anytime

   someone uses it. 

  Of course there's a time and a place for being mad! Copying is NOT – I re  

  peat, NOT – ok! 

  But we can't own the kinds of freebies we have (the CONTENT we own,

   but not the KIND). 

This individual was eventually removed from 3 (& counting) influencer programs and was 

caught bad mouthing their own business partners and uplines, all while professing inno-

cence and stating they were not aware of rules surrounding plagiarism and the ethics of 

ownership.

An ounce of prevention

Simple strategies to prevent copycats from copying you and selling your content online 

(yes - this really does happen) include:

 •   Copyright your content and notify users you have done this

 •   Require signed consents for access

 •   Review access usage

 •   Monitor the internet by setting up a simple ‘Google Alert’ for keywords or your   

        name

 •   Notify offenders immediately with take-down notices (a requirement for TMs   

        and DMCA)

https://www.google.com/alerts
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REVIEW YOUR LEGAL 
STRUCTURE
One of the best ways to prohibit theft in your business - of money, ideas or products - is 

to communicate how you do and will protect what is yours. Through your processes and 

systems, legal work and leadership you are demonstrating how and what you will do to 

protect your property and pursue legal retribution if any of the terms are violated.

This list is not exhaustive. Your business may need additional agreements, depending on 

its nature, such as leases, equipment rental agreements, indemnity clauses, stock option 

agreements, sales-related contracts, partnership agreements and more. 

Which of these contracts do you have or need?

Operating agreement

Intellectual property agreement

Trial hire agreement

Independent contractor agreement

New hire agreement

Confidentiality agreement / Non-disclosure agreement

Non-compete agreement

Non-circumvent agreement

Invention assignment or patent agreements

Service contract

Sales contract

Website agreements, including

Terms of use

Privacy policy (that is GDPR2 compliant)

Disclosure policy

2 The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (EU) 2016/679 is a regulation in EU law on data protection and privacy for 
all individuals within the European Union. It addresses the export of personal data outside the EU.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Data_Protection_Regulation
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3 The Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA") of 1998 governs copyright infringement in the digital environment and 
helps protect owners protect their copyright and online service providers support in compliance. 
4 As more individuals become Virtual Assistants (VAs) and similar type service providers, more are bringing their own 
contracts to the process to protect their business, work and rights. These agreements and intents spelled out in the 
agreements may be different from yours. Determine with your lawyer how such situations will be addressed.
5 These are common sources of contention between the company and the contractor or employee. This list of policies is not 
exhaustive.
6 Some organizations require that candidates be identified only as either “Eligible for Hire / Rehire” or “Ineligible for Hire / 
Rehire”

DMCA3  policy

Termination agreement

Trademark filings

Copyright displays

Failure to perform

Compliance

Disciplinary

Device use

Termination

Work hours

Production standards

Information security

Conduct

Substance abuse

Attendance

Time off

Important items to consider in your review:

Is the hire an employee, contractor or sub-contractor?

Who retains ownership of the contracted work4 ?

Do you require background checks? If so, how extensive and what will you do with the 

information?

Will you actually check references? Will you disclose the reviews?

What do your policies5 state regarding 

What the law in your state says about how references are provided / stated6

https://dmca.harvard.edu/pages/overview
https://www.bloglegally.com/copyright-infringement-or-work-for-hire/
https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/free-books/employee-rights-book/chapter9-6.html
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Onboarding & off-boarding processes

Before you hire or terminate the role of someone in your organization, clear documenta-

tion that they knew your policies and procedures and you’ve adhered to them is crucial.

Documentation of your onboarding process and implementing technology may not be a 

legal requirement but the automation process does

 •   Offer verification done by a third party that the individual received and ac  

                        knowledged your policies, procedures and guidelines and

 •   Document your process and system so that it’s consistent in language and order   

       of signature so that the likelihood of missteps is minimized.

Elements of an automated onboarding process:

 •   Background check submission

 •   Training videos with tests or quizzes for verification of learning

 •   Legal forms and document signatures

 •   Acknowledgement of policies, procedures and guidelines

 •   Federal and state verification and documentation (e.g., W-4, W-9 or 1099; state   

        reports, New Hire reporting)
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Elements to avoid when handling conflict:

 •   Avoid termination in the midst of an argument

 •   Avoid poor or miscommunication; discuss the problem prior to termination

 •   Avoid termination without (reasonable) warning

 •   Avoid bypassing written policies and procedures

 •   Avoid devaluing a complaint

Elements of an automated off-boarding process:

 •   Provide notice of termination to state / federal agencies

 •   Make all deadlines for filing claims or responses

 •   Follow-up on pending claims

 •   Use standardized, neutral language for termination

 •   Provide clear documentation of why termination happened, warnings issued   

        and supporting eye witness testimonies in the own words of the witness
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YOU WILL NEVER 
BE ‘ENOUGH’
Isn’t that what our shame-based society tells us every single day? 

On social media:

 •   Look ‘insta-perfect’ 

 •   Create the ‘perfect pin’

In magazines:

 •   Get better abs

 •   Grab their attention with this look

The truth is you’ll never be

 •   Tall enough

 •   Rich enough

 •   Fast enough

 •   Strong enough

 •   Small enough

 •   Fit enough
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 •   Happy…

ENOUGH!

You will never be these things because they’re all based on others’ opinions of you. They’re 

all completely subjective. YOU have to define what is ‘enough’ for your rich life.

DON'T COMPARE YOUR 
REAL LIFE TO SOMEONE 

ELSE'S CONTROLLED ONLINE 
CONTENT.

APPLICATION TO 
BUSINESS
When you can identify how marketing today is based on shame or manipulation tactics, it’s 

easier to make good decisions for your business. 

You can more easily discern when someone is trying to intimidate you, prey on your self-

esteem, lie about where worth is found and more.

When you can recognize HOW people rob you, 
you’ll be on guard when you see their tactics of manipulation.
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What manipulation looks like in business

While having someone physically steal from your business can happen - through stealing 

clients, damaging your reputation or actual financial theft - most theft occurs through 

manipulation of your emotion.

 •   Fear - the fear of missing out (on a great deal, on exposure, on having what your   

        competition has)

 •   Greed - the desire to get rich quick

 •   Jealousy / Envy - to have what the seller is portraying of what they have - with  

        out the hard work

 •   Excitement - the urgency to grab an offer while ignoring nagging doubt

Talented marketers understand that by identifying your biggest felt need, they can use that 

to their advantage instead of simply helping you solve your problem. Two fatal flaws in 

your own process occur when you encounter this type of marketing:

 1.  How you feel may not be an accurate reflection of the source of your problem

 2.  Feelings often don’t reflect reality

NO ONE HAS EVER 
DISLIKED A CONMAN 
Learn to look out for people who can sell themselves, their accomplishments, their story. 

The fundamental problem with this approach is that if they’re successful - it’s at selling who 

they are or what they’ve done. It has nothing to do with you. 

Common examples of manipulation in sales tactics:

Lack of verification - lying, exaggeration, fact manipulation and delay or hindering of 

fact-finding before a deadline
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Emotional manipulation - the feeling of pressure, stress, excitement, fear based on the 

emotional storytelling or the salesperson’s knowledge about you and your situation1.  

These situations can include criticism or ridicule (particularly through sarcasm), dis-

couragement, a lack of response or passive-aggressive responses.

Shock and awe - an unexpected and negative experience to create fear and achieve 

the sale or additional concessions (especially in contractual offer situations)

Social proof testimonials of others they’ve helped2  - bombardment with statistical data 

and experiential, emotional or financial information that overwhelms, creates fear 

and / or shame, establishes ‘superiority’ and triggers comparison 

Raised prices - due to ‘high demand’ otherwise not validated

Limited time offers or high-pressure deadlines - limiting time required for decision-mak-

ing

1 The internet and technology have made research on an individual ridiculously easy. Too often people give away their 
routines, habits, favorite foods or hangout spots. Internet crawlers and pixels track the websites visited, how long you stayed, 
where you ‘checked in’ or where you ate and more.
People post pictures of their kids high schools, elementary schools, after-school activities - to public access and on social 
sharing sites that sell their data to third parties.
These technologies and your own browsing habits make understanding your habits and desires as a buyer much easier for 
marketers. They can target you based on your income level and income needs, current family situation, the activities your 
children are involved in and more.
This knowledge makes manipulation of your emotions much easier. 
2 Social proof is necessary but read carefully what they’re ‘proving’ in the testimonial.

WHEN YOU’RE 
OUT-MARKETED
A common struggle in today’s world is dealing with those who do not have a better product 

than you but they understand technology and (digital) marketing principles. It’s easy to get 

sucked in to comparing yourself. 

Don’t be intimidated by competitors who sell well. These individuals do not represent your 

competition. Lack of character, a poor or ill-planned quality product and failure to invest in 

others will circumvent their success. Stay focused on your own lane.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/not-just-facebook-even-twitter-sold-data-to-cambridge-analytica/articleshow/63968613.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/not-just-facebook-even-twitter-sold-data-to-cambridge-analytica/articleshow/63968613.cms
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YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
Recognize: Identify the emotions you’re experiencing separate from the excitement of the 

opportunity.

Research: Do your homework on the product or opportunity and the individual promoting 

it, for both competitors and sellers of products you’re interested in. Look up social media 

reviews, social media numbers, website traffic, etc. This person can sell but will they 

deliver?

Respond: Don’t react. Choose to learn more or to delete. However, once you’ve recognized 

a conman at their game, unsubscribe quickly.

GUIDELINES FOR 
DECISION-MAKING
Decision-making, despite our best efforts toward the rational, is based on emotion and not 

reason or logic. This means that regardless of your use of facts and reasoning in decision-

making, you will lose out to your own emotions (or ‘gut instinct’) and fail to convince 

potential collaborators if their own emotional reaction is opposed to your presentation. 

You must understand how to overcome this barrier in order to be successful. A systematic 

approach	to	decision-making	will	produce	more	accurate	outcomes. Use this checklist to 

evaluate potential purchases, partnership agreements, hiring best-practices and other 

business deals.

https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/releases/psp-pspi0000063.pdf
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3 The Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA") of 1998 governs copyright infringement in the digital environment and 
helps protect owners protect their copyright and online service providers support in compliance. 
4 As more individuals become Virtual Assistants (VAs) and similar type service providers, more are bringing their own 
contracts to the process to protect their business, work and rights. These agreements and intents spelled out in the 
agreements may be different from yours. Determine with your lawyer how such situations will be addressed.
5 These are common sources of contention between the company and the contractor or employee. This list of policies is not 
exhaustive.
6 Some organizations require that candidates be identified only as either “Eligible for Hire / Rehire” or “Ineligible for Hire / 
Rehire”

Rules of thumb

Framework for decision-making

Anxiety / Fear. Creates cloudiness in decision-making. Can lead to biased 

assumptions.

Depression / Sadness. Reduces drive, allows for acceptance of ‘less’ in money and 

terms, contributes to low goals. These factors lead to further depression because they 

worsen the situation in quantifiable terms (such as money and ROI).

Excitement / Adrenaline. Stimulants, alcohol and emotional triggers can contribute to 

an overestimation of ability. Risk is higher when this emotion is involved. Can lead to 

reckless decision-making based on unfounded assumptions.

Anger / Embarrassment.  Rash and unreasonable decision-making, can be caused by a 

false sense of justice or an attitude of self-righteousness, including over-simplification 

of a scenario as right / wrong. 

Happiness / Hopeful. Generalizations that come from mood and applied errantly to 

other situations and people. Can lead to inaccurate assumptions of future returns or 

outcomes.

Reaction / Response. Quick decisions often made out of emotion vs. rationale, leading 

to justification of emotional decision-making with reason / justification.

Self-awareness. Know your own pain points, needs and goals. Write them out and 

evaluate each sales pitch against these identified needs. Especially helpful if your 

personality is prone to impulse purchases or patterns of addictive behavior.

Counsel. Have trusted counsel or accountability partners. 

People tend to revert to an overgeneralization when emotional in order to simplify their 

decision-making. Consider these common emotional responses when making a decision:

http://dmca.harvard.edu/pages/overview
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Time. Give yourself time and space from the pressure of decision-making.

Homework! Interview references and do background checks on potential hires and 

partners.

Listen. Listen to your own responses, your heart rate, your emotions.

Document. Responses, emotions, initial impressions, takeaways, actual figures.

Exit Strategy. Don’t make a partnership or purchase a lifetime seal. Give yourself an 

evaluation and testing period.

Ask:

What do I know about this person / opportunity?   

Is this purchase / hire / collaboration a need or a want? 
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Does this fit / support the business goals? How?  

Does this fit within the business framework?  

What does my trusted counsel say?  
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Can I walk away? Why or why not?  

What is the cost financially?  

What is the anticipated investment of time, management, emotions?  
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Self-Reflection

Running your own race and staying in your own lane requires self-awareness. If you think 

the newest marketing guru is your income solution because of the numbers they’re post-

ing, stop and ask why you feel so desperate to grab one of their limited spots? When you 

know your story, your strengths and have good counsel, you’re less likely to fall for some-

one else’s comeback / rags-to-riches / high-figured numbers.

What does ‘being enough’ look like to you? 

What about the balance between your ‘enough’ and your 

desire to be competitive and to grow / achieve? 
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When can comparisons be healthy or motivating? 

What talking points are you vulnerable to in a sales pitch3 ? 

3 Example: If you struggle with a poverty mentality, the latest ‘get-rich-quick-passive-income’ sales pitches may be your 
kryptonite. Know yourself and have safeguards in place against these areas of vulnerability.
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BUSY
A common theme among entrepreneurs (especially technicians) is that you’re a Very. Busy. 

Person. 

And you are.

But you’re not any busier than anyone else. 

However, busy is just one of the self-serving pedestals we set ourselves up on as 

entrepreneurs. We enjoy the drive, the creativity and the benefits of our hard labor. But our 

being busy is a choice we make. And we often make the choice to be busy over something 

else.

Your reputation, your lifestyle, your schedule, your competitive drive, your relationships, 

your kids’ activities...each involves a choice to crown something king of the pedestal or to 

dethrone it in favor of something else.

What you’re really doing when you claim to be ‘busy’ is that you’re allowing insecurity, 

comparison and wants to dictate your schedule. When you allow others to dictate your 

‘enough’ then you are allowing comparison to steal from you. This is the very definition of 

insecurity.

https://amzn.to/2JsprsR
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BURNED OUT
Urgent. Overloaded. Overwhelmed. Discouraged. Guilty. In control. Out of control. 

Pressure.

When you’re burned out, it's often because you’re living a life of comparison. You’re 

allowing self-pressure or pressure from outside sources to dictate your life. This lifestyle 

is counter to running your own race. You’re allowing your schedule, goals and values to be 

dictated by others - the opposite of a rich life. Comparison steals from you.

Burned out looks and feels like stress, exhaustion, depression, low energy, small mistakes, 

forgetfulness, emotional, easily offended.

So how do you deal with being burned out? Can it be avoided? Especially when launching 

new ventures, the first few seasons of work are tough. The learning curve is constant, 

the hours vary and the schedule can affect your family life as well. Problems are not as 

easily ‘left at the office.’ During these seasons, identifying sources and types of pressure is 

important.

When pressure is good

Pressure can be a good thing. Pressure is used to make diamonds. It can produce 

perseverance. Pressure often produces great results; it can drive a person forward, propel 

performance and set new achievement standards. 

When pressure is bad

Pressure can also be a very bad thing. Pressure inside your body - your brain, your vital 

organs - can cause much trauma, ruining your health and even causing death. Emotional 

pressure can also cause trauma. 
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Physical burnout

Physical exhaustion is typically the root of physical burnout. Physical and mental rest are 

crucial to rejuvenation. 

Psychological burnout

This burnout deals with your mental health. When coping mechanisms and decision-mak-

ing are a struggle, seeing a counselor is essential. Your stress may be temporary and just 

for a season but it may be more critical than talking alone can solve; medication or other 

coping mechanisms may be necessary. 

If you find yourself consuming alcohol more often, ‘zoning out’ on electronics, speaking 

alarming phrases over yourself, such as “I could just [shoot / tell off / shake] [that person / 

myself]” - these are major warning signs that you should seek out help immediately. You do 

NOT have to try to cope on your own.

People are more stressed out now than ever before about personal safety, politics, rela-

tionships and more. Any stigma that surrounded keeping your problems to yourself has 

been removed and good counsel is not only great for your personal life but is wise and good 

for business too.

Emotional burnout

Dealing with emotions is tricky any time. Emotions can be misleading. The emotions them-

selves are very real but may be based on false assumptions. They’re necessary because 

they work like a check engine light on a car - they signal something’s wrong but should not 

be considered the source of the problem.

Pressure that leads to emotional burnout typically stems from one of two places - internal 

or external.  

Internal pressures: Where you’re overloaded - is it intentional? If so, why? (reasons could 

be that you don’t want to go home or you’re afraid of failing).

External pressures: Who are you keeping up with and why? Is it for the house? The car? The 

appearances? The Jones’?
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DO MORE WITH LESS
DId you know that you’re actually wired to do more with less?1 

The truth is most people find success when they scale back, declutter and get hyper-fo-

cused on achieving one goal at a time.

But the goals must be prioritized by what is (a) highest ROI and (b) sequentially necessary 

and (c) most meaningful to you.

Remember why you started all of this? Lifestyle freedom and creating your own definition 

of a rich life were probably a big part of your why. Are you now letting ‘busy’ dictate some-

thing different?

You’ll get much more accomplished when you prune your schedule, your life, your relation-

ships - even if only for a season.

You’ll find that without the mental clutter, you’ll accomplish more in a shorter amount of 

time. 

There are several well-known stories about accomplishing much in your day based on 

consistent forward movement and tackling undesired or dreaded tasks early and in time-

based increments. Many modern day performance coaches use these same approaches 

in teaching athletic mental and physical performance, entrepreneurial climb and business 

growth mindset shifts.

Eat the Frog

Mark Twain once wrote that if you eat a frog first thing each morning, you’ll likely find it’s 

the worst thing you do all day. The principal is about time management. By eating your 

‘frog’, you tackle your worst, most dreaded task first, making the rest of your day more free 

for creativity and production. You’ve cleared your mental space, leaving you free to be 

more creative. This feeling of accomplishment, which triggers more positive psychology 

and endorphins (happiness hormones), directly combats burnout.

1 Note: This does not say do more with stress, though many people prefer hard deadlines for motivation and achievement.
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What if I have two frogs?

According to Brian Tracy, you ‘eat the ugliest one 

first.’ Meaning, whichever task is the hardest, go 

after it without quitting. Stay focused until it’s 

complete. Failure to complete a task is a huge 

mental drain.

Eating an Elephant

On the flip side, there is also a saying, "When 

eating an elephant take one bite at a time2 ." This 

means to keep going. Consistency wins over flash 

every time. Burnout is deceptive; you may think 

you need to rest - or even to quit. But the point 

of breakthrough often looks like the point of 

quitting. Never give up3 !

The number one snare is failure to stay focused 

to the finish. Too often people chase too many 

tracks at once instead of starting and completing 

one track before moving on the next. The second, 

equally large snare, is to get overwhelmed by the 

challenges you face and therefore quit making 

progress.

2 Creighton Williams Abrams Jr. (September 15, 1914 – September 4, 
1974), United States Army general and Chief of Staff of the United States 
Army.
3 A famous quote by Winston Churchill, who also said, “If you’re going 
through hell, keep going.”

https://www.briantracy.com/blog/time-management/the-truth-about-frogs/
https://www.briantracy.com/blog/time-management/the-truth-about-frogs/
http://read.gov/aesop/025.html
http://read.gov/aesop/025.html
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URGENT VERSUS 
IMPORTANT
Just like Mark Twain’s frog, prioritization of activities requires dealing with the emotional 

components of decision-making over the accomplishments. Determination of what is truly 

important to the business is necessary for highest financial and emotional ROI. Sometimes 

it’s the task-orientation that kills productivity and not the actual accomplishment.

Stop being a technician!

As you scale your business and brand, you may find you’re more consumed by your sched-

ule. That’s why time-blocks, no phone zones and prioritization of your life goals are so 

important.

The highest and best use of your time

Dwight D. Eisenhower was a US president, a five-star general, respected commander, in-

novator and more. His major accomplishments and productivity are impressive to this day. 

He developed a decision-making framework to determine how his own tasks were to be 

prioritized. This became known as the Eisenhower Box.
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THE EISENHOWER BOX
"What is important is seldom urgent and what is urgent is seldom important."

-	Dwight	Eisenhower,	34th	President	of	the	United	States

URGENT

N
O

T
 I

M
P

O
R

T
A

N
T

NOT URGENT

IM
P

O
R

T
A

N
T

DO
Do	it	now.

DECIDE
Schedule	a	time	to	do	it.

DELEGATE
Who	can	do	it	for	you?

DELETE
Eliminate	it.
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Eisenhower categorized his decisions based on the following categories:

 1.  Urgent & important. Tasks that should be done immediately (e.g., attend a meet  

       ing, send an email, create a quote).

 2.  Important but not urgent. Tasks that can be scheduled out (e.g., prepare a   

       report, research an article, exercise).

 3.  Urgent but not important. Tasks that can be delegated (e.g., decide on order,   

       verify shipping, respond to general mail inbox).

 4.  Not urgent, not important. Tasks that can be eliminated (e.g., watch TV, send   

       decision-results, already-completed items).

By prioritizing your tasks, not your schedule, you’ll achieve as much as Eisenhower did.

TAKEAWAYS
Schedule life into your life. You NEED hobbies. They refresh your mind. You’re not as busy 

as you think and your schedule will actually bring you life. You’ll find that your productivity 

is skyrocketed and you’ll be accomplishing more in less time very quickly.

Plan your calendar. Make sure it includes:

3-day weekends

Marriage weekend

Vision weekend 

Focus / productivity weekend

Downtime hours (boundaries and no-interrupt zones)

Important relationships 

Hobbies

Goals (business / personal / relational)

Projects (current / future / timelines)

Activities of daily living (ADLs; include exercise, meditation, etc.)
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1 month goals 

3 month goals 

Set goals (business / personal / relational) that are short and long-term. Give them comple-

tion dates on your calendar:
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6 month goals 

1 year goals 

5 year goals 
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20 year goals 

Set boundaries.

Take care of your mind, body & soul.

 •   Mind4 : 

  •   Refocus and re-engage with the coaching voice in your head. 

  •   Re-read your vision and purpose statements.

 •   Body: 

  •   Change up your workout routine. 

  •   Check your diet: does it feed your motivation or your cravings?

 •   Spirit: 

  •   What are your beliefs? All major religions have prayer; is that an area   

         where you can draw strength from and renew yourself?

4 Get out of your own head by helping others. It will put your first-world problems in great perspective. Also, challenge 
yourself with a non-business reading, like this or this. 

https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
https://amzn.to/2MniUNL
https://amzn.to/2MXp9sV
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THE SIMPLE THINGS 
PERFECTLY
The NBA Finals just finished as this is going to print. One team could not land a shot, no 

matter how often they tried. The series was over quickly. You could see the burnout on the 

losing team’s players’ faces by the end. 

When you’re burned out, character matters. Muscle memory matters. Routines and 

policies matter. The simple things done perfectly - the basics that athletes return to over 

and over, the free throw line, the finishing drill, the quick-start practice - make or break the 

success of a tough season. These help carry you, your business, your success on autopilot 

as you grow. This is where the quality of your foundation truly shows up.
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WORKING 
THROUGH THE 
STRUGGLES
When people find out you’re self-employed, they inevitably 

fall into one of two camps: you’re either getting to 

cheapskate on everything and not help pay taxes because 

everything’s a write off OR you’re more wealthy than 

everyone working for their guaranteed paycheck and you 

get to write everything off. 

Neither perspective is correct.  

The #1 reason most self-employed people struggle is they 

don’t manage finances well.

The #2 reason most self-employed people struggle is 

because they don’t understand all the requirements for 

declaring money ‘profit’.

The primary areas that contribute to reasons #1 & 2 are 

typically 

     •    Dealing with the lean financial seasons

     •    Getting quality healthcare coverage

     •    Paying taxes

     •    Understanding how taxes and write-offs ‘work’

     •    Maintaining a growth mindset during a lean season 

     •    Good stewardship
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INSTANT SOLUTIONS
We live in an instant-gratification, microwave society. 

This means that people are accustomed to 

     •    Communication via text or twitter, in 60 characters or less

     •    Instant meals (from microwaves, Ubereats, or drive through)

     •    Instant answers

     •    Short or avoidance of painful moments (through feel-good movies or avoidance)

     •    Lack of consequences

Because of this conditioning, people often base long-term decision-making on the emotion 

of a moment. BUT IT’S A MOMENT! IT’S A SEASON!

Tough times, financial struggles, relationship ups and downs - these all come; they’re called 

LIFE.

Unfortunately, for too many, budget influences the perception of freedom. And when 

you’re self-employed, without a guarantee of paycheck, this can be a tough season - unless 

you’re prepared. Even if you’re starting a business with millions in the bank, without a 

good understanding of certain financial principles and influencing factors, your account 

can quickly diminish. It’s important to understand the influence of things such as economic 

trends on your business bottom line.

DO THE RESEARCH
Ask others who’ve gone before you in self-employment for their stories. Interview them. 

Ask them for their advice and listen. And ask people from all walks & business models!

Spend the day with them. Or e-mail several people you know who are self-employed. 
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Ask questions about their hard times, how they got through? 

What would they do differently?  

What advice would they have for you?  
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What boundaries have they put in place that has lent to their

success or lack that has contributed to their struggles ¹ ?  

What are their common struggles, concerns, strengths?  

What kind of hours do they work?  

¹ Hint: You may find yourself in a coaching position by simply applying what you’ve learned to these businesses!
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Interviewee 1 
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Interviewee 2 
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Interviewee 3 
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And ask yourself some hard questions too.

What are some statements you’ve heard / thought about 
self-employment?

Do you know anyone who is ‘self-employed’? What is your
perspective about this person? About their business?
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Regarding your earlier assumptions about self-employment, were your perspectives true 

or false? 

Applying what you know about that person, do some research. Evaluate their brand 
based on their personality, their online presence. Record your observations here: 

MAINTAINING A 
GROWTH MINDSET 
DURING A LEAN SEASON
Most financial planners will bet on the self-employed person over a gainfully employed 

individual most of the time.

Even more sure is the bet on athletes and ex-military personnel. This is because athletes 

and military vets know know best how to get up and get to work, even when the tough times 

come. These two groups know how to work and are great at doing exactly as their instructed 

- they just need a roadmap, a playbook.
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Going back to the principles you learned in Profit First, you’ve also learned how to work 

from a super lean budget, really evaluating the necessary from the nice ideas. 

These two areas alone are enough to equip you for growing during a lean season, without 

spending a dime.

ADDING BUFFER
Most growth will come from word of mouth. No matter the platform, building a loyal fan 

base is vital to the success of your business. In the lean seasons, when the economy is down 

or life changes happen, adding buffer to your business while continuing to #plowon is one 

area that separates an entrepreneur from a small business owner and technician.

What are ways you could grow your business for free if you 
had no money?

Some free growth opportunities for the lean season:

           Ask for Google / Facebook / Yelp / Local online media reviews

           Promote affiliate programs to your audience

           Nurture your audience

           Host meetups

           Mentor at under-served facilities

https://amzn.to/2rpxN9E
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           Volunteer where your target market is found

           Email your list

           Clean up old blog posts & boost SEO ranking

           Start a mastermind among business peers

           Nurture LinkedIn connections

           Revisit Financial Peace University

           Set new goals for the business

           Nurture your relationships

You’ll find that your business reputation grows both online and offline but that you grow 

personally as well.

            Write down 3 reviews you could send to your client list and ask them to either (a) use       

            your words or (b) modify or (c) use their own words. Be sure to include the url to 

           directly link them to your business page(s).

           Send the reviews to at least 50 clients.

           Be sure to say thank you in person and online.

Review 1 

https://amzn.to/2IfioTI
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Review 3 

Meet-up ideas

Review 2 

What topic could you host or join a local meetup for? Business? Training? Coaching? Online 

business strategies?
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Commit to follow-up with at least 2 people from the meetup for nurturing the professional 

relationship.

Where would your skills serve best for those without the financial resources to afford your 

services? (try to stay within a 30 minute driving radius)

Organization

Name of contact 

Phone number

Schedule date(s) for volunteer & time(s)
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What tangible things do you think you’ll get out of the volunteer experience? (e.g., personal 

stories, pictures, experiences)

List the intangible things you’ll probably gain. (e.g., a different world view, a change in 

perspective, a loss of self-pity, a renewed sense of gratitude)

Take photos or video (when appropriate and if allowed) to document the experience and 

later, write it down. This can be used for your blog, your Brand, telling your story later if 

you so choose. If you are taking photos of people, make sure you get informed consent 

where appropriate and permission of the hosting organization. 

Note: Your passion may be for helping a group that cannot be photographed or filmed for reasons such as 

age (i.e., minors), consent (i.e., mental healthy) or experience (i.e., abuse shelters). Don’t even ask for these 

experiences. Many of these organizations are private listings for a reason. You can later document your 

experience in words or emotions but always vet your publication with a representative from the organization 

beforehand.
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           Name of group or organization you worked with

           Send follow-up thank you cards. 

           Write a blog post & social media posts about the experience (but avoid self-

           gratification please).

           Consider raising awareness about something you learned during your experience   

           about a particular need or struggle of this group. 

           Have the group leader review your article to avoid betraying any sensitive material.

AFTER THE 
EXPERIENCE:

GOOD STEWARDSHIP 

During lean seasons, many people either get discouraged and quit or look for other 

hustlers to connect with. Focus on others and you’ll find yourself refreshed with countless 

ideas, innovation, connections and refreshment of spirit.

Being a good steward during lean seasons begins with understanding how you manage 

your own finances. The first several years may be more lean so having a good financial 

foundation with habits of excellence is vital to your success.

Do you currently have business debt? 

Amount

Amount

Amount

Amount

Amount

Lender

Lender

Lender

Lender

Lender

Current Payment

Current Payment

Current Payment

Current Payment

Current Payment
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Current business expenses per month  

Business savings            months

Personal savings            months

Do you currently have personal debt? 

Amount

Amount

Amount

Amount

Amount

Lender

Lender

Lender

Lender

Lender

Current Payment

Current Payment

Current Payment

Current Payment

Current Payment

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Month:
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           Business expenses - necessary or unnecessary?

           Meal & entertainment

           Cell phone plan

           Internet plan

           Cable - consider ROKU or Amazon Firestick

           Meal planning & prep

The most important thing to remember during lean seasons is that you have put in the 

work! You have the financial & lifestyle freedom to outlast the season or the storm! Review 

what matters most to you:

Evaluate places you could cut costs:

My rich life 

Who I’m working for 

https://republicwireless.com
https://amzn.to/2KJp37a
https://amzn.to/2Irj7kP
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What I’m working for 

And finally, focus on your blessings. 

Where I’m blessed 

How I’m blessed 
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Non-financial blessings I’ve received this year (e.g., health, kids’ 
growth, good relationships, growing business) 
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DEALING WITH THE 
LEAN FINANCIAL 
SEASONS
Have you ever noticed how animals prepare for the winter months? They harvest food 

little by little. They prepare their place of hibernation. Some of them store enough for 

winter, not only for themselves but for others too.

It’s important that you expect and plan for cycles of income, but remember that it’s merely 

a season. And seasons do pass. 

However, it’s important to know that the emotions that come with the lean season - in 

finances, marriage, health - are very real. During these times, you need to have set 

(pre-determine) responses to these events. 

Review your preset budgets for finances and take stock of what you’ve done up to this 

point to protect your finances. You’ll learn how being well-prepared, through small and 

consistent steps, leaves you room for growth and generosity.
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EVALUATE EACH 
BUSINESS AREA AS 
ITS OWN ENTITY
List your ‘entities’ here ¹ : 

List your assets here ² :

Business products

Business services

Business blog

Affiliate programs

Coaching

Mastermind group

         Content                    Income per month         Expenses per month    Net income

Entity 1: 

Entity 2: 

Entity 3: 

¹ Entities may include LLC, S or C corp, Trust. Your blog, your digital products, your physical services should each have their 
own entity. 
² Assets should include quantifiable data, especially if you know your conversion rates and lifetime customer value (LCV). 
These can come from your email subscriber list, your social media following, your ranking by agencies as an influencer or 
proprietary information, including patents and processes.
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³ Real revenue is a concept taken from this book.

CAUSES OF A LEAN 
FINANCIAL SEASON
Some of GFT’s lean financial seasons have come from the following:

     •    Prolonged inclement weather

     •    Winter seasons (as younger clients cannot handle the extreme temperatures)

     •    USA soccer rule changes (i.e., age pure)

     •    Club competition in the skills arena

     •    Trainers who’ve quit

     •    Trainers who’ve taken clients

     •    Lack of proper lighting

     •    Lack of training locations

     •    Big investment with poor delivery (e.g., outside contractors, website ‘designers’, etc.)

³ Budgeting example: Compute the average income of all 12 months of your first year (or 

Year to Date - YTD) of business.

 Annual income (real revenue) ÷ 12 months = Average monthly income (AMI)

 AMI - taxes (avg. 25%), profit, owner’s draw, operating expenses, savings = Budget

A quick checklist to keep you prepared for lean seasons should include:

PREPARE FOR A LEAN 
FINANCIAL SEASON

            An automated tax savings transfer (weekly)

            An automated self-savings transfer (weekly; for more on this, check out this book)

https://amzn.to/2rpxN9E
https://amzn.to/2rpxN9E
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            No debt! (*note: if you’re in debt, it’s highly recommended you check out this 

            program)

            Cut expenses (see worksheet)

            A fully funded emergency fund for 3-6 months worth of living expenses

            Diversify income streams

            Survey your audience for potential areas of weakness / new product or service ideas

            Ask for feedback to refine your programs or expand

            Specialize in different programs for different seasons

           Pre-sales / Beta groups

           Mastermind groups

           Mental coaching

           Accountability programs

           Create a ‘limited offer’ mindset for your product / service

           Craft offers around popular search topics for social media

ABOUT SEASONAL 
OFFERS
One way to build your business offers is to survey your audience. Find out what they want 

from you. What drew them to you ?

Once you know the answer to these questions, you can create new products or services to 

meet the demand. However, to increase revenue, especially in an online model, consider 

running new product / service offers that coincide with peak demand. 

For example, one of the best times to run promotions for products and services having to 

do with entrepreneurship is in January and February. Why? One of the biggest trending 

topics is small business startups. Same with weight loss - new year, new you.

https://amzn.to/2IfioTI
https://amzn.to/2IfioTI
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TRENDING TOPICS 
ON SOCIAL MEDIA BY 
MONTH

JA N UA R Y

Weight 
loss

Healthy / 
clean eating

Budgeting

Entrepreneurship

Goal 
setting

Super 
Bowl

Small 
business 
start-up

Organization

Winter 
Olympics 
(every 4 

years)

Lifestyle 
simplicity

Getting out 
of debt

High-school soccer (*Note: half the country does h.s. soccer
 plays soccer in the Spring; the other half in the Fall)
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F E B RUA R Y

M A RC H

Super 
Bowl

NFL 
combine

Tax 
topics

Money 
saving tips

Spring 
cleaning

Spring 
allergies

Baseball 
preseason

March 
Madness

College
 signing day

Baseball

Organization

Healthy
 lifestyle

College 
scholarships

Taxes

March 
Madness

Spring 
break

NFL combine

Getting out of debt
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M AY

A P R I L

NBA 
finals

NBA 
playoffs

Memorial
 Day

Getting 
outdoors

Summer 
food

Summer 
fitness prep

Summer 
camps

Vacation
 plans

NFL
 draft

Summer 
gear

World Cup, Summer
 Olympics (every 4 years)

High school baseball playoffs, soccer playoffs

4 See sample survey document.
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J U LY

J U N E

World Cup 
(every 4 years)

Summer sports 
showcases

Baseball 
playoffs

World-cup 
finals

Prevention of heat-stroke

4 See sample survey document.

AU G U S T

Proper 
hydration

2-a-days Organization 

High-school 
football

NFL 
preseason

Injury 
prevention

College awareness month
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S E P T E M B E R

College 
savings 
month

Pre-season
 h.s. volleyball

Self-improve-
ment month

Budgeting 

O C TO B E R

N OV E M B E R

Pre-season h.s. 
basketball

MLS playoffs begin

MLS playoffs
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D E C E M B E R

MLS 
cup

Tournament travel & college 
recruiting - multiple h.s. sports

Budgeting Organization

NFL playoffs 
begin

Declutter
Last-minute 

tax write-offs

Healthy eating 

*Note: Avoid planning a product launch during June, July or August. Sales are typically 

dismal due to travel, vacation, kids out for summer, etc.

When you’ve prepared for lean seasons, you reduce stress and can enjoy the down time. It 

creates opportunity for you to be more creative in your business.
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DEMYSTIFYING 
HEALTHCARE
Many people worry about having good healthcare...but what is health-care?

Healthcare simply means to care for your health and for your health to care for you. Before 

reviewing healthcare options below, consider that all healthcare plans reward you for 

being healthy, for caring for yourself. 

But self-care requires planning. 

A healthy weight, lifestyle & relationships all add to the quality of your health.

For example, regular exercise helps with the following 7 areas: 

     •    Energy

     •    Mood

     •    Mental focus

     •    Weight

     •    Disease resistance

     •    Sex

     •    Sleep 

Being self-employed typically means you either spend a great deal of time on the computer 

or on your feet - or both. So regular exercise and a good stretch routine are vital.

Close friendships and accountability relationships give your emotions an outlet and your 

heart some encouragement. 

Being self-employed often means you spend the day interacting with others but not 

relating to them. Scheduled coffee dates are necessary.
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¹ To calculate your Body Mass Index (BMI), go here
² If you’re unfamiliar with eating a healthy diet, start with these resources: Whole30 & Eat Right for your Blood Type. Big hint: 
avoid sugar.

Any healthcare provider is going to want to know the answers to questions such as these 

and will use them as a baseline indicator of your overall physical, mental & emotional 

health.

If you have not already done so, set aside time each day for cardio exercise. This is a great 

time for prayer, meditation, thanksgiving, organizing your day, listening to audiobooks 

- whatever is best for you. You’ll find the mental reprieve refreshing and a boost to your 

overall production.

Let’s take your vital signs:

√    Gender

√    Age

√    Height & Weight ¹

√    Exercise routine

√    Days per week

√    Diet ² 

√    Family history

√    Stress triggers

√    Stress outlets

A sample work-week then might look like this:

           Grocery shopping on Saturday

           Meal-prep on Sunday

Would you give yourself a clean bill of health right now? Why or 
why not?

https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/educational/lose_wt/BMI/bmicalc.htm
https://amzn.to/2G2hcOo
https://amzn.to/2K78aSL
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           Daily garage workout or outdoor walk

            4-day work week

           1 day of rest

           1 day for running errands, conducting meetings & organization / planning for     

            upcoming week

           1 day for family activities (e.g., kids sports events) & social events

Maintaining a healthy lifestyle, weight & relationships is a good way to improve your life, 

work and health. These markers will also improve your rates on healthcare quotes and 

could reduce your need for healthcare beyond routine care.
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GETTING HEALTHCARE 
COVERAGE WHEN
YOU’RE SELF-EMPLOYED

A FEW NOTES ABOUT 
HEALTHSHARES

The healthcare space is changing as large providers enter the arena for employer-

subsidized health care plans. However, these programs are still being evaluated and may 

not be available to the public for many years, if ever.

The health insurance marketplace: The healthcare marketplace implemented under the 

Affordable Care Act has coverage for self-employed individuals and is probably the most 

commonly known healthcare shopping market. While much has been said about the lack 

of affordable care in the exchange, many price comparisons have found the cost to be 

similar to that of an employer-provided program. Self-employment brings about different 

opportunities and filing rules. You can read more about that here.

Healthcare Sharing Ministries: Faith-based organizations are exempt from the Affordable 

Care Act. These groups are not ‘insurance’ in a traditional way but instead, like-faith 

members share in the medical bills. The function of the organization is the same as 

traditional health insurance but the terminology is different. There are many of these, 

including the more known one, Medishare, & lesser knowns, such as Liberty Healthshare.

Health sharing works just like insurance. The hospital or physician office submits the bill to 

the healthshare, using pre-negotiated rates. If you've met your deductible, the healthshare 

pays it. Your deductible is called family household portion & when the group pays it, it’s 

considered "submitted for sharing". So long as the treatment meets the standards for 

sharing, you're good.

https://www.healthcare.gov/self-employed/coverage/
http://bit.ly/2jz2Wnn
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The primary difference between the different 

health sharing organizations is how member 

‘dues’ (i.e., premiums) are paid. Some, like 

Medishare, are auto-drafted; others, like 

Samaritans, are mailed in manually and others 

require you to mail the payment directly to the 

person receiving the payment.

Example: Medi-Share offers clients who 

maintain a healthy weight and lifestyle a 

significant savings on their policy. For those 

who need to lose weight, an accountability 

and coaching program is offered for a small, 

additional fee. In addition, child immunizations 

are not covered but because the program 

is not ‘insurance’, children are eligible to 

receive their vaccinations at the local county 

immunization clinic for a fraction of the 

physician fee. Finally, this exemption from the 

Affordable Care Act allows for discounts at 

pharmacies, vision & dental.

Individual policies, business policies, child 
policies: There are many alternatives to the 

exchange marketplace under the Affordable 

Healthcare Act. However, the most common 

two are listed above and typically have (a) the 

best rates and (b) verified coverage. Do your 

research to find out which is right for you but 

don’t skip out or you’ll be penalized on your 

taxes and possibly in your health.

http://bit.ly/2jz2Wnn
http://bit.ly/2jz2Wnn
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Write out your research here:

A key component of a rich life should include good health. “It is health that is real 
wealth and not pieces of gold or silver.” Mahatma Gandhi

Quote 1: Source 

Quote 2: Source 

Quote 3: Source 
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TAXES DURING THE 
LEAN SEASONS
Taxes are often cited as one of the most ‘surprising’ aspects of small business ownership 

and as a primary reason for debt in small businesses. It’s important to understand what you 

owe, who you owe and when you owe - as well as when you shouldn’t owe.

“[But] in this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death and taxes.” - 
Benjamin Franklin, 1789

The struggle for many business owners is learning how to budget for taxes throughout the 

year while limiting the amount owed for taxes.
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PAYING TAXES
Federal taxes should be paid as estimated quarterly tax payments, also known as ETP.

Note: This information is for an LLC. If you and your advisors chose a different election, 

such as an S-Corp, your dates may be different. This is paid from your small business on 

a form 1040-ES. Due dates for each calendar year change, but are typically laid out as 

follows:

Estimated Tax (actual dates are subject to change):

     •    EPT #1: Due April 17

     •    ETP #2: Due June 15

     •    ETP #3: Due September 17

     •    ETP #4: Due January 15

You submit a payment ‘voucher’ (a printed piece of paper that your CPA will provide for 

you, pre-completed) that will include your social security number (and your spouse’s, 

depending on ownership structure, which is why you should consult with a CPA), your 

address and the amount of your estimated tax that you are paying. Failure to do so resulted 

in penalties being assessed immediately.

A new change went into effect in 2018, requiring that payments be made each quarter, 

otherwise a penalty will be incurred. Before, small business owners could make a payment 

in September and one in April. 

If you cannot pay your ETP, which we’ve been there and unable to pay when due, make 

even a partial payment as soon as you can to mitigate additional, compounding penalties.
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LIMITING 
THE AMOUNT 
OWED ON 
TAXES
Poor Uncle Sam gets a bad reputation. In our 

own home, our oldest daughter, who was 6 years 

old at the time, began crying one day over her 

dad’s “mean uncle who steals all dad’s money!”

Perplexed, I searched my memory for which 

uncle she could be referring to when it occurred 

to me, “Are you talking about his Uncle Sam?”

“YES!” She was wailing now.

After that day, my husband is (only slightly) more 

careful about explaining taxes to our daughters. 

He often tells our youngest about his uncle who 

charges him tax. This ‘teaching’ most often looks 

like him taking one-fourth of her cookie / ice 

cream / hamburger...you get the point.

This story illustrates an important truth: taxes 

are a necessary part of doing business. But we 

live and do work in a structured environment, 

where you can predict and plan for your taxes 

and look for ways to reduce the amount owed by 

being wise. 
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LEAN SEASONS 
DON’T REDUCE THE 
TAX REQUIREMENTS
When you’re responsible for the bills, it’s important that you learn what rates you 

owe, when you owe them and what products or services you owe them on and for. This 

knowledge has changed the opportunities we’ve pursued in business, based solely on 

wanting to avoid paying a certain type of tax.

If you’re a sole proprietor (please say no) or an LLC (nod, yes), then you have the option 

to file your taxes using what is called a Schedule C. Unfortunately, many small business 

owners have never seen a schedule C until the first time they sit down to file their taxes or 

answer questions from their CPA ¹ . 

What is your current personal tax rate? 

State tax rate? 

Business tax rate? 

¹ If you were advised as an S-Corp or C-Corp, you have different filing deadlines than with a Schedule C. Please verify with 
your CPA what is needed.

What are some of the stories you’ve heard about taxes?
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Check out a Schedule C form here and learn what your CPA will be asking you. Write down 

questions you have for your CPA about what you see.

² This does not include additional assumptions or deductions. This math is for demonstrative purposes only.

CALCULATING 
WHAT YOU OWE
It’s important to understand how taxes are calculated. Consider the following example ² :

Sports Inc. has sales of $265,000 and deductions of $187,000 for net income of $78,000 

for the year. 

The first $50,000 is taxed at 15% for a total of $7,500. 

Income between $50,000 and $75,000 is taxed at 25% or $6,250. 

The remaining $3,000 ($78,000 less $75,000) is taxed at 34% or $1,020.

Total taxes owed for $265k gross & $78k net income = $14,770 

You can see you don’t get taxed at the same rate for each income bracket. How your 

business is structured also impacts how you get taxed. Finally, what deductions or tax 

savings planning you’ve put into place also matters.

https://www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/schedule-c-form-1040-profit-or-loss-from-business
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CATCHING THOSE 
SELF-EMPLOYED 
BREAKS

SAMPLE S-CORP 
CONSIDERATIONS

A CPA says that being an LLC will cut your tax liabilities in half. Another says that making 

an S-Corp election will do the same. How do you choose? 

Being an LLC does not lower your tax liability, however having an LLC and making an 

S-Corp election does.  But an S-Corp might not be right for you. You need to weigh the 

extra costs of the required tax filings against the savings to determine if it’s worth it.

As an LLC, you’ll pay self-employment tax on 100% of your earnings. As an S-Corp, you’re 

only taxed on your ‘salary’ and not on distributions, thus reducing the balance on which 

self-employment tax is paid.

If you make the election to become an LLC and file an S-corp election, you will draw a salary 

like an employee and the remainder will be labeled as a distribution, which is only subject 

to income tax, hence a tax savings (instead of 100% of your business income being taxed at 

income rates and payroll tax rates). However, consider the following:

     •    Once you start drawing a ‘paycheck’, you must pay payroll tax filings every quarter.

     •    You can incur stiff penalties if not done correctly or on a timely basis. 

     •    You will have to pay your CPA to complete those 

     •    You’ll also have to pay an additional fee to file the S-corp return and incorporate the  

             information appropriately into your 1040

     •    You’ll also have to file additional paperwork and quarterly unemployment taxes
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UNDERSTANDING STATE 
VS.  FEDERAL TAXES
State and federal taxes are two separate entities. Not all states charge state tax and 

state tax is not federally regulated but is state-level regulated. There are no-tax, flat-tax, 

progressive tax states. Some states offer discounts to military veterans, etc. 

Like federal taxes, state taxes allow for itemized or standard deductions that are almost 

the same as your federal taxes. Good record-keeping will assist with much of this.

There are so many benefits and drawbacks to your corporate structure of choice. While 

your CPA can handle the filings for your business, this comes at an extra cost to you.

Your lawyer, along with a good certified financial planner (CFP), working with your CPA ³ , 

will be able to provide you with strategies that help you keep more of your money in your 

pocket. Taxes will still be there, but the taxable income will be reduced.

³ A dual-firm that handles both the taxes and the financial planning is ideal. The two sides work together to reduce your 
taxable income.
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UNDERSTANDING 
SALES TAX

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
AND PROCESSES

Businesses pay taxes to the state, typically monthly or quarterly. Each state has a different 

tax rate. In Texas, the state tax rate (at time of writing) is 8.25%, meaning a $29.99 product 

that is subject to state tax is calculated as 29.99 x 0.0825 = 2.474 (rounded) + 29.99 = 

$32.46 total charge. 

There is a special tax return for sales taxes. All sales must be reported and further broken 

down by taxable sales, exempt sales and amount of tax due.

Each state varies by what it charges, what products or services it requires sales tax on, etc. 

Due to the work required for managing and paying sales tax, we recommend you avoid 
selling products / services that would require such record-keeping. 

Organization is the key to taxes. Spreadsheets to aid with this have been provided for 

you. To keep your records up to date and verify all transactions, try to keep a manual and a 

software record your first year.

However, using our example of a candle maker, you should be sure to fully

           Understand the rates, processes and due dates for sales tax in your state

           Register for online sales tax payments, if possible

           Organize your books well (or hire a CPA) so that sales and dates aren’t missed

           Input your due dates on your calendar at the beginning of each year

Most small business owners we’ve worked with bemoan sales tax as their greatest 

struggle. Typically, you must apply for a permit and complete additional forms for sales 

taxes.
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SOFTWARE 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR BOOKKEEPING 
Quickbooks Desktop is CPA-preferred and some CPA firms won’t even work with 

Quickbooks Online (QBO). QBO has had too many bugs to list and has cost taxpayers 

significant money. With Quickbooks desktop, even if you are keeping your own books, you 

can still pay your CPA to ‘remote in’ to your software once a week or month to review your 

books, run reports, etc. 

Quickbooks is great for an all-powerful software and manufacturing firms. However, 

many people avoid any quickbooks product and the pricing can get really high for all their 

plugins. 

Here are some really great choices for all software and accounting needs:

     •    Wave (FREE)

     •    Freshbooks (starts from FREE - $15/mo)

     •    Dubsado (starts at FREE - $25/mo)

     •    Quickbooks Online ($17-$25/mo annual plan)

     •    XERO ($9-$30/mo)

Other software products, such as Freshbooks or Dubsado, are amazing for creatives and 

businesses who need simple invoicing or payment plans. Beyond that, their functionality is 

limited. You can expect, if you’re going the DIY route, to pay around $40/mo per service.

Wave is free and is super impressive as well.

https://www.waveapps.com
https://www.freshbooks.com/
http://www.dubsado.com
https://quickbooks.intuit.com/pricing/
https://www.xero.com
https://www.waveapps.com
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While not an accountant or certified financial planner, certain strategies are more 

commonly known and are a great jumping off point for dialogue with your CPA or CFP. 

Ideally, you’ll want a firm that has both sides (tax savings and financial planning).

            Traditional, Roth or SEP IRA contributions

            401(k) contributions

           Contributions to Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) and Flexible Spending Accounts 

           (FSAs)

           Deductions

           Tax credits

           Child credits

           Charitable contributions

LOWERING YOUR TAX 
BRACKET /  TAXES OWED
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     •    Keep business finances separate from personal finances. This includes

 √   Checking accounts

 √   Savings accounts

 √   Credit cards

 √   Lines of credit

     •    Establish a home office

     •    Log your mileage, tolls and parking for business

     •    Hire your children

 √   Open a checking account in their name

 √   Open a savings account in their name

     •    Establish a retirement plan for contributions for self

     •    Establish higher education plan for children

     •    Plan travel or vacation time that can be combined with business purpose

     •    Meals can be deducted 50% if for company purposes (e.g., a working lunch on   

       premises)

     •    Keep quality records

 √   Bank statements

 √   Check stubs

 √   Flag all non-income deposits (i.e., loans to business or capital contributions)

 √   Business expenses paid by check along with invoices, phone receipts, etc.)

 √   Auto mileage log

 √   All other business receipts (paid by personal cash, personal credit card, personal 

                      check)

BASIC TAX STRATEGIES4

4 Note: This list is not exhaustive / all inclusive and should be used as a guideline for decision-making and tracking of 
expenses. Always talk to your CPA re: your specific needs and personal business situation. Thanks to Chandler & Knowles, 
CPAs, PLLC for this information. 

https://www.chandlerknowlescpa.com
https://www.chandlerknowlescpa.com
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     •    Medical & dental expenses

     •    Taxes you paid

     •    Interest you paid (e.g., investment, mortgage)

     •    Gifts to charity

     •    Casualty and theft losses

     •    Job expenses

     •    Certain energy credits (e.g., energy-efficient windows)

     •    Investment fees

     •    Tax prep fees

Examples of Business Deductions

           Advertising / Marketing (e.g., t-shirts, car stickers, banners, vehicle wraps, 

           Facebook ads)

           Vehicle expenses (mileage log necessary, unless vehicle is 100% business use)

           Commissions and fees

           Cost of goods sold

           Depreciation

           Expenses for business use of home

           Insurance

           Interest

           Legal & professional services (e.g., CPA, Lawyer)

ORDINARY AND 
NECESSARY 
DEDUCTIONS
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           Office expenses

           Postage & shipping

           Rent or lease of vehicles, machinery, equipment or real estate

           Repairs and maintenance

           Supplies

           Taxes and licenses

            Travel, meal & entertainment

           Utilities

           Wages

These are ways we’ve personally cut our budget significantly over the years. Do your 

shopping! Ask others what they’ve done or join an online forum. One of the things I love 

about MMM is his view on avoiding buying into the middle class lifestyle of $1,000 phones 

& high-priced phone plans!

Do NOT think that because you can write off a portion of of your cell phone bill that you 

can justify the expense. Just like weight loss = calories in & calories out; business profit is 

about dollars in vs. dollars out.

A big recommendation, if you’re in debt or have no idea how to manage a budget, is 

to check out Dave Ramsey’s Financial Peace University workshop or his Total Money 

Makeover book.

COST-CUTTING 
MEASURES FOR YOUR 
BUDGET

https://www.facebook.com/groups/THERamseyBabyStepsCommunity/
https://www.mrmoneymustache.com/2013/02/22/getting-rich-from-zero-to-hero-in-one-blog-post/
https://amzn.to/2JNLHd8
https://amzn.to/2Kvvo5U
https://amzn.to/2Kvvo5U
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Republic Wireless: We kept our same phone numbers, plan, unlimited data & switched 

from a big name carrier. Our bill went from $300 / month with constant ‘overage charges’ 

and spotty services in remote areas to $45 / mo for Jeremie (4G) & $25 / mo for Abbie 

(3G). Since we work from home, wifi is constantly available, saving us big money. 

Resulting savings: $2760 / year

Digit: Their motto is ‘save money without thinking about it.’ This could not be more true! As 

someone who watches the budget like a hawk, I thought there was no money to be found 

extra but signed up because I thought it would help save for taxes with the business. This 

tool only costs $2.99/mo and siphons off pennies to fifties from your account by analyzing 

your spending and income. They protect from overdrafts & will even help you pay off credit 

cards.  

Resulting savings (first year alone): over $5000

Wifi: Turns out that the fancy (read: super expensive) lightning fast internet speeds I 

‘needed’ to work from home weren’t any faster than the cheapest plan. Drop phone & 

cable, get lowest internet speed for same service (x 7 devices in my home).

Resulting savings: $960 / year for first year; subsequent years the savings have been 

higher

Cable (yes, & sports): Before you start vowing to never give up sports - chill out! I’m not 

asking you to give anything up - except crazy bills. ROKU devices run off your internet; you 

can get the Sling app on it for $60 / month, including all major networks and channels and 

sports, including ESPN & all SEC channels, except CBS. CBS has its own app for $5 / month 

for sports. 

Resulting savings: $600 / year

Mortgage: Did you know that there is typically only between $100 - $200 difference in 

payments on a 30 year vs 15 year house note? But the bank wants your additional $20-50k 

in interest for the 30 year note. Did you also know that by choosing a bi-weekly payment 

option, you make an additional house payment each year, resulting in an average early 

payoff of 11 years (vs. 15 years). WHAT?

AREAS OF SAVING

https://republicwireless.com
https://digit.co/r/R10_2?wn
https://digit.co/r/R10_2?wn
https://digit.co/r/R10_2?wn
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Resulting savings: Our personal savings is $106,226 in interest alone. Do your own math 

(& make sure to consider closing costs, etc.). If your spouse works in service area or is a 

military vet, there are lenders who don’t charge those fees at closing or refinance. Do your 

research.

Vehicle choice: When you’re a brand, appearance matters. You want to represent the 

brand well. However, looking good doesn’t have to cost you a fortune at $800+ payments / 

month. Mileage tracking & depreciation expenses are important tools. Be smart, get what’s 

functional & affordable (read: NO PAYMENTS). Pay cash if you can & find what will last. 

Resulting savings: Did you know that the average millionaire drives a four-year old car with 

41,000 miles on it—and it's paid for?  Don’t buy the hype, just buy a good car.

5 Research according to Ramsey Solutions (2018)

https://www.mtgprofessor.com/calculators/Calculator2a.html
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INVESTING IN OTHERS
You’ve now heard the stories of how Jeremie has been one of the first, if not the first, to 

receive a phone call when someone 

     •    receives or accepts a scholarship offer

     •    made a great play

     •    won an award

     •    wants him at a special banquet or signing

     •    has been diagnosed with cancer

     •    has died

Why? He’s just a soccer trainer, right? Not a coach, not a pastor or teacher.

And yet, he’s all of the above. And he’s built a foundation on relationship first. He’s shown 

up, been consistent, been encouraging, been real, been giving. 

This is what a spirit of excellence looks like. Showing up, every day, building relationships 

versus transactions. You build credit through consistent, small deposits in people’s lives. 

And you measure success based on lives impacted.
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DEFINING SUCCESS
Revisit the work from early on in the course; write down your ‘rich life’. Include any new 

goals or changes that you have made or would like to make. Ask yourself how you’re 

building others up from what you do in business or because of the freedom your business 

provides.

You should find that the structure and frameworks you have put in place have lent 

themselves to your goals, including providing you with 

     •    Increased cash flow

     •    Less work as technician

     •    Opportunity for growth
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List some of the ways you’ve built in accountability

BEING ACCOUNTABLE 
Accountable ¹

adjective

1.

(of a person, organization, or institution) required or expected to justify actions or 

decisions; responsible.

"government must be accountable to its citizens"

synonyms:  responsible, liable, answerable; to blame

"the government was held accountable for the food shortage"

2.

explicable; understandable.

"the delayed introduction of characters' names is accountable, if we consider that names 

have a low priority"

synonyms:  explicable, explainable;

The word accountable is to be able to give an account; to explain what you’ve done and 

why.

In your business, accountability is vital to your success. Up to this point, you’ve been 

building in accountability with your relationships, your business, your clients, your 

investors through the processes you’ve put in place.

¹ Accountable definition from Dictionary.com

In your personal life 

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/accountable
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In your health 

In your business structure 

In your reporting 
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Hopefully you listed your lines of communication, your processes, your policies and 

procedures and more as examples of this.

But there is an area of accountability often not mentioned in business. It’s called the art of 

showing up. Being present.

When you’re accountable in a relationship, it means that you show up 100% everyday - 

ready and willing to do the work required to make it work.

In business, accountability looks like:

     •    Consistency. Each morning you show up with an approachable and positive attitude. 

            Your contractors and clients don’t have to guess who’ll they’ll meet each morning.

     •    Leadership. Accountable leadership is actively engaged in the daily operation of the 

            business, not as a micromanager but an encourager. Gaps in the process are filled  

            with active participation and problems are addressed with stability of emotions.

     •    Followership. You empower those you’ve entrusted with their own responsibility and 

            leadership to lead.

     •    Facilitation. Accountable facilitators follow-up on what their business has promised   

            and identify areas of weakness in their process and facilitate the implementation of 

            corrective actions / interventions.

     •    Responsibility. Accountable leaders take responsibility for the business and its 

            associates. They understand that passive income is a myth; active participation is 

            required for a successful business and they take that responsibility seriously.

When you’re accountable, clients and contractors and vendors know that you’re word is 

your bond. You’re commitments are valued. And the stock of your Brand is elevated.

During times of crisis, people are more willing to stand by you.
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NETWORKING
Traditionally, networking is a polite way to socially 

promote yourself over food and drinks and to get to     

know others too. 

More recently, networking is used to level-up via 

connections.

As a Brand, networking should take a back seat 
to relationship. Otherwise, networking becomes a 

transactional exchange and short-circuits valuable 

business opportunities. 

Rules for networking:

     •    Never give out your business card.

     •    Collect cards or email addresses and let the person 

            know you’ll be following up via email or text...and        

            then follow-up.

     •    More listening, less talking. You’ll become the       

            smartest person in the room that way.

     •    Relate. Build relationship.

     •    Don’t begin a conversation with “what do you do?” or 

           “what are you here for?” Even in a business setting, 

            phrase your curiosity as, “Tell me about you.”

     •    Realize that everyone you meet isn’t a good fit for  

            your business but think of who you can connect them   

            with.  They might return the favor.

     •    Don’t say “What’s up?” or “Whassup?” You’re NOT    

            Bugs Bunny, nor are you a walking beer commercial.

     •    Dress and conduct yourself as a professional.

     •    Be consistent in your conduct, speech, and presence.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJmqCKtJnxM
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NETWORKING IS NOT 
TRANSACTIONAL
Because networks are relational by nature, networks are built over time. To last, they need 

to built on a foundation much like your business. Each person must understand their role in 

the ‘network.’ If they perceive you’re using them as a ladder only, then they could pull that 

ladder out from under you at any time.

Everytime you open the business for the day, open your email or go to the grocery store, 

you have opportunity for a networking moment.

BE INTENTIONAL IN 
YOUR NETWORKING
When attending an actual networking event, it's often helpful to write down why you’re 

going and what you hope to get out of the event. 

Date Date Date Date

Upcoming 
networking 
events 

Purpose of the 
event

What you hope to 
get out of event

Connections you’d 
like to make

Other known 
attendees

Style of the event 
(e.g., dressy, 
formal)
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ONE FINAL NOTE ABOUT 
NETWORKING
As you are a Brand, here’s where taking care of yourself can really pay off. A healthy glow 

and confident presence can communicate more about you than any words. Knowing you’ve 

built a business platform ready for any opportunity allows you to be fully confident, fully 

relaxed, fully engaged and fully you.
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RE-EVALUATING GOALS 
FOR GROWTH AND GIVING

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

GOALS FOR GROWTH THIS NEXT 12 WEEKS:

Goal

Goal

Goal

1WEEK 2 3 4 5 6
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GOALS FOR GROWTH THIS NEXT 12 WEEKS:

7 8 9 10 11 12

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

WEEK 
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Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

GOALS FOR GIVING THIS NEXT 12 WEEKS:

Goal

Goal

Goal

1WEEK 2 3 4 5 6
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GOALS FOR GIVING THIS NEXT 12 WEEKS:

7 8 9 10 11 12

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

WEEK 
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Ask yourself the following questions:

Do my goals still fall within my foundation walls?

Do my goals align with my partner / spouse?

At this stage of growth, am I still willing to take 

constructive feedback or criticism?

Am I still growing?

Am I relatable under pressure?

How are my pillars of support?

List out ways you are still pursuing growth

Yes No

In your relationships

In your business
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COMMIT TO GROWING 
OTHERS
When you commit, it means you agree to carry something out, even if it’s at a personal loss.

This is not to suggest you lose money in giving - but giving more of your budget can keep 

you creative in the business. 

Before you grow your philanthropic efforts, consider how to best steward your financial 

resources in this effort.

What movement can you spark? 
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What do you have to offer? 

What are some creative ways you can offer others your services? 

What are your passions / interests regarding social justice issues? 
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Are they local, national or international? 

What social issue has your attention? 

Is there a personal battle that you or a loved one 
has faced that you want to bring awareness to? 
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What problem in the world would you like to see solved? 
Or would you like to help solve / maybe have a solution for? 

What elicits the most compassion from you? 

What stirs the most anger or sense of justice in you? 
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The best way to do this would be to find someone already doing the work you value and 

partner financially and through time spent with them.

List some organizations who are already doing work that you admire. 
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List the work they’re doing that you would like to support. How would you like to provide 
support? 
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Define your avatar for your personal passion project. 

What are their needs? 

What problem do they have that you are trying to solve? Alleviate? 
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Do they see this as a need they have? 

Why would they need help? 

Additional questions to consider: 

Have you watched Helping without Hurting, video 1? What did you learn from the video 

regarding your desire to help? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a339VZRE3CM
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Who is already working with this organization or the people it serves (i.e., your target 

avatar)? 

Would forming your own non-profit be best in this scenario or an unnecessary legal and 

tax burden? 

Would each group (i.e., your avatar and the group already working with your avatar) best 

be served by your presence, your finances or both? 

https://topnonprofits.com
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What does my financial and legal counsel say is best for business (not your reputation)? 

When you know how to best help others, it makes you more fiscally responsible and 
better at determining where your money is best used. It also strengthens your leadership 
as you seek to hold others accountable with how money is spent.
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ALWAYS 
GROWING
Growth is hard. It can be exciting - but it can also 

be highly difficult, challenging or even sad.

GROWTH 
TAKES TWO
Before you begin working on you, your goals and 

identifying areas of growth, it’s important that 

you recognize what you can and cannot control 

and pursue forgiveness or letting go of those 

areas over which you have no power. We’re 

talking about the power of the other ¹.

Growth happens on multiple levels. Oftentimes, 

business growth is tied to personal growth. That 

is one reason why it’s important that you don’t 

neglect taking care of yourself.

However, growth doesn’t occur in a vacuum. 

Oftentimes, we say we want growth but 

then insulate ourselves from experiences or 

challenges that would produce that growth. 

Think of these examples of growth that require 

time and pressure:

     •    Caterpillars  >>>  Butterflies

     •    Coal  >>>  Diamonds

     •    Sand  >>>  Pearls

¹ “You don’t have a choice whether or not others have power in your life, 
but you can choose what kinds of relationships you want.” Dr. Henry 
Cloud

https://amzn.to/2wqsKeI
https://amzn.to/2wqsKeI
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SLOWING THE GROWTH 
List out relationships that have affected your foundation and how they’ve affected you:

The truth is that growth requires pressure, friction, challenge - and other people.

Even though you’ve set boundaries in place to create a well-watered foundation, dealing 

with others can be one of the biggest causes of foundation problems to your success.

Most often, it's because we don’t realize there’s an issue with our foundation.

For some, it’s a bad relationship with parents you walked away from - or who walked away 

from you. For others, it’s a marriage, a friendship, a tragedy or a loss of a loved one.
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Have those pressures caused you

           Anger

           Sadness

           Motivation

           Drive 

           Depression

           Other

You have zero control over what others have done to you but you have 100% control over 

your response to them.

If any of these hidden roots are creating internal pressure for you, it’s time to clean them 

out.

https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
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THE FASTEST WAY TO 
STOP GROWTH
The fastest ways to kill any forward movement in your life or business are (a) to think you 

have no need for change or (b) to refuse to forgive others.

You’ve metaphorically placed your hand in a cage, clenching the offender, and therefore 

stopped yourself from moving. Until you let go, you cannot move on.

Pride says, “I'm proving my strength by refusing to let something out of my grip.”

Refusal to forgive says, “I’m willing to stay here forever to prove my right!”

What are some ways you’ve been growing or would like to grow:

Professionally

Emotionally
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Spiritually

Financially

Academically
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Relationships

Business

Finances

Where have you faced challenges in these areas of growth this year?
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Health

Other

Are there any areas you are not ‘letting go’ of that are hindering your forward 
movement? 
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If so, what are some things you might do to move on? 

WHY THEY’RE CALLED 
GROWING PAINS
Growth requires stretching. You’ve got to make room for what you’ve learned and you may 

not always enjoy the process. Every person’s ‘stretching’ looks different:

     •    For the workaholic, stretching may be time off.

     •    For the introvert, stretching may be conferences.

     •    For the extrovert, stretching may be listening.

     •    For the prideful, stretching is engaging with humility.

What areas stretch you? Make you uncomfortable? 
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How can growth in those areas help your Brand? 

EMBRACING THE 
GROWTH
Embracing growth means to welcome the challenges that come with change or hard times. 

Recognize that aborting the process will only prolong, not shorten, it and force you to 

repeat it. Going through the challenges are what change you, not skipping them.  To grow is 

to develop or mature. In life and business, development and maturity are choices.

Pursuing development can happen through

     •    Scheduled time with relationships

     •    Scheduled time for business activities

     •    Attending seminars

     •    Hosting events

     •    Facilitating webinars

     •    Local networking

     •    Listening to business podcasts

     •    Reading business or personal development books

     •    Getting away on a ‘vision’ retreat

²  Not sure what forgiveness or moving forward looks like? Reach out to Philip; ask him & he’ll help you through whatever 
your process may look like.

https://www.ascentleaderdevelopment.com
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PRUNING FOR GROWTH
Gardeners prune fruit trees to allow for better sunlight penetration (which produces 

growth) and so that the tree’s structure is strong enough to bear it’s load. Pruning also gets 

rid of diseased or infested limbs. Pruning is a regular, essential practice to successful fruit 

productions.

You and your business are like a fruit tree that must be pruned. Each season of life and 

business require pruning of both bad and good things so you can create the best things. 

And to be strong enough to sustain the weight of all you carry, pruning should be done 

regularly.

Prune by saying no. Being involved with local networks is good; joining online masterminds 

for your own growth is good. Taking online courses is good. But it’s easy to say yes to 

hundreds of small activities or events and lose time for what matters most. Be ruthless in 

protecting your time. Your weekly calendar should look something like this:

Sun

Rest day
Organize 

day; bill pay Meetings Family dayWork day

Lawyer Lunch

Date w/

Hubby 

Work day; 
no phone 

calls

Week 
review

Meet 
company 
leaders

X

X

X

X

X

X X X X X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X X

X X

X X

0800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
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AREAS YOU CAN PRUNE

Prune by budget. Set a budget for travel time, money, and vacation. Having a budget 

keeps you laser focused on which events are best for your business at this time. Consider 

planning out conferences you want to attend in 3 year increments, attending each 

big conference once per 3 years and implementing what you learned and nurturing 

relationships from the event in the meantime.

Prune by solitude. Time away from your routine allows for clarity of vision, goals and 

planning for ‘what’s next’ in your business, life, relationships. This time should be well-

planned and you should consider going somewhere without wifi and cell service. (Hint: this 

is also great for marriage retreats; take your spouse for a marriage vision getaway, just not 

on the work weekend).

What time-wasters can you cut? 

What people or organizations do you need to say no to during this season? 
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What conferences should you put off? 

Regularly prune your schedule, commitments and pursuits by order of priority toward your 

personal and business goals.

Plan your away weekends now. What weekends can you get away? 

     •    For current year: Marriage retreat in early February. 

     •    For upcoming year: Business vision retreat in November or early December.
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THE FIRST SIGNS OF 
SPRING
In winter, all you see for a while is snow covering the ground. But underneath the snow, 

growth is happening. And one day, the buds will spring forth, ready to blossom, just in time 

for the sun to melt all the snow away. 

When you’ve gone through the hard times - keep going! This is where perseverance & 

endurance show up! Because you’ve done the pruning, your structure is strong enough to 

carry the new growth that will happen!
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THE ART OF 
COPYWRITING
Many people make ‘copywriting’ out to be a difficult task ¹ . While it is a skill set that can 

make you more money, it’s not a complicated process. 

COPYWRITING IS 
CONNECTING
A simple Google search for ‘copywriting formulas’ will provide you with thousands of 

examples of various types and formulas for copywriting. However, good copywriting is 

simply consistent communication with people who want to hear from you. If they want to 

hear from you then the way you communicate works for them. If your way doesn’t work for 

them, they’ll unsubscribe from your list. 

It's a pretty simple formula:

Good copywriting      connecting with your customer and communicating in a way 

that elicits confidence            relationship               purchases

= 
>>> >>> 

¹ Note: Copywriting is the art of using words to market or advertise. Copyright is a legal right that grants the creator of an 
original work exclusive rights for its use and distribution.
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ESTABLISH 
COMMUNICATION 
Connection can be made through writing, video, testimonials, referrals or other methods.

Outline your copywriting like you outline your funnels. 

Here are some communication basics:

     •    Be yourself, be authentic, be genuine

     •    Do a great deal of listening, asking questions

     •    Create connection through shared experiences and storytelling

     •    Make the relationship one that is constantly growing

One way you build relationships with your visitors is through word choice - this is called 

your ‘copy’. You can quickly identify like-interests or in-kind relationships through the 

language you use. The words you use help others determine if you’re the type of subject 

matter expert they’ll best identify with.

To have a good relationship, in person or through good copy, you must 

     •    Understand yourself

     •    Understand your avatar

     •    Create connections
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Flash your credentials in their face           or

Ask if they’re ready to get married           or

Tell them how many kids you want           or

Drive off wondering why the date ended early        or

Greet them, perhaps offer a compliment

Ask if they’re ready to go out for dinner

Ask about them, their interests, their goals

Set a date for the next evening

BUILD RELATIONSHIP
Look at copywriting as though you were going on a date with a total stranger.

When the date opens the door, do you:

Credentials, opinions and directives rarely result in a successful relationship.

Consider these basic conversation email structures to get you started:

Email example A:  Establish relationship & communication; gain a subscriber

         What you’re saying: Hello & how are you, thank you for visiting my site 

         Recommendation for business: Keep your site clean and simple; Let  

         them know why you or the product / service are the hero to their need /  

         pain point

         Goal of recommendation: Exchange email address for special offer or  

         download

Email example B:  Identify specific product interest for email address

         What you’re saying: Tell me about yourself & how I can best help you  

         (what are you looking for) 

         Recommendation for business: Convert visitors to subscribers with an  

         offer for whatever page they landed on / are looking for information on;  

         Google analytics is a must for this

         Goal of recommendation: Get permission-based marketing info & a  

         tripwire sale; great for social media traffic such as Pinterest

Email example C:  Instant sale

         What you’re saying: What pain point can I alleviate or transformation  
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         can I help you achieve?

         Recommendation for business: When you know your avatar well, you   

        can get them to qualify themselves as a hot lead by prefacing your copy    

                   with their problem, such as “Struggling with answering ‘What’s next?’ for 

         your sports career?” Great for targeted Facebook ads

         Goal of recommendation: To convert a new visitor to a client because   

                         you’ve identified their felt need, agitated their pain & have offered them   

         a solution (also known as the PAS formula)

These emails can be formatted as:

     •    Welcome series, with tags progressing the individual as they indicate by ‘raising’ their 

            digital hand (i.e., clicking on a segmenting link) (e.g., email A >>> email B >>> email C)

     •    Specific product series that leads to additional offers as indicated by tags 

            (e.g., email B >>> new email sequence / funnel)

     •    Instant sale, with upsells (US) or downsells (DS) and one-time-only offers 

            (e.g., email C >>> US >>> DS >>> OBO #1 >>> OBO #2)² 

² One of the best explanations I’ve read on copywriting can be found here.

AVOID ADDING ‘FLUFF’
More than anything, copywriting is all about the relationship. And long-term relationships 

are built on doing what you say you’ll do. Therefore, the most important aspect of good 

copy is honesty. 

When you are marketing, it's important that you hold yourself accountable. When you feel 

that you must produce copious amounts of copy, it may be tempting to fill your copy with 

‘fluff.’ Fluff is exaggerations, half-truths, manipulation or misrepresentation of facts; also 

known as lying. It’s also obvious you’re talking to talk. Be quiet.

Stay accountable:

     •    What you write matters

     •    Be honest in your copywriting

     •    Don’t exaggerate the details

     •    Don’t formulate your emails based on someone else’s style

https://kopywritingkourse.com/what-is-copywriting/
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NURTURE THE 
RELATIONSHIP
Using certain formulas, you can elicit your desired response from your audience and guide 

them down a path of accomplishment. Good copy can elicit emotion, influence perspective, 

and sell products and services. Great examples of the use of emotional copywriting can be 

found in popular influencer Jay Shetty’s Facebook videos.

BASIC COPYWRITING 
TIPS
Evaluate your topic for brand and avatar consistency. Does this topic fit within your 

foundation? For example, Dave Ramsey writes about getting out of debt and managing 

your finances. You learn about Dave, his family, his personal and religious beliefs, his 

thoughts on parenting, etc. because you have relationship through his writing - but 

everything he shares is centered around or tied back to dealing with financial matters.

Craft good headlines. Make sure your reader knows what you are going to be talking about 

- or make them curious enough to find out. Specific and detailed is better than generic how-

to copy.

Stay authentic to your voice. If you’re prone to long explanations with great details, then 

write that way. If you prefer to write 3 sentences and use bullet points, then use that. Just 

remember that clients want consistency. They want to know what to expect when they 

hear from you. That’s why formulas are so powerful!

Create rich text. Richness can be added to your work through words, images, numbers 

or adjectives. For example, instead of saying ‘save money’ you can say, ‘save a little green.’ 

Also, popular headlines often use numbers, such as ‘7 ways to save money this soccer 

season’.

https://www.facebook.com/JayShettyIW/videos/2009646842683104/
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Be the expert. You can provide resources and 

coaching through your writing or videos without 

giving away your best content. Many influencers 

today recommend giving away 80% of your best 

content and only charging for 20%. 

Tell good stories. Stories are one of the 

most powerful mediums of communication. 

Jesus, Aesop, Shakespeare and Donald Miller 

all provide great examples of the power of 

storytelling. Stories can be used to humor, 

inspire, caution and educate.

Clarity is better than persuasion. Clear 

outcomes and deliverables are more important 

that good sales copy. When people know what 

they’re getting from you and you deliver, it's a 

win-win.

Intent does not negate impact. When you 

write something, especially if focused around 

a potentially controversial topic, be sure to 

evaluate the content as how it might impact 

someone different than you. Topics such as 

religion, race or culture are good examples of 

this.

Write about the transformation, not the 
product. You are selling benefits of your product 

or service, not it’s features. So when you write 

about it, make sure you address how this product 

or service will alleviate a pain point for your 

reader.

https://storybrand.com
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FRAMEWORKS PROVIDE 
FREEDOM
Author Michael Gerber tells the story in his book about his amazing experience visiting 

a new barbershop. He loved the details and treatment he received. However, the second 

time he went back, the experience was completely different. This difference turned him 

away when the third visit was different yet again. 

Clients want to consistency of experience - this lends to your Brand’s power. Clients want 

to know exactly what they’re recommending and why. When you establish a framework 

for your communication, copy and frequency, this matters to readers. On emotional, 

psychological and professional levels of expectation, you are providing a consistency that 

they crave or rely on, whether they can articulate that or not.

FORMULAS CREATE 
SUCCESS
When you bake, you use a recipe for consistent outcomes. Formulas do the same for your 

copywriting. Templates for copywriting have been provided here to help you nurture your 

followers. Using these templates will help you keep your message focused and consistent. 

Formula: Testimonials = Avatar’s words tout the benefits + personal wins; real photos of 

real people accompanying their own stated benefit(s) of your product or service.

Example:

     •    Edit the testimonial for brevity and benefits and bold the key points / words.

     •    Facebook or other social media profile image of the endorser is ideal.

     •    Spread the testimonials throughout the sales copy with good spacing between the      

           copy and the testimonial.

Purpose: To establish your authority by sharing wins you’ve helped inspire.

https://amzn.to/2L6k7cO
https://amzn.to/2L6k7cO
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Formula: Desired end result (in Avatar’s words) + Time frame + Overcome objections

Example: 

     •    Agents: Recruit 1 Quality Pro Player per week without the hassle of highlight videos   

            or interviews 

     •    Trainers: Get top coaches to refer a player to you each week without reminders or   

            cold calling

     •    In 20 days, learn the exact system that will turn your side hustle into a full-time job

Purpose: To catch your avatar’s attention, using their language & addressing their felt 

need

Formula: Avatar’s words frame the problem

Example:

     •    I can’t grow a business. I’m not good at sales.

     •    Have you ever thought you’ve got what it takes to play college sports, but didn’t know 

            what steps to take?

     •    Still using flyers to advertise? Are you still leaving postcards on cars?

Purpose: To communicate your ability to solve your avatar’s problem

Formula: Money back guarantee - Avatar avoids risk of scam and shame 

Example:

     •    Try it for 30 days and if you don’t get the promised result, I’ll refund 100% of your 

            money!

     •    If you don’t love it, I’ll give you double your money back!

     •    Buy with me and I’ll sell your house for free!

Purpose: To reduce fear and build confidence in your product.

Formula: Social proof = verified endorsement of your product through engaged audiences 

in real time.

Example: 

     •    https://www.usefomo.com 

     •    https://useproof.com 

https://www.usefomo.com
https://useproof.com
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     •    https://optinmonster.com/11-ways-to-use-social-proof-to-increase-your-

            conversions/ 

Purpose: To provide third-party validation of your sales. Demonstrates transparency which 

increases trust and results in additional sales.

Formula: Overcome the objection by taking down a paywall.

Example:

     •    Get the book for free, just pay shipping & handling.

     •    Try it free for 30 days!

     •    Sign up takes less than 20 seconds! (e.g., using a Facebook profile)

Purpose: To reduce or eliminate completely the additional step or work associated with 

‘signing up’ or trying something new. Risk free trial and no credit card required are key 

phrases.

Formula: Product as a solution, with expressed frustration and identified benefit.

Example:

     •    Football Tools Online helps you quickly understand complex game plays and share   

            them with your players

     •    GFTskills takes your soccer player from sitting the bench to starting the game in less 

            than 3 months.

     •    Get the best soccer skills training without leaving your home. 

Purpose: To identify with and solve your avatar’s felt need.

http://shrsl.com/yg6d
http://shrsl.com/yg6d
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STICK TO THE FORMULA
When writing, use these questions to help flesh out the elements of each formula. Keeping 

these questions fresh in mind helps provide the framework from which you write each 

email.

What is my area of expertise? 

What authority, in what area, am I establishing? How am I establishing this authority?  
Remember, you are not writing about the product you're selling - just it’s benefits and 
features. 
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How is my method of helping others different 
from what’s been done before? 

Why am I uniquely qualified to address this topic / problem? What experiences do I have 
that make my insight different from others? 

How does my process help achieve results for my avatar? 
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JUST SAY IT
Remember, above all else, that copywriting is unique to you and can use little or no words 

at all.
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THE OILMAN VS. 
THE OIL GIANT
 There once was a man of very humble beginnings. The man worked hard. He went   

 through the ups and downs of the oil booms and busts, never having much but   

 always having enough. He raised a family and grew a small business of his own.

 Many people began to seek out this man as his reputation of being a man of the   

 land and a man of his word grew. Big, powerful men and their company engineers   

 sought out this oilman for his ability to ‘speak’ oil, gas and machinery.

 One day, one of the biggest Giants came to see the oilman. “Fix my problem and I’ll   

 bring you on as partner,” the Giant said.

 The oilman was excited to partner with a Giant like this one. He worked as    

 hard as he had on every other project before him - for that’s all this man knew how   

 to do - and when he was finished…

 The Giant took the man’s work and was quite pleased. But he didn’t want to pay the  

 oilman. What did HE know about being a GIANT? The Giant ROARED with great   

 strength and tried to scare the oilman away.
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 Though he had nothing left, for he had spent his money paying for all the work he   

 put into this Giant’s hands, the oilman stood firm.

 But, unbeknownst to the oilman, he was quite wealthy.

 Word about what this Giant had done began to spread.

 Other Giants and oilmen began coming to the oilman’s aid. Said one, “I’ve heard   

 about you for years. You keep your word. You have integrity.”

 Said another, “Your reputation is that you do what you’ll say you do.”

 Yet others, “You always pay what you owe.” 

 “You’re always on time.” 

 “You helped my family when…”

 “You’ve always shown me kindness / respect / help when I needed it.”

 And finally, “This Giant cannot take what you’ve done. I’ll help hold him    

 accountable.”

 The Giant was angry and brought sneaky attacks and lawsuits and more. And yet,   

 the oilman - and his wall of ‘wealth’ (his family, friends, colleagues and strangers) -   

 stood firm.

 And the Giant - with all the money and reputation and ferocity - lost.

This is a true story. This man really lived and still does today. 

And the Giant truly tried to manipulate facts, bully, twist the legal system...and yet, he still 

lost. 

And the oilman? His reputation has only grown deeper and stronger since then; although, 

were you to go see him today, he’d tell you he’s just a simple oilman.
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Why was this oilman able to succeed? He had been accountable in his work. He worked 

with integrity. He documented his steps. He worked with others and he invested in others. 

You can be like the oilman.

THE SECRET TO 
SUCCESS
No matter how much technology changes the way we do business, small businesses 

continue to succeed because they do something that technology cannot render obsolete. 

They create relationship through the business exchanges. Even though not always easy, 

they become cornerstones of their communities, simply through consistency and longevity. 

Relationships are the secret to success. 

Relationship	is	not	determined	by	how	others	relate	to	you	but	by	how	you	relate	to	others.	

This is not about how you are connected with someone but rather, how you relate to them - 

how you give account to them.

In business, you’ll find that you have plenty of opportunities to be maligned, 

misunderstood, slandered or praised.

How you choose to respond in these moments defines your success more than any dollar 

amount ever can or will. This is why knowing and keeping before you at all times, your core 

values, matters so much.

Writing things down and displaying them keeps you, and others, accountable. 

Implementing processes and standards causes adherence to the framework.
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FIRE ESCAPE ROUTES
The word ‘if’ can be one of the scariest words for people. Because it finds its roots in fear, 

‘if’ can stop decision-making. It can paralyze you. This is why knowing your core values and 

beliefs ahead of time and putting procedures in place is invaluable. Much like you map out a 

fire escape plan with your children, you do the same in business with policies.

What things am I already doing to create community in my business

With contractors / employees  

With clients 
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Through marketing 

What things can I do to further build relationships?  

How will I react if1

 •   Someone lies about me 

1 These scenarios are real-life scenarios that we’ve either experienced personally or witnessed happen in the lives of others 
we know.
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 •   Someone cheats me 

 •   A close trusted friend betrays me  

 •   I can’t deliver on a promise to a customer 
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 •   Or fill in your own: 

When I must fire a contractor or employee2

When someone takes clients from me in a surprise move 

2 Reflect on your policies and procedures; your operating guidelines. Implement them here; identify any weak areas in your 
documentation procedures and correct them now.
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What I’ll say when someone questions my integrity 

How I’ll respond to holding others accountable 

When someone threatens me with or files a lawsuit 
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NURTURING 
RELATIONSHIPS
Investing in others is a quick way to find out where your perspective really is regarding 

relationships. Giving of your time or finances quickly identifies where your true valuation is 

found - in yourself, your self-perceived value, your finances. False humility and stinginess are 

often exposed in this way.

“Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him power.”
Abraham Lincoln
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Investing in others 

One way to avoid the pitfall of wrong attitudes is to keep your priorities, goals and bless-

ings, your ‘rich life’, written down and in front of you at all times.

Beginning your business with a spirit of generosity does two things:

 •   Blesses your business

 •   Helps protect you from greed because you learn to let go early on

When it comes to giving:

 •   How are you giving? (e.g., time, money, both) 

 •   Who are you giving to and why? 
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 •   Are you generous or miserly? 

 •   Is your giving done privately or for public reward? (check your motivation) 

 •   How is your attitude when giving? 
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 •   How is your attitude when volunteering? 

Like the oilman, you’re creating your own legacy. Remember the quote from Viktor E. 

Frankl:

“The one thing you can’t take away from me is the way I choose to respond to what you do to 
me. The last of one’s freedoms is to choose one’s attitude in any given circumstance.”
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COLLABORATING 
WITH OTHERS
Once you’ve established your best questions and the information you need to know about 

potential collaborators, you can turn these questions into an email sequence or online 

form (such as with Google Forms or Typeform) and automate this process, including adding 

some of your own more personal questions and flair.

What am I looking for in brand collaborations1 this upcoming year, two years, 5 years?  

1 Where do you see your business growing / going in upcoming years? Does this particular venture align with that vision?
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Setting expectations

What do you expect from others?  

What can others expect from working with you2? This may include timeliness, attitude, 

forms of communication (e.g., email vs. text, skype or phone call, etc.)  

2 Not limited to B2B relationships. Could be B2C, such as trainees in a physical setting.
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WHO YOU’LL 
WORK WITH
Two farmers prayed for rain. One went out and prepared his field for rain, even though 

the land was dry. The other made no changes. Which one do you think really believed the 

opportunity was coming?

While you may not yet have requests pouring in for speaking or collaborating, you should 

still prepare for the chance. Know yourself and your business.

When you get invited to speak at a sports conference, an elementary school and a Boys & 

Girls Club - do you say yes to all of them? What else is going on at the time of the engage-

ment? Is there a family or business commitment that conflicts? Evaluate all elements of the 

request - including travel, hosts, intent, potential results and influence before saying yes or 

no.

What are your expectations of the hosts? A simple powerpoint presentation could turn 

into a problem if you don’t have wifi or if the host’s system is not compatible with your font 

base. Reformatting your slides at the last minute is not fun. Clear communication between 

you and them is essential to a more smooth, stress-free event.

Know how you work best - in a small group or large group? Do you need lots of early morn-

ing alone time or do you come alive at 5 am? 

Consider your unique ‘best’ circumstances but make it work when the opportunity pres-

ents itself.
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Consider the collaborator

Ask yourself the following questions when you’re making decision about business 

collaborations:

Does this collaboration fit within my business’ foundation walls? How so? 

What am I seeking to get out of this relationship? How did I learn about this collaborator3 ?  

3 The term ‘collaborator’ is used versus company because even large corporations are represented by a single individual 
relationship.
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What do I know about this collaborator on an individual level? A relational level? 

A professional level? 

What is my purpose in working with this collaborator? Is this a long-term relationship that 

could develop for multiple products? A one-time collaboration?  

What benefits does this collaborator provide me and my Brand? 
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What benefits do I provide them? 

What strengths do they have? 

How do our platforms support one another? 
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What do others say about working with this collaborator? 

What benefits do I provide in networking / collaboration with this collaborator?  

How do I serve my loyal customers, followers and collaborators through this relationship? 
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Consider the product

If this is a podcast, a digital product, a live sale - the relationship principles are the same. 

Clearly defined expectations (ideally in a contract) are more likely to reduce stress, mini-

mize miscommunication and make for a stronger sales and long-term, mutually beneficial 

relationship.

What are my expectations:

 •   For contractual and sales language  

 •   Working relationship  
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 •   Collaboration & development  

 •   For deliverables  

 •   For branding   
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 •   For final say   

Consider the process

What leeway / timeframes do I need to make things work? 

Who is responsible for the promotional copy? 
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What are the dates of the sale? 

How will the sale be promoted? (e.g., social media, emails, etc.) 

Who gets access to the contacts? 
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Who processes the payments for the product? 

Can both parties access the funds? 

Are they willing to sign a contract? 
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Who ‘owns’ the product4 ? 

What is the refund policy?  

Do your terms and conditions match one another? 

4 If this is not an affiliate relationship.
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Will traffic be driven to a single leadpage? How will 

accountability be provided for payments received? 

When will each party get paid? 

What is the refund policy? 
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If this relationship is an affiliate one, will the other 

party need to provide a ‘bonus’ product? 
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REALTIME RELATING
Networking locally through organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce can hone you 

and your business very quickly. Your net worth = your network. Have you ever heard the 

saying, “It’s not what you know, it’s who you know?”  

In-person relationships can create support and friction and test your Brand in real time. 

Friction can be a good thing! Through friction, pearls are made from sand. 

Contact versus connection

Understanding where friction comes from is important. If your sole purpose is to pitch your 

business to the everyone in the room, you’ll find yourself quickly annoyed and possibly 

ostracized, because people recognize disingenuity. 

In today’s digital age, people think the more contacts you have, the better your business. 

But contacts do not equal connections. It’s the connections that make the business, the 

referrals and the sales. Good connections and relationships create friction that helps you 

grow - through feedback and idea-sharing from people invested in you.
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Consider these points for connection vs. contact:

How do you stand out from other owners? 

How will you represent your brand in person1 ? In appearance? Social manners? Eating in 

public2 ? How are you memorable? 

1 A great example of this is the business owner who dresses in Brand colors or a logo-embroidered shirt versus cut-off sweats 
and wrinkled shirt. 
2 A lack of table manners can kill a business deal faster than many other things. 
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How do you support other owners? 

Do you consistently show up to help or to be helped? 

Do you share knowledge or dispense knowledge3 ? 

3 Note: The difference between sharing and dispensing in this context can be likened to talking with someone versus talking 
at someone. Helping versus running your mouth about all you know.
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How do you address those in similar business as you? 

How do you receive feedback or criticism? 

How well do you listen to how others are growing their business and apply it to your 

own? 
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Are you willing to share some of your biggest wins with the group? Why or why not? 

Small groups can provide you a platform for pouring into others by creating real relation-

ship for you as an entrepreneur. They can also provide real-time testing of products and 

services and feedback before you spend hours and money developing them.
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WORKING WITH 
INVESTORS IN YOUR 
COMPANY
 Invest1.

 transitive verb

 1

  a : to array in the symbols of office or honor
  b : to furnish with power or authority
  c : to grant someone control or authority over : vest

 2 : to cover completely : envelop

 3 : clothe, adorn

 4: to surround with troops or ships so as to prevent escape or entry
 5 : to endow with a quality : infuse

Receiving an investment and working with an investor is tied to emotions. The emotions 

don’t have to be verbalized to be present and influential.

This is one reason why the self-awareness component of the course is so important!

1 From the Merriam Webster online dictionary

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/invest
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If someone says they will ‘cover [you] completely’, how does that make you feel?

Look at your word choices that you wrote out.

For some people, those words evoke feelings of peace. Others feel panicked, suffocated. 

Perhaps even fearful because of traumatic experiences from childhood or even as adults.

Now write out what it would mean to you to be completely covered in the following areas:

Financially
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Emotionally 

Physically

Spiritually
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Psychologically

For example, especially for men, having someone else cover their debts is an offense to 

their pride as men. Men crave respect and not being able to pay their debts is an affront to 

their self-respect.

Also, if someone who is providing financial backing to your business creates anxiety within 

you, that is a red flag that you need to evaluate.

Financial investors vary in the relationship they want in exchange for their finances. Some 

want control; a say in how decisions are made. Others only want reports that show growth 

in their investment. Still others know the risk of investing and expect a return but can deal 

with a loss.

Understanding that the relationship with an investor is more important that the funds is 

very important when taking on investors in your business. For this reason, many people 

work only with banking institutions. Know that money can come from many places and you 

do not have to say yes to the money if it ties you to the wrong investor type.
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SEEKING INVESTORS
When evaluating a potential investor, consider the following criteria2  before you sign on 

the dotted line to receive the investment3 .

Valuation

What is my current company valuation & how did I get that number?

What money do I need, why do I need it, what will it be used for, and what am I willing to 

give up / away in exchange for it? Am I looking to share equity or royalties?

Can I validate the projected sales and cash-flow needs I am using in my valuation?

Is this something I could crowdfund instead? Is crowdfunding something I am open to? 

Why or why not?

How soon will the investor receive a return on their investment?

Relationship

What am I looking for in an investor? What type of financial stability, involvement, person-

ality do I work best with?

Am I looking for money or a partner?

Am I ready to answer to someone else for how I spent my money and the ROI I have or 

have not achieved?

How do I respond when a spouse or colleague asks me about a bill or money spent?

2 This is where your proforma comes into play.
3  For a great source of additional questions, a simple Google Search for ‘Shark Tank questions’ will yield hundreds of 
questions you and an investor should know the answers to before beginning a relationship.
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$500K IN 8 HOURS
Many movies today are based on real life stories about the money to be made on Wall Street, in 

cryptocurrency and other trends. Some investments last and others don’t. However, the big wins are often 

accompanied by equally big personalities and lifestyles. 

There are also the sad stories, like those told by Bernard Madoff’s victims, that have cost really frugal 

people their life savings.

But most investors are more like Jake4 . Jake is barely 30 years of age. He works a full-time job dealing with 

numbers. He’s considered a genius with finances and numbers and analytics and gets paid for his brain. He 

is very calm and analytical in conversation. Jake is a fan of Dave Ramsey and MMM. He’s very generous. 

But he’s also frugal (he still rides his bicycle to work in the city) and he made his first million through old-

fashioned hard work and savings. 

But not his second million.

His second million he made through investments. His first investment came through an opportunity that 

lasted 24 hours. He put in $5k of his own money and watched it raise as high as just under a million, drop 

to $250k and then rebound. Once the rebound hit $500k, Jake was out.

Recounting the experience later, Jake shared that the emotional roller coaster was very intense, especially 

for someone who thought he would not have such emotions over money, especially not $5k.

4 Name changed to protect client privacy.

https://www.mrmoneymustache.com/2013/02/22/getting-rich-from-zero-to-hero-in-one-blog-post/
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Jake’s biggest takeaways for investing:

 1. Know what you’ll spend, where your low limits and high limits are

 2. Know your own risk tolerance level

 3. Be solid with numbers

 4. Know emotionally what you can handle - and handle losing.

 5. Get your spouse on board.

BECOMING AN 
INVESTOR
Investing is different for everyone. Personality plays a big role. 

Considerations for becoming an investor:

Business plan: Will you do this full-time? Work with a partner? What type of investing will 

you do? Stock market, venture capital work? 
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Business structure: Will you use an LLC or another structure? (hint: LLC) 

Money management plan: WIll you use your own money or that of investors? 

Exit strategy: How will you determine that the ‘business’ of investing is worthwhile or 

should be discontinued? 
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Time frame: Are you looking for long-term or short-term investments? 

BEFORE YOU INVEST
Financial investment in others should come with an involved approach. There is little dif-

ference between investing in someone emotionally versus investing financially. At the end 

of the day, both involve other people. 

Remember that at the end of each investment dollar is a real person making it grow or not 

grow. You’ve got to know why you’re investing and how you measure success. 

Because there are so many ways to invest, find out which is right for you based on your 

personality, quantitative analysis abilities, risk tolerance, investment style and more. Land 

versus stocks, small business start-ups and others comprise the market ripe for investors.

Get your finances in order. If you’re personal finances are a mess, you’re business finances 

will also be hard to manage.

Get the right support

Find a mentor in investment strategies or an advisor. Look for someone who’s been invest-

ing for many years and has a good reputation with those they’ve worked with. 

Considerations for investor relationships:
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Legal: What contracts do you need to have in place? What legal structures? 

Financial: What money will you be investing? 

Relationship: These relationships are for the long-term. Make sure you’ve done your 

homework on who it is you’re working with and why. 
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Guidelines: Establish clear working frameworks for you as an investor. Define how you 

want reports, how you want to be involved in the investment and how you want to see 

change or implementation happen. 

SEEKING INVESTMENTS
Most people evaluate investments by the product that’s being invested in. Gold, real estate 

or start-ups all capture the attention of investors. Workshops and seminars about about 

maximizing your potential profit in these sectors.

Unfortunately, there are 2 major pitfalls to this strategy:

People are often unprepared for the long-game of investing5 . They don’t know how to fully 

count the cost of long-term investments, deal with unexpected pitfalls and detours or have 

an overall game plan.

Investors are often focused on the product and not the process - and they fail to under-

stand their role in the process. Products are inanimate objects. This means they’re just a 

thing, like a vase in your house. It’s the knowledge, skill, strategy and experience that the 

investor brings to determine if the vase6 is a good investment.

5 Luke 14:28-30 is a perfect example of this
6 Consider a Ming vase. Knowing the period, the demand, the authenticity of the vase tells you it’s value as an investor. BTW, 
there are no Ming vases in my house. Only unbreakable ones from IKEA.

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke+14%3A28-30&version=NIV
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Before you make an investment, consider the following questions:

What are my goals with investing? 

What is my knowledge of this investment? 

What is the expectation of performance for this investment?  
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Are there historical parameters on this type of 

investment to compare it to? 

Why is it being recommended and how is the 

performance expectation being calculated? 

What is the timeline of performance expectation7 ? 

7 Most people want a ‘get-rich-quick’ investment, like Jake, where they make a great deal of money in a few house. These 
opportunities are rare and require a particular skill set. Consider focusing on a smaller and more consistent gain strategy.
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What does the exit strategy look like for me? 

Does it allow me to retain my initial investment? 

How does it fit with the rest of my investments?  

Does this investment diversify my investment choices? 
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When you understand that investing is a process and that much of that process depends on 

how well you know yourself, how you manage money and make financial decisions and how 

you play the long-game, you’ll have a better framework from which to make decisions.

What type of investment does this require from me with my 

time, money and timeframe?
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TAKE THE TIME TO SAY 
THANK YOU
Gratitude is a lost art in business. There are so many publications on how an attitude of 

gratitude can change your life and yet, it’s taught more as a meditation technique than a 

lifestyle choice. 

‘Thanks’ vs. thank you

Consider how many say thanks. When people express gratitude, it’s a wonderful feeling. 

But did you know that even our word choice affects how gratitude is perceived? Think back 

to the last time you did something for someone else that was above and beyond what you 

had to do. If you received a ‘thanks’ then your work was acknowledged. However, if that 

person said, ‘thank you’ it was probably perceived by you as more sincere on a subcon-

scious level. 

Say these out loud and compare your perception of ‘thanks’ with a smile, thanks merely 

expressed, and ‘thank you.’

Big difference1 ?

Time = value

When you take the time to express your gratitude, this conveys more than your words. The 

time you take to personally, not corporately, express your appreciation speaks volumes to 

your recipient. 

Consider receiving a gift basket. It’s such a thoughtful gesture, but it can be automated by 

a corporation. You don’t receive the gift and immediately think only about the gift. You’re 

wired to want to know who gave you the gift and why. So when there is a personal note in 

there, saying ‘Congratulations [Name] on your [new baby, new job, retirement],” the gift 

becomes personal and meaningful.

1 This is not to make you or your significant other change your personality but it does make you aware of how perception is 
everything. If you’re going to make the effort to show gratitude, why not do it fully?
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Ways to say ‘thank you’ in a corporate setting

Expressing your gratitude is a personal touch. Your time invested in another builds rela-

tionships very quickly. 

The next time you want to show your appreciation for someone or something they’ve done 

for you, consider the following ways of expressing gratitude:

 •   Hand-written note

 •   Text

 •   Email

 •   Lunch date

 •   Send a physical gift:

  •   Send them a Greetabl (includes a 15% off coupon)

  •   Teak & Twine (our favorite + they’re veteran owned)

  •   Marigold & Grey

  •   BoxFox

  •   A Signature Welcome

  •   Simone LeBlanc 

http://share.greetabl.com/x0jITzVE?u=1527606791863
https://www.teakandtwine.com
https://www.marigoldgrey.com/#
https://shopboxfox.com
https://asignaturewelcome.com
https://simoneleblanc.com
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GETTING 
STARTED
Podcasting is one of the fastest growing outlets 

online. If you are working to establish yourself as 

an authority, then you don’t want to miss out on 

the opportunity to get into your customers heads 

and onto their phones. 

People listen to podcasts while they’re exercising, 

working, driving...which makes it easy to establish 

yourself as an authority in your niche. 

But, first things first. We’re going to dive into 

figuring out your hook, your niche, and your story.

BEFORE YOU START RECORDING, START HERE:

What are you trying to accomplish by creating a 
podcast? People start podcasts for a number of 

reasons, and it will be helpful for you to identify 

those reasons. Check the box or boxes that 

resonate with you below:

           Share your story, tips and techniques?

           Is this to expand your brand awareness?

           Gain clients?

           Improve notoriety and credibility? 

           Disrupt an industry?

           Drive business

Next, you need to identify which “space” you fit 

into. 
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       Music

       News & politics

       Religion & spirituality

       Science & medicine

       Society & culture

       Sports & recreation

       Technology, tv & film

       Arts 

       Business 

       Comedy

       Education

       Games & hobbies

       Government & organizations

       Health

       Kids & family

Select a Category that best describes your vision or niche (don’t worry about wrong 
answers, you can always change this later):

Now that you have those pieces, use the space below to help brainstorm ideas for your 
podcast topics (you’ll need this for the next lesson, so don’t skip it!!). We recommend 
that you start with 15-20 topic ideas. 
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Editorial Calendar

Now that you’ve got some topic ideas, let’s put them into action. Add your podcast topics 

to your editorial calendar. To use the calendar, make a copy into your own Google Drive so 

that you can fill it out:

http://bit.ly/podcast_editorial_template

Don’t worry about making this perfect, you’ll be editing your ideas soon.

PERSONAL BRANDING
Branding yourself is an integral part of how you’ll promote and handle your podcast. Your 

podcast branding should be somewhat tied to your business...but what if you don’t have 

one yet? What if it’s still an idea? 

That’s totally okay!! Don’t skip this part. You may find that you end up with a more solid 

understanding of your brand after this exercise. 

There are lots of podcasts out there that were started BEFORE the business idea was fully 

fledged. 

Let’s dive in!

Unique Things About YOU

Using the section below, list all of your uniqueness. 

We’re going to be focusing on your experiences, values and natural talents. Don’t worry 

if you feel like a specific unique thing overlaps into multiple categories. Instead challenge 

yourself to word it differently or come up with a new way to view it. 

These are things what will make you, your brand, and your offering special to your 

community. 

http://bit.ly/podcast_editorial_template
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You are the only person on the planet to have this specific combination.  

Experiences

1. 

2.

3.

4. 

5.

Values

1. 

2.

3.

4. 

5.

Gifts & Talents

1. 

2.

3.

4. 

5.
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Skills

1. 

2.

3.

4. 

5.

Knowledge & Learning

1. 

2.

3.

4. 

5.

Lessons You Have Learned

In the next section, you are going to create a list of the lessons you have learned in terms of 

your skill development, knowledge, and community.  

Again, these will be unique to you and pivotal in making a podcast that differentiates you 

from the marketplace.  

As you create the list of your learning experiences and unique takeaways, plan to use these 

stories for your podcast.
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Your Community

1. 

2.

3.

4. 

5.

For extra credit, go back to your editorial calendar and adjust it to include these pivotal 

items.

Once you’ve done that, do a review of your answers to this and the previous lesson. Do you 

need to adjust your category? Change your base idea? Take some time to really hone your 

vision for your podcast by answering these questions: 

What is the theme of your podcast? 
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What do you bring to the marketplace that is unique and original?  

What topics are you going to focus on?  

What category (or categories) does your podcast fit into?
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What are some podcasts in the same space?  

Let’s name your podcast! Use the space below to develop some naming ideas: 

How can you be different?  

NOW FOR THE FUN STUFF
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Take a look and circle the words or ideas that stand out. See if you can create a title for 
your new podcast using what you’ve circled and write it below: 

Now, take the rest of your ideas above and create a brief description of what your
podcast is about. What do you stand for? What lessons will you share? What do you hope 
to teach your audience or inform them on? 

Finally, adjust your editorial calendar to fit with this more defined definition that you’ve 

created for your new podcast.
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TYPES OF PODCASTS
There are 4 basic types of podcasts:

  

     1.       On Your Own (hardest)

     2.       Storytelling (because most people aren’t great story tellers. But doable if you plan out.)

     3.       Co-hosted podcast (easy)

     4.       Interview experts (Most effective for social media, network expanding)

Let’s take a look at each of these podcast types more in depth:

1. On Your Own

Have you ever listened to a podcast that is just one person talking to you? Likely they were 

telling a story, sharing a technique, or delivering a message.  

There aren’t a lot of single-host podcasts out there because these shows are ambitious to 

produce likely because it’s difficult to talk about your ideas and topics all alone. 

That being said, you can absolutely choose to create a podcast where you will be talking 

(on your own) the entire time.  

Successfully created shows like this are more often in the form of 5 or 7 minute snippets 

with a single story or point to them.  They are quick, high value and/or highly entertaining. 

Use the space below to record some ideas of how this type of format could benefit your 
audience: 
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2. Storytelling

Storytelling podcasts are very popular. The popular podcast Serial is a journalistic 

storytelling format that utilizes 12 highly researched and well-developed half-hour 

episodes to tell a story from start to finish. 

To be successful in this type of podcast, you need to methodically plan your story AND how 

you will deliver it. 

Will you tell the story in a single take? Will you have cliffhangers? Will you explore 

different viewpoints? 

These podcasts are produced similarly to a network television show. What is the hook of 

your story?  What will each episode in your first season be?  What will be the draw for the 

listener to come back and listen again?  

Use the space below to record some ideas of how this type of format could benefit your 
message and business: 
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Who could co-host your new podcast? Use the space below to brainstorm some ideas: 

Use the space below to record some ideas of how this type of format could benefit your 
community and business: 

3. Co-hosted Podcast

One of the simplest and most popular formats for podcasts are co-hosted shows.  

You and a friend or colleague can create a fun and interesting dynamic. By having another 

person to communicate with, ask questions, gather opinions and share stories, you increase 

the depth of information and ideas that you bring to your community.  

To be successful, your choice of co-host should be someone you can easily connect, 

communicate, and even banter back and forth with. They do not need to live near you.

Remember that when multiple people are involved in a podcast, you will need to collaborate 

on ideas and make sure that the goals of the podcast meet both of your audience’s needs. 
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4. Interview

This format is arguably the best podcast style in terms of ease of recording, creation, and 

networking. Interviews can also help to quickly build a platform if you do not have one 

already. 

This type of podcast allows you to connect and network with industry experts.  You’ll 

have an opportunity to learn different points of view, tips, tricks, and insider secrets all by 

simply asking your guests insightful questions about their expertise, growth and personal 

techniques.  

Personal stories from these experts offer a behind the scenes look into an otherwise 

unknown and mysterious world. When you interview others, this also gives you an 

opportunity to leverage their platforms in hopes that they will also promote they have 

been on your podcast to share their stories and insight

Make a list below of 10 industry experts that you’d like to interview: 

1. 

2.

3.

4. 

5.

6.

7.

8.

9

10.
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Use the space below to record some ideas of how this type of format could benefit your 
community and business: 

Which type of podcast will you create? Write your answer below:
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FORMATTING & TECH
While the stories and things you share within each podcast will vary week to week, most 

audiences enjoy and respond best to consistency.  Today’s most successful podcasts 

include at minimum an introduction and, an outro, or manner. 

Let’s dive in: 

The Standard Podcast Layout Includes:

     •    Introduction / opening statement

     •    Starting by saying the goal of each show

     •    Quick story

     •    Have 1-3 guests per show with a clearly defined purpose

     •    Your favorite quote or quick story at the beginning or end of each episode

     •    Have a Call to Action in the middle and end of each show

     •    Outro

You will need to create a standard length of time for each podcast episode.  Keep in mind 

your ideal audience, the length of time they have to commit to listening in.  

Depending on your audience, you may have podcast episodes that are quick tips and are 

only 5 minutes long or extended up to 90 minutes.  Keep in mind that the industry standard 

is between 20 and 60 minutes.

Record what your standard podcast episode length will be here:          minutes
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Introduction

Every episode should have an introduction 

stating the title and tagline of your podcast. 

Use the space below to develop your podcast’s 

tagline and introduction:

If you need some inspiration, use this template 

as an example: 

 This is the (title of podcast) with (host   

	 name)	of	(location).

	 The	purpose	of	this	podcast	is	to																	.	

	 Once	you’re	done	listening	you	can	go	to		

	 (your	website	link)	for	(something	free		 	

	 and	valuable	for	them).	

	 Thank	you	for	listening	in.		I	know	you’ll		 	

 enjoy the conversation! 

Once you’ve settled on your tagline and intro, 

make your brand unique. 

Will you add royalty-free music?  

      yes       no 

Will you include licensed podcast music? 

      yes       no 

Hire a voice actor?            

      yes       no 

Now that you have a plan, record your intro 

(yes, right now). 

Don’t stress if you’re technically challenged. 

You can find quality production teams on 

platforms like Fiverr or Udemy to create the 

intro for you.  

http://track.fiverr.com/visit/?bta=23407&nci=5490
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Main Point

After your intro, you’ll want to state what the episode’s main takeaway will be. This can 
be a further explanation of the episode title. 

Tell your listeners where this episode’s journey will take them. Many podcasts use similar 
language for this section each week. 
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Use the space below to brainstorm some compelling language that is also concise and to 
the point: 

Quick Story

Not every episode needs a story, but it helps. It’s much easier to talk about something 

when you can illustrate the point. 

Interviews

Now that you’ve shared the episode’s main point, you’ll want to introduce your guest or 

guests if you have them. It can be helpful to have all of the information for a guest ready to 

go.

Take a few moments to write down how you’d like to introduce your podcast guests: 
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Sponsors or Call to Action 

If you have a sponsor or you want your audience to take action, be sure to mention them. 

Give your listeners something to do-send them to your landing page, a mailing list, a free 

download, or your product. 

Outro

This is another way to pitch your audience and reinforce your hook. Review the episode’s 

takeaway and sign off. 

Many successful podcasts have a set outro, and you can use the same music or pre-record 

much like your intro. 

Now that you’ve done the hard work, it’s time for the fun stuff-equipment and set up. 

 

Equipment 

     •    Microphone: Two well-respected brands are: Blue Yeti USB Microphone and Blue 

            Snowball iCE Condenser Microphone, Cardioid

     •    Wind Screen Pop Filter

     •    Recording software:  Zoom or GarageBand

     •    Editing software: GarageBand or Audacity

     •    Publishing software: SimpleCast or BluBrry

Jot some ideas for your outro below

https://amzn.to/2I4loPq
https://amzn.to/2K64fFx
https://amzn.to/2K64fFx
www.amzn.to/2IqlPam
http://www.zoom.com
https://www.apple.com/mac/garageband/
https://www.apple.com/mac/garageband/
http://www.audacityteam.org/
http://simplecast.com
https://create.blubrry.com/resources/podcast-media-hosting/?code=insights
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You’ve already worked on some ideas for your podcast title and theme. Take a moment to 

go back and review them to make sure that they really resonate, then record them below: 

Podcast Title:   

Podcast Theme:  

Podcast description (be sure to use keywords for Google!): 

Artwork

Now that you know what you’re going to call your new podcast, you’ll want to create your 

artwork. 

Since the podcast is about you and your business, you’ll want to use a headshot or good 

photo of yourself to help your audience find you and to reach new subscribers. 

The image should be bright and square. You’ll want to check with your podcast service 

(we’ll talk about that in a minute) for the exact dimensions for this image. 

Take a moment to create a few mockups using a free graphic design software like Canva. 
You can always hire a professional if you’d like as well.  
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Inviting Guests to be on Your Show

If you plan to interview guests on your podcast, you’ll want to develop a way to reach out 

to them. Draft a message below that clearly states what your podcast is, what you would 

like from them, and work to get a yes. 

     •    If you need some inspiration, here’s a sample pitch email: 

	 Hi																								,	

	 My	name	is	(insert	name).		I	am	big	fan	of	yours!		I	love	how	you	(enter	specific	reason	on		 	

	 why	admire	this	person	and/or	the	work	they	have	done.).	

	 Now	I	am	hosting	a	podcast	(insert	title)	where	we	feature																				.		We	would	love	to		 	

	 feature	you	on	the	podcast.	

	 All	that’s	required	from	you	is	getting	on	the	line	with	me	for	30-45	minutes	to	discuss		 	

	 (your	topic).		

	 Just	say	YES!	And	we’ll	make	the	scheduling	as	easy	as	possible
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Requirements for guests 

When you have guests, you want to make them shine, so once they’ve said yes, make sure 

that you send them instructions, including a few very important items:

     •    They must call in using a microphone or their earbuds from their phone.  

     •    Must call from a quiet location.

     •    The time of their scheduled call in THEIR time zone

     •    The call in number or link

     •    You can set a requirement that they have to agree to post socially about being on   

            your podcast.  

     •    This is also a good place to consider any disclaimers or legal documentation that your 

            lawyer might want you to use.

Recording and editing

You’ll want to make sure that you practice recording your podcast before you go live with a 

guest. Once you’ve got the recording down, you’ll want to practice editing to see if you are 

able to do it or if you need a professional. 
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Uploading a new podcast to iTunes or other podcast host

After you’ve recorded and edited your podcast, you’ll want to upload it to your host. 

Here you will enter in your:

           Episode Number

           Episode Title

           2 line summary of the podcast

           A description of the podcast with your call to action

           Author

           MP3 file

           Podcast Artwork

Outsourcing checklist

It’s okay to not be an expert. When you are starting out all of the tech can be 

overwhelming. We recommend that you outsource the following items: 

           Your music (purchased from a third party)

           A voice over actor to record intro, outro, call to action.

           Editors to cut out the Ummm and Ahhhs. 

           Uploading and promoting episode release
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PODCAST LAUNCH
You’re almost there!! You’ve created your artwork, recorded a few episodes, and you have 

guests booked out. 

Now you need to launch. 

You will need to market your podcast as you would launch any new venture or product, 

but there are a few things podcast specific things you need to be aware of (and plan for) to 

ensure that your podcast has a better chance of success. 

Bulk Load Episodes

It sounds crazy, but you’ll want to upload 3 podcasts a a time while you’re getting your 

podcast out to the masses. To do this, make sure that you have at least 3-5 episodes pre-

recorded when you launch. 

Keep Working Ahead

Because you’ll be publishing 3 episodes at a time, plan to record on set days so that you can 

keep up with your posting schedule. 

Gain Fans

Start with who you know. Get your friends to listen to your podcast and download 

episodes. Ask them to share it with anyone they think would be interested. Post about your 

new episodes on social media. 

Get Reviews

Reviews mean more listeners, credibility, and moving up the podcast rankings. 

Remember to ask your listeners to leave you a review each and every episode. 

And of course, you’ll want to promote promote promote and then promote some more. 

Talk to your acquaintances, and others in your niche to share the information and get 

attention.
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Your marketing plan

Telling people isn’t enough. You need to market your podcast. 

For each podcast episode you’ll want to get as much attention as you can.  

You should strongly consider using content marketing to drive traffic and listens to your 

podcast.  

Below are some strategies that are used by the most successful podcasts:

     •    Create a blog post for each episode.

     •    Consider having a download for each podcast episode to understand who is listening 

            and to further develop client relations.

     •    Send links and artwork to guests who have been on the show.  The more guests you 

            have, the more opportunities you have for them to share on social media.

     •    Send quotes from the episodes to news organizations

     •    Collaborate with other shows

     •    Send your social platform

Choose 2-3 strategies that you’ll employ for your podcast and detail how you’ll use them 
below:
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Generating income

Podcasting is its own form of public relations. 

The results of traditional PR were hard to track. With digital marketing and podcasting 

specifically, you can drive traffic business by creating offers or supporting like-minded 

companies.

As you increase your readership there are a number of ways to generate revenue and 

increase your income with your podcast:

     •    Sponsorships and advertisements from companies and products that are useful to  

            you audience.

     •    Create a specific offer for your audience.

     •    Refer to like-minded companies and offer a discount or special coupon code.

     •    Offer coaching or consulting services

Choose one income that you would like to focus on and develop a strategy for it below: 
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